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Abstract

A FRAMEWORK FOR CONTROLLER-BASED MULTI-FLOW

ROUTING IN MANETS

Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) exhibit the exceptional functionality

of routing and data delivery being carried out by the clients, distinguishing

them from network architectures, where dedicated entities, such as routers,

exist especially designed for path construction. MANET participants set up

awireless network, construct paths self-organized, and forward the upcom-

ing data streams hop-by-hop to the desired destinations. This architecture

does not rely on any cellular network to provide connectivity, which makes

it attractive for the military.

However, routing decisions of participants are often based on obsolete

or incomplete network topology knowledge, since keeping routing tables

consistent and up-to-date is highly intensive regarding control message

overhead. In addition, participants of these networks are moving contin-

uously and their connections are therefore subject to change. These tem-

porary connections are restricted in terms of transmission capacities, thus

provoking bottlenecks often resulting inQuality of Service (QoS) violations.

Due to these mentioned characteristics, reliable data transfer is a challenge

in MANETs.

This thesis proposes a framework addressing the mentioned challenges,

such as over-utilized network segments and constantly changing network

topology, through a controlled distribution of all flows, also aiming for long

connection lifetimes while considering the data rate demands. This frame-

work comprises new techniques to quickly gather a complete and up-to-

date network topology overview when a route is requested in a MANET.

This can be achieved by establishing a controller outside the network or on

any of the participants. In order to meet transmission capacity constraints

and to accurately monitor and compute the network’s data load, a trans-

mission utilization model is presented and established in the controller’s

capabilities, thus enabling network load-aware routing. Based on up-to-

date topology information, a robust and utilization-efficient routing tech-
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nique is proposed, searching for long-living and capacity-conform paths of

multiple flows while utilizing the MANETs as little as possible.

We propose and compare several self-designed, extended, and existing

pathfinding techniques comprising heuristic and exact methods and inves-

tigate beside the mentioned goals the runtimes of all proposed approaches.

In order to tackle the constantly changing topology in MANETs, we define

and apply a link quality metric for each connection, distinguishing robust

from fragile connections aiming for minimum link breaks and longer path

lifetimes when computing paths with each proposed pathfinding technique.

To conclude, we propose potential application scenarios and provide

recommendations, which pathfinding technique to apply in which use case

considering their characteristics, the requirements, and the obtained re-

sults. This allows us to determine, which framework configuration is best

suited to the respective application scenario in order to calculate long-last-

ing data transmissions in the shortest possible time, taking into account the

capacity limits of the selected connections.



Zusammenfassung

In Mobilen Ad-Hoc Netzen (MANETs) werden die Wegfindung und die Da-

tenübermittlung von den Endgeräten selbst durchgeführt, was diese Netze

von herkömmlichen Netzarchitekturen unterscheidet. Die MANET Teil-

nehmer bauen hierfür eigenständig ein Funknetz auf, um die benötigten

Pfade von den Sendern zu den Empfängern zu berechnen. Auch die dar-

auf folgenden Datenübertragungen erfolgen durch die Teilnehmer selbst.

Folgerichtig ist diese Netzarchitektur nicht von einer zentralen Instanz ab-

hängig und im Zuge dessen unter anderem auch interessant für militärische

Operationen.

Die Routenentscheidungen der einzelnen Teilnehmer beruhen jedoch in

vielen Fällen auf veralteten und unvollständigen Netztopologieinformatio-

nen. Der Grund hierfür ist zum einen die hohe Mobilität der Teilnehmer,

weshalb existierende Verbindungen abrupt getrennt und neue Verbindun-

gen aufgebaut werden. Zum anderen verfügen die Teilnehmer lediglich

über eine lokale Sicht des eigentlichen Netzes. Darüber hinaus sind die

Übertragungskapazitäten der zu dem Zeitpunkt bestehenden Verbindun-

gen begrenzt, was zu Engpässen und möglichen Verletzungen der Dienst-

güte führen kann.

In dieser Dissertation wird ein Framework vorgestellt, welches die ge-

nannten Anforderungen, wie die überlasteten Netzsegmente und die sich

ständig ändernde Netztopologie adressiert, um langlebige und qualitäts-

gerechte Verbindungen für die bestehenden Datenübertragungen zu ge-

währleisten. Dieses Framework beinhaltet eigens entwickelte Algorithmen,

welche in kürzester Zeit die vollständige und aktuelle Netztopologie des

MANETs zu einem Controller übermitteln. Zwei diesbezüglich angepasste

Netzarchitekturen gewährleisten hierfür eine kontinuierliche Verbindungs-

garantie zwischen jedemMANET Teilnehmer und dem Controller. Die Ers-

te stellt eine dedizierte Funkverbindung bereit, wenn der Controller auf ex-

terner Hardware installiert ist. Die zweite Netzarchitektur installiert den

Controller auf einem beliebigen MANET Teilnehmer. Letzteres beinhal-

tet ein selbstorganisiertes Controllerauswahlverfahren, um sicherzustellen,
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dass lediglich ein Controller in einem MANET existiert, sowie eine konti-

nuierliche Routenpflege für jeden Teilnehmer zum Controller.

Um den beschränkten Übertragungskapazitäten der Verbindungen ge-

recht zu werden sowie die Datenlast des Netzes genau überwachen und be-

rechnen zu können, wird ein Übertragungsauslastungsmodell vorgestellt

und in die Kontrollfunktion des Controllers integriert, um ein auslastungs-

abhängiges Routing zu ermöglichen. Aufbauend auf den Topologieinfor-

mationen des Controllers stellen wir ein robustes und auslastungseffizien-

tes Routing vor, welches potentiell langlebige Routen für mehrere Über-

tragungen berechnet. Dieser Routingansatz verfolgt das Ziel, die Übertra-

gungslast des Netzes so gering wie möglich zu gestalten. Wir vergleichen

und bewerten hierbei selbst entwickelte und bereits existierende heuris-

tische und exakte Pfadfindungstechniken und untersuchen neben den ge-

nannten Zielen deren Laufzeiten. Angesichts der sich ständig ändernden

Netztopologie stellen wir eine Routingmetrik vor, welche die Verbindungs-

qualität zwischen Teilnehmern in Hinsicht Stabilität beschreibt, umVerbin-

dungen für Übertragungen mit vermeintlich langen Laufzeiten auszuwäh-

len.

Abschließend werden die vorgestellten Pfadfindungstechniken, welche

ebenfalls Bestandteil des Frameworks sind, hinsichtlich ihrer gewonnenen

Ergebnisse in eigens definierte Anwendungsszenarien eingruppiert, um de-

renVor- undNachteile geeignet darzustellen. Hiermit könnenwir eineAus-

sage darüber treffen, welche Frameworkkonfiguration am besten zu dem je-

weiligen Anwendungsszenario passt, um langlebige Datenübertragungen,

unter Berücksichtigung der Kapazitätsgrenzen der ausgewählten Verbin-

dungen, in kürzester Zeit zu berechnen.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Communication and computer technology have seen tremendous advance-

ments and growth in the last decade. Business activities as well as social

interactions nowadays rely on digital infrastructures. Digitalization is ad-

vancing, automating, and speeding up our activities and communications,

which is why availability of digital services is vital. “Being connected”, e.g.,
having access to digital services, such as public transport information, gov-

ernment institutions, and doctor appointment platforms among others is

more important than ever before.

According to the latest report of Global System for Mobile Communi-

cations (GSM) Association, parts of the Third World countries still lack In-

ternet access. The largest coverage gap has been observed in Sub-Saharan

Africa, where almost 20% of the area lacks connectivity [DB21]. Alterna-

tive network structures are discussed and applied to digitalize these dead

zones. For instance, endpoints, such as smartphones can be used to form

a single-layer network architecture in which each device is wirelessly con-

nected and each participant has equal capabilities and functions. Such a

union of devices forms a network topology, in which everyone is reachable

as long as connectivity to one network participant for each node exists.

Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) include these features, having no

need of external infrastructure connectivity, such as dedicated routers, base

stations, or even cables [Gio02]. Their routing and forwarding behavior

characterizes these networks as self-organized and autonomous, as each

node is responsible for routing and data delivery, respectively [Toh96]. This

means that routing, data forwarding, and delivery are offloaded onto all

endpoints participating in the MANET. In addition, participants are wire-

lessly connected and are moving permanently leading to a continuously

changing network topology. Hence, participants move out of each other’s

communication range forming a new topology. Connectivity to Internet

services is provided if at least one participant is within coverage range of a
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mobile carrier’s base station. If the network is fully autonomous and self-

organized, meaning no dedicated link to a base station exists, data exchange

is nonetheless available within the network. In that case, participants are

forwarding data to directly connected neighbors, using MANET tailored

routing protocols to reach the desired destination.

This distributed and self-organized behavior characterizes MANETs as

robust, as a certain number of node failures can be covered by the collec-

tive. Furthermore, it is more challenging for intruders to eavesdrop or jam

ongoing transmissions, as routes change dynamically due to mobility.

MANETs are frequently discussed to be used in military operations

since this architecture does not rely on a single point of failure [Bar13].

Furthermore, Hong Kong’s citizens took advantage of these characteristics

and formed a MANET to organize demonstrations [Wak19]. According to

simulations, MANETs are also frequently debated to be a promising alter-

native in catastrophic situations, such as forest fires or flash floods, where

power supply of base stations is prone to fail at any time [Jah+18].

Despite the aforementioned positive aspects, the mobility, the lack of a

central routing instance, and wireless connections make the management

of these networks more challenging for a number of reasons: (i) Keeping

routing tables of all participants up-to-date and complete is complex and

costly in terms of routing load, as nodes must exchange their sub-topol-

ogy with all MANET members. In addition, the topology changes contin-

uously as nodes are moving, forcing participants to update their routing

tables all the time. (ii) Wireless channels experience data rate restrictions

especially in the military sector, reaching 0.5 Mbps [LAM12] and up to

2.0 Mbps [MKL15] depending on the waveform. Participants must keep

track of available resources to not overload network segments, especially

if a new transmission is intended. This poses even more of a challenge, as

neighbors interfere with each other if both forward data streams.

As a result of inconsistent routing table entries, nodes, for instance,

route data to dead ends. In that case, all traffic addressed to this destination

is dropped as long as rerouting is ongoing. Maintaining consistency and

up-to-date topology information for all participants is only achievable at

the expense of increased routing overhead. Both additional rerouting and

routing overhead drain the MANET’s transmission capacities. It is obvious

that data rates should be used wisely so that the objective is to find routes

that utilize the MANET the least and to exploit the available resources as

efficiently as possible. Also, flows should exhibit minimum mutual inter-

ference with other transmissions to provide sufficient capacities for future
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flows.

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In recent years, we have observed a continuously increasing demand for

mobile data and in the future, it is expected to supersede the amount of

wired traffic [Ericcson]. A major share, approximately 79%, of this traffic

is multimedia and streaming content [Cisco]. This real-time traffic has in-

dividual Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. They differ with respect

to delay, throughput and loss rate. Voice over IP (VoIP), for instance, re-

lies on a delay of less than 150 msec and recommends a data loss rate

of less than 2% [SH04]. Video streaming requires a data rate between

800 − 1200 kbit/sec to display an acceptable quality with a resolution of

720 px × 486 px [Adobe]. Transferring a file, in contrast, requires on the

one hand 100% correct data delivery but on the other hand sticks to best

effort services with respect to delay and data rate demand.

These real-time services also require attention in MANETs and in turn

create new challenges. MANETs are characterized by their distributed and

self-organized network architecture in which mobile participants act as

clients and routers, respectively. However, the wireless channel only pro-

vides restricted data rates that are easily exhausted, especially when trans-

mitting real-time data, such as video streams.

A network transmission capacitymeasurement concept could avoid over-

utilized situations, bymonitoring the residual transmission capacity of each

MANET member. QoS supported routing protocols for MANETs have been

researched to guarantee data rate and delay-confirm delivery [HT07]. The

complexity of measurement and computation increases in multi-hop wire-

less networks especially when reaching capacity boundaries of connec-

tions [NL07; RGM18]. Here, computations must be accurate to cover un-

certain factors, such as randomness and unforeseen waiting periods for

members to avoid interferences with another transmissions. It must be

taken into account that flows, which are routed across multiple members

utilize connections even more, as relay nodes must receive and forward

data [Bia00]. This often results in over-utilized network segments and traf-

fic congestions, as links for routes are chosen although their transmission

capacities are insufficient. Consequences are delayed data delivery, stressed

network segments, and in the worst case dropped data. From the users’

perspective, parts of real-time data transmissions like video calls would ap-

pear choppy and parts of sentences would be omitted. To put it concisely,
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monitoring the accurate capacity of a MANET when transmitting a flow

via multiple route participants is very complex and challenging especially

if the data rate demand of the flow reaches the transmission capacities of

path members.

Monitoring and determining accurate utilization is even more challeng-

ing if MANETs are used to transport multiple flows. In this case, mutual

interference of different transmissions increases. Wireless interfaces are

more often occupied as multiple flows are routed in the MANET, increas-

ing the probability that route participants of different flows must share the

channel capacity as they are in each others coverage range, resulting in

reduced transmission capacity per node. As a consequence, retransmis-

sions caused by interference as well as competitive Medium Access Con-

trol (MAC) methods lead to longer sensing and contention periods, also

decreasing transmission capacities.

Routing must also take into account transmission capacities of already

deployed flows, when searching for a path for an upcoming flow. The data

rate of an upcoming flow drains transmission capacities of connections ei-

ther because of the nodes that are chosen as path participants or due to

interference. Keeping that in mind, a potential path of an upcoming flow

must be aware of its occurring interference and the residual data rates of

surrounding links to not over-utilize currently transmitting links.

The combination of restricted transmission resources of wireless con-

nections in MANETs and data rate demanding real-time services, such as

video calls, makes it necessary to exploit available capacities most effi-

ciently to be able to deploy as many flows as possible. This, despite an

accurate transmission utilization model, requires an accurate and reliable

overview of all flows, their demands, and the current topology including

transmission capacities of links.

However, the decentralized routing behavior of MANETs complicates

the mentioned requirements. Nodes make individual forwarding decisions

based on their routing table entries, referring to common protocols [Cla+14;

Neu+08; DPB03; HMJ07]. Hence, generated paths more likely disturb each

other as decentralized routing does not change routes of existing transmis-

sions to free capacities for an additional flow. As a consequence, achieving

a common routing objective in decentralized network structures, like uti-

lizing the MANET transmission capacity the least, is challenging since path

construction is not centrally managed.

Figure 1.1 introduces the routing problem visually. There, utilization is

related to nodes. We aim to explain efficient routing in terms of minimum
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(b) Rerouting of flow f(0,2) and f(5,13)
to free capacities for f(7,11).

Figure 1.1: Example MANET topology to illustrate an occurring over-

utilized situation. Black dashed lines illustrate connections (links) between

nodes. Solid arcs represent deployed paths from origin to target, generating

utilization.

transmission capacity utilization in a simplified way. It does not coincide

with the defined utilizationmodel of this thesis. According to that, we spec-

ify with respect to this example that any node is only able to carry a single

flow to not be over-utilized. As depicted in Figure 1.1a, flows f(0,2) and

f(5,13) are deployed, utilizing each active path participant completely. An

additional flow from 7 to 11 must be deployed, leading to an over-utilized

situation as node 7 would have to carry two flows. Acting collectively to

identify sufficient transmission capacity and reroute already deployed flows

is not addressed in present routing protocols. The lack of a central rout-

ing instance performing path computation and defining forwarding rules

makes it complex to deploy all flows in a capacity-conform way. Also, dis-

tributed routing protocols do not provide tailored route computation con-

cepts, focusing onminimum utilization during route construction to deploy

as many flows as possible. Hence, flow f(7,11) would either not be deployed
or over-utilize the MANET.

A possible rerouting approach is depicted in Figure 1.1b. New paths are

defined for f(0,2) and f(5,13) to free transmission capacities for the addi-

tional flow.

Applying a centralized routing concept focusing on utilization-efficient

path computations requires reliable routing information, that is, complete

and up-to-date topology information. Complete means that all nodes and

each physically existing connection are represented in the topology snap-
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shot before routing takes place. Up-to-date means that no obsolete links

exist in the topology representation. Heading for these requirements is

challenging as nodes must exchange their topology information with each

other. Themobility of nodes and the ever-changing topology lead to incom-

plete and outdated routing information, resulting in inconsistent routing

entries of nodes. Neighborhood information must periodically be flooded

across the MANET, delaying topology changes. The delay depends on a

configured interval. Reducing this interval increases the reliability of infor-

mation but on the other hand, increases the routing overhead, which must

be kept minimal as transmission capacities are restricted. Node failures and

lost connections remain in routing tables until update messages are carried

via multiple hops along the entire MANET. These obsolete routing tables

result in outdated paths and connections, leading to rerouting approaches

and, in the worst case, to dead ends.

To sum up, data rate demanding real-time traffic often overloads the

restricted transmission capacities of MANETs especially if multiple flows

must be delivered. MANETs are currently lacking an accurate utilization

model to determine transmission capacities of links in highly utilized sit-

uations. Also, decentralized routing complicates utilization-efficient rout-

ing, leading to unnecessarily occupied segments, as no central routing con-

cept is present that takes over path computations. In addition, MANETs

lack uniform and up-to-date topology knowledge, which is a necessary pre-

requirement for building a centralized routing concept.

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Taking the aspects mentioned in the previous section into account, we con-

clude that current MANETs routing approaches are not designed to face

multiple flows carrying real-time traffic. This is mainly due to the self-

organized network characteristic, which keeps routingwithin the collective

strength of all members. The following MANET characteristics highlight

once more the mentioned challenges of Section 1.1: (i) The restricted trans-

mission capacities, (ii) the incomplete and outdated topology knowledge,

and (iii) the isolated routing behavior of network participants. Based on

these, we connect the dots and formulate the following Research Questions

(RQs) to tackle the challenges:

RQ 1 How to record and compute accurate connection utilization during capa-
city-demanding transmissions?
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RQ 2 Which controller-equipped MANET modifications are required to pro-
vide a complete topology representation for an outsourced routing in-
stance?

RQ 3 How to provide and access complete topology knowledge when the con-
troller is deployed on a MANET member?

RQ 4 Towhich extent can time-sensitive routing compute robust paths of mul-
tiple flows while not over-utilizing the network?

With RQ 1, we study the development of network utilization of sin-

gle nodes as well as of routes carrying traffic. This includes monitoring

the occupied states and time spans of the nodes’ wireless interfaces among

others. Using this knowledge allows us to determine how the injection

of flows in MANETs influences chosen connections and additionally con-

structed routes. Thereby, we answer the question to which extent an accu-

rate link utilization can be computed especially during high network load.

Addressing RQ 1, we also introduce a self-developed, extended MANET ar-

chitecture, see Section 4.2.1, having a central routing instance, named the

controller, which is externally reachable for each MANET member. MA-

NET members exchange management information with the controller via

a dedicated channel while keeping all payload data within the MANET. We

integrate our utilization model which benefits from the uplink, as capac-

ity measurements and computations are outsourced to the controller. This

Software-defined Networking (SDN)-aligned approach for mobile wireless

networks is extended with further capabilities throughout the thesis.

Topology knowledge including nodes and links forming a graph must

be consistent and provided to a dedicated instance responsible for path

computation. This avoids decentralized routing behavior and prevents iso-

lated decisions, aggravating the routing situation. Having this routing in-

stance facilitates the collective objective to distribute flows with minimum

utilization overhead. Heading for the mentioned goal, RQ 2 proposes a

topology update concept to transfer this knowledge to an outsourced con-

troller reachable via a dedicated wireless channel. Guaranteeing an up-

to-date and complete snapshot requires an almost interference-free topol-

ogy data aggregation and delivery. Otherwise routing knowledge on the

controller would be more likely outdated and incomplete. Hence, we pro-

pose a reactive topology update concept focusing on the least response

time, which starts conveying topology information to the controller imme-

diately before routing takes place. This concept is applied to the controller-

equipped MANET architecture and extends it with roles and processes to
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handle different states and situations at runtime. In particular, we present

MAC modifications for the MANET architecture managed by this exter-

nal controller, which leads to reliably managed scheduling cycles to better

control an interference-free topology update mechanism.

The previously introduced architecture comprises a MANET member

and maintenance concept, a renewed topology update technique, and a

flow computation and deployment strategy. Evaluations compare this ap-

proach with the proactive topology update technique and also investigate

the newly defined routing strategy applying Ad-Hoc on-demand Distance

Vector (AODV) as a counterpart.

Assuming solid availability of an outsourced routing instance is risky, as

obstacles, interference, and further environmental influences disturb con-

nectivity between MANET members and the controller. Also, nodes move

out of the controller’s coverage range and in the worst case, controller out-

ages can occur. RQ 3 tackles situations in which the dedicated controller

channel is not available. We introduce an algorithm, gathering the topology

knowledge to an arbitrary node, guaranteeing similar capabilities compared

to a controller reachable via a dedicated channel. This approach partitions

controller and MANET only logically, meaning that the controller is also

a MANET participant. All members of the MANET use one channel for

data and management overhead. The topology-gathering process focuses

on completeness in terms of nodes and connections and also provides mini-

mum runtime to perform routing on an up-to-date network representation.

RQ 3 also includes a controller self-management concept tackling the

following capabilities: (i) Path knowledge and maintenance for each mem-

ber to reach the controller in case a route must be requested (ii) Minimum

control data overhead to provide maximum MANET transmission capac-

ity for data delivery. (iii) A self-managed controller election guaranteeing

a single controller per MANET in case of controller outages and MANET

merge situations. Nodes maintain a tree having the controller as root, pre-

viously constructed during complete topology gathering. Control message

overhead between an arbitrary node and the controller is relayed along the

associated branch that connects participant and controller. Quality parame-

ters characterize the controller and are key decisionmakers in case multiple

MANETs merge or in case of current controller outages.

Combining the utilization model and one of the controller-equipped

MANET architectures allows us to investigate if and to which extent the

MANET capacity can be exploited to compute routes that are robust and

do not over-utilize the network. We thereby place a strong focus on rout-
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ing in highly-utilized situations. There, complexity and difficulty of finding

capacity-conform paths for multiple flows increase since fewer possible so-

lutions exist. In doing so, we at first compute over-utilized situations gen-

erated with common shortest path algorithms. Based on that, we compute

paths for the same flows (origin-target pairs) that do not over-utilize any

link within the network.

Keeping in mind the mobility of members forces path computation to

respond quickly as nodes move out of each other’s communication ranges,

resulting in topology changes. Routing concepts must take into account

such behavior and adapt their path computations to long-living connec-

tions. In doing so, path techniques focus on strong reception powers, mov-

ing directions, and speed of members to find robust routes to participants.

Keeping that in mind, RQ 4 develops, extends, and applies exact and heuris-

tic pathfinding approaches focusing on fast response time and long-living

links in terms of connectivity. A custom link quality metric identifies robust

among unstable oneswhile optimizing the result. We discuss characteristics

of all computation methods and give recommendations on which to apply

based on the use case. Since this thesis examines two approaches having

the controller either deployed within the MANET on an arbitrary node or

reachable via an out-of-band channel, each path computation technique has

its pros and cons regarding both architectures.

To sum up, we provide a centralized routing framework for MANETs

with the focus on exploiting restricted transmission data rates of nodes in

the most efficient way. We therefore first propose an accurate utilization

model to monitor and compute theMANET’s capacity, especially in heavily

loaded situations. Secondly, we develop a topology update concept having

the controller reachable via a dedicated channel, providing the possibility

to route based on up-to-date and complete topology knowledge. Thirdly,

we also provide full and up-to-date topology knowledge for routing pur-

poses stored on an arbitrary MANET member. This concept also proposes

a tailored concept providing and maintaining a route for each participant

to the controller. Participants leverage this route for path requests in order

to receive a route to their requested destination. Lastly, several pathfinding

approaches are applied to evaluate to which extent available capacity can

be exploited most efficiently.
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1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS

In this section, we list and summarize all peer-reviewed conference papers

and posters directly related to this thesis.

Conference papers directly associated with the thesis

This thesis identifies, examines and closes several gaps in the research area

ofMANETs. In particular, we published scientific articles affecting the areas

of wireless transmission capacity measurements, network routing aspects,

and multi-flow route optimizations. In total, this thesis contributes eight

peer-reviewed full papers, one short paper, and one poster publication.

• Jörg Hähner, Klement Streit and Sven Tomforde. “Cellular Traffic

Offloading Through Network-Assisted Ad-Hoc Routing in Cellular

Networks”. In: 2016 IEEE Symposium on Computers and Communica-
tion (ISCC). 2016, pp. 469–476

Summary: This publication proposes foundations of the controller-

equippedMANET architecture having an outsourced routing instance

reachable via an out-of-band channel. The presented evaluation dis-

cusses performance parameters, such as routing load, throughput,

and packet delivery rate, among others. Results are promising, as the

designed architecture can copewith the well-known routing protocol

AODV.

• Klement Streit, Nils Rodday and Gabi Dreo Rodosek. “AODV-CBR:

Capacity-based Path Discovery Algorithm for MANETs with High

Utilization”. In: 2018 Advances in Wireless and Optical Communica-
tions (RTUWO). 2018, pp. 234–239

Summary: This publication proposes a transmission utilizationmodel

suitable for self-organized and distributed routing in MANETs. The

objective is to examine the accuracy of the model and to determine

whether evenly distributed flows across the network increase the

throughput. Results show that distributing paths transmission over-

head-wise slightly exploits availableMANET capacities if heading for

minimum utilization.

• Klement Streit, Nils Rodday, Florian Steuber, Corinna Schmitt and

Gabi Dreo Rodosek. “Wireless SDN for Highly Utilized MANETs”.

In: 2019 International Conference on Wireless and Mobile Computing,
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Networking and Communications (WiMob). 2019, pp. 226–234

Summary: This publication extends the controller-equipped MANET

concept, which connects nodes and a controller via a dedicated chan-

nel with a tailored utilization model. We present a measurement

method for Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Avoidance (CS-

MA/CA) and also propose computation approaches regarding entire

routes to predetermine required capacities of upcoming flows. Eval-

uations focus on the accuracy of the measurement and computation

methods. We compare the computed MANET transmission overhead

with the measured one and experience reliable computation predic-

tion if actual arising network utilization is below 90%.

• Klement Streit andGabi Dreo Rodosek. “Cetup: Controller-equipped

Topology Update Process for Tactical Ad-hoc Networks”. In: Proceed-
ings of the 17th ACM Symposium on Performance Evaluation of Wire-
less Ad Hoc, Sensor, & Ubiquitous Networks. 2020, pp. 57–66

Summary: The authors present a centrally managed Time-division

Multiple Access (TDMA) method to support the MANET topology

update process, including multi-route adaption. This contribution

also proposes a participant management concept which is, as well as

the topology update process integrated into the centralized controller-

equipped MANET architecture. Results verify improvements com-

pared to the initially designed architecture, lacking an utilization and

reactive topology update concept.

• Klement Streit, Eike Viehmann, Florian Steuber and Gabi Dreo Ro-

dosek. “Improving RoutingwithUp-to-date and Full TopologyKnowl-

edge inMANETs”. In: 2020 Military Communications and Information
Systems Conference (MilCIS). 2020, pp. 1–8

Summary: This publication introduces a topology update algorithm

having the controller deployed on an arbitrary node in the MANET.

The algorithm constructs a tree while gathering topology informa-

tion, to later transport all local link knowledge from the leaves toward

the root aka. controller. Requirements are fast response time and

completeness of the reported sub-topologies. The evaluation covers

an implementation on microcontrollers and a simulation to test the

algorithm with a large number of nodes.

• Klement Streit, Corinna Schmitt and Carlo Giannelli. “SDN-Based
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Regulated Flow Routing in MANETs”. In: 2020 IEEE International
Conference on Smart Computing (SMARTCOMP). 2020, pp. 73–80

Summary: This publication covers two research areas. First, we pro-

pose a link quality metric applicable to shortest path algorithms to

detect robust paths in terms of connectivity lifetime. Second, the

publication proposes a flow data rate regulation to reduce transmis-

sion rates if connections lack the flow data rate requirements. We

experience longer path connectivity lifetime applying the link qual-

ity metric.

• Klement Hagenhoff, Maximilian Tränkler, Corinna Schmitt and

Gabi Dreo Rodosek. “RTC: Route to Controller Algorithm Provid-

ing SDN Capabilities in MANETs”. In: MILCOM 2022 Track 2 - Net-
working Protocols and Performance (MILCOM 2022 Track 2). Rockville,
USA, Nov. 2022

Summary: The authors present a lightweight route maintenance al-

gorithm to permanently provide a route to the controller for each

MANET member. Having a controller with topology knowledge de-

ployed on a participant requires to provide a route to send route re-

quests to. Requirements are permanent reachability and minimum

routing overhead to provide the most of the restricted capacity for

data transmissions. The contribution covers the conceptual design

and preliminary simulation results of the route-to-controller concept.

• KlementHagenhoff, Eike Viehmann andGabi Dreo Rodosek. “Time-

sensitive Multi-Flow Routing in Highly Utilized MANETs”. In: 18th
International Conference onNetwork and ServiceManagement (CNSM).
Thessaloniki, Greece, Oct. 2022

Summary: The publication presents several path computation algo-

rithms facing capacity conform routes. Since two up-to-date and

complete topology update concepts that focus on minimum runtime

are proposed [Str+20; SD20], path computation also requires respond-

ing in the least time. Also, we answer the question to which ex-

tent over-utilized MANET segments are resolved by the presented

pathfinding techniques. We tackle this challenge on the basis of the

previously proposed utilization model to determine network capac-

ity [SRR18; Str+19b], combined with the robust link quality metric,

published with publication [SSG20]. Results provide an indication
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that applying the link quality metric extends the lifetime of computed

routes. Beside the proposed pathfinding techniques, we contribute a

framework embedding MANET specific characteristics, like realistic

radio wave propagation, node mobility patterns, all pathfinding tech-

niques, utilization model, and full topology knowledge, offering the

opportunity for testing further pathfinding techniques.

Conference poster and short papers directly associatedwith the the-

sis

• Klement Streit, Raphael Labaca Castro, Nils Rodday and Gabi Dreo

Rodosek. “Topology Update Algorithm for Wireless Networks”. In:

2019 IEEE 16th International Conference on Mobile Ad Hoc and Sensor
Systems Workshops (MASSW). 2019, pp. 184–185

Summary: The poster proposes first insights in the centralized con-

troller update algorithm. The concept describes message types, their

sequences and user roles for the controller-equipped MANET archi-

tecture. The authors highlight challenges and first results concerning

the outsource controller-equipped neighbor update process.

• KlementHagenhoff, Eike Viehmann andGabi Dreo Rodosek. “Elim-

inating Bottlenecks in MANETs”. In: NOMS 2024-2024 IEEE/IFIP Net-
work Operations and Management Symposium. 2024, pp. 1–5

Summary: The short paper introduces additional pathfinding algo-

rithms facing capacity-conform routes in minimum runtime. To the

end, the proposed simulationmodel of [HVD22] is used to implement

and evaluate all techniques. We extend the pathfinding approach of

Akin et al. [AK19] with respect to our objective and also to consider

shared channel access of MANET participants. In the end, we com-

pare the results with a self-developed pathdinfing technique.

1.4 FIELDS OF APPLICATION

MANETs are said to be the generic term of various network types adopting

basic characteristics. This section introduces specific subtypes of MANETs

that our capacity-aware multi-flow routing concept is applicable for. We

elaborate on the specific network architectures, their technical specifica-

tions, and also propose a concrete use case, respectively.
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1.4.1 Mobile Tactical Networks

Due to the robust and non-transparent nature ofMANETs, military and civil

protection organizations invest in communication equipment to improve

and facilitate their interactions. The Chilean fire company together with

computer science departments, belonging to local universities, invested in

hardware and research to simplify communication and organization of fire-

fighters in action. A handheld device that provides infrastructure and ad-

hoc mode is used, allowing firemen to ask for locations of specific streets or

fire trucks and also to track each other. The devices automatically create a

MANET if infrastructure service is unavailable, providing alarms and voice

messages. [Mon+11]

With regard to the military, the United States (US) Army for instance

plan in the future to support and facilitate observations with camera-equip-

ped drones connected to MANETs [Ham20]. Likewise, Germany and the

Netherlands are catching up in shipping Internet Protocol (IP) radios for

grounded soldiers and armored vehicles, formingMANETs [Dor19; BWI20].

Today’s armed forces organize their communication through tactical

heterogeneous network architectures in which participants e.g. headquar-

ters, tanks, units, and soldiers are hierarchically connected through several

wireless channels [NY18]. This defacto designed and generalized archi-

tecture has not become established in daily missions. There exist specific

standard radio communication systems, interfaces, and sensors providing

certain requirements. Hence, military communication architectures vary

depending on the mission’s objective.

Figure 1.2a introduces a possible military communication architecture.

VHF

VH
F

VHF

VHF

VH
F

UHF UHF

UHF UHF

(a) Communication architecture

during military missions using

different communication networks.

UHF

UHF

(b) Parts of the Mobile Tactical Net-

work (MTN) architecture is appli-

cable for the use case.

Figure 1.2: Example military communication architecture.
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Satellite Communication (SATCOM) is applied for wide-range connectivity,

enabling comprehensive communication between for instance Unmanned

Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and the headquarter. Dismounted troops, divided

into units, are equipped with handheld radios providing Ultra High Fre-

quency (UHF) for communication within the group. Soldiers operating

on the ground are commonly mapped to an upper tier unit like sections

or company command vehicles, also using UHF. Narrowband waveforms

are used to enable communication between operation vehicles, which are

also connected to the headquarter using Very High Frequency (VHF) chan-

nels. [Sur+16]

Data rates are limited according to existing specifications and security

constraints. Speaking of North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), their

upcoming operational Narrowband Waveform (NBWF) utilizing a 25 kHz
channel shrinks margins of high throughput modes, having trouble pro-

viding data rates beyond 0.5 Mbit [LAM12]. Dismounted soldiers car-

rying radios can draw from a little more capacity but also cope with low

specifications. The Soldier Radio Waveform (SRW) designed for handhelds

of US Army running CSMA/CA on MAC layer reaches peak data rates of

2 Mbit [MKL15].

Switching manually between different communication networks dur-

ing military operations to relay orders and instructions is time-consuming

and error-prone. This old-fashioned composition of different communica-

tion types is well-known, which is why researchers try to exchange com-

plexity with software-controlled approaches. Such techniques often fol-

low a hierarchical structure to automatically and centrally manage net-

work transitions. Such SDN-equipped military network architectures en-

able unprecedented programmability of physical network parts promising

improvements in routing regarding restricted data rates and policy-based

delivery in order to guarantee need-to-know constraints [VDC16].

Hence, several architectures, also known in the research community

as SDN-equipped Tactical Ad-Hoc Networks and MTNs are proposed, in-

vestigating placement strategies of SDN controllers in heterogeneous mil-

itary architectures. These architectures take into account resilience, re-

liability, reachability, and further military requirements. Published work

reaches from hybrid controller approaches covering parts or the complete

network architecture on one or several controllers [Phe+16; PIT18; Nob+16;

Pou+19a]. These approaches aim, among others, to simplify routing and to

design data delivery more reliable. Research often leverages SDN charac-

teristics, such as scalability and programmability of devices in order to cope
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with the restricted data rates of transmissions.

Inspired by relatedwork and their described SDN-equipped Tactical Ad-

Hoc Networks and MTNs, we propose two use cases, based on the military

architecture in Figure 1.2b, where a controller, equipped with routing capa-

bilities could simplify data delivery. Their structure comprises an upper tier

command or operation vehicle providing long range, low transmission ca-

pacity connectivity for a dismounted soldier troop that form a MANET. For

this use case, we deploy a controller, providing routing capabilities on the

command vehicle. Grounded soldiers request routes via the uplink channel

from the controller to deliver their data within their troop. The MANET

channel is used for data delivery.

For the second use case, the controller is deployed on an arbitrary node

of the MANET, in case connectivity to the upper tier vehicle is not present.

This is likely to happen as the controller is a single point of failure. The

controller takes over the same functionality, meaning routing and path de-

ployment on the nodes. Soldiers could transfer surveillance videos of sus-

picious persons or better provide first aid following a doctor’s instructions

while streaming the injuries.

1.4.2 Flying Ad-Hoc Networks

Flying Ad-Hoc Networks (FANETs) are a variation ofMANETs. UnlikeMA-

NETs, FANETs assume UAVs as nodes interacting with each others [WJ22].

Their use cases range from extending existing wireless networks and base

stations [CFZ18; PAR05; GJV16] to support search and rescue teams in

catastrophic situations [Mic+18; AM18]. FANETs also act self-organized

in terms of routing and data delivery, constructing a semi or fully decen-

tralized network structure, equal to MANETs. FANETs architectures are of-

ten predefined according to the mission. The major network architectures

comprise several UAVs, a ground base station, or a satellite. Either the satel-

lite connects each member with the infrastructure or a single member acts

as a gateway between the UAVs and the station [KQK19]. Network struc-

tures having no central instance in place are also considered, referring to

UAV swarm structures. Those behave completely autonomously regarding

routing [BST13; Shu+20].

A further key difference compared to traditional MANETs are the pre-

configured paths, that FANET members follow. These paths are related

to mission objectives. The waypoints of nodes are applied accordingly.

Dronesmust often deviate from routes due to environmental changes [BST13],
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which is why commonly used MANET mobility models, such as Random

Waypoint (RWP) [AWS06], are not preferred [Shu+20]. Tailored mobility

models for FANETs are researched to copewith these special environmental

conditions [Shu+20]. Transmission rates of UAVs are not a major concern

compared to military networks. Most drones provide Institute of Electrical

and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 standards applicable for infras-

tructure and ad-hoc mode. Thus, according to evaluations, UAVs reach data

rates up to 7.5 Mbit in ad-hoc mode [Gui+16].

Both network architectures, UAVs connected to a base station or satel-

lite and swarm structures, are suitable for the controller-equipped routing

concept, referring to mentioned architectures and communication require-

ments. Utilization-efficient route distribution promises a valuable impact

on for instance public safety applications. Referring to flash floods or for-

est fires, recorded live streams frommultiple drones capturing different an-

gles of devastated areas could help civil protection organizations to respond

quickly.

To sum up, our controller-equipped routing framework is generally ap-

plicable in the following network architectures: Traditional MANETs and

also in FANETs, containing an additional channel used for infrastructure

connectivity. It is required that the wide range low data rate uplink does

not provide sufficient capacity to deliver payload to be forced to offload data

delivery onto the FANET. Therefore, we presented two application scenar-

ios, which could be well-suited for our concept. Their network architecture,

data rates, and characteristics fit thementioned requirements, respectively.

1.5 PRELIMINARIES AND ASSUMPTIONS

We assume some conditions and preliminaries throughout this thesis. This

concerns controller specifications, network constellations, wireless defini-

tions, mathematical notations, and the used simulation environment.

Controller Specifications In case the controller is deployed externally,

the following assumptions and limitations are present: The uplink provides

an insufficient data rate to transmit application data. Referring to the mil-

itary application scenario in Section 1.4.1, NBWFs are applied for uplink

connectivity, providing approximately 0.5 Mbps. The controller can be

embedded in infrastructures, like data centers, where computation power

is not an issue. Hence, the controller’s hardware equipment provides high

performance computing power, guaranteeing fast response times regarding

multi-path computations for MANETs.
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In case the controller is deployed on a MANET member, hardware re-

sources are limited. Smartphones, IP-based radios, and further mobile de-

vices are assumed as devices. Computation times concerning multi-path

routing inMANETs are an issue andmust be taken into account, as pathfind-

ing takes place at runtime. Nodes in MANETs are moving and change the

topology continuously. Topology situation before and after path compu-

tation should be the same to avoid link breaks at the beginning of trans-

missions. The controller has the same abilities compared to the physically

partitioned controller. Also, the controller node has the same capabilities

as all other MANET members.

Network Constellations Unlike wired networks, MANETs unpredictably

change their topology due to mobility. Mobility models like RWP and espe-

cially Gauss-Markov (GM) Mobility Models [AWS06] are often applied to

MANET to simulate pedestrians. Both models are driven by randomness,

which makes it difficult to predict future positions. It is not unlikely that

members lose connectivity due to mobility. Also, MANETs may split into

two smaller and more MANETs. For meaningful evaluations of algorithms

and protocols, MANET topologies should stick together. Guo et al. [GHX10]

propose an equation to compute the probability of isolated nodes. Isolation

occurrence depends on network size, number of nodes, and transmission

ranges of nodes. Our initial MANET topologies generated in RQ 2 and RQ

3 proportionally align to their findings to avoid generating isolated node

situations.

Also, simulations do not consider any obstacles placed on the play-

ground that decrease transmission powers and disturb data exchange. In

addition, no further environmental influences that change connection qual-

ity, like weather conditions, are assumed.

Wireless and Channel Access Definitions Throughout this thesis, the

propagation of radio signals appears omnidirectional. Therefore, MANET

members are equipped with a single antenna used for transmission and re-

ception. Nodes can either receive or transmit at one given point in time. In-

terference appears if nodes receive two signals from different sources at the

same time. When speaking about interference, we do assume co-channel

interference.

CSMA/CA is mainly applied for channel access throughout this thesis,

relying on acknowledged unicast data frames. Bidirectional connections

must be present between two nodes to accomplish data exchange as sink

nodes must receive the data frame and source nodes the acknowledgment.

For this reason, data exchange between nodes is only present if connections
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in both directions are active.

Technically speaking, a connection aka. link (n, m) ∈ L exists if the

reception power at m of any arbitrary frame sent by n is above the sensi-

tivity threshold. This, however, does not ensure two-side connectivity. If

so, link (m, n) ∈ L must also exist, meaning the reception power of any

arbitrary frame at n must also be above the reception threshold.

Throughout this thesis, we only speak of connectivity between two

nodes if both sides are able to decode frames of each other. Otherwise,

no link in both directions exists in L.
Links between two nodes in almost all MANET figures are illustrated

with dashed lines. These represent bidirectional connections meaning an

edge fromn tom
(
(n, m) ∈ L

)
and also the other way round

(
(m, n) ∈ L

)
.

Due to aesthetics and clarity, we decided to design two-way links between

two nodes as a single link since a connection in only one direction is not

considered anyway.

Notations and Definitions This paragraph highlights special definitions

required to read and understand the mathematical definitions properly. We

highlight special notations like parameter spellings not commonly used.

Well-knownmathematical definitions, such as set notations, to describe our

data structure are not discussed in the Preliminaries and Assumptions. Pa-

rameters and variables, which are defined and stored in commonly used

data structures are introduced in their corresponding chapter.

This thesis consecutively constructs a framework from Chapter 4 un-

til 7. Inside these sections, various variables and parameters are defined

representing states and conditions of the framework. Each of these chap-

ters comprises the Section Framework Components and sometimes also the

Section Further Framework Components. All parameters and variables, de-

fined in these sections are valid and used in the current and further chapters.

Any other definitions not included in the Sections Framework Components

and Further Framework Components are only valid in the current chapter,

where they are defined. For instance, parameter declarations, such as Sec-

tion 4.1.2 of Chapter 4 or Section 6.4.2 of Chapter 6 are not part of the

framework definitions as these properties are defined outside of the Sec-

tions Framework Components or Further Framework Components. Those

parameters and variables are only valid for the current RQ but not beyond.

Several parameters, such as xyn, where n ∈ N are used, comprising

two or more letters and a different font. These parameters are identical to

commonly used parameters having a single letter, such as zn, where n ∈ N
and have no further characteristic. We use this notation to better distin-
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guish all parameters from each others’.

Sets and sequences are defined in capital letters. We define a sequence

of elements, such as E = ⟨e0, . . . , ek⟩ to store primitive parameters and

objects, where k = |E|−1. Sequences comprising these brackets have equal

rules of basic set theory [Hal60], meaning that union and intersections, as

well as complements can be applied to these sequences. The sequences

only differ in the ordering. Sets do not follow an order whereas our defined

sequences do not change, meaning that a newly inserted element in the

sequence is positioned behind the last element.

Throughout this thesis, multiple flows are routed based on the topology

of the current MANET. A flow is identified by its origin and target nodes.

Suppose node x is the origin and y is the target. In that context, this flow

is defined as f(x,y). Each origin-target pair is unique. This means that we

define that neither an origin nor a target node can be chosen as an additional

origin or target for another flow. In our case, origin x can not be defined as

origin or target of another flow, nor y. The nodes x and y are part of the set

N and a flow f(x,y) is part of the set of flows F . The definitions of flows,

nodes, and additional data structures are discussed in Section 4.2.1 in detail.

A flow is also defined as fn, where fn ∈ F and 0 ≤ n < F . Hence,

fn is another spelling for f(x,y) and refers to a flow in F . More specifically,

with respect to flow fn, this flow has the same characteristics as f(x,y) and
as a consequence also the same origin and target nodes.

Evaluation Environment All simulated evaluations in this thesis are car-

ried out with OMNet++
1
[Var10], version 5.4 if not further specified. We ex-

tended OMNet++ with the INETMANET framework, comprising MANET

routing protocols
2
.

The network simulator comprises a variety of protocols, ranging across

each Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) layer. The modular structure

facilitates specific network customizations from private networks to data

centers to global Autonomous System (AS) connections, which designs the

simulator as scalable and expendable. Each entity, like routers, endpoints

among others is configurable with standardized components, such as net-

work interfaces, routing and transport protocols, packet queuing logics,

and a lot more. Each component is extensible and own components can

be implemented since the network simulator is written in C++3. Despite

the INETMANET framework, OMNet++ provides further extensions, such

1
https://omnetpp.org/

2
https://github.com/aarizaq/inetmanet-3.x

3
https://cplusplus.com/
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Chapter 3

Related Work

Chapter 2

Background

Chapter 4

Utilization Model

Monitored | Predicted

Chapter 5

Outsourced Topology Management

Completess | Route optimization

Chapter 6

Self-organized Topology Management

Completess | Reachability

Chapter 7

Time-sensitive Multi-flow Routing

Runtime | Robustness

Chapter 8

Conclusions

Preliminaries

Addressing the Research Questions

Figure 1.3: Thesis outline consisting of four RQs, starting at Chapter 4. The

introduction outlines themotivation behind the topic of this thesis followed

by the preliminaries Background and Related Work. Chapter 8 summarizes

all RQs and discusses future work.

as Veins, INET, and SIMU5G.
4

1.6 THESIS STRUCTURE

The Section Thesis Structure connects all parts logically starting with the

Chapter Introduction. This chapter motivates the topic and points out po-

tential research opportunities and resulting challenges discussed in Sec-

tion 1.1 (Problem Statement). The introduced RQs in Section 1.2 cover all

parts of the desired objectives to address the drawbacks introduced in Sec-

tion 1.1. We briefly discuss the contributions in Section 1.3, tackling all

RQs. In order to bridge the gap between our research and reality, we men-

tioned in Section 1.4 several use cases and application scenarios in which a

centralized routing technique for MANETs is applicable and promising.

Chapter 2 introduces protocols and network principles relevant for com-

munication networks and this thesis. Next, in Chapter 3, we discuss and

present previous work concerning each RQ. Furthermore, we summarize

4
https://omnetpp.org/download/models-and-tools
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and compare their contributions with the objectives in this thesis and high-

light similarities and differences.

Afterward, we deep dive into all RQs which have briefly been intro-

duced in Section 1.2. With respect to the thesis structure in Figure 1.3, each

Chapter comprises the chapter number, the heading, and two key character-

istics (grey-filled rectangles), which are based on the main requirements of

the corresponding RQ. The outcome of each RQ is embedded in a network

architecture, continuously extended with further components throughout

this thesis constructing a routing framework tailored for multi-flow distri-

bution of highly data rate-demanding situations in MANETs.

In Chapter 4, we address the impact of wireless transmission in MA-

NETs and propose a distributed and centralized utilization recording con-

cept coupled with a computation technique to predict upcoming transmis-

sion demands generated by additional flows.

Chapter 5 addresses the importance of up-to-date MANET topology

knowledge for routing purposes and proposes a topology update algorithm

for MANETs containing an outsourced controller.

Chapter 6 aims to provide similar functionality deploying the controller

on an arbitrary MANET participant. We highlight drawbacks of current

topology reporting concepts and introduce a network topology reporting

algorithm tailored for traditional MANETs. Furthermore, we present a self-

organized controller management to provide connectivity for each partic-

ipant to the controller and to manage the controller role in MANETs au-

tonomously.

Lastly, we discuss theMulti-flowRouting Framework inChapter 7, com-

bining all findings of RQ 1 to RQ 3 in order to compare different pathfinding

techniques. To begin, this chapter introduces an evaluation workflow con-

structing realistic MANETs. Next, we deep dive into five multi-flow path

computation techniques and evaluate each approach to highlight advan-

tages and disadvantages of them. Lastly, we propose a classification based

on several application scenarios to highlight which approach is best suited

for different situations.

To the end, we connect the dots of all contributions, revisit all RQs, and

provide an outlook to future research related to this topic in Chapter 8.



CHAPTER 2

Background

This chapter discusses concepts related to networking which are required

to understand this thesis. At first, we start with MANETs and commonly

known routing protocols. Next, we introduce a controller-assisted network

architecture, followed by channel access techniques. Lastly, this chapter

introduces techniques to compute one or multiple routes from source to

destination.

2.1 MOBILE AD-HOC NETWORKS

The history of MANETs starts several decades ago around the 1970s, fo-
cusing on fast build-up possibilities also known as ad-hoc systems gath-

ered under the term Packet Radio System (PRS). These networks comprise

terminals, repeaters, and stations, constructing communication channels,

as well as switching capabilities to provide data delivery between mem-

bers. End users use terminals with limited power and short range to be

portable which cover routing and data delivery. Repeaters function as re-

lays for wide ranges, connecting several terminals executing routing in-

structions given by terminals. Gateways connect the mobile stations with

infrastructure [FG75; GM78]. The research was mainly driven and sup-

ported by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to enable

packet-switched communications between terminals [Kah+78]. The flexi-

ble network architecture was used for military scenarios. With the inven-

tion of notebook computers in 1990 and onwards, ad-hoc networks came

to commercial applications and also gained attention in research forming

the from now on commonly known term MANETs.

The field ofMANETs has thereuponwidely been researched over decades

as represented by the number of published articles related to MANETs in
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Figure 2.1: Number of scientific articles on IEEEXplore and Springer Digital

Library focusing on MANETs and their routing strategies.

IEEE Xplore
1
and Springer Link

2
, see Figure 2.1 providing various routing

approaches [Bou+11; HSS13; HXG02; LK05; MWH01; Raj20; RT99; KK00]

and protocols [DPB03; Cla+14; CS21; HMJ07], to mention a few.

MANETs define several hosts, connected via a wireless link, forming

an autonomous communication network [DZ10, Chapter 13] [LMO16, Sec-

tion 1.3]. These hosts, also named nodes, serve in their function as clients

and routers, meaning routes are defined and data flows are forwarded by

those, respectively. These characteristics are the key difference compared

to common cellular networks. There, base stations serve as access points

supporting the needs of wireless communications by providing wide cov-

erage range and wired connected infrastructure in the backend for routing

and data delivery, for instance between two wireless hosts. On the subject

of this use case, this service is self-managed by MANET nodes without ad-

ditional network components. Further, network nodes are free to move in

any direction. This leads to disconnections but also to new network links

depending on the coverage ranges of hosts. Nodes are equipped with trans-

mitter and receiver having an appropriate antenna whose reception thresh-

old and transmission power determines the connectivity between partic-

ipants. Speaking of network characteristics, the ever-changing topology

also distinguishes MANETs from infrastructure networks whose key en-

tities, like routers and storage units are static. MANETs operate locally

which means that the areas are spatially limited. The basic form of MA-

1
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp

2
https://link.springer.com/
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NETs is isolated, meaning no gateway entity exists connecting the MANET

to additional infrastructure. Origins and destinations of data traffic in this

constellation are members of the MANET.

A variety of network architectures exist, which descended from MA-

NETs, such as Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) (WSNs) and Vehicular

Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs). The first comprises sensors, wirelessly con-

nected, using collective strength to monitor environmental conditions. The

second comprises several network entities, like Road Side Units (RSUs),

smart traffic lights, and vehicles forming a VANET to make road traffic

more intelligent and safer [DKS16]. Further subgroups of ad-hoc networks

are introduced in the following subsections.

2.1.1 Flying Ad-Hoc Networks

FANETs specify their participants more specifically. Members are meant

to be UAVs forming ad-hoc networks in the air, wirelessly connected with

each other. Compared toMANETs, participants behave the same in terms of

routing and data forwarding [WJ22]. From the communication architecture

perspective, FANETmembers provide data exchange amongUAVs. Further-

more at least one UAV serves as gateway between the FANET and a ground

station or satellite [KQK19] in case the network is meant to be connected

to the infrastructure. FANETs are also supposed to behave completely au-

tonomously lacking any channel beyond in-group connectivity [BST13].

Unlike MANETs, FANETs are built up for a specific use case following a

configured objective. UAVs, for instance, can be used as bridge networks

to cover areas that lack cellular coverage, for instance, in catastrophic sce-

narios, like flash floods [HYM16]. Tailored waypoints are pre-configured

on UAVs to route the network to the desired area and also to keep a certain

distance between nodes [Shu+20].

2.1.2 Mobile Tactical Networks

MTNs arose on the basis of MANETs due to their autonomous, self-organi-

zed, and decentralized characteristics. This, as a positive side effect, renders

these networks opaque, as data routes are not forced to traverse via a static

central routing instance. Routes are defined dynamically based on topol-

ogy constellation and transmission overhead. Military and public organi-

zations adopt these characteristics in their specific network architectures.

These MTNs basically consist of several MANETs interconnected with each
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other via different channels. In particular, at least one MTN member func-

tions as gateway to a different MANET, each organized hierarchically to

maintain the layered architecture of the military [NY18]. The architecture

is heterogeneous compared to traditional MANETs. Hosts are supposed to

be soldiers, military vehicles, and also UAVs, wirelessly connected provid-

ing different connection characteristics, such as communication range and

throughput [LAM12; MKL15]. Participants of the network are mobile al-

though waypoints can be pre-defined, based on mission instructions.

2.2 ROUTING ESSENTIALS

The term routing generally covers multiple functionalities. The most im-

portant are pathfinding techniques and network topology gathering, in case

the network is not configured manually. The first functionality computes

the routes from the origins to their requested destinations [TW11, Section

5.2.2]. The latter functionality collects and maintains network topology

connections via so-called link state packets, which are the basis of short-

est path algorithms to compute routes [TW11, Section 5.2.5]. The most

naive and trivial approach is to periodically signal hello messages to all

directly connected neighbors. Participants maintain adjacency lists which

are picky-bagged across the MANET. Those periodically broadcasted link

state packets are forwarded by all recipients to ensure that the informa-

tion reaches all participants. For simplicity, mandatory fields like sequence

numbers, unique address identifiers, as well as link costs are included in

link state packets but not further discussed, as their usage is irrelevant for

this thesis. Nodes form a graph based on the collected information, repre-

senting the network topology stored as adjacency lists. This information is

updated each time a new link state packet arrives, containing new topology

information.

Shortest path algorithms, such asDijkstra [Dij59] or Bellman Ford [Bel58]

are applied to search for paths to all participants in the current network.

Routers, therefore, make use of the network graph to compute routes to

desired destinations. The results are stored in the routers’ routing tables

containing the destinations, the next hops, and the costs to reach them.

2.2.1 Mobile Ad-Hoc Network Routing Strategies

MANETs distinguish between different routing categories. Categories are

Flat routing, Hierarchical routing, and Geographic position-assisted rout-
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ing. Flat routing is further divided into the routing techniques proactive

and reactive. [HXG02]

Reactive protocols, also called on-demand routing protocols, start the

routing process if one requests a path to any destination. Origins then

start the protocol-specific pathfinding process by applying tailored flood-

ing techniques to reach the desired destination. Reactive protocols set the

focus rather on on-demand route discovery than on broad topology knowl-

edge. Origins broadcast route requests instantly before data transmission

is intended. Recipients relay the messages if no route to the desired desti-

nation is known [LMO16, Section 2.2]. Consequently, routing information

beyond active routes is not provided. However, if no route is requested, no

routing overhead is produced.

Participants of proactive routing continuously collect topology infor-

mation using signaling and link state packets. Origins use the gathered

information for routing. Referring to routing essentials in Section 2.2, the

mentioned behavior is applied if routing is organized proactively, meaning

topology information is exchanged periodically between all participants.

The limited battery lifetimes and data rates force members to improve the

topology-gathering process with the least possible message overhead while

trying to provide similar up-to-date information in terms of topology rep-

resentation. For instance, specific nodes are elected to broadcast topology

information of direct neighbors while surrounding nodes stay idle. Further

approaches delay received link state packets depending on how often these

packets have been retransmitted so far. Equal to common routing tech-

niques, MANET participants use the gathered topology information to fill

their routing tables accordingly.

Routing protocols also combine reactive and proactive techniques to

so-called hybrid approaches [LMO16, Section 2.4]. Using this strategy, net-

work segments form interconnected nodes to clusters that route proac-

tively. Reactive routing is applied between clusters.

Hierarchical routing organizes nodes in groups assigning them different

functionalities inside and outside of these groups. This reduces the routing

table size, as members of groups only store information about group par-

ticipants. Further, members also store the gateway node to reach destina-

tions beyond the group. MANET members in near vicinity are therefore

often grouped into clusters containing cluster heads which provide gate-

way functionalities.

Routing inMANETs also integrates theGlobal Positioning System (GPS)

to deliver data to destinations. Therefore, current devices continuously
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track their own positions and provide these GPS coordinates for localiza-

tion within meter range. Locations of reachable MANET participants are

gathered via location services. All members are aware of the geographi-

cal positions of all destinations. Traffic routes are dynamically defined, as

routing protocols define paths with forward strategies. [MD05]

For instance, relays pursue finding neighbors of which the geographic

position is closer to the destination’s position compared to their own. This

process is repeated till the traffic reaches the destination. Geographic rout-

ing does not need any explicit route discovery except for gathering knowl-

edge of node locations.

The following subsection introduces routing protocols used in this the-

sis.

2.2.2 Ad-Hoc on-demand Distance Vector

AODV [DPB03] is a well known and frequently used reactive routing proto-

col in the field of MANETs. Provided functionalities are route construction,

maintenance, and route error handling. Pathfinding is primarily organized

with Route Requests (RREQs) and Route Replys (RREPs).

The first message type is broadcasted by an originator node if no route

toward the target node is known initiating the pathfinding process. In its

basic form, RREQs are relayed from each receiver till the message reaches

the destination. A RREP is generated and sent, if the receiver is the desired

destination or a node that received the RREQ has a valid route towards the

destination in its routing table. In this case, members send the RREP along

the reverse route previously generated by the RREQ to the originator.

In this basic form, a so-called broadcast storm would be generated by

each originator, as participants rebroadcast previously received RREQs. Se-

quence numbers combined with originator ids and Time to Live (TTL) con-

straints reduce the message overhead. If a member receives a RREQ with

equal identification pair, meaning the sameRREQ id and originator idwithin

the path discovery timespan, themessage is recognized as duplicate andwill

be discarded. RREQ ids are incremented by originators each time a RREQ

is created. This also applies to multiple requests having equal origin and

destination ids. Path discovery time defines a period an originator waits

until pathfinding process for the same destination is initiated again. This

for instance happens if a route for the previously requested destination has

not been found. In that case, AODV sets TTL to 2 to also reduce rebroad-

cast overhead. This field is incremented by 2 if no RREP arrives within path
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discovery time.

Actual route construction is transposed with RREPs initiated by target

nodes or members having valid routes to the requested destinations. The

destinations of RREPs specify the MANETmember that previously sent the

corresponding RREQ as the next hop for the current RREP. Intermediates

follow the same procedure and send a RREP along the reverse route till the

originator of the previously broadcasted RREQ is reached.

AODV provides route maintenance using hello messages. Hello mes-

sages are broadcasted in configured intervals of MANET members which

are active path participants in order to offer connectivity information. Route

Error (RERR) processes are initiated, if route participants do not receive

hello messages after the defined hello period. Hello messages can be turned

on or off.

The RERR is a message type used to inform MANET members about

lost connections. According to protocol, RERRs are sent if data delivery

interrupts. More precisely, if a route participant detects a link break to the

next hop or the destination while trying to deliver payload. RERRs are also

sent if a member receives a data packet addressed to a node for which it

does not have an active route in the routing table. Those RERRs are relayed

by MANET members.

Participants insert or update routes of next hops, originator, and tar-

get nodes during pathfinding process. MANET members which use AODV

maintain a sequence number representing the actuality of routing informa-

tion. These sequence numbers are sharedwith all AODVmessage types. In-

termediate nodes that process and forward both messages also insert their

sequence numbers. Nodes insert or update routing information of previous,

next hops, and of originator and target nodes if the associated sequence

number in the message is equal or higher compared to stored ones. That

ensures loopless routes and also guarantees that information in routing ta-

bles are only updated with even more up-to-date information.

2.2.3 Optimized Link State Routing

Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [Cla+14] with the current version 2
is a proactive link state routing protocol for MANETs. The functionality of

link state routing is to maintain a list of directly connected neighbors and

to determine the cost to them [TW11, Section 5.2.5]. The cost is a numerical

representation of a connection characteristic, such as transmission capacity

and latency among others. This neighborhood information is distributed
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across the network, as described in Sections 2.2 and 2.2.1.

OLSR comprises topology gathering and route construction applying

appropriate shortest path algorithms. We introduce how OLSR obtains

topology information on each participant which is the basis for the ac-

tual routing. In general, the wireless channel of MANETs only provides

restricted data rates. OLSR defines Multi-Point Relays (MPRs) to limit the

amount of routing load. All nodes periodically broadcast hello messages.

Thereby, participants elect neighboring nodes as MPRs. The selection of

MPRs depends on their connections to their direct neighbors.

Each member pursues the goal to select the minimum possible number

of MPRs to each of its current 2-hop neighbors. The fewer the number of

MPRs per node, the lesser the total routing load. The set of MPR of each

node is the subset of the set of 1-hop neighbors.

Each node periodically sends hello messages and also processes hello

messages of their neighbors. These messages store neighbor information,

such as interface address which identifies each direct neighbor and the link

code which represents additional information about this neighbor, such as

if this node is elected as MPR by the sender. Hello messages comprise ad-

ditional fields, not mentioned in this thesis as the information has no rele-

vance so far.

Receivers of hello messages maintain their neighbor set, storing all cur-

rent 1-hop nodes and also their 2-hop neighbors. More precisely, nodes

store the sender of these messages along with the costs to reach them in

their local link information base. MPRs also process these messages and

maintain a MPR selector set, containing all neighbors which selected this

node as MPR. These nodes leverage the neighborhood information in gen-

erating the topology information base containing all nodes having selected

this node as MPR.

Furthermore, MPRs periodically broadcast topology control messages

containing the current topology information base to all direct neighbors.

All MANET participants populate their topology table based on this infor-

mation which is the data basis for upcoming routing. Qayyum et al. deep

dive into MPR selection and propose an algorithm heading for the least

broadcast overhead.

OLSR proactively provides a complete topology view of the MANET for

each participant. The actuality of the topology representation depends on

the interval of hello and topology control messages. Characteristics, such

as reliability and the objective to minimize routing load while keeping full

topology knowledge makes this routing protocol interesting in the military
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sector [Bar+16; Mar+17].

2.3 SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING

This section briefly introduces traditional network architectures to better

highlight software-based topology construction, adaption, and flow man-

agement that all come with SDN.

Traditional networks run distributed protocols like Open Shortest Path

First (OSPF) [Moy98] for routing. Their advantages over static routing are

scalability, reliability, and less management through network operators.

Protocols, such as OSPF detect topology changes dynamically and adapt

routes and their data transmission accordingly. However, routing is not de-

signed to determine a dedicated path for each transmission. Routers rather

select outgoing interfaces for packets individually based on their routing

table entries [TW11, Section 5.1.3].

SDN-managed networks extract the logic from routers and switches and

outsource this ability to a central instance. Routing devices report current

connections and further information, such as diagnostics to the central in-

stance. This topology information is used to define paths for all requested

flows. In particular the flow tables of devices are filled accordingly.

Over the past decades, networks increased continuously in size, con-

necting host and routing devices continuously. Routing and topology man-

agement requires more hardware resources and connectivity between dif-

ferent network operating system and protocols. Network operators increas-

ingly lose visibility due to the large amount of heterogeneous physical de-

vices, routing packets through their networks. Managing these networks

to provide controlled routing, reliability, and security is complex and unre-

alistic considering the continuous network growth.

SDN is so far a well-known paradigm in the field of routing in large-

scale network architectures by centralizing the routing and network man-

agement to a so-called Control Plane (CP), and exploiting it as a manage-

ment entity for the entire network [Hal+15]. The networking appliances,

such as switches, routers, and middlboxes, summarized to the term Data

Plane (DP), instead forward data packets based on defined paths [Kre+15].

Switches therebymanagemultiple data transmissions through different pro-

tocols. There exist several SDN-enabled switch implementations, such as

Open vSwitch
3
, OpenFlow Software Switch

4
, among others [Kre+15]. The

3
https://www.openvswitch.org/

4
https://cpqd.github.io/ofsoftswitch13/
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CPmakes decisions if andwhere traffic is sent and also specifies the amount

and sequence. Providing a centralized, in software implemented CP, allows

dynamic access and administration without touching any switch or router

individually.

Clear distinctions are generated through so-called southbound and north-

bound interfaces enabling scalability in terms of configuration and exten-

sibility between switches and controller and also between controller and

applications.

Unified and vendor-agnostic control interfaces, such as OpenFlow ex-

ist to configure the heterogeneous DP topology via the southbound inter-

face [McK+08]. This standard allows to dynamically adapt routes and pa-

rameters according to real-time demands. The northbound instead stands

for automation and agility in providing a variety of design and behavior

configuration possibilities for how the controller manages the underlining

network.

Network operators build applications storing network design strategies

that fit their purpose. These applications range from routing, firewall con-

figurations, load balancers, monitoring, intrusion detection system, Daniel

of Service (DoS) detection, QoS monitoring and so forth [Jar+14; KWT16;

CED19; Yoo+15; Shi+13]. As SDN stands for minimizing and centralizing

the configuration of networks, scalability is one of its strengths. This is why

SDN is mainly applied in data centers, core networks, enterprise networks,

and nowadays in Wide Area Networks (WANs) [Jar+14; MK17].

The idea of controller centralization and fully-controlled routing com-

prise overlaps compared to our in this thesis proposed centralized path

computation approach for MANETs with SDN. However, it is worth men-

tioning that SDN comprises a variety of functions and techniques, men-

tioned in this section, to manage the underlining data plane. Also, the field

of applications is focused on cable-connected large-scale networks whereas

MANETs comprise mobile nodes equipped with one or more wireless inter-

faces. These distinctions predominate and rather distance our centralized

routing approach for MANETs from SDN.

2.4 WIRELESS CHANNEL ACCESS

This section introduces wireless channel access methods applied and ex-

tended in this thesis.
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Figure 2.2: IEEE 802.11 conform frame sequence between nodes o and t
without interference.

2.4.1 Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Avoid-

ance

CSMA/CA [IEEE802.11] is a widely used wireless channel access control

protocol adopted by the IEEE 802.11 standard. The sublayer of CSMA/CA

applies the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) to organize and con-

trol successive channel access. IEEE 802.11 is mainly applied in small in-

frastructure networks having one or multiple access points providing con-

nectivity for their clients. The standard also facilitates ad-hoc communi-

cation mode which allows device-to-device connections without the need

for infrastructure support [Sch04, Chapter 12]. CSMA/CA is a contention-

based access method focusing on collision avoidance. Nodes sense the com-

mon channel for ongoing transmissions before starting their own transmis-

sion. This technique also makes use of randomness to provide fairness.

Figure 2.2 elaborates on an exemplary frame sequence with CSMA/CA

carrying out physical carrier-sense and virtual carrier-sense mechanisms.

Node o represents the originator of the desired frame transmission and t
the target. t0 represents the start time of the frame sequence and tn, where

n > 0, the consecutive time steps. Propagation times are not visualized in

this figure.

At the beginning node o first physically senses the channel according to
the Distributed Interframe Space (DIFS) timespan. Short Interframe Spaces

(SIFSs) and DIFSs are time periods in which the radio is occupied due to

specifiedwaiting times. The time periods of both are specified in their IEEE-

802.11 standards. For instance, IEEE 802.11n operating in the 2.4GHz
define a SIFS period of 10µsec. DIFS timespan comprises SIFS plus two

times the configured slot time which according to IEEE 802.11n is either
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9µsec or 20µsec.

Suppose o detects a transmission during DIFS. Node o defers its desired

transmission and starts attempting to access the channel later again. In

case no transmission is sensed, node o starts with the backoff period which

comprises a multiple of the configured slot time. The backoff represents a

waiting time containing the Contention Window (CW) times the slot time

where the CW per default contains integers ranging from 0 to 31. Before
transmission starts, each node generally waits according to the computed

backoff after DIFS period is finished. It likely happens that node o detects

a transmission during backoff period. Node o would wait until the ongoing

data transmission is complete and thereafter starts DIFS period again. To

provide fairness, o would start decreasing the backoff at the point it pre-

viously stopped when data transmission has been sensed. This increases

the probability the node o accesses the channel in near future compared to

another node that desires to start a transmission at the same time.

After backoff, node o starts the virtual carrier-sense mechanism which

is a control frame handshake between sender and receiver. The objective is

to reach out to neighbors of the current sender and the potential receiver

of the upcoming frame to stay idle during desired frame sequence. Both

frames, named Request-to-Send (RTS) and Clear-to-Send (CTS) include the

duration of the desired frame sequence which defines the period of time

all neighbors in communication range will stay idle. Receivers complete

the handshake if they are not occupied by an ongoing transmission which

grants the data transfer.

In doing so, node o sends a RTS frame to t that waits the SIFS period

before the receiver of this frame replies with a CTS frame. SIFSs represent

the processing time of the current received frame up to the MAC layer. This

time duration plus the transmission time of the subsequent frame are less

than the DIFS interval to avoid channel access by multiple nodes at the

same time.

Node o then waits a SIFS time period before data delivery takes place.

After another SIFS timespan, the corresponding Acknowledgment (ACK)

frame is sent by twhich completes the frame sequence. Thereafter, all nodes

that have desired to start transmission during the finished frame sequence

again start the DIFS period and thereafter compute their backoff periods.
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2.4.2 Time-division Multiple Access

The MAC technique TDMA is a managed access method where the en-

tire available frequency is divided into multiple time ranges. The TDMA

method often is centrally managed, meaning a central instance allocates

individual time slots for all participants of a network.

It was previously applied by the European, North American, and Japan-

ese mobile carriers in radio cell infrastructures [Pra13]. TDMA nowadays

is applied in network architectures, coping with limited computing powers

and data rate restrictions, such as Industrial networks, Internet of Things

(IoT), and WSNs [SMM20; Khe+22; Sam20].

The general purpose of TDMA is to assign a dedicated time unit, so-

called slot to each potential transmitter in the network. Multiple partici-

pants can share the same transmission medium while using only a part of

the channel capacity. Data is transmitted in bursts, meaning that network

nodes transmit data in sequences. TDMA includes guard times between

slots to avoid overlapping signals, as synchronized clocks still lackmarginal

time deviations.

Partition of slots in terms of size depends on the use case and objective

of networks. GSM, for instance, uses multi-frames comprising 26 frames.

24 of 26 frames are reserved for data. The last 2 frames are used for control

information. Frames are further divided into 8 time slots.

The North American Digital Cellular provided only frames of 40 msec,
each divided into 6 time slots. [Goo91]. TDMA is also combined with other

well-known multiplexing methods, such as Frequency-Division Multiple

Access (FDMA) [FAG95]. There, each individual frequency is further di-

vided into time ranges.

Applications using TDMA techniques have also been researched in the

field of MANETs. Due to the distributed nature and spatial reuse of time

slots, the challenge focuses on how to manage and assign slots to partici-

pants. Assignment methods are either centralized or distributed, depend-

ing on the network structure and node capabilities of the MANET [XZ15].

The first method instantiates a master scheduler responsible for allocation

and assignment of slots to all members. The second method manages slot

allocation and distribution self-organized. Nodes, for instance, exploit mes-

sages of routing protocols and further design additional messages to detect

free time periods and to assign free slots to each other. Such techniques are

more robust as no central point of failure exists. However, the distributed

slot management technique increases the control message overhead and

also increases the access delay as slot information must be delivered across
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multiple hops.

2.5 SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHMS

The shortest path and the shortest paths tree routing problems are well-

known optimization problems in finding a path from one origin to a des-

tination or to all targets. For that, the underlining real-world scenario is

abstracted to a graph containing vertices and edges. The latter connects

the vertices with each other. Referring to a computer network, vertices are

routing entities and edges represent the connections between them. In the

basic composition, edges have a numerical value, called the weight which

is often referred to as the cost of the edge. In computer networks, the

weight represents, for instance, the provided data rate, the delay, among

other performance parameters. This abstract structure is the basis, shortest

path algorithms are applied on. There, the objective is to find the best path

concerning the defined weights from a given origin vertex to all or a par-

ticular target. Their applications range from transportation and navigation

using highways, rail networks, and airline routes [FSR06; ZC09; Pat+21].

Also, hydraulic systems computing water, gas, oil, or water flow are fields

of applications [BIO17; CC12]. Further well-known use cases are communi-

cation systems, such as telephone connection scheduling [AMO93, Section

4.2] and like computer networks using fiber optic links or cables, to transmit

various types of data, such as voice video and files [Jia+14]. We introduce

Dijkstra [Dij59] and Yen’s K-Shortest Paths algorithm [Yen71] which have

been applied throughout this thesis.

2.5.1 Dijkstra Algorithm

Dijkstra [Dij59] [Cor+09, Section 24.3] is one of themost often used shortest

path algorithms. It was designed and investigated by Edsger W. Dijkstra in

1956. Dijkstra operates only on non-negative edge weights which designs

this algorithm loopless. Each vertex is assigned a distance, representing

the cost to reach this vertex at this point. This cost is an aggregated weight

between this vertex and the origin. To begin, this distance is set to∞ except

the origin’s distance which is set to 0. Also, the algorithm maintains a list

of visited vertices containing those where the shortest path in this graph

has already been found.

When actively searching for the best path for each participant in the

graph, Dijkstra repeats the following routine. The algorithm picks the node
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with minimum distance and inserts this node in the list of visited vertices.

At this point the shortest path to this vertex has been found and will not

further be considered during runtime. To begin, the vertex having distance

0 (the origin) is inserted in the list of visited vertices. Next, all distances

to all neighbor vertices are updated if the current distance is higher. The

potentially new distance to a vertex is the distance to the vertex previously

inserted in the list of visited vertices plus the edge weight between these

two nodes. If the last visited node is the origin, the new distance is 0 plus

the edge weight between the origin and its chosen neighbor as the result is

less than ∞.

Dijkstra repeats this process till each node of the graph is stored in the

list of visited vertices. This includes picking the vertex with minimum dis-

tance, inserting this vertex in the list of visited vertices, and updating the

distances to each neighbor vertex if new distances are less. Furthermore,

the algorithm can be aborted if the target vertex has been inserted in this

list. In addition, Dijkstra maintains the predecessor of each vertex which is

updated when the distance changes. The predecessor information is used

to later construct the paths.

Several extensions are proposed in the literature focusing on quality

assurance in bounding the link weight to a constant threshold [Bem+19].

For runtime improvements, preprocessing techniques are discussed in lit-

erature where pruning the search space based on weight baselines reduces

the search spaces and in addition reduces the runtime [Hil+06; Gut04]. Fur-

ther extensions, having found more attraction are A
∗
[HNR68] and Yen’s

K-shortest Path algorithm [Yen71]. The former computes paths from one

origin to explicitly one target including a heuristic to the edge weight rein-

forcing the direction at runtime. The latter searches for alternative shortest

paths from a source to a destination using Dijkstra. Previous research also

extended Yen’s shortest path algorithm to, for instance, define the degree

of path similarity.

2.5.2 K-Shortest Paths

Finding several paths from the same origin to the same target in a graph

is the objective when applying k-shortest paths algorithms. This differs

from the single shortest path algorithms, such as Dijkstra, where k = 1.
Previous research proposed two prominent variants, named k-shortest non-

loopless shortest paths [HP59; Epp98] and k-shortest loopless path [Yen71;

Law72]. Non-loopless paths do not constrain whether the same node is
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part of a computed path multiple times or not. Speaking of loopless paths,

each selected route participant appears only once in the route. The number

of loopless paths in a graph is often dominated by the number of paths

containing loops. Because of that, finding k-shortest paths not containing

loops is harder to solve [NAP05].

Additional k-shortest paths computation algorithms have been proposed

by Katoh et al. [KIM82] and byHoffman et al. [HP59]. Their execution times

and shortest path function calls are compared by Brander et al. [BS96].

In this thesis, we extend Yen’s k-shortest path [Yen71]with the objective

to find paths having the least similarities. Yen’s k-shortest path uses a single

shortest path algorithm, like Dijkstra as a subroutine. Further paths built

on top of the first, successively exclude an edge of the shortest path. Each

generated path is a deviation of the shortest path 1 through k − 1.
Regarding potential use-cases, k-shortest path algorithms find applica-

tions in social networks, investigating connections between users [Leb+17].

Also, a well-known and large research field for k-shortest path algo-

rithms is traffic route calculation [KG10] and general routing in computer

networks. The first application area generates alternative routes having dif-

ferent metrics for shortest path computation configured. Traffic conditions,

distances to targets, or approximated gas savings are criteria for alternative

routes. If the first route suggestion proposes the least cost with respect to

traveling time, all alternative paths will be longer if one compares both

paths with respect to their traveling times. Previous research also applied

k-shortest path algorithms in MANETs heading for multi-path routing of

data flows [Yin+14].

2.6 GENETIC PROGRAMMING

Genetic Programming (GP) is a meta-heuristic and a type of machine learn-

ing algorithm that explores the algorithmic search space. The evolutionary

method is inspired by natural selection processes. [Hol92] There, only the

individuals that are the fittest or closest to being the fittest are able to sur-

vive. These surviving individuals then reproduce to create new offspring

with the expectation, that the offspringwill also possess the necessary qual-

ity to survive.

More generally, the objective of GP is to evolve a population of indi-

viduals through genetic-mimicked operations called mutation, crossover,

and fitness to converge towards a solution [Koz92, Chapter 5]. Applied to a

computer application, GP converts populations of candidates, represented
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as a string of codes (e.g. binary) towards an algorithmic solution of a pre-

viously defined problem statement.

The essential element of GP is the fitness function. This function de-

termines the quality of individuals and how to proceed with each of them.

Worse rated individuals are more likely not considered in further genera-

tions while higher rated are more likely selected for crossover techniques.

However, due to its stochastic and random nature, it is not guaranteed,

that GP will generate a solution to a problem [PLM08]. Referring to the

literature, GP has been successful in various application domains and has

been applied to generate programs that outperform those which have been

written by human programmers [Ban+98]

To begin, GP creates an initial population containing potential solu-

tions to the defined problem. Next, GP constructs generation-wise new

individuals with crossover and mutation techniques out of the stored pop-

ulation aiming for quality improvements with respect to the defined objec-

tive. During each generation, GP evaluates the fitness of each individual to

determine if an acceptable solution to the problem has been found. Next, a

selection process determines specific individuals for crossover which con-

struct a new chromosome out of two. After crossover operation, mutation

takes place to maintain diversity. Both, offspring and mutated individuals

are inserted into the population and considered in further generations. A

termination condition verifies if an individual exists, meeting the criteria to

finish the algorithm. If false, GP continues starting in evaluating the fitness

of each individual. The following paragraphs introduce the general process

of GP.

Initial Population Before iterating throughmultiple generations, GP gen-

erates an initial population, also called generation zero. These populations

are created with specific methods fitting for individual purposes, such as

using full, grow, and tree methods. The objective is to avoid duplicates

during the generation of the individuals to expand the range of potential

solutions and generated ones.

Fitness Function To compare and evaluate individuals in GP, a metric

is needed to determine their level of approximation to an ideal solution.

Fitness functions are used to create a rating for each individual, which en-

ables the algorithm to compare each potential solution with the others’. In

other words, fitness functions are used to determine how close or far an

individual is from a perfect solution. It is important to accurately define

the function to avoid confusing individuals that represent weaker areas of
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the program space for stronger ones and vice versa.

Selection Methods Selection methods are applied to select the so-called

parents to create new offspring. Well-known methods are tournament se-

lection and fitness proportionate selection [Lan+08].

Crossover The crossover operation generates two new offspring by com-

bining genetic material from two parents [Ban+98, Section 5.4.1], [Lan+08].

To accomplish this, GP selects two parents from the current population us-

ing a specified selection method. Several crossover techniques exist, such

as single point, N point, and uniform crossover, among others [KY17]. One

of themost significant applied techniques is the One Point Crossover [LP02,

Section 4.3]. This technique works by selecting a random point in each of

the parents and exchanging the genetic material beyond that point to pro-

duce two new offspring. In other words, this crossover technique connects

the first part of the first parent with the second part of the second parent.

The other two parts of the two parents are treated the same way. We ex-

tended this technique to our needs which we introduce in Section 7.4.5.

Mutation Mutation is another fundamental operation in GP, which in-

volves randomly changing a part of an individual in the population [Ban+98,

Section 5.4.2]. Mutation operates on a single program, and it is used to

introduce new genetic material into the population. The mutation opera-

tor is applied to an individual by randomly selecting one or more genes of

the chromosome and changing the genetic elements at those points. The

changes can be as simple as flipping a single bit in a binary string. We

extended the classic mutation technique where a single gene is exchanged

which we introduce in Section 7.4.5.

Termination The termination condition in GP is a stopping condition

to determine when the evolutionary process should end. It is essential to

set the termination condition appropriately to ensure that the evolutionary

process is stopped when it has produced a satisfactory solution or, for in-

stance, has reached the limit of available computational resources. There

exist some predefined termination conditions, such as maximum genera-

tions, maximum fitness threshold, among others [Lan+08]. Similar to mu-

tation and crossover techniques we defined and implemented a termination

condition fitting for our purpose. We introduced this termination condition

in Section 7.4.5.



CHAPTER 3

Related Work

This chapter lists and categorizes previous work relevant for all RQs. First,

recent work concerning recording and computation techniques to accom-

plish accurate utilization measurements and predictions is summarized, re-

ferring to RQ 1. Second, we introduce related research, tackling a controller-

equipped MANET architecture in which the controller covers all nodes via

an out-of-band channel. Third, we list recent articles in which the authors

propose architectures containing a routing instance, which is included in-

side the MANET. Therefore, we investigate how these approaches provide

the routing information for the controller. Finally, this chapter comprises

related articles proposing multi-flow routing strategies in multi-hop wire-

less networks and MANETs.

This thesis introduces two extended MANET architectures tailored for

high-utilized multi-flow routing. We, therefore, categorize recent research

according to constraints and requirements of the corresponding architec-

ture to highlight similarities and differences between their work. The place-

ment of the routing controller distinguishes both MANET architectures

from each other. The controller is either placed on a participant of the

MANET or outsourced and reachable via a dedicated channel. Referring to

both concepts, the network topology information for routing of related re-

search must be complete, up-to-date, and the routing engine must have full

authority. Furthermore, MANET participants must switch MAC channels

dynamically, in case the controller is reachable via a dedicated channel for

each node. In case, the controller is placed on a MANET node, we require

the characteristics role control and path control. All mentioned require-

ments of both network architectures are discussed in detail in Section 3.5.
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3.1 DISTRIBUTED ROUTING STRATEGIES

During the last decade, many researchers have striven to improve the per-

formance of MANETs with their routing decisions in including parame-

ters, representing the networks’ and participants’ conditions. Similar to

our approach in Section 4.1, previous work focuses on extending existing

routing algorithms with those parameters gathered from the network’s and

nodes’ observed conditions. Our capacity-based routing algorithm presents

a transmission overhead measurement technique and a route construction

concept also relying on such parameters.

Because of that, we first present previous research focusing on extended

route construction techniques of reactive routing protocols. Secondly, re-

latedwork regarding routing inMANET including capacity-based pathfind-

ing and even route distribution is discussed.

3.1.1 Objective-driven Route Construction

Haitham Y. Adarbah et al. [Y+15] extend a pathfinding algorithm with

decision-based forwarding constraints. Nodes relay a route request depend-

ing on their local neighborhood knowledge and the Signal-to-Noise Ratio

(SNR) of the received request. In more detail, their approach derives a po-

tential reception error rate from the SNR value. Overall, the reception qual-

ity and the number of directly connected neighbors generate a probability

to forward the packet. At this point, a self-generated random number is

compared with the computed probability. The request will be forwarded if

the probability is higher. If not, the request will be dropped. This minimizes

the number of broadcast frames and also focuses on stable connections as

high-quality links are chosen for data delivery.

Sumit Kumar et al. [KM16] try to reduce the number of collisions during

the route-finding process because the more members broadcast route re-

quests themore collisions of frames are likely to arise. Reducing the number

of broadcast frames makes route creation more efficient. Members forward

received requests depending on the node density, the own battery level, and

the available transmission capacity. These decision variables are input pa-

rameters for an extended fuzzy logic that forecasts node density, remaining

energy, and available transmission rate. The parameters are used to make

a decision based on a situation in the future that is likely to occur with the

general objective to minimize routing overhead. Route requests are either

dropped or forwarded depending on the result. Evaluations show that the

algorithm performs well in crowded simulation environments.
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Shobha Tyagi et al. [TSR15] use the MANET member’s data rates and

transmission delays as QoS-decision indicators during path-discovery pro-

cess. The speed of nodes is an important decision parameter as the data

rates and transmission delays of potential participants are only taken into

account if their measured speed is below a determined threshold. QoS pa-

rameters examine each link of the route and pick the one with the best

quality in case several paths are proposed.

Deepti Badal and Rajendra Singh Kushwah [BK16] extend the node se-

lection of the path-discovery algorithm of Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)

[HMJ07] with the remaining battery level of nodes. The remaining energy

level is determined according to the utilization of a node. The probabil-

ity that the node is longer available is higher if the measured utilization is

low. The long-term goal is to increase the overall network lifetime by using

nodes that have more energy left.

In general, several papers have been published and summarized as ref-

erences [AKS17; WS10; Liu+12; ZW13; LDP06] that deal with modifica-

tions of path-discovery algorithms. They all satisfy the requirements for

their specific problem. The following section introduces related work con-

cerning routing protocol extensions to introduce and improve transmission

capacity-based routing in MANETs.

3.1.2 Capacity-based Route Construction

Improving routing in MANETs by introducing capacity information has al-

ready been tackled 20 years apart by Cansever et al. [CML99]. The concep-

tual approach proposes a resource allocation technique for reactive rout-

ing protocols, maintaining transmission capacities proactively on the MAC

layer. The authors present early insights into resource allocation during

reactive path construction.

Kazantzidis et al. [KGL01] design and also evaluate a capacity-based

path construction. The authors include network overheadmeasurements in

the route reply procedure of AODV to detect bottlenecks and trigger route

replies if capacity measurements during transmissions decrease below a

defined threshold.

In 2005 a QoS-aligned routing approach was introduced by Yihai et

al. [ZG05]. In their approach, the data rate requirement is verified during

route construction. MANET nodes are excluded if their capacities are insuf-

ficient for the requested flow. Nodes not providing data rate requirements

discard the route request.
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There is no individual treatment implemented that focuses on the de-

gree of the current transmission overhead, such as classifying the utilization

in several stages to behave accordingly. Requests are forwarded instantly,

even if transmission capacity is almost reached. Their evaluation shows

promising results, as the AODV extension delivers more data compared to

standard AODV. This gap increases even more with increasing transmis-

sion overhead.

In the same year, Lei Chen et al. [CH05] propose two utilization record-

ing concepts. The first approach takes advantage of the Network Alloca-

tion Vector (NAV) value whereas the second technique gathers individual

utilization recordings of neighboring nodes. These parameters are applied

to enrich AODV during pathfinding.

In 2006, Kuei-Ping [Shi+06] designed TDMA slots based on the de-

manded data rates of flows. The time a slot lasts depends on the data rate

demand of the flow. Therefore, the authors propose several data rate allo-

cation techniques implemented on each node. Slot policies verify the QoS

requirements and determine if available slots of a potential link can be oc-

cupied for data transfer. Route requests are only forwarded if required data

rates can be guaranteed.

Su et al. [SSJ07] also extend AODV with capacity-based routing tech-

niques and either forward or drop the route request depending on the trans-

mission capacities of each node. Additional fields extend route requests,

informing network members about capacity conditions. MAC layer mea-

surements determine available data rates of potential route participants.

The AODV extension reaches the highest throughput rates compared to

other capacity-based routing protocols.

Liu et al. [Liu+12] also propose a QoS routing extension for AODV fo-

cusing on providing a sufficient transmission rate for the flow demand and

on providing the required delay considering multi-hop routes. The authors

introduce their MAC channel measurement method and further elaborate

on how route discovery takes place considering the requirements. Delay

and data rate restrictions are included as parameters in RREQs evaluated

by each node before retransmissions are attended. In case a node already

stores a route to the desired destination when receiving a RREQ for the

same target for the first time, no further checks are performed to guarantee

QoS requirements. The authors experience throughput increases and mi-

nor delays compared to traditional AODV but also detected a small increase

in control overhead.

Kalpana et al. [KK18] also include delay estimations to their capacity-
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based routing techniquewhen applyingAODV. Furthermore, they also drop

route request packets if data rate demands are not met. The protocol picks

the route with minimum hops and best capacity conditions for data deliv-

ery.

Perkins et al. proposed a draft that extends AODV with QoS require-

ments [PB01]. The authors present a conceptual approach including mes-

sage fields applicable during path construction.

The majority of previous research extends AODV with QoS extensions

to propose tailored routing extensions for their specific application.

3.2 CENTRALLY ROUTEDWIRELESS NETWORKS

Research articles related to controller-equipped MANETs have gained at-

traction, especially as the architecture that distinguishes between the two

layers, namely routing and data forwarding, has shown noteworthy perfor-

mance improvements regarding controlled and managed routing [Kaf+22].

Complete knowledge of network devices and connections, their capabilities

in terms of data rates, arising latencies, QoS performance classifications, as

well as runtime information are several of a variety of applications provided

by SDN. Runtime information, for instance, provides knowledge about the

capacity utilization of connections and the actual services producing cur-

rent overhead.

Subfields of such two-layered architectures comprise wireless service

providers extending the communication architecturewith so-called Device-

to-Device (D2D) communication capabilities where mobile subscribers take

over data delivery to relieve the base station. Data exchange between two

directly connected devices using their built-in wireless adapters is thereby

limited to single-hop paths. Otherwise, research refers to the term Multi-

hop Cellular Device-to-Device (MhCD2D) communication if data relying

through devices is desired. The purpose is to enrich cellular infrastructure

networks with additional transmission capabilities on the subscriber layer.

The reverse approach is to extend MANETs with centralized routing

capabilities that attempt to better provide SDN capabilities, like routing,

application design, hardware resource allocation, dynamically logical net-

work structure changes, and individual security levels definitions [Hal+15].

Here the intention is to better control and manage mentioned SDN charac-

teristics. That is why research in this field often refers to the term Software-

defined Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (SDMANET).

Our research in this thesis focuses exclusively on routing and path con-
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struction in MANETs with a controller. This is the reason why to stick to

the term controller-equipped MANET architecture. We introduce this ar-

chitecture and all message types in Section 4.2. Both, MhCD2D networks

and SDMANETs have the central instance managed control station in com-

mon that covers mobile nodes. Similar to our introduced research, both

approaches require an uninterrupted dedicated channel to a controller that

takes over routing.

The following sections summarize related work, of network architec-

tures comprising outsourced network management capabilities covering

multiple mobile devices via a dedicated out-of-band channel. Therefore,

mobile devices possess two channels, one for in-layer communication, the

other for reaching an outsourced entity, equipped with a routing instance.

The first section elaborates on mobile devices connected to cellular net-

works, aiming for data offloading onto devices. The second section dis-

cusses previous research having an outsourced controller connected to a

MANET. With respect to both architectures, we highlight recent work fo-

cusing on complete topology knowledge.

3.2.1 Multi-hop Cellular Device-to-Device Networks

The MhCD2D networks, first proposed by Lin et al. [LH00], comprises at

least one cellular base station providing uplink connectivity to mobile de-

vices, thus expanding infrastructure with the flexibility of ad-hoc network-

ing.

MhCD2D communication is applied to, for instance, relieve base sta-

tions in data rate-demanding situations, reduce delays, balance traffic load,

enlarge the system coverage area, or is used for privacy reasons [LSC08].

Lei et al. [Lei+12] elaborate on two D2D modes, typically advertised in this

field. The D2D-controlled mode provides full operator control. The con-

troller manages authentication, connection control, among others, where

the combination of connection control combinedwith a controller-equipped

MANET architecture fits the network design and the objective of this thesis

the most. The loosely controlled D2Dmode rather focuses on self-managed

devices establishing connections with each other without the help of a cen-

tral instance. In this section, we introduce previous work in this area and

highlight how their research relates to this thesis.

In 2001, Ananthapadmanabha et al. [AMM01] elaborate on the network

architecture of MhCD2D networks in general and highlight the advantages

ofmulti-hop data delivery over single-hop transmissions. Ananthapadman-
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abha et al. also argue with pure proactive topology update techniques in

these network constellations as scalability is not provided especially when

network topology is dense. The authors define a registration step for each

node before participating in the network. Also, the D2D channel is divided

into channels providing exclusive time slots for each registered node. Nodes

broadcast beacons in their slots allocated by the controller.

Interference and the lack of scalability are not present as the topology

constellation has no influence on the discovery process. Nodes switch to

CSMA/CA [IEEE802.11] for data transmission between participants. Routes

are requested from the base station which is common in MhCD2D net-

works.

The research of Ananthapadmanabha et al. overlaps with the research

of this thesis as the topology update technique, proposed in Section 5.3

also applies a slotted channel access for the neighbor discovery and topol-

ogy reporting phases which are allocated by the controller. However, we

designed the technique reactively to have more control over the actuality

of the topology representation.

Li et al. [Li+02] extend the common MhCD2D architecture with so-

called multi-hop nodes mostly aiming to relay data transmissions between

devices. These multi-hop nodes increase the coverage of access points. So

far, multi-hop nodes are assumed to be placed at fixed predefined locations

connected to a power supply. Devices periodically broadcast beacons up-

dating directly connected participants. Sub-topologies are also periodically

reported to the base station. A controller, deployed at the base station only

receives route requests via an uplink channel if origins have no routing

entry to the desired destinations in their tables. Results show that high

performance can be reached which highly depends on the placement of

the multi-hop nodes. Li et al [LYC03] adopt the proposed architecture, de-

scribed in [Li+02] assuming a similar proactive update behavior to report

the topology to an outsource controller instance.

Fodor et al. [Fod+12] address general challenges and communication

techniques of D2D architectures to better exploit the potential. They identi-

fy challenges and requirements concerning device-to-device discovery and

route computation processes. The authors discuss the functionality of sev-

eral device discovery techniques focusing on whether to include or exclude

a dedicated server and also highlight their potential for different use cases.

Considerations and challenges of Fodor et al. propose insights, advan-

tages, and disadvantages of different device discovery techniques which are

helpful to design the topology update technique in this thesis.
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Lue et al. [Luo+03] propose a MhCD2D architecture supplying devices

with proxy clients relaying data to eliminate insufficient link quality bet-

ween devices and base stations. Each proxy client acts as a relay node

monitoring the quality between the base station and surrounding devices.

Clients use this relay in case no or only a weak and low data connection to

the base station is available. Their approach targets delay and data rate im-

provements and also aims to indirectly enlarge coverage ranges of base sta-

tions through electing proxy clients. Lue et al. also investigate techniques

to discover the proxy nodes proposing two routing approaches for complete

path construction between devices and their base station using proxies as

relays. They discuss proactive and reactive path constructions when con-

necting to proxy clients. Channel data rates of neighbors are interval-wise

received. Participants forward route requests to next hops determining the

best capacity towards proxies nodes in order to achieve higher throughput.

Devices broadcast route requests, discovering proxies when experiencing

low-quality connections to the base station when using reactive proxy dis-

covery technique. Neighbors with high data rate connections to the base

station contend for proxy roles. Reactive proxy discovery reaches higher

throughput compared to the proactive approach.

The research of Lue et al. provides insights and experiences concerning

topology detection of devices to increase connectivity to the base station.

Participants are also connected via their wireless channels with each other.

However, the technique does not focus on a complete topology represen-

tation on the controller. Nevertheless, their research provides important

insights and experiences as we also investigate advantages and disadvan-

tages of reactive and proactive routing in similar network architectures.

Yu-Cing et al. [HL02] also focus on centralizing topology knowledge at

the base station. Like the proactive topology update technique of controller-

equipped MANETs, introduced in Section 4.2, nodes periodically exchange

neighborhood information. Due to restricted coverage ranges, multi-hop

paths to the base station are present. Participants report their local connec-

tions periodically to the controller. Base stations periodically deliver rout-

ing information to all participants as paths to destinations will be requested

by them. Yu-Cing et al. [HL02] apply a dedicated message to distribute the

route before starting with the data transmission.

Abolhasan et al. [Abo+15] tackle operability and scalability inMhCD2D

networks. Their work also proposes a network architecture assuming two

physically separated channels. One channel is used for participants to stay

connected to each other requiringmulti-hop connections. The second chan-
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nel is exclusively defined as a direct connection between devices and the

controller. All nodes are registered at the controller using their uplink

connection for routing and further protocol-related messages, such as link

state information. Routing and forwarding decisions are shared between

the controller and each device. The controller receives link information of

each node and computes weights represented as decision units whether to

be elected as route participant or not. These weights are reported back to

the devices enabling the participants to discover the route in a distributed

mannerwhile balancing the traffic. Nodes are encouraged to report changes

concerning topology and link conditions not periodically. They rather re-

port information on demand. Case studies depict minimum routing over-

head compared to MANET protocols AODV [DPB03] and OLSR [Cla+14].

Their research proposes a similar architecture also providing full-topo-

logy knowledge designing a reliable route distribution approach realizable.

However, Abolhasan et al. also offload the routing load despite data on

nodes which differs from our controller-equipped MANET architecture.

The authors Abolhasan et al. [Abo+18] propose another architecture

built on top of their previous research [Abo+15]. There, an advanced Long

Term Evolution (LTE) architecture comprising base stations, device track-

ing entity, and authorization services, among others is proposed aiming for

lower routing overhead, higher scalability, and better security compared

to traditional MANETs. Several SDN controllers are planned to scale mo-

bile devices down to multiple coverage cells, each managed by a controller.

These sub-controllers are connected to a main controller providing connec-

tivity between all sub-controllers, which realizes device handovers between

base stations’ cells. In thiswork, traffic is also offloaded ontomobile devices.

Complete routing information is kept on the controller requiring de-

vices to report each topology of each cell to the corresponding controller.

Hello messages on the device channel keep neighbors informed about their

one-hop connections. Adjacency lists must be reported to each sub-control-

ler which rely on the experienced changes of various kinds of each device.

These changes are, for instance, low battery lifetimes, and deviations in the

information base tables.

The authors compare their proposed architecture with their previous

work [Abo+15], offloading route computation and data forwarding on de-

vices. Their results show better performance and higher scalability, speak-

ing of minor routing overhead, and consumed energy of devices, among

other indicators.

This work of Abolhasan et al. shows scientific overlap only in sub-areas
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of the proposed architecture with respect to the controller-equipped rout-

ing architecture, proposed in Section 5.3. Their research rather considers

the scalability with respect to a potential management overhead in case

participants increase instead of designing reliable processes to accomplish

an up-to-date topology representation on the controller.

Their work also comprises sub-controllers and directly connected de-

vices. However, this structure is embedded in a bigger architecture on

which emphasis is placed. Nevertheless, their topology reporting technique

showed overlaps and enriched our idea generation.

Yuan et al. [YGW14] study routing techniques between participants in

MhCD2D architectures and propose three self-defined routing strategies.

Their research also considers device populations and topology densities

when comparing their routing techniques. Routing is assumed to suffer

co-channel interference of D2D and uplink channel, developing tailored

routing techniques. Each routing strategy is designed to experience the

least interference with surrounding transmissions each following a differ-

ent approach.

Andreev et al. [And+14] tackle to which extent data offloading to de-

vices in MhCD2D architectures contributes to more efficient transmission

utilization of traffic. They motivate their work with the claim that service

requests and the corresponding data rates through base stations, continu-

ously increase. Infrastructure must be adapted to decrease the number of

devices per base station with pico and nano cells.

In the long term, this requires a continuous investment in the infrastruc-

ture. Because of that, the authors investigate the potential of offloading data

to the subscribers. Successful offloading requires adequate connections be-

tween devices that meet the service’s QoS demands. Noteworthy delays

and battery drains of devices have been observed if QoS can not be met.

In that context, the authors also discuss and propose neighbor discovery

techniques to reduce battery usage. The use of client locations, leveraged

by the controller lets control neighbor discovery by informing nodes about

surrounding devices in direct coverage range if present.

The authors highlight additional advantages of infrastructure-assisted

client discovery to reduce the base station’s utilization share and also to in-

crease overall performance in terms of service usage and data throughput.

Results highlight, that offloading is promising and provides higher through-

put. Also, their research shows, that effect of signal propagation during

transmission and data offloading reduces channel occupations which in-

creases the throughput between devices and base stations.
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The use cases comprising a controller-equipped network covering mul-

tiple wireless devices via an out-of-band channel in combination with QoS

when offloading data to devices provide meaningful experiences in terms

of reliability and functionality. Andreev et al. provide an architecture con-

cept and results that make it realizable to provide real-time services in

controller-equipped MANET architectures.

3.2.2 Software-defined Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks

This section highlights related state-of-the-art research of SDMANETs. The

articles introduce outsourced controllers in this network constellation re-

sponsible for routing and further SDN capabilities to improve data delivery

in MANETs in terms of throughput, latency, among others.

Research in this section focuses on network architectures, where partic-

ipants have two channels providing connectivity with peers and also to the

controller. SDN controllers in multi-hop wireless networks, such as MA-

NETs are promising in reaching QoS requirements, reacting better to spe-

cific service demands, and also more easily computing alternative paths in

case of capacity bottlenecks due to profound topology knowledge [BDG18].

However, SDN targets mainly wired networks, such as data centers, and

has barely been researched in the wireless sector [Kre+15]. Keeping that

in mind, we present previous work dealing with an outsourced SDN in-

stance exclusively responsible for managing MANETs, providing an uplink

channel to realize communication.

Dely et al. [DKB11] introduced a SDN architecture forWSNusingOpen-

Flow [McK+08] to enable flow-based routing for these networks. Nodes

are equipped with multiple physical wireless interfaces split into two vir-

tual ones for control and data traffic, respectively. Topology information

about the WSN is exchanged via the control interfaces. This interface is

used to accomplish multi-hop connectivity between participants. The data

interface connects nodes to the controller via the OpenFlow protocol. A

so-called monitoring and control server queries topology and connectivity

information fromWSN nodes to construct the network graph. The authors

use OLSR [Cla+14] on the control interface of mesh devices and leverage

the topology information of devices and report connections and their char-

acteristics to the monitoring and control server. The controller constructs

all paths based on the reported topology. A demo implementation consid-

ering mobility of nodes evaluates their proposed architecture. Results show

the potential of integrating controller-based routing in wireless multi-hop
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networks in comparing the proposed approach with mesh routing proto-

cols.

In 2014 De Gante A. et al. [DAM14] proposed an SDN architecture

tailored for WSNs focusing on extended battery life, lower convergence

time for pathfinding algorithms, and less management overhead. The au-

thors use monitoring messages, sent by the controller comprising various

requests, triggering participants to report the requested local network in-

formation. The content of these messages comprises, for instance, energy

level, distance to base stations, and neighbor lists, among others. This lo-

cation information is used to define routing rules for requested application

data that are deployed in the WSN nodes.

Their theoretical concept of De Gante A. et al. proposes reactive mes-

sage exchange between nodes and the controller. The idea of triggering

nodes for information has similarities to our approach although the con-

tent of the request differs.

Ku et al. [KLG14] also introduced a similar network architecture, which

comprises aMANET, connected to a SDN-basedmobile cloud. The research

proposes architectures and processes, comprising OpenFlow [McK+08] to

reinforce the strength of SDN in MANETs. All participants periodically ex-

change hello messages to keep track of directly connected nodes and report

this information via OpenFlow-designed processes to the controller which

is reachable via an uplink channel. Furthermore, a locally deployed SDN

controller serves as a fallback if the uplink connection is not available. In

addition, MANET participants have implemented MANET routing proto-

cols, such as AODV [DPB03] and OLSR [Cla+14] to allow the SDN network

to revert back to ad-hoc network mode. For channel access, Ku et al. intro-

duce wireless network virtualization in which SDN controllers determine

different frequencies for flows and also for the network. Networks can be

sliced using different frequencies allocated by the controller and changed

depending on the use case, such as frequency reservation for priority traffic

and frequency hopping.

Labraoui et al. [LBF16] apply the most common MANET topology up-

date approach where nodes periodically broadcast neighbor updates to di-

rect connected nodes, which keep their neighborhood information based

on the received message up-to-date. Furthermore, the list of directly con-

nected nodes is also periodically sent to the controller via an uplink chan-

nel. Routes are requested from the controller in case the routing table of

the nodes has no entry to the desired target.

In the year 2017, C. Yu H. et al. [YQR17] also designed and implemented
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a SDMANET architecture and evaluated their approach with real devices.

Thereby, the authors focused on the feasibility of their SDMANET architec-

ture in terms of data delivery in real-world conditions. Following the SDN

principle, the authors separate the MANET and the outsourced controller

in DP and CP. Routing decisions are made by the controller and flows are

forwarded by network nodes. The controller requests all switches to ex-

change their neighborhood information and report back their local view to

the controller by applying the OpenFlow Discovery Protocol (OFDP). This

process leverages the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) triggering data

plane devices to report topology information in the form of unidirectional

links between switches to the controller [APF15]. The authors defined sev-

eral multi-hop scenarios and compared their proposed architecture with

OLSR [Cla+14].

C. Yu. et al. used multiple Raspberry Pi Model B+ chipsets with Open-

Flow and Open Network Operating System (ONOS) [Onos]. According to

the results, their concept performed better with respect to throughput mea-

surements and successful rerouting after link failures.

Abdolmaleki et al.[Abd+17] complain about significant increases of con-

trol messages in highly dynamic networks when trying to provide topology

knowledge to an outsourced controller. Therefore, the authors propose a

fuzzy topology discovery protocol to tackle the mentioned drawback. Their

approach is built in a SDN software solution [Gal+15] providing the tailored

architecture for their algorithm. The authors define sink nodes used as gate-

way nodes between the participants and the controller. Nodes maintain a

path to sinks to report the topology and also to request routes. Parameters

of beacons received from directly connected nodes are processed through a

fuzzy function, characterizing the connection and the sender of the beacon.

The result of this function decides whether the node selects the origin as

the next hop towards a sink node. Results show improvements compared

to [Gal+15] especially when focusing on decision parameters of the fuzzy

logic which are battery lifetime, and connection strength, among others.

The objective of Abdolmaleki et al. is to improve connectivity to sink

nodes and also to reduce delays when reporting the topology to the con-

troller. Their technique highlights important experiences for our approach

as we also tackle to report an up-to-date topology representation to the

controller.

In 2017 Poularakis K. et al. [Pou+17] developed and propose a hybrid

SDMANET architecture. The objective is to find the most efficient balance

between fully centralized and decentralized network architectures in order
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to improve reliability and performance, as even a fully centralized network

architecture, such as the SDMANET has disadvantages. The authors focus

on a hybrid network architecture to combine the advantages of traditional

MANETs with SDN architectures. Therefore, the authors introduced net-

work segment clustering, a technique to perform dynamic switching be-

tween pre-configured MANET routing protocols and forwarding rules de-

termined by the controller. This also includes themigration of backup rules.

AODV [DPB03] and OLSR [Cla+14] are proposed in highly mobile MANET

segments. The cluster-based technique also uses traditional MANET rout-

ing and outsources routing to the controller in case origin and target nodes

are in different cluster cells. Further, participants have stored SDN backup

rules, instructing them how to behave, for instance, if an active link breaks.

Their proof-of-concept implementation shows the correct functionality of

their proposed methods of the hybrid approach as results are similar to a

traditional SDMANET architecture.

Besides the similar architecture compared to our controller-equipped

MANET architecture in Section 5.3, the proposed work of Poularakis et

al. shows overlaps by having a look at the big picture. Their methods are

tailored for situations in which no central instance is available which we

also tackle in the course of this thesis.

Nguyen et al. [NY18] propose a three-layered SDN-equipped MTN ar-

chitecture to decentralize critical routing decisions from the upper layer

to the mid-tier layer. The authors investigate MANETs, in which vehicles

provide multiple routes to connect to other mid-tier networks and to also

serve as gateway to the lower tier. The SDN controller is also deployed on

MANET vehicles collecting topology information from both the mid-tier

and lower-tier areas via specific agents, equipped with multiple interfaces.

The controller periodically transmits hello messages and receives the cur-

rent network information including routes by the agents. This information

is inserted or updated and used to define new routes.

Kadhim et al. [KHS18] partition the MANET in cluster cells. Agents in

clusters serve as local controllers responsible for establishing connections

to nearby nodes. Cluster heads comprise two interfaces to provide connec-

tivity to the outsourced SDN controller and MANET participants. MANET

nodes are equipped with a single wireless interface. Cluster heads receive

topology knowledge and further information, such as link characteristics,

battery lifetimes, among others of cluster participants and only transmit

new information concerning these parameters to the controller if the lo-

cal cluster controller experiences changes. Route requests are either solved
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by local cluster heads or forwarded to the controller if complete topology

knowledge is required.

Introducing an additional layer between the controller and MANET

nodes designs their architecture scalable if the number of participants in-

creases. On the other side, cluster heads must maintain their local partici-

pants which increases the control overhead, especially when nodes switch

cluster cells.

Bellavista et al. [BDG18] elaborate on the advantages and chances when

leveraging SDN capabilities inMANETs to reachQoS requirements of flows.

They address possible solutions on how to deal with specific situations

reaching transmission capacity boundaries. Their research proposes con-

cepts considering flow-prioritization, delaying flows, or rerouting trans-

missions around stressed segments. Further, Bellavista et al., elaborate on

possible challenges and requirements related to the dynamically changing

topology andmutual disruption due toQoSwhen applying a SDN controller

in multi-hop wireless networks. Service-based prioritization of data flows

is manageable in wireless networks according to their results in case the

SDN controller takes over routing and deploys the flows in the MANET.

The research of Bellavista et al. overlaps with respect to our desired

objective in leveraging full topology knowledge and routing control to im-

prove path distribution based on specific needs.

Shaikh et al. [SW17] describe a hybrid topology update technique for

MhCD2D communication that also uses a central instance for routing pur-

poses. The authors present a generalized concept that focuses on a proac-

tive and a reactive update technique as well as a suitable point of time to

switch between these two schemes. A controller triggers all nodes to re-

port their direct neighbors. Thereafter, the controller is able to compute

a path with the previously received topology knowledge. However, their

reactive topology update process is described only briefly, since they focus

on a combination of a reactive and proactive update process and also on an

appropriate situation to switch between this two update techniques.

The research of Shaikh et al. provides important insights when design-

ing the reactive topology update algorithm in Section 5.3 as their research

overlaps with our reactive topology update technique at this point.

Rabia et al. [SI21] also propose an SDMANET architecture with ONOS

and OpenFlow [McK+08] in order to test the feasibility of SDN in a wireless

network comprising mobile nodes as the continuously changing topology

is assumed to be challenging. Throughput measurements with real-world

scenarios have been carried out. Results are promising for future work as
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they prove the feasibility of SDN in wireless networks.

Reaching promising results in a real-world scenario in which SDNman-

ageswireless nodes is important at this point as parts of this thesis elaborate

on improvements, such as reliable topology update concepts for controller-

equipped MANETs.

3.3 SELF-ORGANIZEDFULLTOPOLOGYKNOWLEDGE

In this section, we first review all existing routing protocols regarding full

topology knowledgewhich are all based on the link state technique. Second-

ly, we discuss previous research focusing exactly on full topology knowl-

edge where the MANET has a controller deployed on an arbitrary node

participating in this network.

3.3.1 Proactive Link State Routing Protocols

A variety of routing protocols for MANETs have been developed and tested

so far. Xiaoyan et al. [HXG02] and Boukerche et al. [Bou+11] summarize

and categorize all protocols based on their functionalities. In this part of

the related work section, we only focus on routing protocols providing full

topology knowledge. Hong et al. differentiate between flat, hierarchical,

and location-based protocols.

Starting with location-based routing, this technique explicitly uses geo-

graphic data as addressing scheme. So-called destination areas are defined

to deliver data. Routing pursues the goal to forward data towards the des-

tination area. In general, location-based routing is rather designed for mul-

ticast routing where several target nodes are positioned in the same desti-

nation area. Full topology knowledge is not necessary and not considered.

Hierarchical routing partitions the network in several areas, making

routing scalable. The network is partitioned into clusters defining and as-

signing roles and functionalities to nodes in each cluster area. Geographical

clustering is the most common approach to group members. Hierarchi-

cal routing is mostly applied in large networks in order to reduce control

message exchange as protocol messages are not forwarded beyond clusters.

This enables an individual routing behavior in each area but also requires

routing to transfer data between clusters. Full topology knowledge can be

accomplished inside clusters but not beyond, making this routing category

useless for our needs.
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Reactive and hybrid protocols, as described in Section 2.2.1 are also not

suitable when aiming for full topology knowledge. Reactive protocols gen-

erate partial topology information only if a route is requested and some-

times during data delivery. The sub-topology information per node depends

on the number of transmission requests. Hybrid protocols behave similarly

to hierarchical protocols, defining clusters and connecting them reactively.

Boukerche et al. also partition routing protocols in multi-path, multi-

cast, and power-aware. The first technique constructs several paths from

source to destination mostly heading for reliability in terms of data deliv-

ery. Approaches are built on existing reactive routing protocols, such as

AODV [DPB03] and DSR [HMJ07].

Multicast protocols are used to deliver data to multiple destinations.

This routing scheme is suitable for multimedia traffic, such as video streams

and audio or video teleconferencing where nodes subscribe to the specific

service. Some reactive multicast protocols exist whereas the majority of

multicast protocols construct and maintain a tree storing their subscribers.

Full topology knowledge is not the focus for multicast protocols but rather

electing core nodes (tree members) having promising connection charac-

teristics for long-living tree structures.

A key characteristic of MANETs is that participants only have limited

power supply as they are not connected to the infrastructure. Therefore,

power-aware routing protocols focus on the least battery usage during rout-

ing. All routing protocols reviewed by Boukerche et al. apply reactive route

construction to better include the current battery usage of route partici-

pants.

Based on these findings, most of the proposed routing protocols, aim-

ing for full topology knowledge are of proactive fashion and all apply link

state routing. However, the standard proactive link state technique, where

each connection change results in retransmissions of control messages by

participants is inefficient and does not scale with increasing number of par-

ticipants [SRS01].

Chen et al [CG98] propose modifications of basic link state routing,

called Global State Routing Protocol (GSR). Unlike classic link state routing,

nodes do not forward link state packets beyond the first hop. This means

that a node receives link state information of a participant after n − 1 in-

tervals, where n represents the number of hops both nodes are apart of

each other. Full topology knowledge for each participant is accomplished

in the worst case after N − 1 link state packets, where N represents the

set of all MANET nodes. This would be the case if all nodes of a MANET
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are arranged as a chain having connections to their predecessors, respec-

tively. Similar to link state routing, participants populate a distance table

with shortest paths to all MANET members which are computed based on

the link state information.

Santiváñez et al. [SRS01] also propose an extension to disseminate link

state messages in MANETs, named Fuzzy Sighted Link State (FSLS). This

approach limits the number of nodes, to which link states are transmitted

to and also limits the time between link state dissemination. Observations

showed that changes of distant nodes have little impact on a local node’s

next hop decision. Nodes increase transmission intervals depending on the

defined TTL of their link state packets. The higher the configured TTL, the

higher the waiting period of link state packets between two transmission

times. This makes control message overhead more scalable with increas-

ing number of MANET participants but also decreases the actuality of the

topology.

Pei et al. [PGC00] propose a similar approach also minimizing control

message overhead in increasing topology update intervals depending on

the hop count. The proactive routing protocol, called Fisheye State Routing

(FSR) shares topology information with nodes within near vicinity more

frequently compared to distant nodes. Nodes adapt message content and

transmission frequency according to self-defined scopes. Each node gener-

ates from its point of view scopes, representing the TTL to other partici-

pants. MANET members assign nodes to their scope 1 if TTL equals 1 as

well. Routing entries corresponding to nodes within the smaller scope are

propagated to the neighbors with the highest frequency. With respect to

scope range 1, topology updates of each node contain only link state in-

formation of its directly connected neighbors. This link state information

will not be forwarded beyond scope 1. Topology updates of scope 2 only

contain link state information of all 2-hop neighbors and are broadcasted

less frequently.

OLSR [Cla+14], which is introduced in detail in Section 2.2.3 also pro-

vides full topology knowledgewhile focusing onminimum control message

overhead and up-to-date information giving the opportunity to disseminate

lost connections immediately. Participants elect neighbors as MPRs, func-

tioning as topology transmitters for their direct neighbors. MPRs send their

own topology control messages and also forward received topology control

messages from other MPRs. The idea is to reduce the number of MPRs in

order to reduce the control message overhead to a minimum. Dissemina-

tion of topology control messages provides a complete topology knowledge
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on nodes. Flooding of these messages in addition accelerates the update in-

formation.

Garcia-Luna–Aceves and Spohn propose Source-tree Adaptive Routing

(STAR) [GS99]. The routing fashion resemblesmulticast as each nodemain-

tains a tree reaching each participant. Therefore, nodes periodically ex-

change their sub-trees on the basis of their 1-hop knowledge. Each node

sets itself as the root of the sub-tree and disseminates this branch to its

neighbors. In general, the aggregation of adjacent links and source trees

reported by neighbors constitutes the partial topology known by a node.

The topology construction technique of STAR is not further considered as

this protocol routes based on partial topology knowledge.

3.3.2 Self-organized Full Topology Control

This section introduces previous research concerning topology update al-

gorithms in MANETs. Thereby, we focus especially on situations where

the controller, responsible for routing is deployed on a node participating

in the MANET. This related work section refers to Section 6.2.

Fotouhi et al. [Fot+16] complain about the inefficient and unreliable

multi-hop data delivery in wireless networks in terms of distributed traffic

control. In the course of that they propose an SDN-enriched routing ap-

proach including a self-organized topology discovery concept. The authors

define an adapter node, used as a bridge between the controller and partic-

ipants, starting a topology discovery phase. This node broadcasts a beacon

containing the hop count parameter. In case the received signal strength

of the beacon is above a defined threshold, receivers add the origin of the

frame to their parent list and also update their hop count parameter by

incrementing the value by one. Nodes rebroadcast the beacon with this

incremented hop count. Each node, receiving a beacon is supposed to re-

broadcast this message to complete the parent list. The parent list of each

node is periodically sent to the controller.

This discovery technique is performed on a regular basis. The controller

creates a topology map based on the parent lists and defines routes for re-

quested transmissions. The authors also introduce a network operation

phase comprising traffic monitoring and load balancing algorithms, lever-

aging the topology map.

The self-organized topology update algorithm, introduced in Section 6.2

aims to gather all connections in MANETs in minimum runtime. The ap-

proach of Fotouhi et al. shows overlaps with our proposed topology update
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algorithm in this thesis as they also propose an update technique having

the controller placed within the network. However, their technique is of

proactive nature, not focusing on a topology snapshot at the controller at a

specific time.

In 2018, the authors of [MDS18] and [DMS18] also propose a concept of

deploying the controller on aMANET participant using a single channel. In

more detail, connections between the controller and the nodes are formed

as a tree in which nodes act as relays for other participants to reach the

controller node. The approach covers both topology discovery and route

maintenance to the controller to be able to route the received sub-topology

to the controller node. In doing so, each participant periodically broadcasts

neighbor discovery messages storing its hops to the controller node in the

MANET. A node sets a node to its next hop towards the controller in case

the hop count of the node that sent the neighbor discoverymessage is below

its own hop count towards the controller. In addition, receivers add the

origin of this message to their list of neighbors.

This technique is similar to the gradient routing scheme introduced by

Ye et al. [Ye+05]. Furthermore, participants periodically send a neighbor

information message storing all directly connected nodes to the controller.

This information is used to construct the topology. Route requests are sent

to the controller which computes the paths and deploys the next hops in

the forwarding tables of the route participants. The authors evaluate their

concept against OLSR with a different number of nodes and different ve-

locities. Thereby, they obtain promising results until a density of up to 50
nodes.

A. Dusia et al. [DRS19] extended the approach of [MDS18; DMS18] with

the objective to reduce the routing overhead especially when gathering

the network topology. Thereby, the MANET detects critical nodes when

exchanging hello messages. Each non-critical node must directly be con-

nected to a critical node to provide the functionality of the algorithm. Based

on that, it is sufficient to only report neighbors of all directly connected

critical nodes to the controller in order to construct the entire MANET

topology. Similar to the initial proposed process, introduced by [MDS18;

DMS18], critical node election also takes place periodically, since the con-

troller starts the hello message flooding after a defined interval. In case

data delivery is intended, a node sends a transmission request message to

the controller which computes the path based on the reported topology.

The route is deployed by the controller sending a reply message storing the

requested path on the MANET.
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However, their SDN-enabled MANET concept is not designed to report

the topology in minimum time when needed. The focus of Dusia et al. is

to reduce the control message overhead during topology detection. Never-

theless, their approach provided an interesting technique to keep track of

the route to the controller for each participant which this thesis also inves-

tigates in RQ 3 with Section 6.4.

Zabian et al. [Zab06; Zab07] propose a topology discovery algorithm

for mobile wireless networks with the objective to reduce the number of

hops when computing paths from origin to target nodes. The main focus of

their approach is to reduce the power consumption of participants which

depends on the length of computed paths and the sizes (bit) of frames. The

algorithm is designed generic making it possible to run the discovery al-

gorithm on top of routing protocols. Participants of the MANET form a

dynamic tree comprising all nodes starting at the origin. Therefore, each

node broadcasts hello messages waiting for responses creating a parent-

child connection. Encountered hello messages are answered with respond

messages setting the node that previously sent the hellomessage as its child.

The new child starts broadcasting hello messages when the connection is

established. Furthermore, already existing and detected nodes can respond

to a hello message in also sending a response. The authors sent the number

of children per node to 5. This process is named the discovery phase which

is applied by each participant. Further, a monitoring phase maintains the

constructed tree to ensure that no node loses connectivity to the MANET.

There, nodes send ACK messages to MANET participants that previously

sent hello messages to inform them about their presence. However, their

algorithm is not aiming for an up-to-date snapshot of the current MANET

topology. Inspired by the number of allowed children per parent, we also

restricted the number of potential parents when designing the topology up-

date algorithm, introduced in Section 6.2. Defining the number of potential

upstream parents generated faster parent-child connection and increased

the runtime of our approach.

Thongthavorn et al. [TP21] align the topology detection technique to

traditional SDN functionality comprising CP and DP implemented in MA-

NETs. Therefore, the controller, which is placed on a MANET participant,

periodically transmits advertisement messages ensuring on the one hand

the existence of the controller role and on the other hand the placement

and the corresponding reachability. Nodes in close vicinity insert or update

their route to the controller and rebroadcast these messages. All children

behave the same when receiving these messages. Additionally, participants
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also maintain and forward their neighbor list to the upstream node towards

the controller as long as they receive the interval-based advertisement mes-

sages. Paths to target nodes are either constructed locally in case an entry

in the routing table is present or a route request to the controller is deliv-

ered to receive a route later. Results outperform AODV [DPB03] in terms

of required routing load, and delivered data, among other performance pa-

rameters.

3.4 MULTI-COMMODITY NETWORK FLOWROUTING

This section introduces the Multi-commodity Network Flow Problem (MC-

NFP) which is applied when searching for paths or routes of multiple com-

modities. Furthermore, we highlight related research, also applying similar

solving techniques for the given problem.

The MCNFP has firstly been introduced by Ford and Fulkerson [FF04]

and has widely been researched over decades, see [Ken78; Ass78] as well

as nowadays [SB20]. The MCNFP is often applied in transportation, pro-

duction, and in network communications. A conventional approach is to

formulate the objective as a Linear Programming (LP) model, also applied

in this thesis in Section 7.4.4. TheMCNFPs describes optimization problems

where multiple paths with certain constraints have to be found focusing on

the same optimization criteria described either by a minimization or a max-

imization function. The optimization technique is also used to split multiple

flows in several paths aiming for the desired optimization objective. Previ-

ous research has shown, that splitting a flow into multiple paths in wireless

networks achieves only negligible performance increase [HT18]. Because

of that, we formulate the MCNFP as a model containing only unsplittable

paths.

The MCNFP applied in wireless networks such as MANET has barely

been researched so far as the up-to-date survey of K. Salimifard et al. [SB20]

is dealing mostly with wired network applications where multiple com-

modities are routed. There exist issues, such as mutual interference and

coverage ranges, among others that distinguish wireless from wired net-

works. Furthermore, the difference becomes evenmore apparent whenmo-

bility of participants comes into play.

Conventional solving techniques of solvers, applied to compute a MC-

NFP are exact methods like Branch & Cut and Branch & Bound [Mit09].

These solvers guarantee the optimal solution if the runtime to find this re-

sult is not a major concern. As our research in the following section shows,
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the majority of previous research tackles the MCNFP with exact methods

because of its reliability.

3.4.1 Exact Solving Methods

Exact solvingmethods summarize related approaches, aiming for the global

optimum, which can be achieved by using a solver, such as IBM ILOG Cplex

Optimizer (CPLEX), provided by IBM
1
. Research in this field often assumes

central topology knowledge, deterministic channel characteristic, and opti-

mal routing and packet transmission scheduling policy when designing the

path distribution technique.

Kolar et al. [KA06] design a LP model maximizing the routing perfor-

mance, assuming the global routing knowledge. As required in wireless

networks the model considers link-based interference to not exceed trans-

mission capacity constraints. Multiple extensions of the optimization func-

tion are shown to reach desired goals even closer. The authors compare

their model with DSR [HMJ07] showing performance impacts in terms of

delivered data, end-to-end delay, and general throughput. Unlike our ap-

proach, their formulation allows splittable paths of multiple flows.

Capone et al. [CM07] propose a formalization of the MCNFP for Wire-

less Mesh Networks (WMNs) (WMNs) assuming a fixed network structure

in which the topology does not change over time. Path computation aims

for maximum flow that can be deployed in the wireless mesh network.

Their formalization also accepts multiple paths per flow, similar to the work

of Kolar et al. [KA06]. Furthermore, the authors propose a traffic schedul-

ing scheme using a graph coloring technique for slot computation which

depends on the link capacity and the data rate demands of flows. Their nu-

merical examples comprise grid and traditional mesh networks focusing on

the total accepted traffic, forwarded through both networks.

Ciciriello et al. [CMP07] compare the optimal solution when computing

paths for multiple flows with a distributed route generation approach. The

solver searches for a path setting with the least number of transmitting

links. The distributed approach assumes an up-to-date tree comprising all

nodes in which the root of the tree is the node actually maintaining the tree.

Participants implement the same function determining the quality of each

neighbor which decides whether to select a node as the parent in the tree

and as a consequence as the next hop toward the target or not. Changing

the current parent to a different neighbor occurs when the current quality

1
https://www.ibm.com/de-de/products/ilog-cplex-optimization-studio
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of a neighbor, which is not the parent, is the best compared to all other

current neighbors including the current parent. As assumed, results of the

distributed approach are worse but in some cases close compared to the

optimal results, generated by the solver.

Our last RQ also compares various pathfinding techniques with a solver

aiming towards the optimal solution. Results are pioneering as approaches

such as the distributed approach of Ciciriello et al. can be customized head-

ing for minimum runtime while still computing reasonable results.

Szymanski et al. [Szy12]minimize the routing costs in distributing high-

bandwidth backhaul flows via shorter paths to minimize the utilization and

transmission power in wireless networks. Their LP formalization focuses

on flow maximization whereas a subgraph of the main topology is used

to enforce the distance constraints for high data rate demanding flows.

Subgraphgs for each node in the network are generated applying Dijk-

stra [Dij59] as this algorithm returns a path comprising minimum edges to

each destination in the graph. Next, distance constraints shorten the sub-

graphs based on the commodities. The LP, aiming for minimum routing

cost is formulated for these subgraphs. According to the results, distance

constraints improve execution times noteworthy.

Extracting criteria-based subgraphs out of the network and consequent-

ly generating a smaller search space is an interesting and promising ap-

proach especially when aiming for minimum runtimes. However, solutions

become rare in highly-utilized capacity constellations designing it complex

to shrink the initial graph as removed edges and vertices might be neces-

sary to identify any solution.

Bazan et al. [BJ08] also aim for maximal throughput in wireless net-

works. In contrast to themajority of MCNFP-solving strategies, the authors

use smart antenna configurations that representing realistic antenna mod-

els and compare the results with an ideal radio model carrying out numeri-

cal results. Smart antennas represent directional radiations and receptions

of energy distinguishing them from omni-directional antennas, where en-

ergy radiation in each direction the same in theory. Both configurations are

evaluated with the same formalized model aiming for optimal throughput

while considering the interference with network participants when deter-

mining the paths.

The results of Bazan et al. are important to figure out whether simula-

tions can produce realistic results when using radio models not assuming

any environmental influences except of mutual interference due to simul-

taneous transmissions.
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3.4.2 Meta-Heuristic Pathfinding Techniques

Nature-inspired Meta-Heuristics, such as GP [Ban01] and Ant Colony Op-

timization (ACO) [DMC96] pursue more unsupervised approaches. This

generates more diversity leading to results probably not being chosen by a

practical solution, such as embedding a shortest path algorithm in a routing

engine searching for a single path of each flow.

Genetic Algorithm (GA) converts a population of individuals with their

respective fitness through operations including crossover and mutation re-

sembling the Darwinian evolution. As described in Section 2.6, GP is a

nature-inspired approach mimicking evolution in computer science. Re-

searchers developed and extended this Meta-Heuristic extensively [Spe+99;

MR19; PS06]. GP is promising in solving theMCNFP since the generation of

the initial population can be customized to cover fast and efficient solution

creation and high diversity regarding various paths. At first, the follow-

ing work focuses on computing paths for multiple flows in wired networks

applying GP. Secondly, we present previous research tackling path com-

putations with GP of a single flow in wireless multi-hop networks such as

MANETs.

Wired Network Architectures

El-Alfy et al. [ESM07] apply GP to route data aiming for minimum routing

cost and minimum link utilization. They also use LP to enhance generating

the initial population focusing thereby on maximum hop count per path,

the number of virtual paths, and the link capacities. Some chromosomes

become infeasible at runtime through modifications by GP, forcing them to

repair also applying LP. The evaluation compares the proposed approach

with a so-called simple GP technique exclusively generating initial popula-

tions randomly and penalizing chromosomes exceeding link capacities and

maximum number of hops. Comparing the results of both fitness functions,

one can highlight better performance of the hybrid approach (GP combined

with LP) leading to the least utilization and shorter paths.

Results highlight to which extent different generation methods of the

initial population affect the outcome of GP. So far, relying on only ran-

dom paths reduces the probability to generate satisfying results. Diversity

in terms of initial population generation methods obviously increases the

probability of high quality results.

Yu et al. [YK18] propose a GP-aligned routing strategy for SDN. GP-

enriched routing takes place when standard shortest path computation is
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not satisfying the flows’ data rate demands. The authors emulate their net-

work comprising 5 switches using Mininet
2
. In addition, they configure a

bottleneck connection in this network in order to shrink the quality of data

transmission. Results demonstrate the agility of GP as routes are adapted to

the transmission volume and network area capacities. To be more concrete

bottlenecks are identified and detoured if connections are present, provid-

ing sufficient transmission capacities.

Similar to Yu et al. [YK18], Farrugia et al. [FBB18] also apply GP in SDN.

Their practical motivation is to compute the minimum number of multi-

paths for each flow as reordering of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

segments at the target generates additional overhead and increases with

the number of multi-paths per flow. The fitness function aims to maximize

the number of flows, minimize network costs, and also minimize the num-

ber of paths per flow. Furthermore, chosen connections must meet their

transmission capacity boundaries.

Results compare the GP approach, LP, OSPF [Moy98], and Equal Cost

Multipath (ECMP) [HT00; Hop00] with each other regarding the through-

put reached by each approach. It turns out that the fewer paths used per

flow the higher network load is reached where GP returns best results, fol-

lowed by LP, ECMP, and OSPF.

Wireless Multi-Hop Networks

Magaia et al. [Mag+15] tackle the multi-objective routing problem applying

GP in WSNs. Thereby, the authors identify the latency of data transfer and

Expected Transmission Count (ETX) during QoS transmissions as critical.

The latter represents the number of transmissions including retransmission

required to deliver a packet to the target node. Authors define the number

of successfully delivered packets in contrast to failed delivery attempts from

source to destination and vice-versa as an indicator of whether a connection

is expected to have plenty of retransmissions or not.

DSR [HMJ07] and an extension of this routing protocol [MPG15], pro-

viding multi-path and ETX-based metric routing are used to compare their

performance with the proposed GP approach. GP allows to concentrate on

both objectives using a customized fitness function focusing on minimum

delay and ETX. The DSR routing technique focuses on minimum hops per

path not considering parameters, such as ETX or delay. Their proposed

DSR extension generates multiple paths from an origin to a target focusing

2
http://mininet.org/
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on minimum cross-interference of these paths.

Results show that GP outperforms the DSR extension regarding ETX

and also generates less delay with respect to plain DSR and the extension

of this routing protocol.

Camelo et al. [COC10] also apply GP to find QoS conform paths in

WSNs. Their individual population generation combines randomness and

search algorithms, such as Breadth First Search (BFS) andDepth First Search

(DFS). The evaluation focuses on several scenarios comprising different

multi-objective parameters. Similar to the research ofMagaia et al. [Mag+15]

the GP approach outperforms shortest path algorithms not capable of aim-

ing for multiple objectives.

To sum up, GP is well suited to distribute multiple flows in wireless

multi-hop networks, such as MANETs when aiming for multiple objec-

tives which is why we selected this meta-heuristic as pathfinding technique

among other approaches.

3.4.3 Practical Algorithmic Solutions

Adaptation and customization of heuristics solutions, such as combining

shortest path algorithms deterministically, have high potential as these ap-

proaches can be extended and modified based on the specific need. To be

more concrete, one can wrap different shortest path algorithms and ap-

ply them in a deterministic scheme in order to aim for a pre-defined rout-

ing objective. The speed of execution could, for instance, be decreased

with search space boundaries like defining maximum path costs of con-

nections [Bem+19]. Furthermore, one can search for multiple paths in the

first place having minimum path similarity [Cho+15] and use these paths

as search space for further computations to also reduce execution times.

Krzysztof [Wal06] propose two Greedy-based algorithms both focusing

on distributing multiple flows in wired networks. His approaches focus on

optimizing found connections in the network. Specific edges of the graph,

representing the topology are removed to select other edges for successive

flows and to minimize the search space for the objective function. The first

algorithm processes connections, one by one sorted based on a defined cri-

teria which can be configured beforehand.

The second algorithm already starts with an already computed poten-

tial solution. Furthermore, this technique also searches after routes, which

comprise the most connections and removes those edges. This technique

aims to identify and eliminate connections having routes using the most
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congested arcs. The obtained results of the second Greedy extension out-

perform compared to previous research with the expense of computation

times as decisions are more time-consuming. This designs this technique

unflattering when applying this approach to MANETs as results must be

returned quickly due to the mobility of nodes.

Katayama [Kat19] also presents a Greedy-based approach that search

for multiple paths from an origin to a target node. Their approach operates

on a reduced edge set of the graph and applies Branch & Bound [Mit09]

to improve the result computation process. The algorithm computes solid

results and also reduces the runtimes. The fast execution times are mainly

due to the removal of specific edges in the graph, representing the network.

Applying theGreedy algorithm to solve theMCNFP seems to be promis-

ing concerning found paths andmeasured execution times which is whywe

also decided to develop a Greedy-based approach as pathfinding technique.

Our approach is described in Section 7.4.2.

Akin et al. [AK19] search for edges in a graph high-potentially being

chosen by multiple flows. The authors apply their approach in wired net-

works. The objective is to avoid to utilize a link with more than one flow.

This distributes paths of flows more evenly. Therefore, the authors apply a

Breadth-First Dijkstra combination to at first detect these links potentially

being chosen by multiple flows. Next, the algorithm penalizes these con-

nections by increasing their costs. Dijkstra [Dij59] is started again for each

flow to dynamically reinforce the objective of adapting link costs of utilized

edges. Transmission resources can be exploited more efficiently which is

proven by their evaluations when comparing their approach with similar

pathfinding algorithms.

The proposed technique of Akin et al. seems to be a promising approach

with respect to the routing objective which we tackle with RQ 4. There, the

objective is to find capacity-conform and robust paths of multiple flows

when their currently deployed paths over-utilize the MANET. Enforcing

the number of flows per connection to one reduces the probability to over-

utilize connections and also distributes the transmission even more. We ex-

tended the research of Akin et al. tailored for wireless multi-hop networks,

such as MANETs since the approach guarantees fast execution times and

avoids link utilization. Our approach is introduced in Section 7.4.3.
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3.5 SUMMARY

We classify related work with respect to the framework which we develop

throughout this thesis. In the end, this framework contributes an autono-

mous MANET routing engine focusing on high data rate-demanding multi-

flow distributions. Therefore, up-to-date topology knowledge (nodes and

connections) builds the basis to compute routes based on that knowledge.

Furthermore, transmission overhead recordings andMANET-tailored path-

finding techniques support link utilization aware multi-flow path distribu-

tion also included in our framework. We present two network architectures

making up this framework. The first introduces a MANET equipped with

a controller reachable via an out-of-band channel, called uplink. The con-

troller is equipped with transmission utilization, full topology knowledge,

and pathfinding techniques ready to compute paths for multiple flows.

The second architecture purposes similar characteristics. In contrast

to the first architecture, we place the controller on an arbitrary node in

the MANET utilizing a single channel for control overhead and data. This

architecture has a different topology refresh technique to keep the con-

troller up-to-date with topology knowledge. In addition, this architecture

comprises a process to manage the controller role self-organized within the

MANET and also provides a route to the controller algorithm to guarantee

controller reachability for each node. The latter is mandatory as no direct

connection to the controller, deployed on an arbitrary MANET node, exists

in contrast to the first architecture. The utilization recording and compu-

tation model and the developed pathfinding techniques can be applied to

both architectures to reach the desired routing goal.

The following Tables 3.1 and 3.2 list previous research, introduced in

this chapter, dealing with wireless multi-hop networks having a central

routing instance as these are key components to provide up-to-date and

centralized controller routing in MANETs.

Table 3.1 lists related work discussing similar network architectures,

such as SDMANET and MhCD2D providing processes, message types, and

algorithms, among others, to propose an outsourced routing instance for

multi-hop wireless networks.

The definitionComplete characterizes the topology representation. This

requirement is fulfilled if the controller receives topology information (con-

nections and participants) to build up a network graph representation of

the multi-hop wireless network via an uplink. The topology is partially

complete if the corresponding concept does not desire to report the entire
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Table 3.1: Literature review of controller-equipped wireless multi-hop net-

works having an out-of-band channel to provide direct connectivity be-

tween the controller and mobile devices. The symbols are defined as fol-

lows: ✓ = include, ❍ = include with limitations, and ✗ = do not include

the characteristic.

Related Work

Topology Controller

N-type

Complete

Up-to

date

Dynamic

Channel

Routing

Authority

Abdolmaleki et al.[Abd+17] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ SDMANET

Ananthapadmanabha et al. [AMM01] ❍ ✗ ✗ ✓ MhCD2D

Shaikh et al. [SW17] ✓ ❍ ✗ ❍ SDMANET

Li et al. [Li+02] ❍ ✗ ✗ ❍ MhCD2D

Nguyen et al. [NY18] ✓ ✗ ✗ ❍ MTN

Poularakis et al. [Pou+17] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ SDMANET

Kadhim et al. [KHS18] ✓ ❍ ✗ ✗ SDMANET

Lue et al. [Luo+03] ❍ ✗ ✗ ✗ MhCD2D

Ku et al. [KLG14] ✓ ❍ ✓ ❍ SDMANET

Rabia et al. [SI21] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ SDMANET

Abolhasan et al. [Abo+15] ✓ ✗ ✗ ❍ MhCD2D

Bellavista et al. [BDG18] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ SDMANET

Poularakis et al. [Pou+19b] ✓ ✗ ✗ ❍ MTN

Yu-Cing et al. [HL02] ✓ ✗ ✗ ❍ MhCD2D

De Gante et al. [DAM14] ✓ ❍ ✗ ✓ SDMANET

Abolhasan et al. [Abo+18] ✓ ✗ ✗ ❍ MhCD2D

Dely et al. [DKB11] ✓ ❍ ❍ ✓ SDMANET

Labraoui et al. [LBF16] ✓ ✗ ✗ ❍ SDMANET

Yu et al. [YQR17] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ SDMANET

Cc-MANET ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ SDMANET

topology to the controller. The requirement Complete is not fulfilled in

case the controller is not used to route traffic and as a consequence does

not store a topology representation.

A topology is said to be Up-to-date if the update mechanism focuses

on an instant response time to report the entire topology to the controller.

A promising approach would be to design the topology update technique

reactively. Partially up-to-date is, for instance, a technique in which the

controller triggers the topology reporting. However, the adjacency lists

of nodes are maintained proactively. A topology is not up-to-date if the

algorithms do not focus on a fast response.

The N-Type (Network Type) defines the architecture the controller-

equipped MANET is designed for.
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Table 3.2: Literature review of controller-equipped wireless multi-hop net-

works having the controller deployed on an arbitrary participant. The net-

work uses a single channel for routing load and data. The symbols are

defined as follows: ✓ = include, ❍ = include with limitations, and ✗ = do

not include the characteristic.

Related Work

Topology Controller

N-type

Complete

Up-to

date

Role

Control

Path

Control

Routing

Authority

Fotouhi et al. [Fot+16] ✓ ❍ ✗ ✗ ✓ WSN

Dusia et al. [DMS18] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ MANET

Zabian et al. [Zab07] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ❍ MANET

Thongthavorn et al. [TP21] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ❍ MANET

Sc-MANET ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ MANET

TheDynamic Channel functionality is fully supported in case the con-

troller also controls frequency or time division to more efficiently achieve

the objective of the research.

The characteristic Routing Authority is fulfilled if the controller is

exclusively used as a routing engine and no other situation is designed in

which routing is taken over by any other participant. An architecture pro-

vides partial routing authority if, for instance, nodes start a new data stream

to the next hop when detecting an existing table entry to the destination

and skip requesting a route from the controller as an entry in the routing

table already exists. No control is set in case routing is, for instance, only

partially computed by the controller.

This thesis also focuses on controller-equipped multi-hop wireless net-

work architectures having the controller deployed on an arbitrary partic-

ipant. Nodes utilize a single channel to exchange control overhead and

data. This architecture shall provide similar functionality and must provide

a management technique containing controller reachability and election, as

already mentioned. We have identified and studied several scientific papers

characterized in Table 3.2 regarding the defined requirements.

The requirements Complete, Up-to-date, and Routing Authority

are identical to Table 3.1. The Role Control specifies if the network com-

prises a management process to maintain the controller role self-organized.

Controllers inmobile wireless networks can experience outages or lose con-

nectivity requiring to elect a new controller self-organized. This require-
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ment is fulfilled if the authors propose controller role management pro-

cesses.

The characteristic Path Control comprises a route to the controller

concept to provide a path for each participant. This requirement is fulfilled

if the topology update technique also maintains these paths proactively,

reactively, or hybrid. N-Types, which introduce controller-equipped multi-

hop wireless networks, are traditional MANETs or WSNs.

In the last row of both tables, we list our network architectures, com-

prising all mentioned requirements. Both architectures are discussed in

detail from Chapter 4 to 7.



CHAPTER 4

The Utilization Model

This chapter presents two MANET utilization models both aiming at ac-

curate overhead predictions, presenting different transmission recording

and computation methods. The second concept proposes an extensive uti-

lization recording concept, mainly inspired by the findings of the first ap-

proach. In this context, we also introduce network architecture extensions

in which the utilization concept is implemented.

4.1 DISTRIBUTED MODEL

As mentioned in Section 2.2, various routing protocols for MANETs have

been researched so far. Functionality and logic of proactive and reactive

routing techniques have been extended with specific QoS support, fitting

for specific applications [HT07]. Latency, data rates, and also capacities of

links are used to enrich routing decisions. Guo Z. et al. [GM07], for instance,

propose a link delay metric, obtained with neuronal networks using OLSR.

Also, Jabbar et al. [JIN14] adapt the routing metric to elect nodes having

sufficient energy in terms of battery.

Speaking of proactive routing protocols, network conditions are shared

using protocol-specific control messages. These network conditions are

mapped to numeric representations which increase or decrease the prob-

ability that a certain node is elected as route participant. Routing tables

often store multiple next hops to reach the desired destination. The follow-

ing statement applies to proactive routing in this context: Routing is fully

based on parameters representing link and environmental characteristics

that are decision-makers for routing engines.

Reactive routing designs pathfinding more interactive. This technique

constructs routes based on current network conditions, such as transmis-

sion overhead and occurring delays. Routes are actively searched and con-

structed immediately before the desired data transmission starts. Nodes
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broadcast route requests till the destination is found. Routing protocols,

such as AODV [DPB03] and DSR [HMJ07] apply such routing strategies.

Network conditions, such as transmission overhead and connection capac-

ities, are in theory considered as nodes take more time to process and for-

ward route requests if they are occupied, which avoids stressed segments

automatically.

The following sections introduce the distributed utilization recording

model based on the reactive routing protocol AODV [DPB03]. The ob-

jective is to successively inject low-demanding data flows to provoke an

even transmission utilization across the MANET until each participant is

almost fully utilized. We extend AODV during path construction to in-

stantly forward, delay, or drop RREQs depending on the utilization of the

node. The extension should distribute all flows more evenly and generate

more throughput of the utilization measurement concept is accurate.

First, the traditional path construction process of AODV is introduced.

Secondly, we present our capacity-based path construction including the

utilization measurement concept, followed by an evaluation, comparing

standard AODV with Capacity-based Routing (AODV-CBR) [SRR18].

4.1.1 AODV Path Construction

Paths are created only if needed, which is the identifying feature of reactive

routing protocols. There, origins start the route discovery process, broad-

casting route request messages that contain the destination. Nodes forward

the route request if they are not the desired destinations or the destination

is unknown so far. In case none of the two mentioned conditions are true,

a route response is sent back along the reverse path the route request came

from. The first received route response decoded by the origin will be used

as path for the desired data transfer.

Several reactive routing protocols for MANETs, such as AODV [DPB03]

and DSR [HMJ07] apply this process. In theory, this routing strategy is

inclined to avoid utilized network segments, as nodes automatically take

more time for data processing due to occupied queues and occurring con-

tention overhead on the MAC layer. One suspects an evenly overhead dis-

tribution, as route request forwarding takes longer on occupied nodes.

Figure 4.1 introduces the path finding process with standard AODV

form origin 0 to target 2. Like in previous figures, circles having num-

bers and dashed lines between them represent MANET members and their

connection with each other. Arrows show AODV message types named by
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Figure 4.1: Exemplary AODV route construction using RREQs and RREPs

to find path from node 0 to 2.

their labels. Orange-colored nodes depict origin and targets. In this figure,

node 0 is the origin and 2 is set to the target. tn , with n ∈ N ∪ {0}, repre-
sents the timestamp. According to Section 2.2.2, AODV uses the messages

RREQ and RREP for path construction between origin and target nodes. We

assume node 0 has no valid route stored for target 2 in the routing table.

To follow the protocol, 0 broadcasts a RREQ (Figure 4.1a) containing

message fields target address, origin address, and the sequence numbers of

origin and target. RREQs carry further message fields, such as Join Flag,

Repair Flag, among others which are not further discussed here as they are

not relevant for this routing approach. Nodes 1 and 3 receive the RREQ

at time t0, respectively. Both perform actuality checks. In particular, 1
and 3 verify if they previously received a RREQ having equal RREQ id and

originator address. Both neither have received this request before nor have

a corresponding valid entry pointing to the target in their routing table.

At t1, after updating routing tables with the precessing node, both par-

ticipants rebroadcast the RREQ, having included their sequence numbers.

Node 4 behaves similarly compared to their predecessors when receiving

the RREQ but in addition also inserts an entry pointing to the origin in the

routing table. The forwarded RREQ by 1 reaches the target 2 which at first

inserts two routes pointing to 1 and 0 in the routing table and also responds

to node 1 with a RREP. Node 2 receives the RREQ of 4 at the same time but

discards the message, as the same request (equal RREQ id and originator)

has been received within path discovery time. The RREP of 2 is addressed

to the predecessor of the first received RREQwhich according to Figure 4.1b

is node 1. All nodes of the shortest path to the target would receive a RREP,
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Figure 4.2: Desired route construction using reactive routing technique to

evenly distribute traffic across the MANET. Colored edges (teal and violet)

represent two desired routes for a data stream between 19 and 24. Per-

centages next to dashed links illustrate current utilization. The currently

occupied connections are highlighted with red lines between nodes.

if the path were longer as they are part of the reverse route. Node 1 receives

the RREP, updates the routing table, and forwards the message to the origin

which also inserts the new route towards the target. Thereafter, at t3 node

0 would start with the first data packet.

We evaluate AODV to verify if reactive route construction takes net-

work overhead into account and distributes paths evenly on its own. Fig-

ure 4.2 introduces a grid network, presenting two possible paths in order to

deliver the data of the traffic flow between 19 and 24. Red lines represent

links occupied by already deployed data flows. Transmissions between 19
and 24 would most likely be routed via 20, 21, 22, and 23, in case no data

flow occupies these nodes. Considering the aforementioned situation, reac-

tive routing should detour any flow between origin and destination due to

longer delay periods on occupied nodes. In doing so, this figure illustrates

two possible paths for flows between 19 and 24.
We assume that RREQs reach the destination more often, if one contin-

uously injects low data rate flows. This should lead to an even distributed

network utilization resulting in more throughput, as occupied nodes take

more time for queuing and processing of received frames. We investigated

exactly this assumption and simulated route construction when continu-

ously injecting low data rate flows in the network. Data flows increase the

network load of shortest path between origin and target more and more,

prompting AODV to construct routes around this occupied network seg-

ment.
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Table 4.1: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Simulation time 1000 sec
Bitrate of nodes 2.0 Mbit/sec
Network interface IEEE 802.11
Sending node 19

Sending rate each flow 32.76Kbps
Scenario 1 (3 Flows): Destination nodes 20, 21, 24
Scenario 2 (5 Flows): Destination nodes 20, 21, 22, 23, 24

We therefore constructed the grid network of Figure 4.2 with config-

uration shown in Table 4.1, describing two scenarios. The first delivers 3
flows, the second 5 flows. According to the Request for Comments (RFCs)

of AODV, origins only start searching for destinations if their routing ta-

bles do not store the destinations or the routes toward the destinations are

flagged as inactive. Node 19 delivers data to different destinations arranged

after each others to guarantee a utilized network segment and also to force

AODV to start the route-finding process for each flow. Each data flow starts

10sec after the previous leading to an ever-increasing connection utiliza-

tion, especially for nodes 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24. To recapitulate, with in-

creasing network overhead, RREQs forwarded by neighboring nodes 14,
15, 16, 17, 8, 9, and 10 should arrive at 24 earlier leading to an evenly dis-

tributed traffic overhead. RREQ along the shortest path, via 20, 21, 22, and
23, to 24 should take longer as nodes aremore utilized and as a consequence

take more time to process and forward RREQs.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the relation of sent to delivered payload and

sent data frames of both scenarios (3 and 5 flows) in Mbit of each MANET

member. Taking a closer look at Scenario 1, almost all data is delivered

to the destinations. One identifies a slight decrease as more relaying nodes

are positioned between source and destination. Interference is common and

cannot be excluded in wireless networks which is problematic for broadcast

and multicast transmissions since no acknowledgment is considered from

the receiver. Because of that, the origin starts an additional RREQ after a

configured timeout if the retry limit is not reached. We experienced several

interferedAddress Resolution Protocol (ARP) requests, resulting in dropped

data frames as MAC queues drop frames if the limit, which is set to 15
entries per default is reached. The transport layer generates and passes
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Figure 4.3: Relation of sent compared to received data of Scenario 1 (3 flows)
and 2 (5 flows).

datagrams down to the network layer also forwarding the packet to the

MAC layer which decreases the amount of successfully delivered data.

Throughput measurements in Figure 4.4 of each node in the MANET al-

low for deducing the route of all three packet flows. Nodes 20, 21, 22, and 23
carry the majority of the entire traffic, especially of Scenario 1. These nodes
show the most throughput. This proves that AODVmainly constructed the

shortest path towards all three destinations. We observe some detours via

nodes 13, 14, and 15, as these nodes show a slight throughput increase.

The observed throughput distribution of Scenario 2 is similar compared
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Figure 4.4: Send frames of each node in the MANET partitioned in Scenario

1 (3 flows) and 2 (5 flows).
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to Scenario 1. As expected, the traffic carried by participants is higher since

Scenario 2 transmits two more flows. Nevertheless, the majority of nodes

in the MANET is not involved in traffic forwarding. In particular, the more

links a node is separated from the shortest path of a flow, the more the

probability shrinks that this node is involved in data forwarding.

Referring again to the delivered payload in Figure 4.3, Scenario 2 defi-

nitely drops more data along the path to the destinations compared to Sce-

nario 1. Only half of the data stream addressed to node 24 has been de-

livered. The shortest route with respect to the number of hops, referring

to both targets, has been constructed even though data has been dropped

along the paths.

Taking both throughput and delivered packets into account, the grid

MANET provides capacities for data delivery that are not used by AODV

resulting in dropped frames. AODV still more often constructs the shortest

path between origins and targets. Traffic should be detoured along unused

connections to determine whether an even distribution leads to even more

throughput. We therefore reinforce route construction of AODV to elect

connections with minimum utilization. The following section introduces

the proposed extension in detail.

4.1.2 AODV-CBR Path Construction

The objective is to manipulate route construction in a way that participants

with less utilization will be preferred over highly utilized MANET mem-

bers. Therefore, we modify the RREQ process. According to previous re-

search, extending AODV shows promising results which is whywe propose

a capacity-based path construction process with this routing protocol. Our

approach treats RREQ in a very specific way which differs from previous

work discussed in Section 3.1.2. We therefore firstly introduce a transmis-

sion utilization technique and thereafter deep dive into the capacity-based

path construction extension for AODV.

Utilization Monitoring

All packets traversing across a node must be recorded to determine the

utilization of a MANET member. Therefore, nodes continuously monitor

and record all traffic overhead that reaches their network layer to quantify

their utilization at runtime. This affects mainly path participants relaying

data but also MANET members that are integrated in the AODV processes.

This approach uses header information to compute the current utilization
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of nodes. Radio waves converted to symbols at the network interface are

processed through all lower layers until they arrive as packet at the network

layer. MAC addressing checks are performed before processing frames to

the upper layer. Frames with destination MAC addresses that match the

receivers addresses, broadcast addresses, and also multicast address match-

ings (not relevant for this approach) are processed to the network layer.

The network layer of all nodes that start a transmission constructs the IPv4
header while encapsulating User Datagram Protocol (UDP) Datagrams to

packets. This includes origin and target addresses and also data-related

information such as packet length and Differential Services Code Point

(DSCP) for QoS information, among others [Alm92]. When destinations

or forwarding nodes receive data, they extract destination addresses and

packet lengths, containing byte representation from IPv4 header [Pos81].

We therefore define a set of nodes N , each referring to a MANET mem-

ber. Each node maintains a set N(m) = {n0, . . . , ni}, where m ∈ N ,

representing all current neighbors gathered through AODV control mes-

sages, where 0 ≤ i < |N(m)|. Each node m stores a time-related queue

Om = ⟨o0, . . . , oj⟩ representing the overhead of node m. Values in Om

are stored for a defined time span t and popped thereafter. We set t to one

second. According to that, the entry oj at index j represents the last ele-

ment when the second is reached. Each element o ∈ Om represents the

packet size in Bps. Considered packets are AODV routing management,

ARP overhead, and data flows between participants. In case the addressing

scheme of any packet is unicast, the packet size o ∈ Om is composed of

the actual packet size including all headers, meaning UDP, IP, and MAC

headers. The measured overhead o of broadcast packets is the packet size

in bytes including all headers. Utilization recording also considers AODV

specific routing overhead.

To compute the current utilization Um, where m ∈ N , m adds up all

overhead in this timespan of the connections to all neighbors.

um =
( ∑

n∈N(m)

∑
o∈On

o
)

(4.1)

The utilization represents the throughput during the timespan t. Given this
value, the next step is to determine the residual capacities.

Capacity Estimation

Various circumstances influence the quality of connections when speaking

of wireless transmissions. Communication via a single channel increases
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radio wave overlaps, resulting in disrupted frames. Physical obstacles, such

as rocks or walls among others, and other electromagnetic influences also

reduce the connection strength. This mutual interference becomes even

more relevant in multi-hop networks, such as MANETs. Mobile base sta-

tions, in contrast, cover a certain region providing connectivity for their

end users. This infrastructure manages dedicated channel access per regis-

tered device providing methods, such as TDMA, FDMA [Ole16, Chapter 3],

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) [YA06] among

others. The GSM networks used to provide connectivity in the past were

based on TDMA and FDMA [Kuk18].

MANETs must manage interference-free channel access in a self-orga-

nized way as no central instance takes over this task. Considering multi-

hop transmissions, having one antenna for receptions and transmissions

for each participant, intermediate route members require double the data

rate as they are occupied twice. According to the research of Chung et

al. [NL07], MANET nodes utilize 5 times more, depending on the number of

route participants. These findings are obtained in placing eight nodes after

another, each connected exclusively with their predecessor and successor,

if participants are neither source nor destination of the route chain. Their

results also show that with 5 and less participants the throughput of a path

is
1
l where l is the number of nodes in a route. Ping Chung Ng used the

network simulator NS2.1b9 as simulation environment [IH10]. We obtained

similar data rate reductions with the same configuration using the network

simulation environment OMNet++ [Var10].

The next step is to include the experienced overhead volume in the

capacity-based routing strategy of AODV with the objective not to elect

nodes as route participants if upcoming flows exceed their transmission

capacities. As a recap, the desired outcome of our AODV-CBR should be

a more well-distributed transmission utilization in the MANET if low data

rate flows are continuously injected. For that, our extension reinforces the

individual treatment of RREQs and RREPs. The more utilization is present

on a node, the more delayed an arbitrary RREQ will be. The route lengths

of future routes must be defined to determine if transmission capacity is

present. Standard AODV increments path lengths during RREQs starting

with the origin till the target node is reached. Path participants use this

information to set the number of hops to the target in their routing tables

when receiving the corresponding RREP.

AODV-CBR leverages this information in using a dedicated field for

path lengths in their customized RREPs. Path participants maintain a vari-
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able named path length pln representing the number of hops of the longest

path they are part of. A node n compares pln with the length of a newly

defined route when receiving a RREP and only updates pln if the new route

is longer. The configured data rate on the network interface as well as the

data rate requirement of the upcoming flow are necessary parameters for

determining the residual capacity of nodes. The following equation com-

putes the residual data rate rdn of a node n ∈ N considering the capacity

of cn and the pln.

rdn = cn

pln

· 0.95 (4.2)

The constant value 0.95 represents unforeseen environmental disturbances,

such as bit errors, collisions, or ACK timeouts.

Suppose node n receives a RREQ, it first determines the demanded data

rate of the upcoming flow df. We use the DSCP field of the IP header to

provide this information for MANET members [Alm92].

adn = 1
rdn

·
(

rdn − un − df
)

(4.3)

The result adn represents the current available data rate of node n, which is
the relation between the theoretical capacity of n based on the path length

and the residual capacity. Each node decides based on adn how to treat a

received RREQ. A RREQ can either be instantly send, delay, or drop which

is determined with the following distinction:

0.99 ≤ adn ≤ 1.00 =⇒ send (4.4)

0.99 > adn > 0.00 =⇒ delay (4.5)

0.00 ≥ adn < 0.00 =⇒ drop (4.6)

Given this treatment, nodes forward RREQs instantly if almost no utiliza-

tion is present (Equation 4.4). In case the overhead represented by adn is

between 0.99 and 0.00, RREQs are delayed according to Function 4.7. Oth-

erwise, if node n is completely utilized, meaning adn ≤ 0.00, all received
RREQs are dropped.

delay(n) = pttn · pln · 2 · (1 − adn) (4.7)

Equation 4.7 shows how node n computes the delay of a received RREQ.

The packet traversal time pttn represents the latency in msec of a packet
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traversing between two directly connected nodes. The constant pttn rep-

resents the average one-hop traversing time of each received routing packet.

Each node maintains a queue containing the traversing time of all received

routing packets within the last second. The transmission time of the ac-

tual received request is used if the queue is empty. The delay of n repre-

sents the round trip time of the path which depends on pttn and the path

length. With (1 − adn), the delay also depends on the current overhead of

n and is weighted more heavily. It has to be mentioned that the result of

Equation 4.7 can be higher than the defined rebroadcast timeout of AODV,

resulting in a new RREQ by the origin before n restarts the RREQ of the on-

going pathfinding process. Node n would delete the newly received RREQ.

Revisiting the introduced route construction from origin 0 to target 2,
previously introduced with standard AODV, we now discuss the pathfind-

ing concept with Figure 4.5 applying AODV-CBR. Each node permanently

tracks the current utilization. The utilization of nodes is illustrated with

red-shaded surroundings. Rounded rectangles linked to nodes show the

treatment of received RREQs.

The RREQ of node 0 reaches all direct neighbors which provides the

required data rate. Both receiving nodes compute ad1 and ad3. Node 3
forwards the RREQ instantly as no utilization is present. However, node 1
is computing the delay based on Equation 4.7. The time tx at node 1 when

forwarding the received RREQ represents the result of Equation delay(1),
where x ≥ 2. No further node is utilized except for 1, which is why each

member decides to instantly forward the RREQ after computing the residual
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capacity. The target receives the request from node 4 (Figure 4.5b) and

responds as node 1 still delays the previously received RREQ. The RREP

traverses along the reverse route the same way as defined in pure AODV.

This, in theory, provokes alternative routes and amore evenly distributed

throughput, as utilization measurements avoid stressed network segments.

4.1.3 Evaluation

With this evaluation, we want to answer the question if even network load

distribution in MANETs leads to more throughput compared to route con-

structions that focus on shortest paths. We define two similar scenarios

where multiple MANET members transmit data. The data rates of trans-

missions are low to provoke an evenly network load distribution, as par-

ticipants increase their utilization only slightly. The following throughput

measurements compare AODVwidth AODV-CBR. Therefore, we randomly

constructed 10 MANETs of 39 nodes, each equipped with a 2 Mbps wire-

less interface using CSMA/CA [IEEE802.11]. These simulation parameters

generate topologies where each node is connected to several neighbors in

close vicinity. Tables 4.2a and 4.2b show applied parameters of both sce-

narios. Participants move between [1.5 m/sec, 3.0 m/sec] based on the

RWP [AWS06].

Scenario 1 injects 18 transmissions in the MANETs originated by 9 dif-

ferent nodes. Different source and target pairs are purposely selected to

not overload sending and receiving nodes. Also, equal origin and targets

would result in instant data delivery skipping the pathfinding process, as

origins already store an entry towards the destination in their routing table.

To reinforce path construction even more, origins start their transmission

after the previous pathfinding process has been finished. Both AODV and

AODV-CBR are evaluated under the same conditions meaning general data

transmission starts at the same time based on equal MANET topologies.

Therefore, random number generators are used to ensure that the simula-

tion time a node starts transmitting data varies only slightly. To average out

measurement errors, each run was executed 10 times with different seeds.

We used OMNet++ [Var10] and extended the AODV implementation with

all AODV-CBR properties.

Figures 4.6a and 4.6b show the generated throughput of both scenarios.

Figure 4.6a shows throughput results with 18 successively injected trans-

missions. Simulation time between red dashed lines illustrates time periods

where origins start flows with 10 seconds waiting time in between. Both
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Table 4.2: Parameter setting of both scenarios.

(a) Setting scenario 1

Parameter Value

Origins 18

Targets 9

Bitrate flow 1-8 70 Kbps
Bitrate flow 9-18 40 Kbps

(b) Setting scenario 2

Parameter Value

Origins 24

Targets 12

Bitrate flow 1-12 47 Kbps
Bitrate flow 13-24 26 Kbps

routing protocols increase the throughputs by almost the same amounts as

transmissions start at almost the same times. This also verifies that path

construction using AODV-CBR works out. Having a closer look at the sim-

ulation time 300 sec of Figure 4.6a, the throughput of AODV decreases and

later oscillates around 500 Kbps whereas the throughput of AODV-CBR

remains the same at first and then exceeds 600 Kbps. Around simulation

time 320 sec, two last transmissions are injected experiencing a noteworthy

throughout increase. Thereafter, throughputs oscillate and also show slight

decreases which might be caused by mutual interference. In total, AODV-

CBR outperforms pure AODV, meaning alternative routes are found and
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Figure 4.6: Comparing throughput of AODV andAODV-CBRwhile increas-

ing network load with 18 transmissions (left) and 24 transmissions (right).
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used, which results in more throughput.

Scenario 2 (Figure 4.6b) shows similar results compared to Scenario 1.
Until simulation time 300 sec, AODV and AODV-CBR exhibit almost the

same delivery rates. Both protocols increase throughputs equally and last

injected transmissions also have a negligible impact as throughput of both

protocols differs only slightly. AODV-CBR shows a slight increase with

the last three transmissions, whereas AODV seems to have no capacities

left to deliver additional flows. Thereafter until the end of the simulation,

AODV-CBR shows a higher throughput compared to AODV.

Including participants’ traffic overhead and transmission requirements

during path construction increases the throughput. Our findings also show

that even path distribution exploits available capacities more efficiently,

which is promising, referring to RQ 4. There, several pathfinding tech-

niques exclusively try to distribute multiple paths aiming among other for

minimum transmission utilization.

4.1.4 Findings

During the simulations, we observed frequent replies, meaning MANET

members who are not the requested destination responded with RREPs, as

they store a routing entry that points to the requested target. AODV obtains

topology knowledge and fills nodes’ routing tables if available. For instance,

routing entries pointing to originators of RREQ are generated if not present

or if the sequence number of the originator in RREQ is higher compared

to the entry in the routing table. A member also inserts a routing entry

for each predecessor that sent a RREP if no entry exists or the destination

sequence number of the routing entry is equal or lower compared to the

sequence number of the RREP. Furthermore, the routing table will also be

extended with the next hop of the RREP as destination is not present so

far. The originator address of the RREP is also stored in the routing table

if the corresponding sequence number is equal to or higher than the one

in the RREP. All routing information increases the network knowledge and

members more frequently store a route entry to a requested destination in

their routing table. Participants of these constructed routes might already

forward multiple transmissions.

MANET members manage channel access in a self-organized way ap-

plying CSMA/CA. Nodes might be occupied even though no active recep-

tion or transmission is ongoing because, for instance, an ongoing transmis-

sion is interfering. Also, neighboring nodes occupy the channel, which
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forces surrounding nodes to wait until the channel is free. AODV-CBR

only records layer 3 packets of the network stack and does not consider

lower layers. Packets must be addressed to them, otherwise, membership

checks on the MAC layer drop all frames not desired for this node. This

occurs frequently as radio waves propagate omnidirectionally. Nodes do

not record this type of utilization as these frames do not reach the network

layer. Capacity computations do not consider passive occupation which

leads to paths not being able to carry the data rate required for the new

transmission. It is worth mentioning that we experienced a noticeable loss

rate during runs in which layer 3 capacity measurement played a major

role.

In total, utilization information of nodes and data rate demands of flows

during path computation lead to more throughput of MANETs as routing

can distribute paths more evenly. Path computation techniques, as intro-

duced in RQ 4, can be applied to exploit the capacity more efficiently. We

also detected that layer 3 only provides incomplete utilization information

for members. This often resulted in inaccurately computed transmission

capacities of nodes receiving a RREQ as passive interference is not tracked

on the network layer. Even though transmission capacities of route partici-

pants seem sufficient for requested flows, surrounding path participants of

different transmissions are disturbed which is known as mutual interfer-

ence. This results in dropped data. MANET members do not know if their

transmission disturbs an ongoing transmission of a neighboring node. The

lack of a complete and up-to-date topology knowledge including ongoing

transmissions results in mutual interference and congestions.

4.2 CONTROLLER-EQUIPPED MODEL

First, we present a SDN-aligned network architecture comprising data struc-

tures and formal definitions. This includes architecture components, mes-

sage types, and their data fields. We extend this architecture framework and

its definitions in each research question. We secondly analyze the impact

of data transmissions in wireless multi-hop networks, such as MANETs,

to provide the basic knowledge for the subsequent node-based utilization

recording concept. A network overhead prediction concept is proposed, us-

ing recorded node utilization as a baseline. The proposed evaluations focus

on the overhead and the computation accuracy.
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Table 4.3: Global variables and parameters used in several RQs.

Properties Belonging Description

n n ∈ N Unique id of a MANET participant.

of o ∈ N , f ∈ F Origin node of a flow.

tf t ∈ N , f ∈ F Target node of a flow.

pf p ⊆ N , f ∈ F Path as sequence of nodes of a flow.

4.2.1 Framework Components

This section maps the MANET to a directed graph and further introduces

the Central-controlled MANET (Cc-MANET) architecture and the message

types.

MANET Notations

The MANET is represented as a directed graph G = (N , L, F) comprising

nodes, connections, and transmissions, also known as flows. Parameters

and variables of this RQ and beyond (global) are listed in Table 4.3. Red-

colored rows depict parameters, which are newly defined in the RQ of this

chapter. Detailed formal definitions and constraints are introduced in this

section.

Nodes (N ): All n ∈ N participating in the MANET. Each node n also

serves as unique identification (id), making it possible to distinguish them

from each other. IP addresses, for instance, could serve as identifiers. Each

node is identified by natural numbers N ∪ {0} throughout this thesis.

Links (L): Tuples of nodes (n, m), where n, m ∈ N . Any (n, m) ∈ L
comprises a source node n and a sink m. The link (n, m) exists if the re-
ception power of m, caused by the transmission of n, is higher compared to

the sensitivity threshold of m. This verifies that m can receive and decode

frames of n. Each l ∈ L has the constant parameter transmission capacity

cl and the variable utilization ul. The first represents the amount of trans-

mission overhead l can provide. Values above cl result in incomplete data

delivery due to dropped frames along the path. The latter represents all

overhead comprising transmissions, receptions, interferences, and MAC-

related occupations of l. A link is completely utilized and cannot serve any

additional flow if ul = cl. The properties utilization ul and link capacity

cl are introduced in detail in Section 4.2.4. G is defined as directed graph
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without loops, meaning ∀(n, m) ∈ L : n ̸= m.

Flows (F ): Our research focuses on flow transmissions within the MA-

NET. A flow characterizes a source and a destination address, a source and

a destination port number, and the used transport protocol, in case of IPv4
is used. Using IPv6 defines a source address, a destination address, and a

flow label field as key identifiers [DWJ15, Section 1.4]. We stick to the IPv6
definition as we only consider a single flow transmission between a source

and a destination not focusing on a specific transport protocol.

All occurring transmissions are stored in the set of flows F . Any flow f
has an origin of

and a target tf
node, defined as f(o,t), where o, t ∈ N . f(o,t)

is also the unique identifier of this flow (flow label), following that no flow

with equal origin and target pair exists twice inF . In subsequent sections f
always represents an f(o,t) of F . Each flow has the property path pf

. Each

path is a loopless-ordered sequence pf = ⟨n0, . . . , nk⟩, where k = |pf | − 1
and n ∈ N . Each pf

is defined by the following constraints:

n0 = of ∧ nk = tf , n0, nk ∈ pf

i ̸= j =⇒ ni ̸= nj , ∀ni, nj ∈ pf

(ni, ni+1) ∈ L , ∀ni ∈ pf

This defines that the first and last node of the path equals the origin and

target, respectively. Also, each node is at maximum once included in a path.

A path must be complete. This means that the node ni and the directly

following node ni+1 of pf
must be in the set of all links L. A flow f also

has the property demand df
representing the required data rate whichmust

meet the capacity of a chosen link, carrying the flow f .

Network Architecture

This chapter introduces the Cc-MANET architecture and embeds all men-

tioned notation in the architecture and message fields. This structure forms

the basic architecture applied and extended throughout this thesis.

A bird’s view comprising complete MANET topology knowledge, cur-

rently deployed flows as well as their required data rates are required to

route multiple flows in this capacity-restricted network considering mutual

interference of multiple flows. Having a controller reachable for each MA-

NETmember via a dedicated channel achieves these requirements. MANET

participants could provide connection information and current data trans-

missions. Paths could be computed considering actual network overhead,
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having the controller equipped with a routing application. There exist ap-

plication scenarios in which the controller-equipped MANET architecture

improves the conditions, referring to Section 1.4. Speaking of the military

use case, introduced in Section 1.4.1, the controller could be placed on the

headquater or on a command vehicle, providing a wide range low data rate

link, covering all MANET members. Referring to the FANET scenario, the

controller could be placed on the ground station to cover all UAVs. Ex-

ploiting this uplink connection for data delivery is not viable, keeping in

mind the characteristics of these dedicated links, which is why data for-

warding remains within the MANET. Overhead concerning route requests,

responses, as well as topology information is transmitted via the uplink

channel to the controller. We call this architecture Cc-MANET as a con-

troller is reachable by each node via a dedicated link. MANET members

continuously exchange neighborhood information and forward local topol-

ogy knowledge to the controller via the so-called uplink channel. The con-

troller computes and sends requested routes back to the MANET where

data delivery physically takes place.

Figure 4.7 introduces the Cc-MANET architecture and messages, where

the controller is externally deployed. Based on that, each MANET partic-

ipant is equipped with a dedicated uplink to reach the controller. Gray,

rounded rectangles represent entities (controller andMANET) that are phys-

ically partitioned. Rectangles with blue color illustrate message types. Dot-

ted arrows represent message flows to the pointed direction, using the up-

link if arrows connect the MANET with the controller.

Controller

MANET

Routing with G

Neighbor
Update

Flow
Request

Flow
Distribution

Topology
Update

Topology

Management

Figure 4.7: Cc-MANET architecture comprising controller and MANET en-

tities as well as message types combined with arrows pointing to the trans-

mission direction.
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MANET members periodically broadcast Neighbor Updates within the

MANET to convey their ids to all participants within coverage range. In

particular, each n ∈ N broadcasts a Neighbor Update and starts count-

ing down a configured timer to repeat this sequence when reaching zero.

Neighbor Updates contain the id of the source that is used as identification

for the receiver node. Participants store a set of links representing their

neighbor connections. Each source of these links is a direct MANET neigh-

bor within communication range. Formally described as, any node n ∈ N
stores Ln := {(i, j) ∈ L|j = n} and associates each entry with a time

stamp when a Neighbor Update was received. Ids and time stamps are ei-

ther inserted if the id is still unknown or only the time stamp of the cor-

responding id is updated if an entry exists. The runtimes of the Neighbor
Update intervals are equal on each node, and entries in the list of neighbors

are dropped if entries exceed double the update time.

The connection list Ln is maintained continuously and reported to the

controller at determined intervals as well. Topology Update messages are

used to deliver this information via the uplink. Similar to Neighbor Up-
dates, members transmit Topology Updates periodically to the controller,

each having configured the same interval. In particular, eachMANETmem-

ber n ∈ N conveys the current set of neighbor connections Ln to the con-

troller. Timestamps of each (j, n) ∈ Ln are checked and links are removed

from Ln if n has not received a Neighbor Update from j two interval times

in a row. The controller constructs the graph G based on these lists. Neigh-
bor Updates and Topology Updates are transmitted continuously, also if no

data delivery is present.

The update concept for constructing a topology representation on the

controller is called Proactive Topology Update Process (Pro-CeTUP) since

nodes update topology information at determined intervals. This neigh-

borhood information is used by the controller to construct the snapshot,

representing the current MANET topology. The controller uses the graph

to compute requested routes. Graphmaintenance and shortest path routing

are provided with the component Topology Management.

MANET members send Flow Requests to the controller if a data trans-

mission is desired. This message includes of
, which is the origin of the

requested flow f and also the sender of the Flow Request. The target tf

represents the destination of the requested route. Flow Requests trigger the
controller to compute paths from origins to their destinations with Dijk-

stra [Dij59] at runtime, applying an edge weight of 1 for l ∈ L at the

moment. Computation for further network members is omitted when the
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shortest path to the desired destination node has been found. Dijkstra com-

putes the shortest path for each node if either the destination is the last vis-

ited node or no path in G exists. When route computation is finished, the

controller sends a Flow Distribution containing the path pf
via the uplink.

Flow Distributions are unicast messages addressed to the originator of the

previously send Flow Request.

When receiving a Flow Distribution via the uplink channel, the origi-

nator of this flow first inserts the next hop to tf
in its routing table and

thereafter attaches pf
to the first data frame. This frame is routed to the

next hop according to pf
. Each path participant encapsulates this first data

frame, inserts or updates the next hop towards the destination in its routing

table based on the conveyed information and thereafter forwards the frame

consisting of the path to the next hop. All subsequent data frames are routed

based on the previously updated routing table information. The follow-

ing sections introduce the utilization recording and computation concept

which is embedded in the Cc-MANET architecture. The next section intro-

duces how multi-hop networks influence wireless transmissions, which is

considered by the utilization measuring concept.

Special Cases and Exceptions

It happens that control messages do not arrive at the desired destinations.

An origin of the unicast Flow Request receives an ACK as a response for

the successful message delivery to the controller. The same Flow Request
is retransmitted in case no ACK has been received. The same happens if

Flow Distribution is not delivered to the node that previously transmitted

the Flow Request.

Nodes transmit a new Flow Request via the uplink to the controller in

case path participants lose connections to the next hop or the target node.

The controller computes the path to the destination. However, the bro-

ken link is still present as the corresponding Topology Update has not been
delivered yet. This results in a remaining message loop as the controller

computes the same path consisting of the broken link until nodes update

the outdated network segment. This message overhead can be avoided if

nodes, detect link breaks, delete the lost connection, and send the Topology
Update via the uplink to the controller. Also, nodes that are not part of the

route anymore remove the unused routing entry after 3 seconds.
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4.2.2 Wireless Multi-hop Transmissions

Unlike commercial wireless architectures where mobile carrier networks

provide one-hop base station connectivity for network access, MANETs

construct multi-hop routes carrying data traffic to destinations. Paths often

contain more than origin and target nodes. Referring to assumptions and

preliminaries in Section 1.5, route participants must consider channel ac-

cess of neighboring nodes also forwarding data for the same flow, as the sin-

gle antenna is only capable of either transmitting or receiving a frame. The

applied frequency band is entirely occupied for all neighbors that receive a

transmission of a MANET member as no frequency or time multiplexing is

assumed. Radio waves of simultaneously initiated transmissions are subject

to overlap if nodes arewithin communication ranges. The represented sym-

bols are disrupted and information is useless for decoding purposes. Even

worse, two or more overlapping signals in theory extend their ranges as the

amplitudes of overlapping radio waves increase [MW15]. Path participants

in multi-hop routes must stay idle if their desired transmission would result

in overlapping signals. This delays data delivery and decreases throughput

rates of the flow they transmit.

The treatment of received radio waves depends on the reception power

of signals. The power of signals decreases logarithmically related to the

distance, meaning the wider the distance between sender and transmitter

the lower the reception power. Antennas experience noise during recep-

tion, which is the sum of all signals observed on the channel in relation to

the currently received one plus the receiver’s noise [TMB01].

For successful reception, antennas must also be configured with ap-

propriate sensitivities. The sensitivity represents a threshold, indicating

whether reception is possible or not. Signal powers above sensitivity are re-

ceivable and further processed whereas reception powers below this thres-

hold are classified as interference or noise depending on the energy detec-

tion. If reception is not possible, antennas further determine if signals are

above energy detection, meaning signals are recognized and potentially in-

terfere upcoming receptions or transmissions. If the signal is below energy

detection, antennas classify radio waves as noise, otherwise as interfering

signals. [Sey05]

Theoretical research related to wireless transmissions often classifies

antenna behavior in different ranges [DLV04; XGB02]. The transmission

range specifies the coverage range in which potential destinations are able

to receive a frame. The interference range describes the area beyond the

transmission range. Nodes, which are out of transmission range but inside
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Interference range

Reception range

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8

9 f(3,6)

Figure 4.8: Radio signal propagation exemplary of nodes 3 and 4 includ-

ing transmission and interference ranges when transmitting flow f(3,6) via
nodes 4 and 5.

interference range of a sending node are not able to receive further frames

at this time as overlapping signals distort the reception. The sensing range

is understood as the area in which a node recognizes any signal in case this

node desires to also start a transmission.

Since all MANET nodes have equal radio configurations, all MANET

members theoretically use the same powers to radiate radio waves and

all receivers are also set to the same energy and sensitivity thresholds.

This concludes, that each node behaves the same when detecting a frame.

This means that each node goes through the same process when deciding

whether a frame can be received, is interfering, or is classified as noise,

which depends on the distance between the sender and the receiver of a

transmission. Because of that, transmission and interference ranges can be

used to represent the constant parameters sensitivity threshold and energy

detection.

Figure 4.8 shows these ranges during a data transmission between MA-

NET nodes, arranged as a chain. We left out interference and transmission

ranges of all nodes except of 3 and 4 as visualization of further rangers

would appear confusing and unclear. At the beginning, the origin node 4
transmits the data of flow f(3,6) to the next hop. Nodes 2, 4, 9, and 8 are

inside transmission or interference ranges with respect to this transmis-

sion. All mentioned nodes are occupied when receiving frames of this flow.

Nodes in interference range are not able to further process them. More

concrete nodes within the interference range are utilized for the time the
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frame occupies the channel and are not able to either receive or transmit

another frame. Node 4 forwards this frame to 5 also occupying all nodes

in transmission and interference range. This prevents node 3 from start-

ing the next frame. Node 3 must wait until 4 has finished forwarding the

previously received frame. Node 5 delivers the previously received frame

to target 6, forcing 4 to delay the next frame to node 5. Also, 3 must stay

idle for the transmission period of 5 since any further frame delivered to

4 would be received disrupted as, node 4 is within transmission range of 3
and 5, respectively.

These dead waiting periods decrease the throughput of the entire route

which decreases even more with additional route participants. Simulations

as well as constructed routes with laptops in real environmental conditions

prove this behavior [RGM18]. Their setup comprises isolated routes of up

to 6 participants forming a linear chain, in which each node is connected

to its predecessor and successor except for the origin and target nodes.

Nodes in the experimental measurement and simulation are equipped with

equal wireless configurations with respect to bit rate, wireless coverage

ranges, and hardware equipment, among other parameters. The measured

throughput is shown in Plot 4.9. It clearly proves that the throughput de-

creases enormously in both scenarios, which is caused by the shared chan-

nel usage of all chain members. Chung et al. [NL07] also experienced this

throughput behavior during their research.

We extended the chain scenario with an additional flow to analyze drop-

ped frames since our research considersmultiple transmissions inMANETs.
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Figure 4.9: Measured end-to-end throughput of different chain lengths by

Rezaei et al. [RGM18].
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Figure 4.10: Dropped frames of active route participants during data deliv-

ery of flows f(1,3) and f(4,7) according to Figure 4.8.

Therefore, we constructed aMANET like in Figure 4.8. Two flows f(1,3) and
f(4,7) are configured. MANETmembers are configuredwith an IEEE 802.11
MAC interface, operating in mode g with 2 Mbps. We first started each

packet flow isolated while increasing the throughput to reach the transmis-

sion capacity boundaries of each path. Next, we investigate performance

parameters while injecting both flows during one simulation scenario.

Results of Figure 4.10 focus on the packet drop rate on the MAC layer to

investigate how multi-flow data delivery affects the participating members

individually. In general, the number of delivered frames to targets 3 and 7
in relation to the entire sent payload drops significantly. Referring to flow

f(4,7), 92.80% of all data transmissions reached the target. Even worse,

the packet delivery fraction of f(1,3) only reaches 35.61%. This illustrates

that transmission capacities ofMANET participants are insufficient to carry

both flows. The following results show this cause based on dropped frame

rates.

Frame sequences between all intermediate route participants experi-

ence delays as nodes compete for free slots with predecessor and successor

nodes. Especially between nodes 3 and 4, this causes disturbed signals and
competing times caused by the MAC protocol. Each sequence starts with

the RTS of the source followed by a CTS of the sink if receptionwas success-

ful. Sources of links then transmit data frames to sinks and receive associ-

ated ACKs within a defined timeout period. Delivery attempts are repeated

if frame sequences cannot be completed. Results show dropped frames due

to overfilled MAC queue as well as dropped frames because of lost connec-
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tions during data delivery of f(1,3) and f(4,7). Delivery attempts of RTS

signals and data frames run into reached retry limits resulting in dropped

data frames. These retries occur mainly at node 2. Frame reception of 2
and initiated transmissions of 4 cause mutual interference. Node 3, for in-
stance, is forced to stay idle and leaves RTS-CTS handshake initiated by 2
unfinished as data transmission of 4 is ongoing. Because of that, the sink

node 2 aborts ongoing frame sequences and drops data frames which have

already been scheduled for transmissions, as shown in Figure 4.10. Also,

further data frames from 1 to 3 are dropped due to the already overfilled

MAC queue. Referring to node 4, the desired data transmission interval to

5 delays due to ACKs of 3, which also results in dropped frames, as max-

imum queue size is reached. Mutually used channel capacity by nodes 3
and 4 forces node 2 to wait until 3 is free for reception, resulting also in an

overfilled MAC queue. Node 4 cannot last the desired transmission interval

and also drops payload.

In general, route participants disturb data delivery of other flows if the

sink of a transmitting connection is in the communication range of a node

that transmits frames of another flow. Because of that, the transmission

overhead of already deployed flows must be considered when searching for

a path for an additional flow.

4.2.3 Measuring Traffic Utilization

This section introduces our applied MACmeasurement technique to record

accurate and meaningful connection utilization.

Generating usable knowledge about arising utilization in wireless net-

works requires covering, on the one hand, occupation times related toMAC

protocol states and, on the other hand, each signal that corresponds to a

protocol and data frame. Findings during Section 4.1.4 highlight how im-

portant it is to apply utilization measurements on the MACs layer as these

protocols are designed to efficiently access the channel without interfer-

ence. Thereby, these protocols transfer radios into different states to pre-

vent simultaneous transmissions. Focusing on the MAC layer guarantees

complete access to control and data frames forwarded from the upper and

lower layers. Packets are handed from the network layer down to the MAC

layer before the transmission of these frames is intended. This includes

control packets of any type, such as routing or address resolution, and data

packets of all applications currently running. All frames are decoded and

further processed according to protocol, referring to the process from the
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physical layer up to the MAC layer. Processing also includes frame desti-

nation checks on the MAC layer. Utilization must be recorded on the MAC

layer, since this layer has knowledge of all data transfer and also manages

channel access passes. However, the utilization concept must be adapted to

each MAC protocol individually.

Applying the right MAC protocol for our utilization measurement pur-

pose depends on multiple requirements. According to the Cc-MANET ar-

chitecture, minimum configuration management and efficiency should be

the major strength of the MAC protocol. CSMA/CA [IEEE802.11] fulfills

the best out of both criteria. The contention-aware access method is self-

managed, as participants organized interference-free access on their own.

Control frame exchange cycles and inter frame time periods handle a con-

trolled channel usage. Comparing slot and frequency multiplexed access

methods like TDMA [Rod06, Section 14.7] and FDMA [Ole16, Chapter 3]

with CSMA/CA, MANET members must be allocated a dedicated time slot

or frequency range for channel access. This requires additional computa-

tion overhead and also reduces the throughput of participants proportion-

ally with increasing number of nodes. Spatial reuse of already assigned fre-

quencies and slots can be applied by the controller. On the one hand, this

increases the efficiency resulting in higher throughputs per node but on

the other hand increases the frequency and slot computations, since those

must be recomputed at runtime depending on the mobility of nodes. Fur-

thermore, spatial reuse is error-prone, as nodes having configured same slot

times or frequency ranges might move in each other’s coverage ranges. CS-

MA/CA provides spatial reuse by sensing the channel self-managed. In case

no transmission is active, nodes start their frame sequence even though data

delivery beyond the desired sender and receiver is ongoing.

In the following section, we present a traffic utilization measurement

concept for nodes, which aggregates all node’s utilizations based on the

MAC technique CSMA/CA. Measurements, computations, and evaluations

are carried out with the network simulator OMNet++ [Var10].

Node Utilization

Measurements carried out on nodes function as quality assurance for uti-

lization predictions by the controller. The objective of utilization recording

is to determine how much transmission capacity is left and if this node is

able to carry an additional flow. We leverage the current measured utiliza-

tion onMANETmembers to later compare the recorded utilization with the

transmission overhead computed by the controller. The subsequent para-
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graphs introduce the utilization model integrated into CSMA/CA.

In best-case situations, nodes compete for channel access and start the

desired frame sequence if access is granted. If one does not consider DIFSs

and backoff times, the NAV represents the total time nodes in transmis-

sion range must defer their desired transmissions until the current frame

sequence is finished. CSMA/CA control frames include the NAV value in

their headers to provide this information for nodes in close vicinity. In real-

ity, nodes lose connection during transmission due to, for instance, mobility

and other disturbing transmissions. According to CSMA/CA, introduced in

Section 2.4.1, a node in action either transmits, receives, waits Interframe

Spaces (IFSs), or backoff periods, which are all part of a frame sequence.

Based on that, a node is utilized at any point in time when it is not idle.

Idle means that the node is free for transmitting or receiving data. Other-

wise, the node is utilized at this time and has no capacity for receiving or

transmitting data.

We define um as the amount of utilization of node m during the time

span s, where m ∈ N . Measurement periods take place between two con-

secutive Topology Updates. Each node sends Topology Updates when the

so-called update interval runs out. Members have equal interval durations

but differ in their starting points. Because of that, each time span s is set

to exactly the time between two Topology Updates. We define a sequence

of time spans S = ⟨s0, . . . , s|S|−1⟩ to associate each utilization recording

to a certain time span. In the subsequent sections, s always represents a

particular sn ∈ S.
Our utilization recording technique are partitioned into the following

types:

• uoks
m : Occupation time, which is split into sensing and competing.

• utjs
m : Active transmission of control or data frames.

• uris
m: Reception of control or data frames, considering utilization due

to interference.

Each recording of these utilization types is separately stored in an orde-

red sequence, containing all measurements of a time period s. The lengths
of these sequences are independent of each other as the number of states

and actions of each interface ranges depending on the traffic conditions.

For instance Us
t (m) = ⟨ut0s

m , . . . , utjs
m⟩, where m ∈ N stores all transmit-

ting time spans between two consecutive Topology Updates. The sequences
Us

r (m) and Us
o (m) store all reception times and occupation times during
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a time period s, respectively. The indices i, j, and k uniquely identify each

measured record of each utilization type during a time period s. At the be-
ginning of each s ∈ S, each counter starts at 0 and increments for each

new record until the next Topology Updatemessage is sent. Because of that,

each index ranges from 0 to the last entry before the next Topology Update
is sent by the corresponding node. The counters of each set are defined as

follows: 0 ≤ i ≤ |Us
r | − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ |Us

t | − 1, and 0 ≤ k ≤ |Us
o | − 1.

Source Utilization Recording

This section demonstrates how utilization is recorded and associated with

their utilization types if MANET members start a frame sequence. Frame

sequences endwith an associatedACK frame as a response to the previously

sent data frame. A frame sequence refers to a CSMA/CA-defined data frame

exchange comprising channel contention process, the frame transmission,

and the corresponding ACK response. Because of that, frame sequences

only provide unicast transmissions, as broadcast and multicast do not use

ACKs.

RTS and CTS are not mandatory in frame sequences and are only ap-

plied if the size of the frame reaches a configured threshold [Cro+97]. Skip-

ping this handshake reduces the control frame overhead. Smaller data frames

are more often transmitted without RTS and CTS exchange as the probabil-

ity decreases as signal propagation takes less time. Mutual interference in-

creases during capacity-demanding transmissions as there is less time dur-

ing which the radios stay idle. As a consequence, we applied RTS and CTS

for each data frame independent of the size.

Figure 4.11 shows all recordings when node m starts a frame sequence

to a destination node during the update time period s ∈ S. The first line
shows the basic frame sequence, whereas successive lines demonstrate if

CSMA/CA defined timeouts run out or frame fragmentation is ongoing.

The x-axis represents the time between two consecutive Topology Update
messages. Rectangles depict protocol frames or waiting states of CSMA/CA

and are associated with the recorded utilization type via curly braces on top

of these rectangles. In particular, rounded rectangles represent frames and

angular rectangles waiting periods. The bulk, labelled with Elapsed time,

represents the remaining time span of this period s in which CSMA/CA

protocol data exchange happens when transmissions are desired.

Each frame sequence starts with theDIFS period followed by the backoff

timespan, randomly chosen with the CW. Physical carrier-sense (DIFS) and

contention (backoff) are preliminaries of CSMA/CA before accessing the
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Figure 4.11: Exemplary utilization recording of node m during time span

s ∈ S, when starting a unicast frame sequence to deliver data leveraging

CSMA/CA.

channel. This is part of the current frame sequence. Receptions of other

frames at this time would interrupt and delay the transmission attempt.

Because of that, node m is utilized for the times DIFS and backoff, which

are recorded in uo0s
m . In the first line of this figure, no signal detection

during sensing is assumed andm transmits a RTS and counts down the CTS

timeout, which is defined as the sum of SIFS, slot times, and the duration of

transmitting the physical header information, which is defined according

to the specifications [IEEE802.11].

Timespans of RTS and the associated timeout are recorded in ut0s
m and

uo1s
m , respectively. The timeout measurement period stops when the corre-

sponding CTS is received and decoded on the MAC layer. Otherwise, node

m starts an additional transmission attempt with increased CW, as shown

in the second line of this figure, which is introduced later. The received CTS

time period is classified as reception utilization and stored in ur0s
m . Based

in CSMA/CA, m waits and records the SIFS period in uo2s
m and thereafter

starts the data transmission and records the time period in ut1s
m . The ACK

timeout is started and the elapsing time is recorded in uo3s
m till the time span

of this timeout is reached. This would happen if either the transmitted data

frame or the awaiting ACK control frame were not received properly, as

shown in the third line. Equal to the CTS timeout, node m would start an
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additional transmission attempt. The number of retries for lost RTS and

ACK frames is set to 7 per default. With respect to the first line, node m
completes the frame sequence and records the received ACK frame. Frame

sequences can be split into several fragments, which depend on the size. In

that case, node m only counts down the SIFS period and thereafter starts

with the first data fragment, shown with the fourth line. Going on with

line 1, node m starts an additional transmission attempt immediately after

the previous one has been completed. In doing so, node m starts the DIFS

period and records the overhead in uo4s
m .

Suppose decoding of the RTS or data frame signal fails since the trans-

mission of node m was interfered with another frame. Node m then runs

into the CTS timeout as no response arrives, which is covered by the uti-

lization recording technique, as shown with the second line. Next, node m
behaves according to CSMA/CA protocol and restarts the frame sequence.

In particular, after reaching the end of the CTS timeout m restarts DIFS and

backoff time spans. However, CW is now doubled, which most likely in-

creases the backoff period. Recording considers additional DIFS and backoff

periods, increasing the overall recorded occupation utilization share. RTS

must also be transmitted once more, resulting in a newly started CTS time-

out period depicted with the vertical line below RTS in the second line. The

following procedure equals the first line. Node m starts and records the

CTS timer until the frame will successfully be decoded. After recording the

reception overhead of the CTS frame, node m starts the SIFS period, fol-

lowed by the data frame. Node m thereafter starts and records the ACK

timer after finishing the data frame transmission, which is not shown.

The third line depicts the fragmentation procedure of CSMA/CA if the

data must be split into several chunks. IPv4 packets arrive fragmented at

the MAC layer if packets exceed a maximum size. TheMaximum Transmis-

sion Unit (MTU) defines the threshold, which is set to 1500B per default.

IEEE 802.11 also implements a fragmentation threshold, which applies if

the MTU is higher [Kim+05]. Fragments of packets are identified in the

IPv4 header, classifying fragment identification and position of the current

fragment compared to the entire packet size [Pos81]. In this case, node m
repetitively transmits frame fragments until all chunks have been delivered.

With respect to the third line, utilization recoding is ongoing during the en-

tire fragmentation process, starting with SIFS recorded in uo4s
m , followed by

data, and ending with ACK, which is not further shown in this figure.

When a time period s elapses, m stores all occurred utilization peri-

ods associated with their types in Us
r (m) for recorded utilization, Us

t (m)
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Figure 4.12: Exemplary utilization recording of node m when starting re-

ception of a frame leveraging CSMA/CA.

for transmitted utilization, and Us
o (m) for occupied utilization, where i =

|Us
r (m)| − 1, j = |Us

t (m)| − 1 and k = |Us
o (m)| − 1.

Our recording strategy also supports multicast and broadcast transmis-

sions. This reduces the data delivery process to competing and raw data

propagation, skipping RTS-CTS handshake and ACK response. Suppose

node m starts a multicast or broadcast transmission. CSMA/CA protocol

overhead is then reduced to DIFS and backoff waiting times to provide fair-

ness. Data frames start immediately after these competing periods end.

Sink Utilization Recording

Figure 4.12 exemplary shows all utilization recordings of node m ∈ N
when receiving a frame during time period s ∈ S. According to this figure,

node m records the time of reception and stores the time period in ur0s
m .

Reception ends if processing leads to disrupted data or if the MAC destina-

tion check fails, meaning m is not the desired receiver of this frame. Node

m determines if the current frame is receivable. Several situations lead to

a reception failure. The reception power is too low to decode a frame cor-

rectly. Sink nodes receive signals from multiple transmissions at the same

time. Utilization recording stops in case of a reception failure.

Otherwise, the address resolver of the MAC protocol decides if a re-

sponse is desired, resulting in ongoing utilization recording. multicast and

broadcast addresses per definition do not follow a further response strategy,

which is why utilization measurement stops at this point, as shown with

the blue description in the figure.
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SIFS recording in uo0s
m is performed if node m is the destination. The

now decoded frame contains either control information (CTS) or data. Node

m starts recording the response of either an ACK or CTS frame in ut0s
m .

Utilization recordings from the sink’s point of view follow this proce-

dure until the update period s elapses. The index j stands for the size of

the sequence Us
t (m), which represents the last utilization record of this

sequence during the time period s.

At runtime, nodes transmit and receive multiple frames during one pe-

riod. Recordings during sending and receiving take place based on pro-

posed techniques during s. Furthermore, each node stores measurements

in the corresponding sequence. For simplicity, the proposed examples in

Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show recording techniques during a time period s,
either explicitly during sending or receiving. In action, the utilization mea-

surement concept inserts sending and recording entries in the sequences

depending on the time-driven occurrences. For instance, node m attempts

to transmit a frame and starts DIFS and backoff time span. Next, node m
stores the recording in uons

m and inserts the result inUs
o (m). Suppose m re-

ceives a frame during backoff. Node m defers the desired transmission and

starts receiving the current frame. Next, nodem also stores the recording in

Us
r (m). Suppose the received frame is control information and addressed

to m. Node m starts recoding SIFS with uon+1s
m and stores the result in

Us
o (m). Other utilization types behave equally and chronologically store

recordings either when sending or receiving in the sequences.

Recording Interruptions

Interference or reception of data also occurs during frame sequences. Sup-

pose m recognizes a transmission during DIFS period. Node m starts the

reception utilization recording process depicted in Figure 4.12, depending

on the type of frame. Since the RTS of an own intended frame sequence has

not been sent, m would respond with an ACK or CTS and record the oc-

curred utilization in case m is the destination of the received frame. There-

after, m starts the DIFS timespan again after going through the reception

process. Node m behaves the same regarding the reception and recording

process in case m senses transmission signals during backoff period. After

reception recording, m restarts and records the DIFS period and afterward

continues counting down the backoff starting at the same position when

interrupting reception has been received.

Interruptions during CTS and ACK handshakes are rather rare, as MA-
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NET members within communication ranges of source and sink stay idle

for the duration of this frame sequence, according to NAV . If RTS or ACK

timers run out, the handshake or the desired data exchange is repeated.

Gathering Utilization Records

Utilization entries must be aggregated for a defined time span to represent

the utilization ratio to each other after having the recorded time periods

of all utilization types at hand. Another motivation is to figure out which

utilization types requirewhich amount of capacity in different network load

situations. And overall, utilization must represent the share of a MANET

member’s entire capacity to accomplish network overhead-aware routing

by the controller.

MANETmembers periodically transmit their sub-topology via Topology
Updates to the controller using the uplink channel. This topology update

interval is set to the same length for each member, whereas the interval

start time of each node differs. In order to separate and process all recorded

utilization during s, we aggregate all recordings separately during this con-
troller update period, as shown in Equations 4.8.

uts
m =

∑
j∈Us

t (m)

j urs
m =

∑
i∈Us

r (m)

i uos
m =

∑
k∈Us

o (m)

k , m ∈ N , s ∈ S

(4.8)

The next step is to convey the recorded traffic utilization of each MA-

NET member to the controller. The measured overhead is used to influence

routing decisions. Our objective is to achieve a very accurate utilization

prediction technique to determine for sure if an already utilized link can

carry an additional flow. This situation is best evaluated in highly utilized

network situations. The controller, therefore, only requires the utilization

of nodes as a whole and does not rely on what causes the greatest share of a

particular utilized link. All individual utilization types are later used during

evaluations to view the share of each type during data transmissions.

us
m = uts

m + urs
m + uos

m, m ∈ N , s ∈ S (4.9)

Because of that, each MANET node sums up all recorded utilization types

during the elapsed time period s, as shown in Equation 4.9, immediately

before transmission of the Topology Update message starts.
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Table 4.4: Global parameters and variables used in multiple RQs.

Properties Belonging Description

n n ∈ N Unique id of a MANET participant.

of o ∈ N , f ∈ F Origin node of a flow.

tf t ∈ N , f ∈ F Target node of a flow.

pf p ⊆ N , f ∈ F Path as sequence of nodes of a flow.

df f ∈ F Demanded data rate of a flow.

ul l ∈ L Current utilization of a link.

cl l ∈ L Capacity of a link.

4.2.4 Further Framework Components

We enclose all variables affecting the utilization model in combination with

the proactive Cc-MANET architecture. Section 4.2.3 introduces how utiliza-

tion types are summarized and gathered resulting in compound utilization

us
m, where s ∈ S defines a recording time period representing a Topology

Update period and m ∈ N . Utilization from now on and further chapters

will be link-wise, meaning the current transmission overhead is related to

a link l ∈ L and is defined as us
l , where s ∈ S. Formally, usi

n , where n ∈ N
and si ∈ S is now mapped to usi

(m,n), ∀(m, n) ∈ L. Technically, the uti-

lization us
n of an arbitrary node n decreases the transmission to any other

neighboring node in communication range equally regarding the residual

transmission capacity. In the subsequent sections of this thesis ul, where

l ∈ L, is always associated with an update period s ∈ S, even if not explic-

itly mentioned.

Table 4.4 describes additional global properties and parameters defined

for this RQ. Again, newly defined parameters are colored-red. The utiliza-

tion result ul, where l ∈ L, carries the most valuable information and

extends the Topology Update along with cl, representing the transmission

capacity of the link in Mbps. We also introduce the parameter df
repre-

senting the required data rate in Mbps of a flow f ∈ F . This parameter is

included in the Flow Request to determine which links have sufficient trans-

mission capacities to carry this flow. Basically, the computed transmission

rate of an active link must not exceed its capacity.

The Cc-MANET architecture, shown in Figure 4.13, now contains two

additional entities to accomplish utilization-aware routing. Starting with

theMANET, the element LinkUtilization comprises traffic overheadmea-
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surements introduced in Section 4.2.3. There, participants continuously

record all incoming and outgoing traffic including occupied times to ac-

curately determine their current utilization. Nodes gather utilization data,

see Equations 4.8 and 4.9, and include it in the upcoming Topology Update
immediately before nodes transmit these messages to the controller via the

uplink channel.

Central routing empowers control of path construction compared to

common distributed techniques in MANETs, as the controller has complete

authority over path construction and can design traffic flows considering

mutual interference. Global knowledge and the Utilization Model are

used to eliminate over-utilized path settings in the first place. In particular,

having current deployed paths and their transmission utilization at hand,

allows us to identify and bypass stressed network segments. Therefore, re-

quired data rates of flows are included in Flow Requests and used for path

constructions by the controller. The utilization-based path construction is

introduced in the next Section.

4.2.5 Capacity-based Path Computation

The controller applies Dijkstra [Dij59] on graph G when searching for a

path from of
to tf

. This algorithm searches for a path from an origin node

to all other participants in the graph based on the determined link weights.

The link weights define the desired characteristic of paths. If one searches

for the shortest paths, the link weights must be defined in a way to compute

paths with the least number of links. Equal weights focus on the paths with

minimum links resulting in the shortest.

Controller

MANET

Routing with G

Flow
Request

Flow
Distribution

Topology
Update

Neighbor
Update

Topology

Management

Utilization

Model

Link

Utilization

Figure 4.13: Cc-MANET architecture with utilization model extension.
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1 begin computeDijkstra(of , tf , df )

2

...
/* Investigating current node n and the direct neighbor m, both

∈ N. Computing n’s upcoming demanded bandwidth based on df

*/

3 if m ̸= tf
then

4 lh = |pf |
5 lh = lh > 4?4 : lh
6 rdf = df · lh
7 end

8 ocn = computeContention()
9 tu(n,m) = u(n,m) + rdf + ocn

/* Computing edge weight w */

10 if tu(n,m) > c(n,m) then
11 w = |L| + tu(n,m)
12 else

13 w+ = tu(n,m) + 1
14 end

15 end

Algorithm 1: Dijkstra modifications when searching for a path from

of
to tf

taking into account the current utilization, the required flow’s

data rate and wireless channel complexity.

Our objective is to find the shortest paths from all origins to all tar-

gets while guaranteeing the capacity boundaries of selected links. Thereby

wireless and multi-hop transmission behaviors, mentioned in Section 4.2.3,

must be considered. In doing so, the flows and their data rate demands, the

utilization of links, and all uncertainties, such as concurrent channel access,

fragmentation, and interference, must be considered to not over-utilize the

MANET with a new flow. Algorithm 1 introduces Dijkstra modifications to

achieve the desired goal.

Dijkstra modifications take place when comparing link weights of di-

rectly connectedMANETmembers not stored in the list of Dijkstra’s visited

nodes. Therefore, each link is evaluated according to its weight. Weights of

sinks are updated if the newly computed distance is less than the currently

stored distance. Next, the algorithm compares the distances to all nodes in

the MANET with each other and picks the node with minimum distance.
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Next, the algorithm repeats comparing all link weights of connected neigh-

bors.

Line 3 shows Dijkstra modifications when recomputing the distance to

node m if the new distance is lower. First, the standard route target check

is performed to determine the potential next hop along the path. Before

comparing the stored and computed distances of m, the number of route

participants and the required data rate of this flow request is defined. Col-

lision avoidance on the MAC layer detects ongoing transmissions, forcing

transmission attempts to defer until the channel is free. In particular, RTS

and CTS exchanges force nodes to stay idle for the frame sequence times-

pan. Utilization due to virtual carrier sense increases in relation to the num-

ber of route participants and stagnates when the number of route members

exceeds 4.
Suppose a route consists of 5members ordered as a chain with coverage

ranges of each node reaching the predecessor and successor node and not

further. A packet stream from 0 to 4 is ongoing. Node 2 must provide 3
times the required data rate df

to relay the frames of the flow to node 4. The
reduction is composed of receiving frames from 1 and forwarding frames to

node 3. In addition, node 2 is virtually occupied when receiving CTS from

1 as node 0 transmits the data flow to the next hop. And lastly, node 3 also

forwards the flow to the destination, which is why 3 only partially sends

CTSs as response to the received RTSs. Lines 4 to 6 determine the required

data rate rdf
for the upcoming flow, where f ∈ F and take into account

the number of hops.

Asmentioned earlier, CSMA/CA provides self-organized channel access

starting with physical carrier sense (SIFS) and a subsequent backoff period.

Access probability highly relies on the number of transmitting neighbors.

Therefore, the next step is to predict the span node m might defer a frame,

as surrounding nodes also try to access the channel (line 8).

ocn = bon · st +
( mtu

r ) · Ln

2 (4.10)

Equation 4.10 gives an estimation of the mean occupation time ocn of node

n, where n ∈ N due to competing for channel access before it can start

sending, given that the neighbors Ln also want to send and there is no

collision. The left part of the equation describes the wait time due to backoff

bon and the duration of a single slot st. On the right side, additional time

is being added for each of m’s neighbors that have drawn a smaller backoff

timer and thus are sending before n. Provided that, on average, they utilize
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half of the MTU. The transmission duration dependents on the capacity of

the link c(n,m) and the number of transmissions prior to m.

Having the current utilization u(n,m), the previously determined re-

quired data rate rdf
, where f ∈ F and the predicted occupation due to con-

tention ocn lets us compute the upcoming total utilization tu(n,m), where
(n, m) ∈ L (line 9). Next, we apply the link weight, ensuring capacity-

conform path computation. The link weight increases by the total number

of links in the MANET if the capacity of the link (n, m) is not sufficient,

as shown in Line 11. Otherwise, the weight increases by 1 and the total

utilization of the link, as described in Line 13. We include tu(n,m), where
(n, m) ∈ L in the computation in order to choose the path with less de-

manded bandwidth if Dijkstra finds two paths with equal hop count.

4.3 RESULTS

The following evaluation focuses on highly-utilized MANET transmission

constellations. We present detailed results of two different evaluation sce-

narios. We first made a deep-dive into occurring and increasing utilization

in a static-defined MANET. We compare the measured utilization with the

utilization computed by the controller while increasing the flow’s data rate.

The second scenario concentrates on the elapsed time until the controller

detects an over-utilized segment in the MANET. Both scenarios separate

and analyze the share of each utilization type during different network

loads.

We implemented our proposed conceptwith the network simulatorOM-

Net++, version 4.5 [Var10]. MANET members are equipped with an IEEE-

802.11 wireless interface configured in ad-hoc mode, using the 2.4 GHz
band for communicationwithin theMANET. Each participant reaches trans-

mission capacities up to 2 Mbps. The fragmentation threshold on the MAC

layer is set to 2346 B because higher frame chunks increase the through-

put [Swe+10]. The RTS/CTS threshold is set to 0 B to avoid collisions and

interference. The uplink connection is also configured with an IEEE 802.11
interface providing 1 Mbps of data rate.

4.3.1 Utilization Computation Accuracy

Figure 4.14 shows on the left side (Figure 4.14a) the MANET topology, con-

nections, and routes of packet flows f(1,0) and f(4,3). The right side (Fig-
ure 4.14b) depicts which MANET members reach the radio waves of nodes
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Figure 4.14: MANET topology of static scenario evaluating utilization

recording computation.

1, 2, and 3, filled with red color, respectively. Nodes within their transmis-

sion rages are symbolized by red surroundings.

Data rate prediction of route participants for requested flows is the ma-

jor objective of this evaluation. Therefore, the computed utilization by the

controller is compared with the actual utilization measured by the MANET

members. Referring to the static scenario in Figure 4.14, the MANET de-

livers two flows. The flow f(1,0) is already ongoing and persistent for the

entire simulation. The second flow f(4,3) stops and restarts several times

along this scenario. Node 4 each time starts a new Flow Request using the

uplink, triggering Dijkstra algorithm on the controller, see Algorithm 1

for path computation. Route participants update their forwarding tables

each time they receive the path pf(4,3)
via the broadcasted Flow Distribution.

Per default, route members flag forwarding table entries as invalid after an

elapsed timeout period of 3 seconds if the entry is no longer needed. Each

time, the packet flow pf(4,3)
demands more transmission capacity, which

will over-utilize the MANET during simulation time. Thereby, we focus on

the accuracy of the predicted utilization. The controller will reroute flow

pf(4,3)
via node 6 and 5 to destination 3 in case the data rate of this flow

exceeds the transmission capacity of either link (4, 2) or (2, 3). To be more

concrete, flow pf(1,0)
already utilizes link (1, 0) at the beginning of the sim-

ulation to 46%. At simulation time 10 sec flow f(4,3) requests a route from
the controller with a data rate demand of 5000 Bps. Node 4 then stops the

transmission after 10 sec and 10 sec later requests an additional route and

increases the data rate demand by 5000 Bps. Node 4 starts further Flow
Requests following the described procedure while increasing the data rate

accordingly every 10 sec until the simulation stops.
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Figure 4.15: Comparingmeasured utilization of node 2with controller com-

puted overhead.

These data rates are chosen wisely to provoke an over-utilized situa-

tion while the simulation is ongoing. Thereby, each MANET member pe-

riodically reports the current utilization to the controller via Topology Up-
dates. So far, f(4,3) is routed via intermediate node 2. Flow f(4,3) should

be rerouted via 6 and 5 when over-utilization is detected by the controller.

The data loss rate of both flows f(1,0) and f(4,3) should be negligible if the

controller’s utilization prediction concept is accurate. The following results

show firstly the accuracy of upcoming utilization when the controller com-

putes the path for flow f(4,3). Secondly, we deep-dive into all utilization

types and analyze their share in relation to the total utilization. Thirdly, we

show the occurred loss rate of f(4,3) to evaluate the controller’s utilization

predictions.

Plots 4.15 and 4.16 compare the recorded utilizations of nodes 2 and

5 with the computed controller overhead. Red lines show the controller’s

computed link with the highest utilization during path computation of flow

f(4,3). Nodes 2 and 5 are chosen as they obtain the highest utilization of

both, the initial and the bypassed route for f(4,3). Controller computations

in Plot 4.15 range from simulation times 0 sec to 260 sec since node 2 ob-

tains the highest utilization until that point. Thereafter, utilization of node

5 increases the most, as shown in Figure 4.16.

Node 2 in Plot 4.15 is constantly utilized at 46% as data and control

frames of 1 reaches 2. Utilization of 2 increases each time the controller
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deploys the path pf(4,3)
on the MANET. The controller computes pf(4,3) =

⟨4, 2, 3⟩ as long as this route provides sufficient capacity since this is the

shortest path to the destination. Detouring f(4,3) at simulation time 260 sec
increases the utilization of node 5 shown in Plot 4.16. The links of the ini-

tial route exceed their capacities. MANET members are occupied and in-

crease their utilization if a node within communication range is transmit-

ting, which is why measured and computed utilization of node 5 increases

significantly at simulation time 260 sec. Nodes 4, 5, and 6 are within each

other’s communication range and have to stay idle during transmissions of

their neighbors.

It turns out that the measured utilization of node 2 never reaches 100%
whereas the utilization computed by the controller predicts a higher over-

head. This can be explained by the extended backoff time period, which is

introduced by the exposed terminal problem caused by node 1 [Bha+94].

Node 2 experiences a variety of interference as transmissions from nodes

1 and 4 frequently overlap, resulting in CTS and ACK timeouts at origin

node 4. Longer backoff periods delay and also drop packets of flow f(4,3)
resulting in misclassified idle times of node 2, which should rather be clas-

sified as occupied times. That is why the controller’s overhead computation

becomes inaccurate during these almost fully-utilized situations. The gap

becomes visible when the predicted utilization is nearly exhausted at simu-

lation time 200 sec. The controller at this point detects over-utilization and

reroutes flow f(4,3). Referring to Plot 4.16, utilization recording of node 5
increases when rerouting took place as this node now forwards data to the
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Figure 4.16: Comparingmeasured utilization of node 5with controller com-

puted overhead.
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Figure 4.17: Share of recorded utilization types of node 2 during simulation

of scenario 1.

target 3.
Figure 4.17 analyzes all measured utilization types of node 2, separated

and stored in utpi

2 , urpi

2 , and uopi

2 , respectively. Update periods pi in this

figure contains P = ⟨p0, . . . , p289⟩ since MANET participants transmit

Topology Updates via the uplink channel to the controller each second.

The share of utilization due to transmitting and receiving is as expected.

Reception utilizes node 2 roughly twice compared to measured transmis-

sion overhead as node 2 decodes frames form f(1,0) and f(4,3). After simu-

lation time 150 sec when reaching the capacity maximum, utilization due

to occupation continuously increases whereas measured transmission and

reception stay the same or even decrease slightly. Frames from nodes 1 and

4 disturb and delay transmission attempts more often. Also, interferences

extend backoff periods, all resulting in higher occupation times.

Figure 4.18 shows the packet delivery fraction of both flowswhile trans-

mission overhead continuously increases. Flow f(1,0) is ongoing during the
entire simulation and does not experience any loss. The second flow from

4 to 3 stops and restarts after 10 seconds. The transmission lasts for 10 sec,
explaining the gaps in which 4 does not send f(4,3). Flow f(4,3) starts los-
ing frames from simulation time 200 sec and ongoing while the controller’s
predicted utilization is at 96%. Interfering frames and increasing backoff

times result in idle times at node 2, which are not considered by the con-

troller. This generates inaccurate computations especially when reaching

utilization recordings above 90%.
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Figure 4.18: Received data in relation to sent data of both flows.

Summing up, utilization prediction computes upcoming utilization very

accurately. Utilization due to occupation reaches a significant sharewith re-

spect to the overall utilization which is also predicted accurately. However,

utilization predictions become inaccurate when the measured utilization

exceeds approximately 90%. This was to be expected as the channel access

of participants also depends on randomness and node utilization compu-

tation becomes more complex with an increasing number of transmitting

participants.

4.3.2 Over-Utilization Detection

The second scenario investigates the reaction time of the controller if over-

utilization appears abruptly because transmitting nodes reach each other’s

coverage range. The objective is to measure the elapsed time and amount

of lost data when the capacity of a path participant exceeds. The scenario

depicted in Figure 4.19 generates this over-utilized situation. Nodes 0 and

1 move 3 m/sec continuously south-east while delivering f(0,1). The sce-
nario is configured so that node 2 has insufficient transmission capacity

when communication ranges of nodes 2, 1, and 0 overlap while 0 and 1
should still deliver their flow without loss. Flow f(0,1) demands 77% of

nodes 1 and 0 transmission capacities. Reception, forwarding and waiting

states of node 2 increase the capacity demand of node 2, which results in

an over-utilized situation when frames of f(0,1) reach node 2. Similar to

scenario 1, the controller will reroute f(5,4) via 7, 8, and 6 when the initial
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Figure 4.19: MANET delivers flows f(0,1) and f(5,4), which do not interfere

with each other at the beginning. Nodes 0 and 1 move south-east and over-

utilize node 2, causing incomplete data delivery.

path is over-utilized.

We investigated the loss rate and also the recorded utilization of the

detoured path when the controller’s predicted utilization exceeds the MA-

NET member’s capacities. Different Topology Update intervals are applied
to compare these performance parameters with each other.

Figure 4.20 shows the share of sent in relation to received data of f(5,4).
This also demonstrates when the alternative route of this flow was com-

puted and deployed on the MANET. Packet delivery of flow f(5,4) reaches
almost 0% when both flows (f(5,4) and f(0,1)) interfere with each other. In-

terference starts shortly after simulation time 37 sec. The controller’s path
computation and deployment via Flow Distribution message takes a neg-
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Figure 4.20: Delivered data of flow f(5,4) immediately before node 2 re-

ceives frames of f(0,1) with different configured Topology Update intervals,
ranging from 0.125 sec to 1.00 sec.

ligible share of time compared to the bottleneck detection. For instance,

utilization of an active route participant will not reach 100% if 50% of

the Topology Update interval has elapsed when interference starts. Several

route participants will take two Topology Update interval periods until the
controller predicts over-utilized network segments. However, the amount

of delivered packets increases earlier when update interval time spans are

shorter.

We compared the amount of sent with the amount of received data in

100 msec steps. The MAC queue of the origin node 5 was full as long

as frames have been routed via the congested path. When deploying the

alternative path in the MANET, node 5 selects node 7 as the next hop but

must queue and delay the frames since the MAC queue is still filled. These

frames addressed to node 7 have often been sent in the previous recording

step and are now being delivered within the next 100 msec recording time.

This explains why delivery rate reaches 140% when the detour path has

been deployed.

4.4 SUMMARY

This chapter proposed two traffic utilization concepts. The distributed re-

cording concept showed inaccuracies regarding the measurement method.

Also, the lack of complete network topology knowledge makes it difficult
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to ensure that new paths and their data rate demands do not interfere with

existing flows. The second utilization model introduces the Cc-MANET

architecture having the complete topology at hand. Thereafter, the chal-

lenges and considerations of delivering data in wireless multi-hop routes

were discussed and addressed. We also presented an extended the utiliza-

tion recording concept on the MAC layer using CSMA/CA. We used the

measured overhead as baseline for further utilization predictions to answer

the question if nodes have sufficient capacities left to carry additional flows.

Finally, we demonstrated results of the proposed utilization measurement

concept, presenting accurate utilization prediction by the controller if the

measured transmission overhead is below 90%.

However, the interval-based Topology Update concept delays topology
changes andmeasured over-utilization, which results in congested network

segments for at least one Topology Update period. The following two chap-
ters present two reactive topology update processes to avoid outdated and

delayed topology and utilization information.



CHAPTER 5

Outsourced Topology Management

The results of the previous chapter proved reliable link utilization predic-

tions until utilization reaches approximately 90%. Due to this, the con-

troller can take transmission utilization into account and prevent links of

being over-utilized. For instance, if an additional flowmust be deployed and

the preferred path lacks transmission capacity because selected links are al-

ready relaying another flow, the controller is able to detour the upcoming

flow to ensure capacity-conform data delivery.

However, we also observed a sluggish reactionwhen the controllermust

detect over-utilization at runtime. Mobility, for instance, can cause trans-

mission interferences and, as a consequence, lead to over-utilized connec-

tions. The previously introduced proactive topology update mechanism of

Pro-CeTUP delays important network conditions of MANET participants,

which could be avoided if the controller is provided with up-to-date topol-

ogy knowledge. These network conditions include information about cur-

rentMANETmembers, their connections, and transmission utilization statis-

tics.

In this chapter, we introduce the Reactive Topology Update Process (Re-

CeTUP), triggering all MANET members to report their connections and

utilization information to the controller immediately before routing is de-

sired. Also, the integration of Re-CeTUP in the Cc-MANET architecture is

proposed.

5.1 VERIFY TOPOLOGY QUALITY

Before deep-diving into the reactive Cc-MANET architecture and the re-

vised topology update process, we measure the actuality of the topology

representation on the controller when using Pro-CeTUP, which was intro-

duced in the previous chapter. We review the extent to which the represen-

tation of the MANET topology becomes outdated compared to the actual
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MANET constellation when mobility comes into play. Finally, we evaluate

the performance regarding topology actuality of Pro-CeTUP. As a recap

of the Pro-CeTUP process, MANET members periodically broadcast Neigh-
bor Updates and also periodically transmit Topology Updates via the uplink
channel to the controller.

We transmit Flow Requests to the controller with randomly chosen ori-

gin and target pairs to evaluate the actuality of Pro-CeTUP. Having the

proactively reported topology representation at hand, the controller com-

putes all paths and deploys them in the forwarding tables of corresponding

nodes via Flow Distributions. We evaluate the actuality of all paths com-

puted by the controller with different mobility speeds ranging from 5 km/h
to 30 km/h. Routes exist if the target nodes of paths receive data from their

origins, which proves that all connections along the paths are active. Dif-

ferent simulation settings are carried out, each running 200 times with dif-

ferent seeds. Therefore, we randomly generatedMANETs and origin-target

pairs.

We define a speed range, each spanning exactly 5 km/h to evaluate

actuality with different velocities. We apply the RWP [AWS06], in which

each node randomly picks a speed from this defined range and moves to-

wards a randomly chosen direction for between 20 sec and 40 sec. There-
after, nodes again pick a speed from the same speed range. To be more

precisely, we define the speed ranges sr5 = [0 km/h, 5 km/h], sr10 =
[5 km/h, 10 km/h] to sr30 = [25 km/h, 30 km/h], each associated to

a run. Each run is executed 200 times. Each range comprises real num-

bers from the defined start to the defined end. According to our definition,

the following velocities V = {sr5, sr10, sr15, sr20, sr25, sr30} are ap-

plied. The different speed ranges are each combined with 5, 30, or 60 MA-

NET nodes. Further simulation parameters, that are applied in each run are

shown in Table 4.4.

It is important that at least one connection to theMANET exists for each

participating node so that routing can take all participants into account. We

therefore pre-run each number of nodes and speed range combination to

determine a proper playground size. Runs, for which no path from origin

to target is found by the controller are aborted and not listed in the results.

The evaluation only considers the current run if the origin starts the data

transfer, which only happens if the controller sends a Flow Distribution.
Based on the introduced configurations each run proceeds as follows:

The nodes start moving based on their configured speeds after having been

placed randomly on the playground. Next, nodes start Pro-CeTUP,meaning
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Table 5.1: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

MAC protocol CSMA/CA

Communication range 150 m
Runs 200
Mobility model Linear mobility

Data rate 2 Mbps
Topology Update interval 1 sec
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Figure 5.1: Computed up-to-date paths by the controller in percentage ap-

plying Pro-CeTUP with different node speeds.

that each participant periodically exchanges neighborhood information and

also periodically transmits Topology Updates to the controller. After 60 sec,
a randomly chosen node starts a Flow Request to the controller. After each

path participant updated the forwarding table with the received routing

information, the origin starts the data transfer. The simulation terminates

either, if the data frame has been delivered to the target or any node along

the path has experienced a lost connection.

Figure 5.1 depicts all valid computed paths in relation to all successfully

terminated runs of all MANET sizes. The first x-tick (0) depicts found valid
paths with no mobility. It turns out that the controller’s topology repre-

sentation becomes more inaccurate with increasing number of nodes. In

fact, the number of correctly computed paths decreases to 50% with sr30
and 60 MANETmembers. With 5 MANET participants, the controller com-
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putes almost all paths correctly, with respect to all speed ranges. Several

factors play into why the actuality of the topology representation decreases

with increasing number of nodes. The most obvious reason is that the

number of route participants increases, which is error-prone as the prob-

ability increases that outdated connections are delivered to the controller.

Also, each MANET on average detects and maintains more neighbors, and

nodes more often report connections to the controller which no longer ex-

ist. Neighbor maintenance of Pro-CeTUP removes connections if previ-

ously received Neighbor Updates of nodes have not been decoded for two

consecutiveNeighbor Update time periods. Removing connections after one

Neighbor Update period improves the actuality of the topology representa-

tion, but may also lead to the erroneous removal of connections due to

interference.

This evaluation proves that the Pro-CeTUP is sluggish in terms of keep-

ing the topology representation on the controller up-to-date when the num-

ber of participants and their speeds increase. The controller more often

computes and deploys paths, which are not present in the MANET. The

topology representationmust bemore accurate and reliable considering the

objective to route several data rate demanding flows while guaranteeing to

not exceed the transmission capacity of any transmitting connection.

Now, we transform Pro-CeTUP to a reactive topology update technique.

This approach is called Re-CeTUPCSMA as the controller gathers topology

information immediately before path computation starts. The uplink and

the MANET channel are equipped with CSMA/CA [IEEE802.11]. Nodes

only send Neighbor Updates and Topology Updates if the controller triggers
them to update the topology which takes place immediately before routing

starts. When the controller receives a Flow Request it broadcasts a so-called
Topology Refresh via the uplink channel to the MANET, triggering all mem-

bers to first exchange Neighbor Updates and secondly start updating the

controller’s topology snapshot with Topology Updates [Str+19a].
MANET members do not exchange any control data at runtime until

a Topology Update is broadcasted by the controller. Path computation can

now be based on the previously triggered topology information. This re-

active update process is configured and evaluated in the same way as Pro-

CeTUP.

Figure 5.2 depicts all valid computed paths in relation to all success-

fully terminated runs considering each speed range and each number of

nodes configuration. Except for topologies with only 5 nodes, this evalu-

ation shows that the controller computes fewer valid paths than the Pro-
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Figure 5.2: Computed up-to-date paths by the controller in percentage ap-

plying Re-CeTUPCSMA with different node speeds.

CeTUP method, especially as the number of participants and their speeds

increase. The results are rather remarkable considering that the number of

valid paths appears to be similar with respect to runs, configured with 30
and 60 nodes combined with all speed ranges. Inconsistencies between real

and represented topology are obviously not caused by node speeds.

Nodes start competing for channel access to broadcastNeighbor Updates
almost simultaneously as the Topology Refresh reaches each MANET mem-

ber almost at the same time. Messages overlap and arrive interfered if nodes

start their transmission attempt at the same time. This happens more often

with increasing number of nodes. We experienced the least simultaneous

Topology Updates transmissions compared to Neighbor Updates during test

runs. The impact of lost Topology Updates is enormous compared to lost

Neighbor Updates as this results in lost sub-topologies.

We evaluated the Neighbor Update exchange of Re-CeTUPCSMA with

microcontrollers, using the IoT-Lab
1
in order to confirm the results. The

platform provides various hardware boards to deploy C code on. Their

founders are scientific and economic institutions, currently providing over

2700 wireless sensor nodes. We used the most powerful boards at this time,

named A8 Open Node. Their wireless interfaces is equipped with the Zig-

Bee 802.15.4 standard, utilizing the 2.4 GHz band [IEEE802.15]. The nodes
reach data rate peaks of 250 Kbps. As a processor, the boards use a 32 bit
Arm Cortex A8 microprocessor

2
.

1
https://www.iot-lab.info

2
https://developer.arm.com/ip-products/processors/cortex-a/cortex-a8
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Figure 5.3: Comparison Neighbor Update message exchange of Re-

CeTUPCSMA between OMNet++ simulation and IoT-Lab (ZigBee) testbed

with different number of nodes. Results show successfully transmitted

Neighbor Updates.

For the results carried outwith our setup, we configured nodes equipped

with similar components and data rates. In particular, each member of

the simulation is equipped with a ZigBee module, provided by the INET

framework
3
. The size of a Neighbor Update in B compounds 25 B MAC

header, 6 B frame overhead, which is based on IEEE 802.15.4 specifica-

tions [IEEE802.15], 20 B IPv4 header, 8 B UDP header, and 2 B node id.

This Neighbor Update size is considered in both the hardware testbed and

the simulation. Also, topologies are equally designed, meaning all hard-

ware nodes and simulation nodes are fully meshed. We included random-

ness in the IoT testbed as nodes in the simulation are placed differently

each time. In particular, various placements of simulations are imitated

with short random waiting times before Neighbor Update transmission is

intended by hardware nodes.

Based on the introduced configurations the simulation and the hard-

ware testbed run as follows: The controller broadcasts a Topology Refresh,
reaching each node. The Neighbor Update exchange starts thereafter. A

Neighbor Update has been transmitted successfully if each participant suc-

cessfully decoded the frame. Both simulation and hardware testbed scenar-

ios ran 10 times.

The averaged results from 5 to 29 MANET participants are depicted in

Figure 5.3. The results of the simulation and the hardware testbed appear to

be similar from 5 to 29 nodes, whereas the simulation more frequently ex-

3
https://inet.omnetpp.org
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hibits better delivery rates. That was to be expected since the transmission

power in the IoT-Lab shrinks due to walls and further obstacles. Overall,

we can claim that the previously obtained results (Figure 5.2) are valuable

as the results of the current comparison between simulation and hardware

testbed are similar.

5.2 ASSESSING THE PROACTIVE TOPOLOGY UPDATE

In this section, we discuss Pro-CeTUP and highlight the advantages and

disadvantages regarding the following evaluation criteria when using this

topology update in the Cc-MANET architecture.

Message Overhead Cc-MANET was initially designed to be proactive.

Neighbor Updates and Topology Updates serve as information delivery of

topology knowledge to the controller. Each MANET participant repeats

both messages periodically [HST16].

It follows that this control overhead is present even though no flow

is actively delivered in the MANET. Message overhead can be decreased

with increasing the transmission intervals of Neighbor Updates and Topol-
ogy Updates. This decreases the accuracy of the topology, resulting in the

controller computingwrong paths. Nodes repetitively send Flow Requests to
the controller as long as no topology update, affecting the outdated network

segment is transmitted to the controller. This results in wrongly computed

paths by the controller, which are if course transmitted via Flow Distribu-
tions to the MANET.

Battery Usage MANET nodes do not have access to a power supply and

depend on long-living batteries. Message transmissions consume a consid-

erable amount of power to radiate radio waves which drains the batteries.

Nodes keep the controller up-to-date by periodically transmitting Neighbor
Updates and Topology Updates. Battery levels of nodes decrease in linear

fashion also if the network is idle. This makes Pro-CeTUP inefficient re-

garding battery usage.

Topology Reliability and Quality MANET participants remove a node

from their neighborhood tables if two consecutive Neighbor Updates have
not been delivered by a neighbor. On the one hand, this considers interfer-

ence as members broadcast Neighbor Updates not waiting for ACKs. Data

leaks remain and are included in Topology Updates even though no new

Neighbor Update in the previous round has been received. On the other

hand, this results in an unreliable topology representation.
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The objective of this thesis is to compute robust routes of multiple flows

while not over-utilizing the MANET. A robust path requires an accurate

connection quality metric, distinguishing stable links from unstable ones.

The link quality changes during time since robustness also depends on dis-

tance between nodes and their speeds. The proactive update nature distorts

the determined link qualities although the metric itself defines stable links

very accurately as actuality depends on control message update periods.

The robust link quality is discussed in Section 7.3.4.

This section pointed out drawbacks of current topology update con-

cepts and highlights challenges of a reliable and up-to-date update concept

introduced in the following section.

5.3 REACTIVE TOPOLOGY UPDATE PROCESS

This section presents the Re-CeTUP [SD20], reporting the entire MANET

topology to a controller by providing wireless connectivity to each node

via the uplink. This concept focuses on an up-to-date topology snapshot

including all nodes and their connections to avoid path computations based

on outdated topology knowledge. The controller therefore reactively trig-

gers all MANET participants to report their direct neighbors immediately

before routing takes place.

In that context, we introduce an adapted TDMA [Rod06, Section 14.7]

scheme to guarantee unique channel usage. This also includes the def-

inition of new messages types and data fields of Re-CeTUP for the Cc-

MANET architecture. Re-CeTUP is a MANET topology gathering algo-

rithm, designed to be embedded in the Cc-MANET architecture, alongside

Pro-CeTUP. When speaking of Re-CeTUP, this technique employs TDMA

throughout this thesis if not further abbreviated.

5.3.1 Framework Components

Re-CeTUP focuses on an up-to-date topology representation regardingMA-

NET participants and their connections in order to build reliable routing

comprising only of all actual existing connections and no obsolete ones.

For that, topology information must be gathered right before the controller

starts with the routing process. All Neighbor Updates and Topology Updates
of eachMANET participant must start exactly after a Flow Request has been
received by the controller, as briefly proposed in Section 5.1. Evaluations of

that context showed drawbacks, such as mutual interference during Neigh-
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bor Update exchange as nodes start their transmissions almost at the same

time.

Because of that, we apply TDMA [Rod06, Section 14.7], adapted for

the Re-CeTUP to guarantee exclusive channel access. Also, occupation

times due to channel access competitions by nodes, using CSMA/CA, do

not longer utilize nodes as access time periods for each MANET participant

are defined in advance. This requires detailed information about partici-

pants’ wireless interfaces, which is why a sophisticated access management

is needed for Re-CeTUP. So far, the topology management of the proactive

topology update fashion (Pro-CeTUP) has no registration or access method

that allows for further wireless interface configurations to be extended. As

a consequence, nodes that are transmitting Topology Updates to the con-

troller automatically take part in the Cc-MANET as they are included in

path computations by the controller.

The registration process of Re-CeTUP requires two additionalmessages,

named Registration Request and Registration Confirmation. A node willing

to take part in the MANET sends the unicast message Registration Request
to the controller which stores the radio configuration of a participant, nec-

essary for slot computations. The controller stores these parameters and

replies with a Registration Confirmation including a unique id. Registration
Confirmation and Registration Request are unicast messages and the con-

troller and all MANET nodes access the channel with CSMA/CA for them.

At this point in time, no slot has been allocated for the new node so far,

which is why CSMA/CA is used. Furthermore, participant management

must be reliable, which is why message acknowledgments are necessary.

The registration handshake is successful in case the MANET member re-

ceived the Registration Confirmation message.

Figure 5.4 introduces Re-CeTUP components and the associated new

message types. MANET nodes send Flow Requests to start a transmission

or to find a new route for an ongoing transmission if the connection to

the next hop is not available anymore. Flow Requests still contain origin

and target ids, as well as, the data rate of each requested flow as parame-

ters. The controller comprises the new module Participant Management

also including two new components. Access Management maintains all

MANET members including registering and removing of nodes. This com-

ponent goes along with the Slot Allocation as channel access times for

nodes are only assigned if nodes are registered. Slot Allocation computes

and allocates slots of the uplink and theMANET channel based on the radio

configurations of both wireless interfaces of each participant.
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Figure 5.4: Message types and components of Re-CeTUP build in Cc-

MANET architecture.

The controller starts the Slot Allocation each time the Access Man-

agement shows MANET member changes after a Flow Request arrives.

Otherwise, a Topology Refresh, containing transmission slots (uplink and

MANET channel) for all nodes is delivered to the MANET via the uplink

channel. A Topology Refresh also instructs members to start sending Neigh-
bor Updates according to their allocated slots. After sub-topologies are ex-

changed via Neighbor Updates, nodes deliver their neighborhood informa-

tion to the controller via the uplink using their second allocated slot, which

is also stored in the Topology Refresh. Topology Updates also comprise the

current transmission utilization status of nodes. The controller computes

the path for the requested flow from origin to destination, considering the

link utilizations and also reroutes already deployed flows if new paths prove

better after each Topology Update has been received. The Flow Distribution
is then broadcasted to the MANET containing the list of paths including

the newly requested one.

The number of slots for both the MANET and uplink channel are com-

puted based on the node’s radio configurations. This guarantees efficient

and interference-free utilization of both channels as nodes start Neighbor
Updates and Topology Updates after each other. Introducing the Topology
Refresh, we have now designed the topology update process reactively, re-

sulting in an accurate and up-to-date topology representation immediately

before path computation begins.

In terms of the data types of the framework, the following parameter

is added: The controller has a unique id, as shown in Table 5.2. The red-

colored row depicts this newly introduced parameter. The unique id of
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Table 5.2: Global parameters and variables used in multiple RQs.

Properties Belonging Description

n n ∈ N Unique id of a MANET participant.

τ −− Unique id of the controller.

of o ∈ N , f ∈ F Origin node of a flow.

tf t ∈ N , f ∈ F Target node of a flow.

pf p ⊆ N , f ∈ F Path as sequence of nodes of a flow.

df f ∈ F Demanded data rate of a flow.

ul l ∈ L Current utilization of a link.

cl l ∈ L Capacity of a link.

the controller is stored in τ and associated to the network graph Gτ =
(N τ , Lτ , Fτ ). The controller’s unique id is not belonging to a certain data

structure so far. The id changes if, for instance, MANET members experi-

ence a controller outage, identifying another outsourced controller having

a different id.

This application scenario, comprising the process of electing a new out-

sourced controller and potential constraints in the context of that is beyond

the scope of this thesis. According to that definition, a controller can man-

age multiple MANETs consisting of multiple graphs in theory. Regarding

Cc-MANET architecture and Re-CeTUP, we focus on a single controller

managing one MANET.

The controller id is not part of the set of MANET participants and is

unique, meaning N ∩ {τ} = ∅. If the network graph Gτ
is described with-

out the associated controller τ (just G), we imply that the controller id is

represented by τ . This definition is also set for all sets identifying a graph.

The set of nodes N , the set of links L, and the set of flows F belong to the

controller id τ if not otherwise specified. Nevertheless, the graph almost

always belongs to the controller id τ since we focus on a single MANET in

this RQ.

5.3.2 Access Management

This section discusses the node registration process in detail. In that con-

text, participants also disconnect from theMANET. The process of how this

is handled is also introduced in this section. Furthermore, we deep-dive into

how slots of both channels (uplink and MANET channel) are allocated by
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the controller, which also results in an adaptive MAC switching routine,

introduced in this section as well.

Network Registration

As mentioned in Section 5.3.1, the registration process comprises two mes-

sages, named Registration Request and Registration Confirmation. The first
one is transmitted from a node to the controller at runtime in order to ac-

cess the network using the uplink. The latter is used by the controller to

respond in case the registration was successful. A Registration Request does
contain radio configurations for the uplink and the MANET channel of the

node, indicating to the controller that the current node has not been reg-

istered yet. Both configurations are later used for slot size computations

by the controller. The controller determines unique ids and returns this

information to the node that previously sent the Registration Request.
Formally, the controller determines n, representing the id and inserts

this id in N . We define the parameter rs identifying whether the set of

MANET participants (N ) has changed. The parameter is either set to 0,
referring to no change, or to 1 informing the controller that the set of nodes

has changed. The controller flags this parameter to 1 before transmitting

a Registration Confirmation to a node, that sent the Registration Request to
remember to recompute slots for all participants later. Finally, the controller

responds with the Registration Confirmation containing the new id.

The registration process could also be skipped. In that case, the con-

troller applies an additional control message after a Flow Request has been
received, triggering all MANET participants to report their radio configu-

rations. This must happen each time since a new MANET member could

have decided to join the network in the meantime. The benefit of this ap-

proach is that no resources are wasted by assigning slots to nodes that have

left the network. However, multiple messages are likely to collide as new

nodes access the channel via CSMA/CA and interfere with Topology Up-
dates of already registered nodes. Missing sub-topologies in the MANET

snapshot would decrease the actuality tremendously.

Leaving the Network

It happens that MANET members leave the network at runtime. Defining a

leave message from MANET node to the controller via the uplink channel

is not sufficient as nodes could run out of battery or experience a hardware

failure, thus not sending a notification to the controller. Leaving this issue
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1 begin UpdateParticipants(N ′)
2 foreach n ∈ N \ N ′

do

3 mtn = mtn + 1
4 if dt = mtn then

5 N = N \ {n}
6 rs = 1
7 end

8 end

9 end

Algorithm 2: Verifying nodes’ slot usage after Re-CeTUP finished.

Repetitive unused slots are defined as obsolete and allocated to another

node in the successive update process.

unresolved results in unused slots during update cycles. Consequently, the

controller has to keep the list of registered nodes up-to-date, meaning nodes

that left the network must be detected and their assigned slots must be

allocated to other nodes.

Algorithm 2 shows how the controller detects and reallocates unused

slots. The set N ′ ⊆ N , which is a subset of N stores all n, having delivered
a Topology Update during the last Re-CeTUP. Next, from Lines 2 to 8, the

controller removes node n from the set of N if n missed its update slot

several times. The global threshold is defined with dt, where dt ∈ N. This
parameter mt is set to 3 per default. In Line 3, the controller increments mtn

corresponding to any node n, where n ∈ N , as these nodes missed their

slots during the last update period. Next, the frequency of missed Topology
Updates in a row of each node n is compared against the threshold dt. The
controller removes a MANET node n from the set of registered nodes N if

mtn = dt. The parameter rs is set to 1 since the set of nodes is modified,

forcing the controller to recompute all slots when the next Flow Request
arrives.

The controller assigns the slots of nodes having exceeded the mt to other

participants in the subsequent Topology Refresh. Nodes might lose connec-

tivity to the controller at runtime and expect their reserved slots when re-

ceiving a Topology Refresh. Nodes not considered during the current Re-

CeTUP but willing to take part skip the current update cycle and send a

Registration Request after Re-CeTUP finished.
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1 begin DetermineSlots()
2 if rs = 1 then

3 Tm = {}
4 md, ud = 0
5 foreach n ∈ N do

6 nsn = md
7 Tm ∪ (n, nsn)
8 md+ = ComputeSlotStart(md, mcn)
9 end

10 ud = md
11 foreach n ∈ N do

12 tsn = ud
13 Tu ∪ (n, tsn)
14 ud+ = ComputeSlotStart(tsn, ucn, |N | − 1)
15 end

16 rs = 0
17 end

18 end

Algorithm 3: Computing and allocating Neighbor Update and Topology
Update slots for registered nodes.

5.3.3 Slot Allocation

In general, the slot allocation process starts when the controller receives

a Flow Request from an arbitrary node. The controller’s job is to com-

pute routes based on a complete topology representation. Therefore, the

controller determines slot times of MANET participants to be used for an

interference-free and up-to-date update process.

Algorithm 3 shows the computation and allocation of slots for both

the uplink and the MANET channel. The function DetermineSlots fills

Tm and Tu with slot start times. In particular, the controller computes the

start and length of each slot based on the associated radio configuration of

each node and stores these slots and their node ids as tuples (n, nsn) and
(n, tsn), where n ∈ N in the sets Tm and Tu. The first tuple contains slot

information for the MANET channel and the second for the uplink channel.

For that, the controller verifies if a new member has registered within the

last update phase (Line 2). If not, no further slot computations are neces-

sary as slots for all members remain unchanged with respect to theMANET
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and uplink channel. Otherwise, slots must be recomputed starting with the

MANET channel.

In this case, the parameter Tm is initialized as an empty set, and con-

tinuously filled with slot start times and associated node ids. The set Tm is

formally described as Tm = {(n0, nsn0), . . . , (n|N |−1, nsn|N |−1)}, where
n ∈ N and ns represents the start time of the associated MANET slot. Pa-

rameters in line 4 store the start time of an upcoming slot of the MANET

(md) and uplink (ud) channel and at the end of this function the timestamps

when the last MANET member sent a Neighbor Update and Topology Up-
date to the controller, respectively. The slot computation and allocation

algorithm loops through all members to compute start times for all nodes

with respect to theMANET channel. In particular, the associated start times

are computed and stored in md. The duration of each slot is based on the

radio configurations of each node. The value md is also the slot time for the

upcoming node and represents the end of the entire Neighbor Update cycle.
In Line 7, the controller inserts id and the associated start time (n and nsn)

as tuple in Tm. These slot times consider all header overhead and apply

guard times of 8.25 bit, additional 6 bit for setup, and tear down of the

transmitter to each slot in order to avoid interference of two neighboring

slots [Kuk18].

The next step is to update the slots when each MANET participant ac-

cesses the uplink channel. First, the end time of the neighbor update cycle

is set as the starting time stamp for the upcoming topology update duration

on the uplink channel. Similar to the previous loop, each start time of the

slot is stored in tsn, associated to each node and stored in Tu combined

with the corresponding node id n. Unlike the neighbor update cycle, deter-
mining the slot durations requires accounting for the number of MANET

participants involved. In the worst case, each MANET node is connected to

all other participants via the MANET channel, which is referred to a fully

meshed topology. This increases the size of Topology Updates in B as each

node stores every other participant as a direct neighbor and transmits this

neighborhood information to the controller. Function computeSlotStart

considers this and assumes the worst case to avoid time-driven slot over-

laps.

At the end, rs is set to 0 as all new MANET nodes are now consid-

ered in the current slot computation process of Re-CeTUP. The controller

delivers both Tm and Tu via the uplink to the MANET using the Topology
Refresh message. Each node picks the start time associated to its id and

starts transmitting its Neighbor Update and Topology Update in the given
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Figure 5.5: Dynamic MAC switching strategy to achieve TDMA provided

update cycles and CSMA/CA for access management.

slot.

TDMA is a MAC technique which relies on preconfigurations to allo-

cate the length of slots and to also optimize spatial reuse. The controller

defines the start and end time of Re-CeTUP, meaning the time the first

Neighbor Update starts and the time the last Topology Update is delivered
via the uplink. It is mandatory to know when the last Topology Update ar-
rives at the controller since path computation must take place immediately

thereafter. The parameter ud determines the time the last Topology Update
arrives at the controller which varies on the number of nodes. Packet pro-

cessing times on nodes [Zil+17] and transmission durations of signals are

considered during computations for all slots.

5.3.4 MAC Switching at Runtime

This section discusses the dynamicMAC switching between TDMA [Rod06,

Section 14.7] and CSMA/CA [IEEE802.11] of MANET nodes and the con-

troller during the reactive topology update process, respectively.

Figure 5.5 highlights MAC protocol switching times of all MANET par-

ticipants and also shows time spans in which channels are free and blocked
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regarding data delivery. Each swimlane represents TDMA and CSMA/CA

protocol usage of either the MANET or the uplink channel of an arbitrary

node n ∈ N and the controller τ . Protocol switches from one to another

MAC technique only take place if MANET topology update occurs. Oth-

erwise, the uplink and the MANET channel organize channel access via

CSMA/CA.

The first two swimlanes from top to bottom represent theMANET chan-

nel (CSA-M and SLT-M). CSA-M stands for CSMA/CA which defines that

eachMANET participant uses CSMA/CA to send and receive frames within

the MANET. The term SLT-M defines that each participant accesses the

MANET channel via TDMA. The last two swimlanes form the uplink chan-

nel (CSA-Us and SLT-U). For instance, swimlane CSA-M represents the MAC

protocol CSMA/CA used for the MANET channel. The other two uplink

channel techniques are configured equally.

Cc-MANET used message types are abbreviated for this section. For

instance, Flow Request is abbreviated with FR(nj ,τ). Indices refer to the

origin o and target where o, t ∈ Nof the message. With respect to the

example FR(nj ,τ) also appearing in Figure 5.5, node nj ∈ N , where 0 ≤
j < |N | − 1 transmits a Flow Request to τ . The parameter τ represents the

id of the controller. Also, the addressing scheme (nj , ∗) defines a message

from node nj to all nodes in N (broadcast message), whereas (nj , nk) is a
unicast message from nj to nk , both ∈ N and 0 ≤ j, k < |N |.

According to Figure 5.5, a node requests a route and transmits a FR(nj ,τ)
to the controller via the uplink. The controller replies with a TR(τ,∗), rep-
resenting a Topology Refresh, which each node of the MANET receives via

the CSA-U. At this point, uplink and MANET channels operate both with

CSMA/CA as data transmission takes place at this time.

A Flow Request typically follows a Topology Refresh, initiated by the con-
troller triggering nodes to gather neighborhood information and to report

their gained knowledge to the controller. A Topology Refresh contains spe-

cific slot start times for each participant and general start and stop times

of the neighbor update cycle and topology update cycle. Based on this in-

formation, nodes switch MAC protocols accordingly when receiving the

broadcast TR(τ,∗). In particular, when receiving Topology Refresh via the

uplink channel, nodes deactivate CSA-M and activate SLT-M. With respect

to Figure 5.5, each n ∈ N switches to SLT-M when the Topology Refresh
has successfully been received, as depicted by the first black dashed verti-

cal line. Ongoing transmissions via the CSA-M protocol are queued during

the neighbor update time period. The CSA-U can still be used for further
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Flow Requests by MANET nodes until the topology update cycle starts as

this channel is idle until then.

After this MAC switch took place, all participants transmit Neighbor
Updates, and actualize their sub-topologies when their allocated slot starts.

This process continues till the neighbor update cycle ends. In this figure,

NU(n0,∗) to NU(nk,∗), which stands for a Neighbor Update, represents the
transmission ofNeighbor Updates of all registered nodesN = {n0, . . . , nk},
where k = |N | − 1 at its allocated time slot.

Thereafter, nodes switch MANET MAC protocols back from SLT-M to

CSA-M and continue delivering data when the general neighbor update stop

time is reached, which is illustrated by the second black dashed vertical

line. The end of the neighbor update cycle also defines the start of the

topology update cycle. Each node activates the SLT-U and deactivates CSA-
U to deliver their sub-topologies to the controller. In doing so, each node

transmits the Topology Update via the uplink channel to the controller when
the allocated slot starts. The controller receives the sub-topologies of each

registered node during this cycle. Similar to the Neighbor Update cycle,

TU(n0,τ) to TU(nk,τ), which stands for a Topology Update, represents the
set N = {n0, . . . , nk}, where k = |N | − 1.

The network graph is constructed by the controller followed by path

computations when a topology update cycle runs out. Now, nodes again

switch from SLT-U to CSA-U to be able to receive the subsequent Flow Dis-
tribution message, abbreviated with FD(τ,∗).

In rare occasions, nodes attempt to transmit Flow Requests when the

topology update cycle is ongoing. This happens if these Flow Requests are
stored in MAC queues at the time the switch from CSA-U to SLT-U hap-

pens. In such a case, the finite state machine of the DCF of CSMA/CA has

already determined further actions of these frames, which is why these Flow
Requests are exclusively deleted to not interfere with any Topology Update
message.

Figure 5.5 discussed MAC protocol switches of MANET nodes. There

is no need to implement and provide a further MAC protocol in addition

to CSMA/CA on the controller. During data delivery, the controller is free

for reception of Flow Requests via CSMA/CA. If the controller does not use

TDMA during both update cycles, it must be ensured that the CSMA/CA

protocol does not send ACKs specifically for successfully received Topology
Updates. These messages could interfere with the topology update cycle.
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5.3.5 Path Recomputation at Runtime

As a recap, nodes transmit Flow Requests if a new data stream must be de-

livered or a lost connection is detected. The Re-CeTUP process does not

constrain MANET participants to stay idle until the corresponding Topol-
ogy Refresh arrives. Several Flow Requests may follow after the initial one

also while the neighbor update cycle is already ongoing. Interference be-

tween any Neighbor Update and a potential Flow Request is not possible as
messages propagate on different channels. Flow Requests that arrive during
a neighbor update cycle are queued and considered for the subsequent path

computation, which starts after the topology update cycle ends.

It may happen that a new Re-CeTUP process starts immediately after

the previously one finished. This is the case if a new Flow Request arrives at
the controller after the current Re-CeTUP process delivered the Flow Dis-
tribution. The number of Flow Requests increases with the number of flows

currently deployed on the MANET. Re-CeTUP stops data delivery for at

least the neighbor update cycle time. This decreases the throughput and is

more likely to drop data frames as MAC queues exceed their capacities.

To decrease the number of recognized lost connections, the controller

recomputes and renews paths of other existing flows. Recomputation of al-

ready ongoing transmissions on theMANETmay change the paths as nodes

are moving, generating new topologies and routes towards requested des-

tinations. This decreases the amount of transmitted Flow Requests because
all routes are renewed before they might become obsolete.

5.4 RESULTS

The previous section discussed Re-CeTUP, which uses a TDMA technique

to exchange topology informationwithout interference. We also highlighted

the integration of Re-CeTUP in the Cc-MANET architecture, switching form

the proactive update mechanism to the reactive one.

This evaluation investigates at first the extent, the TDMA improves

upon the previously applied protocol CSMA/CA focusing on runtime and

completeness in terms of nodes and their connections. Secondly, Re-CeTUP

is evaluated against Pro-CeTUP to determine the impact of an up-to-date

topology, focusing on data delivery rates and routing load.
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5.4.1 Comparing Channel Access Methods for Update

Process

This section compares runtimes in relation to completeness of Re-CeTUP

configured with CSMA/CA and with TDMA. As mentioned at the begin-

ning of Section 5.3, plain Re-CeTUP is meant to be configured with TDMA.

We compare whether connections delivered to the controller are actually

present and also if connections in the actual MANET are missing in the

representation of the controller. This evaluation investigates both update

techniques in isolation and compares the results. Therefore, no mobility or

data transmission is happening during the comparison.

With respect to the findings of Section 5.1, CSMA/CA experiences in-

terference leading to lost topology information. Thereby, the number of

successfully delivered frames decreases with increasing number of partic-

ipants. The competing logic of CSMA/CA reacts to interfered frames and

minimizes the probability of simultaneous channel access in increasing the

CW when the previous attempt was unsuccessful. This decreases interfer-

ence during consecutive attempts. With an increased CW, the probabil-

ity increases that nodes pick higher backoffs resulting in longer waiting

periods before attempting transmissions. We experimented with different

backoff configurations aiming to achieve the most complete topology rep-

resentation with the smallest possible CW. Test runs revealed an optimal

CW of 511.
Based on that, we compared Re-CeTUP31, Re-CeTUP511, and plain Re-

CeTUP with each other, focusing on execution times and the number of

correctly reported connections. Re-CeTUP31 stands for Re-CeTUP config-

ured with CSMA/CA, operating with a CW of 31. Re-CeTUP511 defines

Re-CeTUP also running CSMA/CA having a CW of 511. Both Re-CeTUP31
and Re-CeTUP511 update the topology to the controller immediately before

routing starts. However, all participants access the channel via CSMA/CA

during the neighbor update and topology update cycles. A more detailed

description is provided in Section 5.1.

We compared the three approaches starting from 4 to 60 nodes ran-

domly placed on a 300 m × 300 m playground. The MANET interface

exhibits data rates of 2 Mbps, reaching communication ranges of 150 m.

The communication range of the uplink channel ranges up to 35 km and

achieves data rates of up to 1 Mbps. For each initial configured number

of nodes our simulation operates as follows: Nodes are randomly placed

on the mentioned playground size. Runtime measurements start when the

controller transmits the Topology Refresh. Measurements stop when the
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Figure 5.6: Cumulated runtimes of Re-CeTUP, Re-CeTUP31, and Re-

CeTUP511 split in neighbor update and topology update cycles from 4 to

30 nodes.

controller receives the last Topology Update. All configurations ran 200
times to average out measurement errors.

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show runtimes of Re-CeTUP, Re-CeTUP31, and Re-

CeTUP511 partitioned in neighbor update cycles and topology update cy-

cles. Bars show the sum of neighbor update and topology update cycles of

each approach whereas the red bars depict the duration of neighbor update

cycles exclusively. Re-CeTUP outperforms the two other approaches that

have CSMA/CA equipped with respect to total runtimes.

CSMA/CA provides simultaneous transmissions of Neighbor Updates if
two participants are out of each other’s communication range which de-

creases the execution times of approaches. Unicast transmissions with CS-

MA/CA recognize interfered transmissions in a self-organized way and in-

crease the CW to avoid simultaneous transmissions. However, broadcast

fashion does not consider ACKs and CTSs, only competing for channel ac-

cess leaving no clue whether each MANET node in communication range

has received the Neighbor Update. The more nodes, the more channel uti-

lization is sensed by participants attempting to start Neighbor Updates, re-
sulting in restarted DIFSs and backoffs whereas configured CWs remain.

Restarted contention processes increase runtimes of neighbor update and

topology update cycles but only slightly because of the firmly defined CW.

Re-CeTUP31 takesmore time until the last participant delivers the Topol-
ogy Update to the controller compared to Re-CeTUP. However, runtimes

of the neighbor update cycle of Re-CeTUP31 are lower compared to Re-
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CeTUP, with respect to Figures 5.6 and 5.7 whereas Re-CeTUP511 takes the

most time to finish the neighbor update cycle. Smaller backoff periods ob-

viously obtain a noteworthy impact on runtimes outperforming Re-CeTUP

regarding the neighbor update cycle whereas in total Re-CeTUP updates

the topology the fastest with respect to all number of nodes.

The share of topology runtimes increases with increasing number of

nodes. The message size in bit increases with the number of nodes as more

neighbors exist and are stored in Topology Updates. The limited transmis-

sion capacity of the uplink increases the transmission times compared to

the MANET channel.

Next, we compare the number of reported neighbors that form the topol-

ogy representation of the controller of all 3 approaches, as shown in Plot 5.8.
Re-CeTUP reports the most neighbors to the controller followed by Re-

CeTUP511 and Re-CeTUP31. TDMA guarantees interference-free data de-

livery as long as guard times provide sufficient space to prevent overlaps.

This requires accurate computation of arising frame processing times on

nodes which depends on hardware components and their utilization at run-

time. Also the arising transmission times that depend on data rates, antenna

specifications, and accurate clock synchronization must be included for slot

time computation.

Applying TDMA is appropriate in this use case because the size in bit of
Topology Update per node is known in advancewhichmakes slotted channel

access even more reasonable. Consequently, the controller is able to allo-
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Figure 5.7: Cumulated runtimes of Re-CeTUP, Re-CeTUP31, and Re-

CeTUP511 split in neighbor update and topology update cycle from 32 to

60 nodes.
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cate channel capacity almost without waste of resources. These facts ex-

plain why Re-CeTUP outperforms Re-CeTUP31 and Re-CeTUP511 in terms

of the number of reported neighbors. As previously explained, increasing

the CW to 511 decreases the probability of simultaneous Neighbor Updates
and Topology Updates resulting in more complete topology representation

compared to Re-CeTUP31.

To sum up, CSMA/CA as channel access method is inappropriate if aim-

ing for an up-to-date topology snapshot on the controller in which each

actual existing connection must be represented in the controller’s topol-

ogy. Re-CeTUP applied with both CSMA/CA configurations either delivers

incomplete topology information when heading for runtimes that reach Re-

CeTUP’s execution times or requires significantly more time to finish the

topology update while still losing topology information. Using CSMA/CA

with CW set to 31 for topology update provides incomplete topology in-

formation when trying to achieve execution times similar to Re-CeTUP. By

contrast, setting the CW to 511 takes significantly more time to complete

the topology update while still losing topology information. Re-CeTUP, by

contrast, exploits channel capacity most efficiently resulting in the lowest

runtimes and complete topology knowledge.

5.4.2 Re-CeTUP and Pro-CeTUP in Action

Section 5.1 proves that the controller often computes paths that do not ex-

ist in the actual topology using the reactive topology update concept with

CSMA/CA. Pro-CeTUP computes paths based on an obsolete MANET rep-

resentation as the topology update interval is configured to 1 sec.
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Figure 5.8: Reported neighbors to the controller of Re-CeTUP, Re-CeTUP31,
and Re-CeTUP511 from 32 to 60 nodes.
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Figure 5.9: Delivered data in relation to sent data in percentage of Re-

CeTUP, Pro-CeTUP0.25, Pro-CeTUP0.5, and Pro-CeTUP1.

We investigate how the obsolete topology information influences data

delivery and compare the results with Pro-CeTUP. To be more precise, this

section discusses the packet delivery fraction and routing load of Re-CeTUP

and Pro-CeTUP. In addition, we want to answer the question to which

extent shorter update intervals of Pro-CeTUP increase data delivery with

the expense of generated routing load. Therefore, we evaluate Pro-CeTUP

with neighbor update and topology update intervals of 1 sec (Pro-CeTUP1),
0.5 sec (Pro-CeTUP0.5), and 0.25 sec (Pro-CeTUP0.25) and also compare

the results with Re-CeTUP equipped with TDMA.We apply equal velocities

V = {sr5, sr10, sr15, sr20, sr25, sr30} as defined in Section 5.1. The MA-

NET playground is set to 550 m×250 m. 60 nodes are randomly placed on

that playground and equipped with radios reaching 150 m, and data rates

up to 2 Mbps. The uplink channel provides 0.7 Mbps data rate. Three

randomly selected nodes transmit data to arbitrarily elected destinations

throughout each run. Each run lasts 17 min. We ran each of these con-

figurations with each speed range 10 times to average out measurement

errors.

Figure 5.9 depicts successfully delivered data in percentage in relation

to the sent payload. Re-CeTUP outperforms all interval configurations of

Pro-CeTUP with respect to all speed ranges. Pro-CeTUP0.25 achieves data

delivery rates almost comparable to Re-CeTUP even with simulation con-

figurations where node speeds exceed 20 km/h. The most common reason

for data loss is if path participants lose connectivity to the next hop. In this
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Figure 5.10: Routing load of Re-CeTUP,Pro-CeTUP0.25, Pro-CeTUP0.5, and
Pro-CeTUP1 with increasing speed ranges.

case, nodes continue to forward data based on the entries in their routing

tables. Since the data stream is still transmitted but not delivered to the next

hop, frames are dropped at nodes as long as no new route is reported by the

controller. Active link breaks of path participants increase with increasing

speed ranges. Consequently, the packet delivery fraction decreases when

update intervals take too long to actualize the current topology, referring

to results of Pro-CeTUP0.5 and Pro-CeTUP1.

So far, Re-CeTUP instantly corrects lost connections in the topology

representation which is why Cc-MANET architecture equipped with this

update technique experiences almost no data loss, closely followed by Pro-

CeTUP0.25.

The short update interval increases the routing load tremendously, as

shown in Figure 5.10. We classified all Cc-MANET defined message types

as routing load. This includes all topology update messages excluding Flow
Requests, and Flow Distributions. Routing load of all Pro-CeTUP configu-

rations are as assumed to be equally independent of the speed of nodes as

interval cycles do not change during simulations. Re-CeTUP increases the

routing load with increasing speed as more connections break, resulting in

triggered topology updates. This increases the routing load. Pro-CeTUP

configurations would generate even more routing load because nodes con-

tinue sending Flow Requests until the next neighbor update and topology

update period starts since these messages are not included in the measure-

ments. This would also increase the routing load of Re-CeTUP slightly.
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5.5 SUMMARY

This chapter answered RQ 2, tackling an up-to-date topology representa-

tion on an outsourced controller. Proactive Cc-MANET architectures lack

the timeliness of the topology representations due to interval-driven update

periods. This results in computed routes not present in the actual MANET

topology. Shortening the update intervals of the proactive topology update

technique improves completeness of the topology representation at the ex-

pense of increased routing load.

We first outlined the drawbacks of the proactive topology update pro-

cess Pro-CeTUP regarding protocol processes and topology reliability. In

particular, we measured topology actuality and concluded that topology

representations become outdated in theworst case resulting in 50%wrongly

computed routes with increasing speed.

Our proposed reactive topology update process Re-CeTUP leverages

TDMA during network updates forming an up-to-date topology snapshot.

TDMA is convenient, guaranteeing interference-free and very efficient chan-

nel utilization, covering the objective to deliver topology information in

minimum runtime. In that context, we proposed a Participant Management

model maintaining registered MANET nodes to avoid unused slots and also

to convey radio configurations for slot computations by the controller. Re-

sults emphasize improvements of Re-CeTUP compared to Pro-CeTUP re-

garding runtime and up-to-date topology knowledge.

So far, each lost transmitting connection and desired data transmission

results in a new Flow Request. Themore data transmissions are ongoing and

with increasing node speeds, the more nodes start Flow Requests as trans-
mitting connections are more likely to break. No rule limits the number

of complete topology updates if Flow Requests arrive one after another at

the controller. This increases the routing load unnecessarily and could be

limited if the current topology representation is up-to-date enough. An ac-

tuality threshold based on certain topology characteristics would eliminate

consecutive topology update processes.

Also, the general Cc-MANET, having the controller outsourced, is un-

stable and vulnerable as controller reachability relies on a single uplink

connection. Link failures can be global or local if specific MANET nodes

lose connectivity. Single participants could experience hardware problems

or further technical outtakes. Sub and in the worst case global outtakes

must be taken into account due to jamming attacks. Various jamming at-

tacks exist and are applied especially in the military field [Vad+16]. It is
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obvious that the uplink is a single point of failure and an all-time connec-

tivity seems unrealistic.

The following chapter proposes a topology update process, having the

controller deployed on an arbitraryMANETmember, reachable via theMA-

NET channel if the uplink channel does not provide connectivity to the

outsourced controller.
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CHAPTER 6

Self-organized Topology Management

This chapter proposes an approach how to report an up-to-date topology

network representation to a controller if the uplink channel is not available.

A MANET participant takes over the controller role, applying the Reactive

Self-organized Topology Update Process (Re-SoTUP) to gather the entire

topology information if needed.

At first, we determine the timeliness of the complete topology snapshot

of OLSR as representation for several proactive routing protocols designed

for MANETs. Next, we introduce the reactive topology update process,

called Re-SoTUPs, which is evaluated later and compared with OLSR. Fi-

nally, we propose a controller self-management process, called Self-organized

Controller Management (SoCM), to guarantee controller maintenance and

reachability at runtime.

6.1 PROACTIVE UPDATE RELIABILITY

Section 3.3, which discusses related work in this field, summarizes proto-

cols and controller-managedMANET approaches focusing on full-topology

knowledge. Existing routing protocols and SDN-like techniques are in-

troduced heading for a complete network representation stored on par-

ticipants. All these approaches, aiming for complete topology knowledge

gather topology information proactively, making them inappropriate for

the global research objective. Multi-flow routing of data rate demanding

services generating highly-utilized MANETs requires accurate and up-to-

date connection characteristics to not exceed any link when computing

paths for multiple flows.

Because of that, we verify the quality of topology representations of the

well-known proactive routing protocol OLSR [Cla+14]. In particular, we

compare the topologies generated via OLSR with the actual network con-

stellations and identify the number of missing links of OLSR. With OLSR,
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so-called MPRs periodically flood the MANET with topology control mes-

sages and also provide instant network information exchange if link breaks

are detected. This makes OLSR more dynamic compared to FSR [PGC00]

and GSR [CG98].

In order to determine the actuality of OLSR, we simulate the protocol in

various MANET topology sizes combined with different participant speeds.

We compare the topology information provided by OLSR with the current

representation. In particular, we collect the link set table, the topology set

table, as well as 1-hop, and 2-hop neighbor sets of an arbitrary participant,

and construct the network graph. Any change in these mentioned sets trig-

gers routing table re-computations. Intervals and holding time parameters

are set to default values, as proposed by Gomez et al. [GGP05]. The net-

work graph representations are calculated after 40 sec simulation time to

provide OLSR time to exchange control messages. During this period and

beyond, participants exchange hello and topology control packets, popu-

late their 1-hop and 2-hop neighborhood information based on them, and

populate their topology tables.

In order to compare the topology representation of an arbitrary OLSR

node with the actual topology, we collect coordinates of each participant

also after 40 sec simulation time and compute distances between the in-

dividual participants. A connection exists if nodes are within each others’

coverage range which is set to 100 m, referring to the applied simulation

configuration. Based on that, we construct the actual topology including

nodes and their connections, whichwe comparewith the constructed topol-

ogy of an arbitrary node using OLSR.

Each MANET member is equipped with a IEEE 802.11 interface reach-

ing 2 Mbps. Following the RWP [AWS06], nodes move straight ahead

between 20 sec and 40 sec and thereafter change directions by randomly

picking angles between 70◦
and 90◦

. This moving pattern is repeated con-

tinuously by each node. We applied various speed ranges from sr2 to

sr30 defined as follows: The speed range sr2 returns the value x, where
0 km/h ≤ x ≤ 2 km/h and x ∈ N. Also, nodes pick a speed of x, where
0 km/h ≤ x ≤ 30 km/h and x ∈ N when speed range sr30 is defined. In

particular, each node randomly picks a speed of the defined speed range and

also randomly changes the direction after moving towards a direction for

a randomly chosen timespan. Based on that, we define the velocity ranges

V = {sr2, sr5, sr10, sr15, sr20, sr25, sr30} for this evaluation.

A speed range is combined with a number of MANET nodes starting

from 10 to 90 in steps of ten. The playground size increases with increasing
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Figure 6.1: Comparing actual topology with OLSR representation regard-

ing missing links with increasing number of MANET nodes and increasing

speeds.

number of nodes from 250 m × 250 m to 1050 m × 1050 m. We run each

combination of speed range and number of nodes 200 times to average out

measurement errors.

Figures 6.1a and 6.1b show the topology representations of an arbitrary

MANET node equipped with the routing protocol OLSR. In particular, both

figures present missing links of OLSR in percentage, recordedwith different

speed ranges and an increasing number of MANET participants compared

to the actual topology with all speed ranges and number of node configu-

rations. With 2 km/h, OLSR misses almost no links in the representation

while a minimal increase is observed with an increasing number of nodes.

Increasing the speed ranges reduces the completeness of the topology and

as a consequence increases the number of missing links.

Inconsistencies in the topology representation of OLSR also increase

with increasing number of participants and equal speed range configura-

tions. MPRs must forward topology control messages across the entire net-

work to update routing tables of each node. Thewider the network becomes

the more hops topology control messages must be forwarded to reach all

MANET members. That takes longer to spread new connections and gen-

erates inconsistencies in the topology representation on each node.

Overall, a OLSR node could assume that its predecessor of the route

computes the same path if link costs and the routing topology representa-
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tion are identical. However, based on the results, the topology representa-

tions stored on the participants are not the same. This means that MANET

nodes route packets based on different routing information. United routing,

aiming at the same objective could be accomplished if topology represen-

tations on each participant would be the same. Speed ranges from sr20 to

sr30 reinforce inconsistencies of topology representations. In general, the

number of missing links is remarkable and reduces routing options making

multi-flow path computation in highly-utilized MANETs less successful if

only a few path settings in the current topology representation exist that

do not over-utilize the MANET.

It must be noted that nodes detect lost connections to neighbors if en-

tries of their neighbor sets exceed the validity time which is three times the

refresh interval. The refresh interval is set to 2 sec per default. In addition,

OLSR characterizes links with a quality. Thereby, the protocol follows the

hysteresis strategy, determining this quality and the associated validity of

a link. Links are not considered for routing if their qualities are below a

defined quality threshold. Furthermore, the associated entry in the 1-hop
neighbor set and all associated entries in the 2-hop neighbor set are deleted
by a node that detects a lost connection to a previously known neighbor.

The MPR selector set must also be adapted in case the node is a MPR. Ac-

cording to the RFC recommendation, nodes should start hello messages be-

fore the associated timer runs out if 1-hop and 2-hop sets change. [Cla+14]
In general, the results restrict OLSR to networks, comprising minimum

speeds and number of participants asmissing linksmake routing unreliable.

To sum up, the proactive routing technique of OLSR makes multi-flow

path computation for data rate-demanding services unreliable due to the

following reasons: Over-utilized path settings might be computed by OLSR

as actual existing and required connections are not present in the topology

representation. Multi-flow path computations will have to restart several

times as selected links might not exist anymore in the actual MANET topol-

ogy constellation.

Therefore, it is necessary to design a topology update technique to elim-

inate these drawbacks, which is introduced in the following sections.

6.2 REACTIVE SELF-ORGANIZEDTOPOLOGYUPDATE

Section 6.1 demonstrated the drawbacks of the proactive routing protocol

OLSR [Cla+14] in terms of topology actuality when mobility comes into

play. Missing and outdated links create reliable routing difficult, motivating
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us to switch to a reactive routing fashion as the required topology knowl-

edge is then gathered immediately before routing takes place.

So far, the reactive routing technique is not designed to provide full

topology knowledge, only providing partial network representations dis-

tributed on multiple nodes. We introduce Re-SoTUP [Str+20], gathering

full topology knowledge reactively to a controller deployed on a MANET

participant. This closes the research gap and provides similar routing ca-

pabilities if no uplink channel is available to provide outsourced topology

knowledge.

Re-SoTUP aims for minimum runtime while gathering an up-to-date

snapshot for the controller. Firstly, the general architecture and message

types are introduced in Section 6.2.1. Secondly, the functionality and op-

eration of Re-SoTUP are discussed briefly to better understand the integra-

tion of this algorithm in the Self-controlled MANET (Sc-MANET) architec-

ture. Thirdly, we partition Re-SoTUP into two parts, called topology detec-

tion and topology reporting and deep dive into both parts in Sections 6.2.3

and 6.2.5.

6.2.1 Framework Components

The network architecture only comprises the MANET, operating with one

wireless communication channel. This MANET channel is used for data

transmissions and control overhead, respectively.

Figure 6.2 depicts the Sc-MANET architecture. This figure comprises

the MANET and controller components. The controller is placed on an

arbitrary participant, which means that the controller is placed inside the

MANETAll red-coloredmessages are newly defined for this algorithm. The

network example shows a MANET comprising 5 nodes. Participant 0 owns

the controller role. This role extends the controller node with Topology

Management and Utilization Model capabilities. The first represents

Re-SoTUP, aiming for up-to-date topology knowledge. The second pro-

vides accurate transmission capacity utilizations of links, described in Sec-

tion 4.2.5. The blue area covers these extra controller capabilities, assigned

exclusively to one MANET participant, owning the controller role.

All MANET participants, including the controller, record their channel

utilization by applying the module Link Utilization which is defined and

evaluated in Section 4.2.3. This is identified by the orange area which sur-

rounds all MANET participants.

When applying Re-SoTUP in the Sc-MANET architecture, an arbitrary
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Figure 6.2: Sc-MANET architecture, deploying the controller on a partic-

ipant, which applies Re-SoTUP to gather complete topology knowledge.

Participants utilize a single wireless channel for data and protocol trans-

missions.

node starts a Flow Request addressed to the controller if the MANET mem-

ber desires to receive a route for the requested destination. In this case,

nodes use the MANET channel to deliver the message, which is forwarded

via network participants. This requires a route to the controller for each

MANET participant to request a route from the controller, which is de-

scribed in Section 6.4.

When receiving the Flow Request, the Controller starts Re-SoTUP. This
triggers successive Neighbor Detections and associated Parent Acknowledge-
ments, forming a tree to the controller as root and also collecting directly

reachable neighbors. This phase of Re-SoTUP is called topology detection.

Thereafter, participants report their sub-topologies to the controller with

Neighbor Reports along the branches starting with the leaves of the tree.

This phase of Re-SoTUP is called topology reporting. The algorithm fin-

ishes when the last directly connected child of the controller reports its

sub-branch. Now, the controller computes the paths of requested flows

based on the gathered topology and informs all MANET members about

new routes with a Flow Distribution via the commonly used MANET chan-

nel.

As already mentioned, the controller is included in the set of MANET

participants, meaning τ ∈ N . Because of that, the controller node treads

itself as a potential path participant when computing routes from origins

to targets. In particular, the controller can be the origin or target of a flow,
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Table 6.1: Global parameters and variables used in multiple RQs.

Properties Belonging Description

n n ∈ N Unique id of a MANET participant.

τ τ ∈ N Unique id of the controller.

of o ∈ N , f ∈ F Origin node of a flow.

tf t ∈ N , f ∈ F Target node of a flow.

pf p ⊆ N , f ∈ F Path as sequence of nodes of a flow.

df f ∈ F Demanded data rate of a flow.

ul l ∈ L Current utilization of a link.

cl l ∈ L Capacity of a link.

monitor the transmission utilization, and store the configured transmission

capacity c(τ,m), where (τ, m) ∈ L. This defines, that a graph, representing
a MANET belongs to a controller identified by its id. This definition differs

compared to the Cc-MANET architecture of RQ 2, where the controller is

reachable via a dedicated channel and as a consequence is not included in

the set of nodes. Addressing this definition, the MANET participant cur-

rently having the controller role is identified by τ if the current situation is

about a single MANET. Furthermore, the graph G and all sets N , L, and F
belong to the controller τ if not further specified.

Table 6.1 shows all parameters including this definition. The red-colored

row depicts the newly defined parameter.

The following sections introduce algorithms and data structures of Re-

SoTUP required to construct a complete topology representation.

6.2.2 Operation and Structure

Re-SoTUP is designed for MANET members accessing the channel with

CSMA/CA. Referring back to Re-CeTUP, discussed in Section 5.3, this tech-

nique, in-theory, does not miss any member and connection during the

topology update process as clocks are synced and each participant utilizes

the allocated slot respectively to deliver the topology information.

Slot allocation techniques in self-organized multi-hop networks, such

as MANETs, are challenging regarding spatial slot reuse and control infor-

mation exchange. MANETs must avoid allocating the same slot to multiple

nodes within a 2-hop neighborhood to guarantee interference-free trans-

missions. The challenge is to define the least number of slots for each 2-hop
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Figure 6.3: Gathering one-hop neighbor topology per MANET participant

and tree construction during topology detection.

region for the most possible data throughput that is NP-complete [Llo02].

Distributed slot allocation is error-prone, especially with increasing mobil-

ity, and requires computations and as a result decreases battery levels while

CSMA/CA provides self-managed and interference-free channel access due

to the provided carrier sense technique, which is why participants use this

access technique for Re-SoTUP.

The controller node starts Re-SoTUP immediately before all routes are

recomputed in order to determine paths on an up-to-date topology repre-

sentation. Re-SoTUP is divided into two phases, named topology detection

and topology reporting. The first phase applies a special flooding tech-

nique for reliable neighbor detection while constructing a tree with the

controller as root. The second phase reports gathered sub-topologies along

each branch to the controller.

Figure 6.3a depicts Neighbor Detection message flooding, abbreviated

with ND(o,∗), where o ∈ N and ∗ stands for all nodes ∈ N . The addressing

scheme (o, t) represents a unicast transmission comprising the origin and

the target of the message in round brackets, where o, t ∈ N . In general,

the abbreviated addressing scheme is the same as in Section 5.3.4.

The algorithm starts when the controller transmits a ND(τ,∗) contain-
ing the unique id. This message reaches all directly connected nodes which

populate their neighbor sets with the origin id of this Neighbor Detection
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message. In particular, any node n ∈ N maintains the set of neighbors

Nn, where Nn comprises all origin ids, node n already received a Neighbor
Detectionmessage. Next, each node immediately broadcasts a Neighbor De-
tection containing its own id when this node receives a Neighbor Detection
for the first time.

A Neighbor Detection has two purposes: First of all, it informs nodes

about the presence of the sender identified by the id. Nodes learn about

their directly connected neighbors with this message. In particular, the tar-

get nodes of this message know that they can receive and decode the mes-

sage sent by the origin. Second of all, we leverage this message to connect a

child to its parent (origin of theNeighbor Detection) in order to construct the
tree comprising the controller as root. Therefore, each participant n ∈ N
maintains a set of parents Pn and also stores the next hop towards the con-

troller in the parameter pn. Nodes obtain the next hop towards the root

from the first received Neighbor Detection and store the id of the origin in

pn.

With respect to Figure 6.3a, nodes 1 and 2 receive the ND(τ,∗) from the

controller and insert τ in their set of neighbors N1 and N2, respectively.
Also, both declare τ to their priority 1 parent, storing the id (τ ) in p1 and

p2 and in addition insert the controller id in their set of parents P1 and

P2, respectively. The set of potential parents Pn ⊂ N , where n ∈ N and

n ̸∈ Pn comprises additional nodes which might be chosen as the next new

parent if the current parent stored in pn is not reachable. Further potential

parent ids are received at runtime and inserted in Pn.

Broadcast messages, such as Neighbor Detections, are likely to get lost

due to simultaneous transmissions of nodes in close vicinity. It is impor-

tant to connect to an upstream parent to deliver the entire sub-topology of

this branch to the controller. Because of that, nodes collect multiple parents

and repeat sending Neighbor Detections if the desired parent does not ac-

knowledge the message within a defined time window. The parent election

process is introduced in Section 6.2.4.

At t1 and t2, nodes 1 and 2 also broadcast a ND(1,∗) and ND(2,∗) con-
taining p1 and p2. Their messages reach node 3, also populating the set of

neighbors N3.

Nodes reply with Parent Acknowledgements, abbreviated as PA(m,n),
where m, n ∈ N if they receive a Neighbor Detection and are elected as

the parent node by n (pn = m). This confirms the parent-child connec-

tion between nodes m and n. In contrast, each parent m maintains a set of

children Cm, where m ∈ N to track, from which node they will receive a
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Neighbor Report. This message contains a sub-graph of the complete net-

work representation.

With respect to Figure 6.3b, the controller node receives Neighbor De-
tections of nodes 1 and 2 storing τ as parent (p1 = τ ) and (p2 = τ ), re-
spectively. The parent answers with Parent Acknowledgements directly ad-

dressed to both nodes. Also, τ inserts nodes 1 and 2 in the set of children

Cτ . Nodes 1 and 2 now show an edge (displayed as red transparent line) to

τ .

This represents that both nodes are registered as children at their parent

at t3 and t4. At t5 node 3 broadcasts its initialNeighbor Detection containing
node 2 as p3 (p3 = 2). Node 2 also replies with a Parent Acknowledgement
confirming the parent-child connection.

The topology report phase follows the bottom-up principle. To begin,

nodes identify themselves as leaves if they are not connected to children.

Each MANET participant having no children registered starts a timer after

receiving a Parent Acknowledgement. Nodes start the report process and

transmit Neighbor Reports if they do not receive a Neighbor Detection con-

taining their id before the timer runs out.

Any node n ∈ N constructs an adjacency set Ln = {(i, j) ∈ L|j = n},
where node i is the originator of all previously receivedNeighbor Detections.
Each sink node j of link (i, j), where (i, j) ∈ Lj in addition obtains the

current utilization u(i,j) and further parameters, such as the link quality,

discussed in Section 7.3.4, which are later reported to the controller. Leaves

include their adjacency sets in their Neighbor Reports.

Parents unite all neighbor adjacency lists received from their branch

and include the sub-topology in their Neighbor Report before forwarding

this message to their parent. Parents wait for all their children to deliver

theirNeighbor Reports until they forward their ownNeighbor Report to their
upstream parent. Each node merges the branches and forwards this infor-

mation towards the root of the tree. The entire topology reporting process

is described in Section 6.2.5.

According to Figure 6.4, node 1 transmits at t7 a Neighbor Report, ab-
breviated as NR(1,τ) to the controller as no further participant elected this

node as its parent. At t8, node 3 follows and also transmits NR(3,2). Node 2
unites both adjacency lists, resulting in L2 = {(τ, 2), (1, 2), (3, 2), (2, 3)}.
The set of links is included in NR(2,τ) and delivered to the controller node

τ . The algorithm finishes when τ receives Neighbor Reports from nodes 1
and 2.
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Figure 6.4: Re-SoTUP topology report phase delivering sub-topology

knowledge to all parents towards the controller node.

1 begin NeighborSensing(ND(n,∗))
2 Nm = Nm ∪ {n}
3 if |Nm| = 1 and m ̸= τ then

4 pm = n
5 send(ND(m,∗)) // ND(m,∗) stores pm = n.

6 startTimer(atm)

7 else if pn = m then

8 Cm = Cm ∪ {n}
9 send(PA(m,n))

10 stopTimer(rtm)

11 else if Cm = ∅ and hpm = 1 then

12 startTimer(rtm)

13 end

14 end

Algorithm 4: Node m receives ND(n,∗) from node n.

6.2.3 Topology Detection

This section explains the process nodes follow when receiving a Neighbor
Detection from another node in the MANET. Algorithm 4 shows all actions

when node m receives a ND(n,∗), where m, n ∈ N .

To begin, node m inserts node n in the list of neighbors Nm. The re-

ception of a Neighbor Detection creates exactly three situations: (i) Node

m receives a Neighbor Detection for the first time and is not the controller
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node (Line 3). (ii) The node m is elected as parent of the sender node n
of the Neighbor Detection (Line 7). (iii) The node m is already connected

to a parent node and has no registered child when receiving the Neighbor
Detection from node n (Line 11).

In case the first condition is true, node m elects node n as its parent, as

this is the first Neighbor Detection node m has received so far. In particular,

node m sets n to be its desired parent pm = n and includes this parameter

in its ND(m,∗). Next, m broadcasts the ND(m,∗) in order to inform neigh-

bors about its presence and also to connect to the desired parent n, which
will also receive this message. It happens that broadcast messages get lost,

which is why node m starts the acknowledgement timer atm triggering

the node to broadcast a Neighbor Detection again when the timer runs out

and no response from the potential parent n has been received so far. In

general, nodes start this timer each time they send a Neighbor Detection.
The acknowledgment timer represents the time of sending a Neighbor

Detection including the subsequent reception of a Parent Acknowledgement.
More precisely, atm = t(ND(m,∗)) + t(PA(n,m)), where m, n ∈ N adds

up the durations when transmitting both messages. The function t returns
these transmission durations, which implies runtimes of the complete CS-

MA/CA overhead. Transmission of both messages considers backoff, DIFS

time, and theoretical propagation time based on the bit size of messages,

which considers broadcast and unicast messages. The theoretical time of

unicast messages also considers the overhead for RTS, CTS, and ACK frame

transmissions as well as SIFS durations between consecutive frames.

The second condition is true if node m is selected as the parent of the

sender n (Line 7). To begin, m inserts or updates n in its list of children Cm.

Next, the parent-child connection request must be answered, which is why

m responds with the unicast message PA(m,n). In this case, Re-SoTUP de-

fines a report timer. This timer is used by nodes to identify themselves as a

leaf node of the tree. Nodes start this timer if a Parent Acknowledgement has
been received confirming their requested parent-child connection and no

child has requested to connect to the node so far that now has an upstream

connection to a parent. Nodes identify themselves as leaves if the report

timer runs out and no Neighbor Detection has been received from any MA-

NET participant, requesting to connect to as child. In Line 10, this timer is

stopped since node m received the ND(n,∗) containing m as requested par-

ent of n (pn = m). If the report timer rtm runs out, nodemwould transmit

its Neighbor Report, which contains the list of direct neighbors. The exact

composition of this timer is described in Section 6.2.4.
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Nodes repeat sendingNeighbor Detections if their requested parent-child
connections are not confirmedwith Parent Acknowledgements after each de-
fined acknowledgment timer duration. In some cases, parent nodes must

transmit Parent Acknowledgements one after another responding to mul-

tiple children. Because of that, it happens that parents do not meet the

duration of the acknowledgment timer which has previously been started

by the origin (potential child) of the Neighbor Detection. Each Neighbor
Detection requires a Parent Acknowledgement to successfully construct the

parent-child connection. Parents send Parent Acknowledgements only once

to overcome retransmissions and also to decrease the entire algorithm time.

Parent Acknowledgements are unicast frames relying on CSMA/CA, which

implies an ACK frame for a successfully delivered data frame. Because of

that, parents detect lost Parent Acknowledgements and as a consequence

automatically send this message again. This ensures that parent-child con-

nections are successfully constructed if a Neighbor Detection arrived at the

parent node without interference.

The last condition is true when a node receives a Neighbor Detection
(Line 11) in combination with a successfully constructed parent-child con-

nection. In particular, this means that the parameter hpm (abbreviation for

has parent) is flagged to 1, while no child has registered to node m so far.

This of course indicates that node m previously received a Parent Acknowl-
edgement. Because of that, this node starts its report timer rtm to start the

topology report process if no child connects to this node before the timer

runs out, as shown in Line 12. Node m stops and restarts the timer if rtm

was currently running.

It is important that this timer does not run out until each node within

communication range has successfully transmitted itsNeighbor Detection to
be included in the subsequent topology representation. Multiple Neighbor
Detections are sent in dense topologieswhere several children try to connect
to their parents at almost the same time. Interferences of transmissions

are more likely to occur in these topology constellations forcing children

to start additional connection attempts. Retransmissions of lost Neighbor
Detections ensure that children connect to parents if the started report timer

of the desired parent does not run out before. Because of that, the report

timer is restarted if this timer is currently running. Additionally, the timer

must be defined in relation to the retry interval of lost Neighbor Detections,
which is discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.5.

The controller τ starts the report timer immediately after the ND(τ,∗)
has been sent and also stops this timer when the first ND(n,∗), where n ∈
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N \ {τ}, arrives at the controller, where pn = τ . Also, the initial Neighbor
Detection of the controller has no parent node pτ as no upstream node above

the controller exists.

To sum up, a node also broadcasts its own Neighbor Detection if it re-

ceives aNeighbor Detection from a node of theMANET for the first time and

also schedules the acknowledgment timer to also broadcast a Neighbor De-
tection if it did not receive a Parent Acknowledgement after the acknowledg-
ment timer runs out. In addition, nodes stop the report timer and respond

with Parent Acknowledgements to create a parent-child connection if they

are elected as a parent by a node that sent the Neighbor Detection. Finally,
parents not having children connected until then, start the report timer to

trigger the topology report phase if no child connects to these nodes until

the timer runs out.

6.2.4 Parent-Child Connection

Successful upstream parent connections require an efficient selection by the

children in terms of decision and positive feedback (acknowledgment). In

this case, children request to connect to specific parents, as discussed in this

section. Thereafter, we introduce how parents confirm all child requests in

order to build the tree structure.

Parent Election

Broadcast messages are more likely get lost or interfere with other mes-

sages compared to unicast transmissions and as a consequence cannot be

decoded by the receivers. This happens more often if several nodes try to

transmit Neighbor Detections at the same time. Sub-topologies are lost and

not known in the controller’s topology representation if children that are

also parents miss connecting to their parents. Because of that, nodes will

rebroadcastNeighbor Detections after their acknowledgment timers run out.

During proof-of-concept runs, it turned out that Neighbor Detections never
arrived at their potential parents although children broadcasted these mes-

sages multiple times. This happens if transmissions of nodes in close vicin-

ity interfere with Neighbor Detections every single time. This results in an

incomplete topology representation at the controller.

To overcome this situation, Re-SoTUP uses the constant maxRetries,

which specifies how often a MANET member tries to register as a child at

the desired parent. A node changes its first-choice parent and elects the next

in the row to connect to if it sent Neighbor Detections maxRetries times in
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a row and did not receive an answer. At this point, potential parents are

chosen out of the set of neighbors Nn by the node n ∈ N which is filled at

runtime.

In addition, Re-SoTUP defines the constant parametermaxParents that

restricts the number of parents a node requests a potential parent-child con-

nection from. Nodes most likely retransmit Neighbor Detections in dense

topology constellations as parents are occupied in transmitting Parent Ac-
knowledgements due to several connection requests. Further, Parent Ac-
knowledgements arrive at the desired children with even more delay, if all

these parents are in crowded areas. This increases the number of Neighbor
Detections of each node and as a result maxRetries is reached more often.

Consequently, children request parent-child connections from several par-

ents even though the initial parent will respond with some delay. A child

does not change the parent even if a connection currently exists and the ini-

tially requested parent answers with some delay. The value ofmaxParents

was determined with several test runs and is set to 3. This parameter can

be changed in the beginning before the algorithm starts.

Children only try to register to parents having lower or equal tree depths

compared to the tree depth of the parent a child tried to register to initially.

This prevents Re-SoTUP from generating loops in the tree during parent

election. Each node n ∈ N stores its tree depth tdn, which refers to the

position of the current tree. The tree depth of the controller is 0. Each node

n ∈ N , including the controller, includes this value in the ND(n,∗). In addi-

tion, each node increments tdn by 1 when receiving a Neighbor Detection
for the first time. Also, there exists a set R = {0, 1, . . . ,maxRetries} that

stores all possible retry attempts. Function r : Pn → R, where n ∈ N ,

specifies how many times a node tried to register at parent m ∈ Pn, where

m ̸= n and m ∈ N .

Algorithm 5 shows how node n ∈ N selects a parent. First, node n
verifies if the number of retries with respect to the current desired par-

ent, stored in pn exceeds the value of constant maxRetries. The node will

choose a next potential parent to request a parent-child connection, if this

condition is satisfied. If true, node n picks a parent from the list of neigh-

bors Nn if the number of entries in Pn is below maxParents, see Line 5.

In particular, node n selects an arbitrary parent from Nn whose tree depth

is one level closer to the controller compared to its own tree depth. Node n
stores this randomly chosen parent in the set of parents Pn (Line 5 - 7).

Otherwise, if Pn is equal to maxParents, node n chooses a parent al-

ready existing in the set of parents (Line 12). In that case, the node n selects
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1 begin ParentElection()

2 if r(pn) = maxRetries then

3 r(pn) = 0
4 if |Pn| < maxParents then

5 P ′
n = {m ∈ Nn|tdn > tdm}

6 pn = a ∈R P ′
n // a is a random element (∈R) of P ′

n and

stored in pn.

7 Pn = Pn ∪ {pn}
8 else

9 if Pn \ P ′
n = ∅ then

10 P ′
n = {}

11 end

12 pn = a ∈R (Pn \ P ′
n) // a is a random element (∈R) of

(Pn \ P ′
n) and stored in pn.

13 P ′
n = P ′

n ∪ {pn}
14 end

15 end

16 send(ND(n,∗)) // ND(n,∗) stores current desired parent

17 r(pn) = r(pn) + 1
18 startTimer(atn)

19 end

Algorithm 5: Parent election of node n.

the new parent fromPn that depends on the setP ′
n, ensuring that a different

parent of the set Pn is selected each time. In particular, node n randomly

selects a parent pn not stored in P ′
n and inserts this pn in P ′

n afterwards.

This ensures that the same parent is not chosen again in the subsequent

iteration (Lines 12-13). Node n removes all elements in P ′
n if Pn and P ′

n are

equal (Lines 9-11).

Noden broadcasts ND(n,∗) with pn and increments the number of trans-

mission attempts by one to ensure that pn is requested at mostmaxRetries,

after selecting the current parent node pn, see (Lines 16-17). In addition,

node n restarts the atn to go through this algorithm again if no Parent
Acknowledgement arrives before this timer runs out.

The controller node τ never uses this algorithm. The acknowledgment

timer must be started by nodes to try to connect to an upstream parent.

This timer will never be started by the controller, which is also not desired

as the controller must not look after a parent connection.
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1 begin ConnectionReqest(PA(m,n))
2 if Cn = ∅ and hpn = 0 then

3 startTimer(rtn)

4 end

5 stopTimer(atn)

6 hpn = 1
7 end

Algorithm 6: Node n receives a Parent Acknowledgement.

Connection Confirmation

As mentioned earlier, the message Parent Acknowledgement confirms the

child the previously requested connection to the parent. A node n replies

with a Parent Acknowledgement if pm stored in ND(m,∗) matches n, where
n, m ∈ N . Algorithm 6 shows the process node n starts if it receives a

Parent Acknowledgement.
The most important part of this process is to start the report timer if

all conditions are satisfied. This is the case if no child (Cn = ∅) and no

parent connection (hpn = 0) of node n is known at this point. Node n
does not start the rtn if it has registered children when receiving a Parent
Acknowledgement as n waits for Topology Refreshs of all children to forward
the sub-topology to its parent or controller.

However, an empty children set Cn = ∅ of n is likely to happen, as

nodes do not wait for Parent Acknowledgements before broadcasting their

own Neighbor Detections. This triggers downstream nodes to immediately

broadcast their Neighbor Detections containing node n as their number-one

parent of choice of those having received the previous Neighbor Detection
of n for the first time.

That leads to a situation, where parents have connections to down-

stream children while not having set up their own upstream parent connec-

tion. This, for instance, happens if their desired upstream parent is placed

in a crowded area with multiple parents also trying to respond to parent-

child connection requests. In this case, a child receives several delayed Par-
ent Acknowledgements from different parents at runtime, since nodes try to

register at multiple parents, which is more likely to occur in dense topolo-

gies. In such a situation, the report timer should not run out more than

once because a node would then send multiple Neighbor Reports to their

upstream parents.

To avoid that, node n verifies with hpn if a received Parent Acknowl-
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edgement is the first one. Because of that, node n only starts the report

timer when receiving a Parent Acknowledgement if no children are known

and no parent connection exists so far, as shown in Line 2.

The theoretical time that node n waits until it identifies itself as a leaf is

computed as follows: rtn = t(ND(n,∗)) + atn. Similar to the computation

of the acknowledgment timer, the function t returns the duration time to

successfully transmit a Neighbor Detection. Re-SoTUP assumes the worst-

case scenario, in the message ND(j,∗), broadcasted by the potential child j,
having node n elected as parent (pj = n), has been interfered by another

message. This is assumed to has happened immediately before this poten-

tial parent n has received its own Parent Acknowledgement PA(m,n), where
m, n, j ∈ N . In this case, child j would wait for a complete atj period be-

fore it starts an additional transmission attempt of ND(j,∗) with its elected

parent pj = n. Function t considers the duration of the retransmission time

t(ND(j,∗)).
In theory, the rtn of each node n ∈ N is designed to only start if n

can ensure that other nodes in communication range have received their

own Neighbor Detections. With respect to a real-world scenario, nodes can-

not ensure that Neighbor Detections are delivered without any losses since

broadcastmessages do not consider acknowledgments. However, a received

Parent Acknowledgement based on an earlier delivered Neighbor Detections
increases the probability that nodes in communication range next to the

currently elected parent node have also successfully received the previously

sent Neighbor Detection. Consequently, the node n interprets a received

Parent Acknowledgement in this context as proof that its previously broad-

casted Neighbor Detection has also been received by nodes, considering to

connect to n and then starts the rtn if n has no registered children at this

time. Also, n stops the atn because n is now connected to a parent (Line 5).

6.2.5 Topology Reporting

Nodes select themselves as leaves and transmit Neighbor Reports to their

connected upstream parent when their report timer runs out. These Neigh-
bor Report messages contain all the neighbors, these nodes have received

Neighbor Detections from. A node m sends a NR(m,n) to each parent node

n, where n ∈ Pm, to exclude deadlocks during the topology report process.

Each parent n waits for all Neighbor Reports of all children in the set of reg-

istered children Cn before they report their own Neighbor Reports to their

parents.
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1 begin ProcessingTopologyReporting(NR(m,n))
2 Ln = Ln ∪ Lm

3 Cn = Cn \ {m}
4 if Cn = ∅ then

5 Ln = Ln ∪ {(j, n) ∈ L|j ∈ Nn}
6 foreach i ∈ Pn do

7 send(NR(n,i)) // NR(n,i) stores Ln

8 end

9 end

10 end

Algorithm 7: Reporting Neighbor Reports to parent nodes.

Algorithm 7 describes the process when a parent node n receives a

NR(m,n) from its child m. Nodes store a set of links that is continuously

filled when a new Neighbor Report of a child arrives. Starting with Line 2,

node n extends its own Ln by uniting the received Lm of its child m with

Ln. Next, the node n removes m from the list of children Cn since no fur-

ther message from this node is expected. Parent n waits until each child

has delivered its sub-topology before its own reporting process starts. If

the set of children of node n is empty (Cn = ∅), meaning all children have

delivered their Neighbor Reports (Line 4), node n constructs its own set of

neighboring linksLn, see (Line 5). Thereafter, noden transmits itsNeighbor
Report including Ln to each of its parents in Pn.

In general, a leaf node o constructs the set of neighbor links Lo and

sends this set to all parents k, where k ∈ Po, o ∈ N , that previously

requested an upstream connection. The controller terminates Re-SoTUP

when all its directly connected children (Cτ ) have reported their Neighbor
Reports.

6.3 RESULTS

This evaluation aims to accomplish multiple goals. First, we investigate

runtimes and completeness of Re-SoTUP with real hardware to prove the

general functionality with a real-world scenario. Second, we simulate the

algorithm with up to 90 MANET participants and different graph densities

in order to investigate scalability. We sum up the evaluation with a compar-

ison of Re-SoTUP with OLSR. The comparison focuses on missing links to

identify, which technique provides more topology knowledge for routing.
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In particular, we run Re-SoTUP with identical scenario conditions as OLSR

in Section 6.1 and compare the results.

6.3.1 Hardware Performance Test

We implemented the proposed algorithm on low-performance hardware

to take into account the share (processing time) of the network interface

in relation to the overall runtime. The MAC library and physical layer

have been implemented from scratch to have full flexibility on timers and

modifications for Re-SoTUP. Each MANET node is equipped with a 32 bit
ARM-Cortex M3microprocessor STM32F103C8T6 attached to a 2.4 GHz ra-

dio transceiver module nRF24L01, capable of data rates up to 2 Mbps. In
total, a frame comprises a maximum of 24 B: 6 B for either the trans-

mitter or receiver MAC addresses, as well as 3 B for control and 15 B
for payload overhead. The constructed test setup provides packet handling

based on CSMA/CA. Antenna switch times from receiving to transmitting

takes 130 µsec, which is why we adjusted SIFS to 150 µsec. The remaining

20 µsec are reserved for microcontroller processing times. The slot time

for transmissions is set to 51.2 µsec. We set the CW to 16 slots. Re-SoTUP

is also implemented and deployed on these microcontrollers and is placed

on top of the data link layer.

We conducted experiments with a testbed of 3 to 5 nodes and evalu-

ated its functionality in linear, fully meshed, and tree network topologies.

A linear network is arranged like a chain, where intermediate nodes are

connected to their predecessor and successor, except for the first and last

nodes. Trees are homogeneous and symmetrical. The meshed topology

represents an arbitrary placement of nodes.

Figure 6.5 illustrates the average runtimes for each network topology.

It is obvious that the runtimes increase as the number of nodes increases.

Additionally, the runtimes grow almost linearly, which was expected.

Regarding completeness of topology representations, in linear and tree

network topologies, all links were successfully delivered to the controller.

However, we experienced 1.67% loss of links with fully meshed topolo-

gies referring to 4 nodes. The number of lost links increases to 4.5% with

5 nodes. The higher the node density, the higher the probability of inter-

ference, leading to an increase in corrupted packets. These packets were

dropped by the MAC layer due to the absence of Forward Error Correction

(FEC), which could have been recovered by using the IEEE 802.11 stan-

dards [IEEE802.11].
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Figure 6.5: Runtimes comparison of all topologies.
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Figure 6.6: CSMA/CA IFS and backoff overhead compared to rtn, n is an

node of the 3-node MANET of the linear topology.

The following results investigate the share of CSMA/CAwith respect to

Re-SoTUP timers to determine the efficiency of our algorithm. Figures 6.6

outlines the make-up of runtimes using a 3-node linear network as an il-

lustration. We emphasize the share of Re-SoTUP in relation to the overall

overhead of the interface and demonstrate how hardware limitations im-

pact the utilization of the MAC layer.

The composition of the runtime for the 3-node linear network is de-

picted in Plot 6.6a. The duration consists of the DIFS, SIFS, backoff, and

report timer rtn components, where n is a node of the 5-node MANET. It

turns out that the report timer accounts for 28% of the total measured time.
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Table 6.2: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Playground sizes G = {pg1, . . . , pg5}
Number of nodes {10, 20, . . . , 90}
maxRetries {1, 2, 3, ∞}
maxParents 3
Communication range 100 m
Configured bitrate of nodes 2 Mbps

It is important to note that the SIFS time also requires a 25% share of the

total share of the wireless interface. As previously mentioned, this timer is

adapted to hardware specifications.

Figure 6.6b provides a more detailed look at the SIFS overhead. The con-

figured 150 msec SIFS duration is composed of 87 msec receive and trans-
mit transitions, which in turn accounts for 21.92% of the total duration.

The remaining 13% of SIFS overhead is attributed to hardware processing

times.

In total, the duration for transmitting and receiving packets only makes

up 76% of the runtime, while the remaining 73.32% is related towaiting pe-

riods. This shows that switching the radio transceiver of the radio module

from transmitter to receiver mode takes a significantly longer time com-

pared to other processes. Runtimes of Re-SoTUP can be reduced signifi-

cantly by replacing the radio module with a more powerful one. Wireless

interfaces nowadays provide higher data rates resulting in faster runtimes.

Therefore, the CSMA/CA share could be reduced using up-to-date wireless

network interfaces. Roughly 85% of the total runtime can be saved when

using a common standard, such as IEEE 802.11ac reaching data rate peaks

of up to 1 Gbps [Nee11].

6.3.2 Large Scale Simulations

This section simulates Re-SoTUP on different playground sizes combined

with different numbers of MANET participants to analyze the algorithm in

various network densities and also to figure out how the increasing number

of nodes affects the completeness of topology representations and runtimes.

Simulation parameters are shown in Table 6.2.

All nodes are equipped with IEEE 802.11 interfaces operating in ad-hoc
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mode. We configured a transmission rate of 2 Mbit. In particular, the simu-

lation comprises several scenarios, which differ in playground sizes (G) and

the number of nodes. A playground size is defined by the length and width

of the evaluation area. Playground pg1 comprises an area of 250 m×250 m
and the length and width of each further playground increases by 200 m
each. Based on that, the area of playground pg2 reaches 450 m × 450 m.

Playgrounds pg3, pg4, and pg5 increase the sizes as described, reaching a

total area of 1050 m × 1050 m. The smallest playground generates a dense

topology situation, making it challenging to successfully access the channel

without interference. Both timers (acknowledgment and report timer) will

have to restart more often due to missing Parent Acknowledgements and
received Neighbor Detections. This constellation is error-prone regarding

missing branches when Re-SoTUP finishes.

We varied the number of retries (maxRetries) during all simulations

in combination with the number of nodes and playground sizes. The num-

ber of retries refers to the number of attempts a child tries to connect to

the same parent until it chooses another parent to connect to. We aver-

aged all runs with 1, 2, and 3 maxRetries and compared all results with

maxRetries = ∞. All in all, the combination of playgrounds, number of

nodes, and maxRetries simulate plenty of topology densities and outlines

if different numbers of parents have a significant impact on the complete-

ness of topologies and runtimes of Re-SoTUP.

Results focus on the number of links reported with Re-SoTUP com-

pared to the actual number of links. We also measured execution times of

Re-SoTUP from the first Neighbor Detection of the controller until the last

Neighbor Report reaches the controller with up to 90 nodes. We ran each

combination of number of participants, playground size, and maxRetries

500 times to average out measurement errors.

Figures 6.7a and 6.7b show the number of successfully delivered links to

the controller. Figure 6.7a depicts Re-SoTUPwhere children only try to reg-

ister to the same parents (maxRetries = ∞) whereas Figure 6.7b describes

the average of parent retries 1, 2, and 3. The edge density increases with

increasing number of nodes from left to right as each line represents a play-

ground size. In general, both approaches show minor differences regarding

reported topologies. Re-SoTUP configuredwith averagedmaxRetries (Fig-

ure 6.7b) delivers slightly more links to the controller. This becomes more

evident in dense topologies when the number of MANET participants in-

creases. It is obvious that densely populated areas in terms of nodes chal-

lenge the algorithm as results of pg5 outperform all other configurations,
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Figure 6.7: Completeness of reported topologies to the controller with

pg{1,...,5}.

especially when nodes are allowed to connect to multiple parents.

Speaking of maxRetries, the left figure exhibits uneven graphs appear-

ing as small dips. These small dips during topology representations result

from children not having successfully connected to their desired parents be-

fore the topology reporting phase starts. The extent of incomplete topology

knowledge varies depending on the connected children and their children

if they exist. Sub-branches can get lost only if a single child misses connec-

tivity to its desired upstream parent. We recorded the number of Neighbor
Detections each node broadcasts during runs since nodes are searching for a
parent connection by sending a Neighbor Detection after another when the

acknowledgement timer runs out until connectivity to a requested parent

exists. It turns out that Re-SoTUP with single parent registration propa-

gates 8% more Neighbor Detections per node compared to multiple parent

configuration when analyzing the number of transmitted Neighbor Detec-
tions of all runs of pg1.

Closing the gap to the aforementioned goal, both approaches deliver

an almost complete topology representation to the controller. This applies

to all scenario configuration combinations. However, requesting multiple

parents if the initial one is busy improves reliability compared to the single

parent configuration (maxRetries = ∞).
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Figure 6.8: Runtimes of Re-SoTUP with pg{1,...,5}.

In the next part of the evaluation, the focus is on execution times of Re-

SoTUP since the complete topology should be delivered to the controller as

fast as possible. We considered 15 µsec processing time per packet to de-

sign realistic simulation conditions [Zil+17]. Figures 6.8a and 6.8b illustrate

runtimes from the start of the first Neighbor Detection until the controller

receives the Neighbor Report from its last child investigating all combina-

tions of number of nodes and playground sizes. Like in the previous evalua-

tion, the results consider various number of node configurations combined

with different playground sizes. Figure 6.8a depicts Re-SoTUP configured

with single parent connectivity (maxRetries set to ∞) whereas the second

figure (6.8b) focuses on runtimes having averaged maxRetries configured

(the average of all runs having maxRetries set to 1, 2, and 3).
Runtimes are minimal and increase with increasing number of nodes

except for the results of pg1. Nodes experience more transmissions dur-

ing channel sensing as more nodes are in each communication range with

decreasing playground sizes. CSMA/CA is inefficient in high edge density

since the slot access competition takes time especially if more nodes try to

access the channel in close vicinity simultaneously. Results also show that

the number of repeated Neighbor Detections per node increases in pg1 since
parents are occupied with reporting Parent Acknowledgements. Also, nodes
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are 2 hops away from each other at most meaning the network is densely

meshed. Route computation is not necessary as transmissions reach desti-

nations as no intermediate route participants exist in many cases. Because

of that, no complex routing engine is required and one must call into ques-

tion if the proposed Re-SoTUP is efficient for those topologies.

We learned that Re-SoTUP takes longer when applying this algorithm

in smaller playgrounds. This is the case in situations in which nodes try

to register multiple times at the desired parent, considering the configured

maxRetries (simulation configuration is shown in Table 6.2) before they

change the parent.

Each downstream node nmust transmit itsNeighbor Report to each par-
ent in the set Pn it tried to register with a Neighbor Detection before, where
n ∈ N to not run into algorithm deadlocks. Each parent p stores each re-

ceived potential child n of the received ND(n,∗) in the list of children Cp

and expects a NR(n,p) during topology reporting phase, where pn = p and

p ∈ Pn. The parent p waits for each Neighbor Report of each n ∈ Cp until

p sends its NR(p,j) where pp = j to its upstream parent and to other up-

stream nodes in Pp. Because of that, each child transmits a Neighbor Report
to each parent it has tried to connect to previously.

Increased retries of Neighbor Detections and multiple Neighbor Reports
extend the runtime of Re-SoTUP configured with multiple parents when

playground sizes decrease. We also noticed that in rare cases parents drop

Parent Acknowledgements due to overfilled MAC queues. This also leads

to retransmissions of Neighbor Detections. Limiting the number of children

per parent could solve this drawback.

In general, the results prove that the runtimes are minimal as topology

update takes less than 250 msec with all scenario configurations except for
pg1. In the worst case, Re-SoTUP reports more than 95% of all links to

the controller. The algorithm is more reliable if configured with multiple

parents. However, topology reporting takes longer as reporting Neighbor
Reports to multiple parents produces more competition and transmission

overhead.

6.3.3 OLSR versus Re-SoTUP

Re-SoTUP is designed for MANETs where mobility and topology changes

happen continuously at runtime. Because of that, Re-SoTUP is evaluated

during different mobility speeds. Full topology knowledge in MANETs is

already provided, applying specific proactive routing protocols, such as
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OLSR [Cla+14], as researched and summarized in Section 3.3. The con-

ceptual protocol design enables complete knowledge for all or at least for a

specific MANET participant. Previous research focuses on proactive topol-

ogy reporting techniques lacking accuracy in terms of the number of miss-

ing links. To be more concrete, evaluations in Section 6.1 found out that

participants miss connections of neighboring nodes within their coverage

ranges that exist in the real MANET structure which increases with increas-

ing speeds of participants. Inconsistencies in routing tables increase even

more with increasing number of MANET participants.

We evaluated Re-SoTUP during different mobility configurations and

also compared the algorithm with OLSR to better classify topology man-

agement with a state-of-the-art routing protocol. Therefore, the portion

of missing links of Re-SoTUP are carried out and compared to OLSR. This

evaluation adopts almost the entire scenario configuration described in Sec-

tion 6.1. The comparison only skips speed range sr2, which is why speed

ranges start at sr5 and end at sr30. OLSR and Re-SoTUP run on equal play-

grounds where nodes are moving randomly based on the same seeds ap-

plied to both approaches. Mobility simulations stop at equal times (40 sec)

in each run followed by a topology snapshot on an arbitrary node, with re-

spect to OLSR. The topology representation of the controller of Re-SoTUP

and the topology snapshot are compared with the actual topology, respec-

tively.

Figure 6.9 depicts the portion of missing links of Re-SoTUP and OLSR

compared to actual topologies with all configured speed ranges. Both ap-

proaches are evaluated with scenarios from 10 to 90 MANET nodes, de-

ployed on proportionally increasing playgrounds, combined with all de-

fined speed ranges. Each scenario runs 500 times with different seeds.

Minimum speed configuration (sr5) has almost no impact on topology

representations, referring to both approaches. Both approachesmiss almost

the same amount of links (up to 5% atmost). Increasing speed configuration

increases the gap of missing links between Re-SoTUP and OLSR.

Re-SoTUP takes hundreds of milliseconds making almost no differences

in terms of missing links. Topology completeness decreases slightly with

increasing number of node configurations in combination with increasing

speed ranges. These lost links are due to mobility changes at runtime as the

number of missing links also increases with 10 to 40 nodes deployed, which
differs from the static evaluations in Section 6.3.2. The actuality of topology

representations decreases with 50 nodes deployed and more (Figure 6.7b).

The topology representation of Re-SoTUP generates the network graph
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Figure 6.9: Missing links in topology representation of Re-SoTUP and OLSR

with 10 to 90 nodes and speed ranges sr5 to sr30.

from scratch each time the algorithm starts. Links of previous runs are

dropped before the controller starts theNeighbor Detection. We experienced

a minor share of outdated links (below 1%). Connections existed during

topology detection phase in which both source and sink of these connec-

tions were almost out of each other’s range at this time. During topology

reporting phase, these connections were not present anymore.

Summary In this chapter until this point, we introduced Re-SoTUP [Str+20]

a reactive and self-organized topology update algorithm focusing on mini-

mum runtime and on a complete snapshot in terms of MANET participants

and their connections. We first highlighted weaknesses with respect to the

timeliness of network topologies of current approaches dealing with proac-

tive topology reporting techniques. Next, we introduced the new archi-

tecture Sc-MANET and added parameters and variables of Re-SoTUP to it.

Furthermore, we deep-dived into the functionality of Re-SoTUP and intro-

duced the topology detection and reporting process. We also showed real

hardware results and evaluated large-scale simulations to prove the func-

tionality and scalability of our approach. At last, we compared Re-SoTUP

with the state-of-the-art routing protocol OLSR to determine the topology

quality with related research.

The following section proposes a concept to manage the controller at

runtime in MANETs. This ensures continuous controller reachability for

each participant. We also discuss controller outages and the process in
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case several MANETs, which are equipped with a controller reach each

other.

6.4 AUTONOMOUS CONTROLLER MANAGEMENT

A full topology representation cannot be leveraged if the knowledge is not

accessible by MANET participants. Up-to-date topology knowledge can be

gathered by the controller using Re-SoTUP, referring to Section 6.2. Per de-

sign, each MANET participant potentially desires a data transfer between

itself and another participant, which requires a route to this destination.

The controller constructs routes to accomplish utilization-efficient and ro-

bust paths, in terms of long-living connections, for all requested routes.

In order to compute these requested paths, MANET participants require a

route to the controller which must be maintained continuously. Further-

more, controllers might experience outages, making it necessary to deter-

mine a new controller.

Keeping that in mind, the following requirements must be fulfilled to

provide utilization-efficient routing of multiple flows at runtime: (i) Ex-

actly one controller, deployed on a MANET participant, must be present at

runtime. (ii) Continuously controller reachability for each node, focusing

on minimum control message overhead as the wireless channel provides

restricted transmission resources. (iii) Self-managed controller election in

case of controller outages or if, for instance, multiple MANETs reach each

other.

Considering these requirements, we present SoCM an algorithm pro-

viding self-organized controller election and all-time connectivity to a con-

troller for eachMANET node. Firstly, we define additional framework com-

ponents and parameters defined for SoCM and integrate these components

into the Sc-MANET architecture. Secondly, controller characteristics and

requirements are discussed, distinguishing controllers from MANET par-

ticipants. Thirdly, we deep dive into algorithm structures to accomplish

all-time controller connectivity per node. Lastly, SoCM processes are in-

troduced in case controller outages and MANET merge situations appear.

6.4.1 Further Framework Components

SoCMprovides any-time controller reachability for all MANET participants

at runtime. Furthermore, SoCM manages controller election. The latter

ensures that only one participant has the controller role. Each node must
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Figure 6.10: Sc-MANET architecture, applying Re-SoTUP with SoCM to

accomplish self-organized controller management and reachability at run-

time.

maintain a route to the controller in order to request routes to the desired

destinations. Controller reachability and management require additional

interactions and functionalities for Sc-MANET.

Figure 6.10 depicts the Sc-MANET architecture including all additional

definedmessage types and components. Red-colored components and mes-

sages represent newly defined parts of the Sc-MANET. The blue-colored

node identifies the controller comprising the capabilities Topology Man-

agement and Utilization Model (inside the blue surrounding). The first

component is assigned to Re-SoTUP and is responsible for up-to-date topol-

ogy knowledge. The second considers residual transmission capacities dur-

ing route computations. Both, the Utilization Model and the Link Uti-

lization are discussed in detail in Section 4.2.3.

The orange-colored surrounding contains components used by all MA-

NET participants. Controller selection, solid reachability for each node,

applied steps in case of controller outages, and MANET merge processes

are defined in the moduleControllerManagement. This component uses

the tree of Re-SoTUP to provide controller reachability for each node. Tree

optimization in terms of minimum control message overhead is one of the

key features of SoCM. Participants store their upstream node towards the

root node (controller) and switch this parent in case a new upstream node

might offer less message overhead. Their sub-tree quality is indicator for

potential tree changes, speaking of a connected child. Tree optimization

and single controller management, such as MANET merge scenarios and
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controller outages, are key components of the Controller Management

module.

SoCM is partitioned into two phases, named tree maintenance and tree

merge. We define five messages for these two phases covering tree op-

timization and single-controller policy management. In the tree mainte-

nance phase, the controller and parents broadcast Membership Queries to
trigger connection acknowledgments of their children. Thereby, we ap-

ply a resource-efficient response technique to in the best case reply with a

single Parent Reply. Nodes broadcast Membership Queries interval-wise to
maintain parent-child connections. These connections provide a route for

each tree member to the controller. Membership Queries store the sub-tree
qualities, which children use to switch parents to achieve better tree quality.

The composition of sub-trees is defined in Section 6.4.5. Membership Leaves
are sent to inform parents about a leaving child and Membership Switches
inform the new parent about the new parent-child connection. Children are

aware of the periodic keep-alive (receivingMembership Queries) from their

parents. The entire tree maintenance phase is discussed in Section 6.4.3.

MissingMembership Queries are classified as connection breaks. Each node

that experiences a connection break elects itself as controller.

SoCM applies the tree merging process if more than one controller is

present in a MANET. This happens if children lose connectivity to their

parents or if at least one node of another MANET, each controlled by a

controller, receives Membership Queries from a node of the other MANET.

Isolated nodes elect themselves as controller and start broadcasting Mem-
bership Queries containing their tree quality. Receivers of theseMembership
Queries either connect to the new controller or advise this node that pre-

viously sent the Membership Query to connect to itself if its tree quality

is better. Receivers respond with a Membership Detection to establish the

parent-child connection, discussed in detail in Section 6.4.4.

6.4.2 Initialization and Definitions

SoCM is built on top of Re-SoTUP and uses the tree information after topol-

ogy reporting finished. The data structure of SoCM is derived from the

graph Gτ = (N τ , Lτ , Fτ ) belonging to controller τ (first introduced in

Section 5.3.1), comprising a tree T τ := (Mτ , P τ , Uτ ) to organize all mem-

bers, where τ of the tree and the graph are identical. Tree members Mτ :=
(N τ \ {τ}) comprise all nodes of the MANET except the controller. Like

with Re-SoTUP the controller id τ is the root of the tree. The set of upstream
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connections Uτ ⊂ Lτ
functions as the next hop for each member towards

the controller root. A link (j, k) ∈ Uτ
is directed, connecting a member

j to its upstream tree member k, which has either the parent or controller

role. SoCMmaintains a parent set P τ ⊂ Mτ
containing all nodes that own

the parent role. Also, each tree member n stores the parameter tree depth

tdn , where n ∈ Mτ
, representing the placement of n in the tree. The

tree depth of the controller is 0. Directly connected children have tree dept

1. Roles and usages including the associated connections are discussed in

detail within the next paragraphs of this section.

SoCM provides controller switches leading to new controller ids in the

graph and tree data structures. In particular, if the controller role switches

from, for instance, id a to b, tree T a
changes to T b

and graph Ga
switches to

Gb
. This includes all data structures of the graph and the tree. The default

controller id is τ if the current context is about a single tree.

Roles and Usages

Tree participants have at least one of the following roles: Controller, par-

ent, or child. The controller is defined as the root node having no up-

stream parent and zero or more downstream nodes (children). Children of

the controller also own the role parent if at least one child is connected to

this node. A controller τ computes the property tree quality tqτ , which is

derived from the current tree structure, as discussed in Section 6.4.5. This

value represents the tree arrangement also considering mobility character-

istics of tree participants. The tree quality is indicator of which tree con-

nects to another tree in case two MANETs reach each other. The tree with

worse quality drops the controller role and connects to the other one. A

controller τ computes tqτ summing up all specific quality parameters of

downstream parents.

Furthermore, a controller stores a set of parent nodes in P τ = {n ∈
Mτ |bqn > 0}. A node p ∈ P τ

is parent if the sub-tree quality (branch

quality) bqp is greater than 0. Based on that, the controller node maintains

P τ
that stores all downstream nodes having assigned the parent role. Par-

ents forward their branch qualities up to the controller node. A controller

τ also maintains the set of potential children Cτ = {n ∈ Mτ |(n, τ) ∈ Uτ }
assuming a connection to the controller node. Setting up a connection be-

tween a child and a controller or a parent is discussed in Section 6.4.3. The

set of children Cτ is defined as a total ordered set. The sequence of this set

is based on the parameter child quality cqc, where c ∈ Cτ , which stores

the quality of a child. The quality of a child is based on their speed and
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movement directions. The child with the worst child quality is positioned

at the beginning of the ordered set Cτ . The child with the best quality is

positioned at the end of the set of children. The computation of all qualities

(tree, branch, and child qualities) is discussed in Section 6.4.5. A controller

periodically broadcastsMembership Queries to gather information about di-

rectly connected children. A child confirms its connection with a Parent
Reply to maintain its route to the controller.

Nodes have the role parent if they have at least one connected child.

Parents also own the child role, since they are also connected to their up-

stream parent or controller. Similar to controllers, parents also periodically

broadcastMembership Queries to maintain the connection to their children

if they have any. Each parent n ∈ P τ
has the property tree depth tdn,

which represents the position of n in the tree. A parent n also stores the

id of its controller in the parameter rn. Similar to controllers, parents also

store the property tqn. The tree quality is initially computed by the con-

troller of this tree. Parents compare their own tree quality with the tree

quality of an approaching MANET in case another MANET reaches the

connection range of any node. Depending on the result, the parent either

informs the other tree to connect as a child to itself or connect itself to the

node of the other tree. Each p ∈ P τ
forwards tqp to their children included

in eachMembership Query to ensure that all tree participants store the cur-

rent value. Because of that, the parameter tree quality is forwarded from

the root towards the leaves reaching each tree participant. In addition, each

parent p computes the branch quality bqp. Parents also maintain the totally

ordered set of children Cp := {c ∈ Mτ |(c, p) ∈ Uτ }. Also, parents store
the id of the controller in rp.

The role child is defined for nodes that are connected to a parent. Each

c ∈ Cp of a parent p, where p ∈ P τ
, computes its child quality cqc,

which comprises the speed and the associated movement direction. Equal

to parents, each child c stores the properties tqc, and bqc, which have been

computed by the controller and its parent p. In addition, the child c stores

the controller id in the parameter rc. Children process received Member-
ship Queries to verify the origin of this message as their connected parent.

Therefore, a child c maintains pc storing the id of the connected parent,

which they compare with the origin of the received Membership Query.
A child c also maintains the totally ordered set of siblings Sc included in

the receivedMembership Queries storing the update sequence that children
send their Parent Replies to their parent. The set of siblings of a child com-

pared to the set of children of a parent node are the same in terms of the
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stored nodes and the sequence of them in case this child is actually a child

of this parent.

Siblings follow a defined order when to transmit their Parent Reply, as
discussed in Section 6.4.3. Children do not have downstream nodes con-

nected unless they are also parents.

Control Messages

Abbreviated control messages of SoCM are notated with indices, similar to

Re-CeTUP and Re-SoTUP. For instance, a MQ(p,∗) represents aMembership
Query, originated by node p ∈ P τ ∪ {τ}. This message is broadcasted by p
to all nodes within communication range, identified by ∗ as target. Unicast

control messages replace the ∗ with the desired destination node n ∈ N .

SoCM uses the following message types for communication:

Membership Queries are periodically sent by parents p and controllers τ
to verify if at minimum one child is connected to them, where p ∈ P τ ∪{τ}.
Nodes stop sending Membership Queries in case no child responds with a

Parent Reply after a defined time period. A Membership Query message

is abbreviated as MQ(p,∗) and stores the id of the parent p and Cp. The

latter represents the report order children follow with Parent Replies. Also,
a MQ(p,∗) contains the following parameters: tdp, bqp, and tqp. These

parameters are decision-makers for children whether to stay connected to

their current parent or to connect to another one. Children broadcast Parent
Replies when receiving a Membership Query to maintain and verify their

route to the controller. This message also instructs to notify their parent to

continue broadcasting Membership Queries.
A Parent Reply, abbreviated as PR(c,∗), where c ∈ Cp and p ∈ P τ

, con-

tains the id of the parent, stored by each child in the parameter pc, their

own id c, and the child quality cqc. Tree participants broadcast Member-
ship Detections if they receiveMembership Queries of different trees having
worse tree quality. Receivers of Membership Detection will connect to the

node that sent this message.

AMembership Detection, abbreviated as MD(c,∗), where c ∈ Ma
of tree

T a
, is sent as a response to a MQ(p,∗), where p ∈ M b

, belonging to T b
if

the tree quality of T a
is better compared to T b

.

Tree members send Membership Switches to reply to a previously re-

ceived Membership Detection with the intention to connect to the origin.

Node c broadcasts aMembership Switch, abbreviated asMS(c,∗) storing pc =
n on the protocol layer as destination, where c ∈ M b

belonging to tree T b
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and n ∈ P a
, to connect to parent n as child to the other tree. In addi-

tion, Membership Switches comprise the id of its new parent, the id of the

node that sends this message, and also the child quality of the origin of this

message.

Membership Leaves, abbreviated as ML(c,p), sent from node c to p, in-
forms the parent p that node c disconnected and is now connected to an-

other parent. The previous parent thereafter removes c from its list of chil-

dren. In this situation, nodes c and p belong to the same tree.

6.4.3 Tree Maintenance

Parts of the tree maintenance phase are derived from the protocol processes

of Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP), version 2 [Fen97]. This

multicast protocol, operating mainly in edge networks or Local Area Net-

works (LANs), routes multicast transmissions to clients subscribing to a

multicast traffic. Multicast supportive routers periodically ask their directly

connected clients with membership queries for subscriptions of a specific

multicast address. Clients respond with membership reports if they sub-

scribe to this traffic. Subscribers start a randomly chosen timer that trig-

gers their membership report, to keep the report messages to a minimum.

Subscribers discard their timer when they receive a report message for the

same multicast address sent by another client. This ensures that only one

client answers, which reduces the control message overhead to a minimum.

SoCM follows a similar subscription process to achieve minimal message

overhead.

Membership Queries and Parent Replies of SoCM manage the IGMP-like

parent-child connectivity. This procedure constitutes the major part of the

tree maintenance phase. Thereby, parents periodically poll information

from multiple children with Membership Queries to verify connectivity of

their children. All parents including the controller node p ∈ P τ ∪ {τ} pe-

riodically broadcast Membership Queries, containing their origin id and all

properties mentioned in Section 6.4.2. Membership Queries aim to trigger

children to confirm their subscriptions with Parent Replies. This verifies

from the children’s point of view that their current parent connection is

still active. In addition, the role of parents relies on subsequent situations.

The parent continues broadcasting Membership Queries if at least one Par-
ent Reply reaches this parent. This defines that one or more children chose

this node as the next hop to reach the controller. Otherwise, the controller

stops sendingMembership Queries and switches from the role parent to the
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Figure 6.11: Exemplary tree maintenance process. Node 5 decides whether

to stay connected to parent 2 or to connect to parent 1. The Controller is
deployed on node τ .

role child as no downstream node replied with a Parent Reply.
Reducing the number of parents of the tree also reduces Membership

Queries and Parent Replies which minimizes the overall message overhead

significantly. To guarantee correct functionality and also to reduce the

control message overhead, SoCM applies a special Parent Reply process in

which only one arbitrary child responds to a previously sent Membership
Query. Also, children switch parents if the new tree structure increases the

probability of sending fewer control messages.

Figure 6.11 introduces an exemplary treemaintenance situation of SoCM.

The tree with controller node τ , parent nodes 1, 2, and the downstream

nodes (children) make up the tree structure, illustrated with the red lines.

Gray dashed lines represent connections between all participants in the

MANET. Node 5 moves towards node 4 and already reached the transmis-

sion range of 4 and 1. According to SoCM, all parents and the controller

periodically broadcast Membership Queries. These query timers qtm of all

tree members m ∈ P τ ∪ {τ} are illustrated with round arrows around

parents and the controller. In general, each participant has configured the

same interval duration. However, initial start times are randomly chosen.

According to Figure 6.11a, node 1 starts broadcasting a Membership
Query since the query timer ran out. The message reaches all nodes that are

within transmission range. Downstream nodes 3 and 4 of their parent node
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Figure 6.12: Node 5 switches parents and sends a MS(5,∗) and a ML(5,τ)
message.

1 follow a report order generated by their parent to respondmost efficiently

in terms of control message overhead. The order is determined by an ar-

ranged sequence in which each time slot is associated to a connected child.

This sequence is computed by the parent node. The sequence is related to

child qualities, as discussed in Section 6.4.5. Children sense the channel

for Parent Replies of their siblings until their defined time slots start when

receiving a Membership Query. A downstream node broadcasts its Parent
Reply if it has not received a Parent Reply from any sibling when its own

slot starts. This ensures that only one child responds to a previously sent

Membership Query.
As depicted in Figure 6.11b, node 4 is set to report position 1 and as a

consequence replies with a Parent Reply which notifies node 3 to abort its

report timer. The controller node τ remains idle after receiving theMember-
ship Query from 1 since τ is the parent of 1. The Parent Reply of 4 triggers

node 1 to continue sending Membership Queries since 1 is informed about

a connected child. Also, all children (3 and 4) verified that their connection
to their parent node 1 and as a consequence their connection to the con-

troller is still present. Node 5 compares the sub-tree qualities of its currently

elected parent 2 and of node 1 when receiving the Membership Query and

decides to switch parents since the sub-tree quality of 1 is higher compared

to the sub-tree quality of its current parent. The detailed computation of

sub-tree qualities is introduced in Section 6.4.5.

In order to connect to 1, node 5 first transmits a Membership Switch to

register to the desired parent 1. This message contains the child quality

of 5 which is stored by 1 to consider this information when computing

subsequent report orders, as discussed in Section 6.4.5. Also, the new parent

inserts 5 into its list of children.
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Furthermore, node 5 informs the previous parent with a Membership
Leave that this parent-child connection no longer exists (Figure 6.12). The

old parent (node 2) removes 5 from its list of children and will broadcast

a Membership Query only once more. No child is connected which is why

node 2 will drop the parent role.

Processing Membership Queries

Tree participants have to make various decisions when they receive aMem-
bership Query despite responding with a Parent Reply. These decisions in-
clude whether switching to another parent node, setting the reply slot, as

well as verifying the controller ids. The latter happens if several MANETs

merge.

Algorithm 8 introduces all protocol steps of node c ∈ Mτ
if this node

receives a MQ(p,∗) from node p ∈ P τ
of tree T τ

. To begin, c verifies if

the currently selected parent sent this MQ(p,∗). If p is the currently con-

nected upstream node, c updates the tree properties (Line 3) and schedules
the upcoming PR(c,∗) invoking Function startTimer. Node c will broad-

cast a Parent Reply when this timer runs out. The duration is based on the

received position of node c ∈ Sc. The report order process and all quality

parameters, such as tree, sub-tree, and the child quality are discussed in de-

tail in Section 6.4.5. All these quality parameters must be kept up-to-date as

their values are decision-makers for parent switches and determine which

node drops the controller role during a tree merge process.

Node c also updates the controller parameter rc (Line 6) to always keep

track of the current controller as this role is passed to another node with

better tree quality during a tree merge process in case the tree quality of

the other tree is better.

There are situations, in which the child’s parent id differs, which is

when downstream nodes receive Membership Queries from other parents

within communication range. In such a situation, receivers of this mes-

sage decide which parent to connect to in order to improve the tree quality.

Parent switches aim to decrease protocol message overhead. Lines 7 to 28

elaborate on this process. The decision variables, stored in the ordered se-

quence Qcp, determine if node c decides whether to connect to a new par-

ent (pc ̸= p) or to another tree (rc ̸= rp), see Lines 8 to 12. First of all, the

tree dept, second of all the branch quality, and finally the ids are used to

decide whether to stay or to switch the parent, in case the nodes c and p
have stored the same controller (Line 9). Otherwise, if the controller ids are

not identical, firstly both tree qualities, and secondly the controller ids are
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1 begin ProcessingMembershipQuery(MQ(p,∗))

2 if p = pc then

3 updateTreeProperties(tdp, tqp, bqp)
4 Sc = Cp

5 startTimer(rtc, Sc) // Start timer based on position in Sc

6 rc = rp

7 else

8 if rc = rp then

9 Qcp = ⟨(tdc, tdp), (bqc, bqp), (pc, p)⟩
10 else

11 Qcp = ⟨(tqc, tqp), (rc, rp)⟩
12 end

13

14 if evalTreeProperties(Qcp) = 1 then

15 updateTreeProperties(tdp, tqp, bqp)
16 send(MS(c,∗)) // MD(c,∗) stores p, c and cqc.

17 send(ML(c,pc))
18 pc = p
19 Sc = Cp

20 else

21 if rc ̸= rp then

22 startTimer(qtc)
23 return

24 else

25 delete(MQ(p,∗))
26 return

27 end

28 end

29 end

30 end

Algorithm 8: Node c receives MQ(p,∗) from p.

compared with each other (Line 11). Function evalTreeProperties loops

over each entry in Qcp comparing the values of each tuple. If the value of

c is worse compared to the value of p with respect to each tuple in Qcp, the

function returns 1, otherwise 0. evalTreeProperties continuously loops

over the tuple entries if both values of c and p are equal.
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If this function returns 1, cwill connect to the new parent, which is now

p, as shown in Lines 14 to 19. In this case, c updates all quality properties

tdp, tqp, and bqp. Next c sends an MS(c,∗) and a ML(c,pc) respectively to

register at the new parent and to disconnect from the old parent. Also, the

parent id pc of c is set to p. Furthermore, the list of siblings is set to the new

siblings.

If evalTreeProperties returns 0, either the own quality parameters to

compare different two trees (Line 11) outperform or the parameters com-

paring both parents (Line 9) of the same tree are higher rated. In both cases,

c checks if the own stored controller equals the controller of the new po-

tential parent (Line 21). Node c starts the tree detection timer dtc if the

controller ids differ. This timer schedules a Membership Detection to p in

order to advise this node to connect to this tree.

We observed multiple Membership Detections, which have been sent by

nodes in near vicinity during test runs. The previously sent Membership
Query of a node of the other tree probably reaches several nodes which

leads to multiple sent Membership Detection increasing the control mes-

sage overhead. To avoid multiple broadcast messages, each recipient of this

Membership Query starts a random timer. Meanwhile, each node c ∈ Cp,

where p ∈ P τ
scans the channel for any Membership Detection containing

the id p before their timer runs out. Each node c discards its timer in case

a node s of set of siblings Sc broadcasts a Membership Detection before the

timers of other nodes Sc \ {s} runs out. Only one Membership Detection
is sent in the best case which reduces the message overhead. In Line 22,

node c behaves as mentioned and broadcasts itsMembership Detection if its
timer runs out. Otherwise, the timer will be stopped. In case nodes p and c
have the same controller, c would discard the received Membership Query
as a parent switch would not improve the control message overhead of this

tree.

Children Maintenance

Children broadcast Parent Replies to inform their parents that they have at

minimum one child connected. Parents are instructed to continue sending

Membership Queries when receiving a Parent Reply storing its id as the up-

stream node. Also, children maintain their route to the controller as they

maintain their upstream connection towards the root node.

Algorithm 9 walks through the process of node p, when receiving a

PR(c,∗) from c, where c, p ∈ Ma
of tree T a

. Starting with Line 2, node p
checks if one of its children originated the PR(c,∗) and also if the parent id
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of c equals its own id. It is not ruled out that this PR(c,∗) is sent by a node

of another branch of the same tree as transmissions propagate omnidirec-

tionally. Also, if p ̸∈ P a
, meaning that p does not have the parent role, the

set Cp would be empty.

The parent updates the ordered set of children, see Line 3, if the origin of

the received Parent Reply is one of the parent’s children, which means that

both conditions of Line 2 are true. Updating means that all children having

worse child quality with respect to c are removed. This affects all children

located before c ∈ Cp. Parent p assumes that all nodes positioned before

c are no longer connected as they also received the previously broadcasted

MQ(p,∗) and would have replied before c as their reply slot in the totally

ordered set is before node c.

The sequence of the Cp is based on the child qualities cqc, where c ∈
Cp. The child quality parameter cqc is described by a value between [0, 2]∩
R, with higher values indicating better quality. The lower the value of the

child quality of an arbitrary child, the more likely it is that a child will be

out of the parent’s communication range when the parent starts the next

Membership Query. If it’s probable that a child will be beyond the com-

munication range of the parent after the next query timers, then the child

quality of this child decreases. As a consequence, a child c with lower cqc

is positioned towards the beginning of the Cp, where c ∈ Cp. As already

mentioned, the arrangement of Cp determines the reply order each child

follows when receiving a new MQ(p,∗). If a child does not receive a Parent
Reply from a sibling when its timeslot starts, it broadcasts its Parent Reply
to the parent since nodes positioned beforehand in the set of siblings have

obviously moved out of the communication range of their parent. All sib-

lings positioned thereafter receive this Parent Reply and will stay idle for

1 beginMaintainingChildren(PR(c,∗))
2 if c ∈ Cp and p = pc then

3 Cp = Cp \ {n ∈ Cp|cqn ≤ Cc}
4 ∀n ∈ Cp ∪ {c} : compute(cqn)
5 startTimer(qtp, Cp)
6 else if c ∈ Sp and pc = pp then

7 stopTimer(rtp)
8 end

9 end

Algorithm 9: Node p receives PR(c,∗) from c.
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this period. After the parent received a Parent Reply of a child c ∈ Cp, node

p recomputes all child qualities since they vary with each query timer, as

shown in Line 4. Detailed information, on how the child quality is com-

puted is given in Section 6.4.5. To follow protocol, parent p schedules an

additional Membership Query (Line 5) after recomputing all child qualities

as a Parent Reply of a connected child has been received.

However, if the sender of this PR(c,∗) is a sibling (Line 6), meaning that

c ∈ Sp, node c is obviously placed ahead in the set of siblings with respect

to p and transmitted its Parent Reply to the same parent. In this situation,

the sibling p stops its timer, see Line 7. In general, each c ∈ Sp discards its

reply timer rtc to generate minimum control message overhead.

The order of the sets of children aims to reduce the number of Parent
Replies to a minimum, in the best case to a single message, but also tries to

keep the set of children up-to-date. Nodes that have not replied to a parent

although positioned before the node that sent the Parent Reply are flagged

as no longer connected. Because of that, a parent positions a node with the

highest probability of being out of coverage range at the beginning of the

ordered sequence of children.

However, it cannot be ruled out that nodes behind the one that sent

the Parent Reply are still connected to the parent. The connections of these

children are assumed to remain longer after recomputing their child qual-

ities. Test runs showed that in some cases more than one Parent Reply is

sent because nodes connected to the same parent are out of each other’s

communication range.

6.4.4 Tree Merging Process

This section describes protocol-specific processes when two or more trees

reach each other. On the one hand, this involves receivingMembership De-
tections that instruct foreign participants to connect to the tree that trans-

mitted this message. On the other hand, this section includes subsequent

actions, necessary to achieve a successful tree merging process.

As mentioned earlier, it is most important that there is never more than

one controller present in a MANET after a merge situation finished. Con-

troller role negotiations must be completed successfully when two or more

trees reach each others’ transmission ranges. The parameter tqτ is the key

decision-maker when determiningwhich tree must drop the controller role.

The tree with worse tree quality connects to the tree with better tree qual-

ity. Detailed information on tree quality computation is discussed in Sec-
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Figure 6.13: The controller node ν reaches tree T τ
decides whether to drop

the controller role or not.

tion 6.4.5. Controller negotiation also takes place if the current controller

experiences an outage. Directly connected children detect the lost connec-

tion because regular Membership Queries of their controller are missing.

These nodes elect themselves as controller and start transmitting Member-
ship Queries, followed by SoCM merge process.

Actions and steps referring to the tree merging process are introduced

using the example in Figure 6.13. Two trees exist at the beginning having

nodes τ and ν as controllers. Both follow the SoCM process by broadcast-

ingMembership Queries when their query timers of controllers and parents

run out, as shown in Figure 6.13a with dashed green arrows, pointing to

controllers and parents. Also, tree T ν
containing nodes ν and 5 moves to-

wards node 2 of tree T τ
. Mobility is illustrated with red arrows, pointing in

the moving direction. Node 2 is in communication range of ν, receiving its
Membership Query. Node 2 recognizes that thisMembership Query belongs

to the tree T ν
and compares both tree qualities.

The tree quality of its own tree is better resulting in a Membership De-
tection broadcasted by node 2, depicted in Figure 6.13b. Node 2 transmits

this message to inform participants of a different tree to connect to. Mem-
bership Detections are bound to the tree detection timer, which is randomly

generated by the sender to avoid multiple Membership Detections. A sent

Membership Query probably reached multiple members of a foreign tree re-

sulting in several triggered Membership Detection. Because of that, node 2
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Figure 6.14: Tree merge process confirmed via MS(2,∗) connecting node 2
to new parent 2 of tree T τ

.

counted down the randomly generated timer dt2 before it broadcasted the

Membership Detection. Nodes in close vicinity listen to broadcasted Mem-
bership Detections of their tree members and discard their timers thereafter.

Nodes τ , 1, and 3 discard the Membership Detection since they receive the

Membership Detection of 2 and are part of the same tree. However, receivers

ofMembership Detections belonging to different trees answer withMember-
ship Switches messages to inform members of the other tree about a new

child and their participants if available.

With respect to Figure 6.14, node ν drops the controller role and con-

nects as a child to its new parent node 2, replyingwith aMembership Switch.

Foreign Tree Detection

Membership Detections are used to advise members of foreign trees to con-

nect to the node that sent the message. These connection requests are only

sent if the own tree quality is better after comparing them with the coun-

terpart.

Algorithm 10 describes the process when node m processes a MD(n,∗)
received from node n. First, the receiver verifies that both tree members

are connected to different controllers, see Line 2. If this identity check re-

turns false, m discards the Membership Detection and remains idle since

the received message was transmitted by a participant of the same tree

(Line 12). If tree ids differ, node m collects allMembership Detections poten-
tially broadcasted by multiple members of the foreign tree and selects the

parent with the best sub-tree quality (Lines 3 to 10). We define two param-

eters qsm and qs
′

m, initially set to 0, storing the best branch quality of the

foreign tree when comparing all qualities received with severalMembership
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1 begin ConnectionReqest(MD(n,∗))
2 if rn ̸= rm then

3 if qsm = 0 then

4 startTimer(stm)

5 qsm = extractProperties(MD(n,∗))
6 else

7 qs
′

m = extractProperties(MD(n,∗))
8 if evalTreeProperties(qsn, qs

′

n) = 0 then

9 qsm = qs
′

m

10 end

11 end

12 delete(MD(n,∗))
13 end

Algorithm 10: Node m receives MD(n,∗) from n.

Detections. Node m uses qs
′

m to compare the value with currently received

Membership Detections.
SoCM is designed to broadcast the leastMembership Detections as possi-

ble. Participants discard desired Membership Detections when they receive

aMembership Detection from neighboring nodes of the same tree addressed

to the same destination, as defined in Line 12. In theory, node m should

receive only 1 Membership Detection. However, disturbed transmissions re-

sult in multiple sent Membership Detections. Because of that, node m picks

the parent having the best sub-tree quality when receiving multiple Mem-
bership Detections. In doing so, node m stores the branch quality in qs

′

m

(Line 5) if no Membership Detection has been received earlier (qs
′

m = 0).
Also, m starts the tree switch timer stm in Line 4 indicating the time un-

til the best sub-tree quality at this time is final. This behavior causes m
to compare all received sub-tree qualities and select the best one (Lines 6

to 10). Line 8 practically compares both parameters and returns 0 if the

newly received sub-tree quality is better.

Foreign Tree Connection

Parent-child connections are confirmed and established by children, deliv-

ering Membership Switches to desired parents. We now elaborate on node

m that receives a MS(n,∗). At first, node m ensures that the desired parent

id pn stored in the decoded Membership Switch matches the id of m. Next,
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node m ∈ Mτ
of tree T τ

computes the child quality of node n and inserts

n at the appropriate position of the ordered set Cm. The position of each

child n ∈ Cm is based on the corresponding child quality. Section 6.4.5

introduces the order of this set more precisely. This process considers node

n in the subsequent Membership Queries by m. Also, m assigns itself the

parent role in case no child was connected beforehand.

A ML(n,m) causes m to remove n from its list of connected children

Cm. Node nwill no longer be considered in successiveMembership Queries.
Also, node m changes its role from parent to child if Cm = ∅

Controller Role Self-election

Defining the characteristics and requirements for the controller role de-

pends on the use case. One could define the battery level as the highest

priority for controller election. In this case, a node with the most remain-

ing battery lifetime would receive the controller role. The MANET could

also strongly rely on a military operation where a predefined sequence of

controller ids determines, which controller is elected if the predecessor is

not available anymore. In such cases, the tree quality tqτ represents the

battery level or the node ids. Branch and child qualities remain. However,

both parameters could also represent other strategies apart from selecting

nodes based on their sub-tree structure and their mobility behavior.

Controller redefinitions in MANETs take place if either a node loses

direct connectivity to the current controller or a node loses connectivity to

its upstream parent. Both can happen to multiple tree members at the same

time.

To begin, each node n updates the controller parameter rn = n, elect-
ing itself temporally as controller. Next, the corresponding tree quality tqn

is set based on the use case. In case the node that experiences an upstream

connection loss has defined the parent role, the branch quality of this node

is inserted in tqn. Otherwise, if the node n is a child, the tree quality stores

the value of cqn. The branch quality is always preferred over the child

quality if two nodes reach each other in this situation. Now these nodes

start broadcasting Membership Queries containing these modified parame-

ters. Section 6.4.3 elaborates on how nodes process Membership Queries if
controller ids differ. This is discussed in depth in Algorithm 8 starting at

Line 11.
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6.4.5 Tree Decision Parameters

We start in this section with how child qualities are composed and their in-

tention referring to further characteristics, such as sub-tree and tree qual-

ities. Next, we elaborate on the set of children and its order based on the

child qualities. Lastly, the composition of sub-tree and tree qualities are

discussed.

Child Quality

Tree reorganization aims to achieve the least control message overhead

heading for minimum parents in trees as these roles permanently broad-

cast Membership Queries, which produce a significant share of the overall

control message overhead. Gathering as many as possible children to the

least required number of parents reaches this objective more likely. This

could be realized self-organized as parents increase their branch qualities

with increasing number of children. In contrast, branch qualities decrease

when children leave a parent. However, frequent parent switches generate

subsequent message exchanges, which lead to fluctuating sub-tree quali-

ties. This also leads to increased parent switches. Sub-tree (branch) quali-

ties are based on the connected child qualities focusing on long connection

lifetimes between parent and downstream nodes. The probability that con-

nection lifetime increases if parent and child are in close vicinity and if both

mobility characteristics are similar.

Wireless connections between terminals rely on multiple factors, such

as reception sensitivity, transmission power, environmental circumstances,

among others, as described in Section 4.2.2. These indicators are useful to

determine connection qualities and potential connection lifetimes. Using

these parameters enriches connection characteristics and makes it possible

to derive quality assumptions about them. However, accomplishing best

child qualities based on Layer 1 (OSI model) parameters is not the focus

of this research. We rather focus on protocol-conform functionality and

also aim for minimum control message overhead at runtime. Because of

that, we simplify the radio model and make assumptions discussed in the

subsequent paragraphs to obtain the child quality for each node.

SoCM is implemented and evaluated with simulation environment OM-

Net++ [Var10] leveraging abstracted radio medium models. For simplic-

ity’s sake, each node has the same communication range, guaranteeing

an active connection if origin and target communication distances overlap.

Frames do not reach the desired destination only if two or more transmis-
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sions within communication range at the same time are present. Moreover,

nodes move based on the linear mobility model heading in the same direc-

tion for a randomly defined time span. OMNet++ ships in-time simulation

parameters of nodes and the environment letting us obtain position data

and motion vectors.

Based on mobility characteristics and position information, we can de-

termine whether a child will still be within transmission range of the con-

nected parent after a query timer interval runs out. Thereby, we assume

that each participant’s direction does not deviate during that time. Extract-

ing the future position of each child c ∈ Cp, where p ∈ P τ
, after the next

query timer qtp runs out lets us compute the upcoming assumed reacha-

bility arc = 1 − (crp−bdc)
crp

to the communication border of parent p. The

constant crp represents the communication range of p whereas bdc stands

for the distance of c to the communication border of p after the next query

timer qtp runs out. The variable arc provides an indication whether the c
is within transmission range of the next MQ(p,∗) or not.

However, we also take into account if the direction of c changes within

the next query interval. The parameter wrc = 1 − (|md◦
c −180◦|)
180◦ indicates

the worst-case direction taking the shortest way out of the communication

range of the parent node. Movement delta mdc represents the deviation of

the current direction compared to the direction heading towards the short-

est path out of the parent’s communication range. Both arc and wrc would

be 0 if node c is out of the communication range of p at the time the next

query interval ends. We assume that children are more likely to turn into

the worst-case direction if their current angle is close to this worst-case di-

rection. Combining both, the child quality is composed of cqc = arc +wrc.

Child qualities cqc are classified as worse the closer the value gets to 0.

Ordering Connected Children

Each parent p ∈ P τ
updates the child qualities ∀c ∈ Cp : cqc = arc + wrc

each time after receiving a PR(c,∗). Next, p arranges each child c ∈ Cp

ascending based on cqc. Suppose children c1, c2, c3 are connected to parent
p where p ∈ P τ

, having the following child qualities: 0.65, 0.15, and 0.92.
It follows that the set Cp is ordered as follows ⟨c2, c1, c3⟩. Nodes at the

beginning of p ∈ P τ
are more likely to be out of communication range of

their parent pwithin subsequent query timers. The order of a set of children

also defines the report order children follow, meaning that a node at the

first position of this set starts broadcasting the Parent Reply, which is also
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received by other children having the same parent. In this case, children of

higher order drop their desired Parent Reply.

Sub-tree Quality

With the branch quality, it is possible to infer how many children are con-

nected, as well as to draw conclusions about their qualities. Formally, the

branch quality bqp, where p ∈ P τ
, sums up child qualities of all connected

children c ∈ Cp as follows: bqp =
∑

c∈Cp
cqc. These branch qualities are

decision-makers for children to switch to another parent in case they re-

ceive a Membership Query from another parent. Based on the protocol of

SoCM, parents update their list of children each time they receive a Parent
Reply.

Tree Quality

Only controllers compute the tree quality of the current tree. The compu-

tation is similar compared to the branch quality. Therefore, the controller

sums up all known branch qualities as follows: tqτ =
∑

p∈P τ bqp. All

parents forward their branch qualities to their parent using Parent Reply
until all qualities reach the controller. Controllers update the tree quality

each time they receive a Parent Reply. In addition, the controller includes

the tree quality in each Membership Query. This quality is forwarded with

Membership Queries by each parent until leaves of this tree receive this in-

formation.

6.4.6 Results

In this section, we perform a tree merging process to examine if the SoCM

process, including the proposed controller election, performs as expected.

The objective is to verify the correct functionality of SoCM. Thereby, we

also take into account produced message overhead. All simulation param-

eters are listed in Table 6.3.

We placed two initially isolated MANETs on the playground, meaning

no participant of both trees reaches any node of the other one. MANET A
comprises 19 nodes each connected to at least two participants. The sec-

ond (MANET B) comprises 5 participants. MANET A is already initialized,

meaning the role of the controller and a tree structure already exists. Each

participant of MANET B starts from the north-east moving towards MA-

NETA. At approximately simulation time 80 sec, bothMANETsmerge and
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Table 6.3: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Number of nodes 25
Communication range 100 m
Bitrate of nodes 2 Mbps
Initialization phase 20 sec
Membership Query interval 3 sec
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(b) Controllers during simulation.

Figure 6.15: Message overhead and number of elected controller during sim-

ulation time.

negotiate the controller role. One controller should drop its role during the

merge process resulting in a single MANET. The tree of MANET B will

initialize at the beginning to verify if single controller election within the

MANET works as expected. The main objective is to examine the behavior

and the message overhead of SoCM at the time both MANET trees reach

each other. We investigate the number of sentMembership Queries and the
number of controllers during simulation time. The scenario ran 10 times

applying different seeds to average out measurement errors.

Figure 6.15 depicts the number of sentMembership Queries and the num-

ber of controllers during the entire simulation time. Membership Query
message overhead at the beginning stands out significantly, referring to

the period until simulation time 30 sec in Plot 6.15a. We observed sev-
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eral simultaneously broadcastedMembership Queries during this time span.

MANET B experiences a higher message volume because participants ne-

gotiate the controller role, as assumed. Each node periodically broadcasts

Membership Queries comparing tree qualities and controller ids. The con-

trol message overhead decreases thereafter and shrinks further after the

described MANET merge situation finished. It can be concluded that fewer

parent nodes exist over time.

Plot 6.15b depicts the number of controllers along the complete simula-

tion time. The number of elected controllers is around 6 at the beginning as

expected. It takes some time, until approximately simulation time 15 sec,
until the initialization phase of MANETB finishes. We can observe that the

number of controllers is slightly above 2, which is caused by the interfer-

ence of several Membership Queries. Children classify the missing control

message as a lost parent connection and assign themselves the controller

role, which is dropped after the nextMembership Query from their previous

parent. We experience an averaged slight decrease of controller roles after

the merge process at the time both MANETs finish (after simulation time

80 sec) reaching almost 1 controller. The temporary assumed controller

role of participants is still present after the merging process. Here too, the

simultaneous transmissions of Membership Queries that result in separa-

tions of parent and child connections cause the children to elect themselves

as controllers.

This proof-of-concept evaluation verifies the correct functionality of

SoCM. We also experience a slight control message decrease at runtime,

which can be attributed to a meaningful reordering of the tree at runtime.

6.5 SUMMARY

Relying on an uplink channel in order to provide connectivity to routing

services is risky as this single point of failure is error-prone. This uplink

channel is used to feed the routing instance with current topology infor-

mation. Having the complete network topology is essential because this

knowledge is required to achieve the desired routing goal to the best possi-

ble extent. The objective of this thesis is to distribute all flows in a way to

achieve the least network utilization while computing paths of flows that

seem to be robust in terms of connection lifetimes.

We proposed a controller-equipped MANET architecture deploying the

controller on any arbitrary participant of this network, called Sc-MANET,

to overcome the single point of failure issue. This self-organized controller-
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managed MANET provides up-to-date topology knowledge on the con-

troller node ready to serve as the routing engine for route requests of MA-

NET participants. To begin, we highlighted drawbacks in terms of incom-

plete and inconsistent topology knowledge of proactive full topology gath-

ering strategies based on the routing protocol OLSR [Cla+14]. Built on that,

we proposed Re-SoTUP [Str+20] providing a reactive topology update pro-

cess focusing on an up-to-date and complete topology snapshot in terms

of nodes and their connections. The algorithm, triggered by the controller,

constructs a tree having the controller as root while generating neighbor-

hood information of each node. Next, sub-topologies are forwarded by each

node across each branch towards the controller, forming the complete net-

work representation for routing on the controller node.

Re-SoTUP is tested on microcontrollers forming a MANET, and with

simulation scenarios, on the one hand, to ensure correct functionality in

real-life environments and, on the other hand, to investigate scalability of

the algorithm. Results focused on execution times and completeness of re-

sponded topologies. The evaluations prove conceptual functionality on mi-

crocontrollers. Up to 90 nodes on various playground sizes provide exten-

sive insights regarding completeness, runtimes, and scalability. Topology

representations are almost complete but decrease with the number of nodes

to approximately 95% if participants select multiple parents to report their

sub-topologies to. Closing the gap, Re-SoTUP has been evaluated against

OLSR with increasing node mobility configurations. Minimum runtimes of

Re-SoTUP prove advantageous when mobility of the participants is con-

figured. The topology representation remains complete even with mobil-

ity patterns up to 30 km/h. No noticeable inconsistencies were found in

outdated or missing topology information. On the other hand, OLSR had

to deal with significant inconsistencies, when comparing Re-CeTUP and

OLSR regarding missing connections.

Full topology knowledge is only valuable if one has access to it. Route

computation must be accessible for each MANET participant at runtime

with minimal control message overhead as wireless channels, especially

in the military sector, are restricted [MKL15]. Also, controller function-

ality must be provided in case of outages and MANET merge situations.

We, therefore, introduced SoCM [Hag+22] focusing on all-time controller

reachability and controller management. The first leverages the tree gener-

ated by Re-SoTUP applying node and branch rearrangements to minimize

message overhead. Thereby each tree member applies a resource-efficient

update mechanism to keep track of its upstream node. The former part of
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SoCM provides that only one node is assigned the controller role, consid-

ering controller outages and tree merging scenarios of several MANETs.

Preliminary results prove correct functionality of SoCM. In addition, we

observed a reduced control message overhead.
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CHAPTER 7

Time-sensitive Multi-flow Routing

The previous Chapters 4, 5, and 6 provide essential research defining and

verifying preconditions, required for achieving minimum network utiliza-

tion and the most robust paths. Within this RQ, we self-design, extend,

and apply heuristics and exact pathfinding techniques to accomplish this

routing objective.

RQ 1 investigates transmission overhead in highly-utilizedMANET sce-

narios. More precisely, the chapter provides accurate utilization recordings

of single connections and also of routes, using omni-directional antennas.

Thereby, RQ 1 also determines an upper utilization recording threshold

when measurements become inaccurate. This extension enriches MANET

routing in avoiding links not providing sufficient transmission capacities.

Even more, one may compute the future utilization of the MANET based on

the potential route and data rate of an upcoming flow. TheMulti-flow Rout-

ing Model (MfDM), proposed in this chapter, leverages utilization record-

ings in aiming for minimum network overhead.

Furthermore, RQ 2 and RQ 3 propose algorithms and processes to re-

port up-to-date and complete MANET topology snapshots representing all

connections and participants to the controller as a graph. This controller

is either physically deployed on an outsourced instance, reachable via an

uplink channel, or deployed on an arbitrary MANET participant. The latter

approach uses one wireless channel for data and control message overhead.

Both topology-gathering techniques provide fast runtimes and almost com-

plete knowledge about current connections and MANET participants.

Unifying these MANET-specific extensions of RQ 1 to RQ 3 (Chap-

ters 4 to 6) with the MfDM, generates a complete routing framework for

MANETs. Based on that, the objective of this chapter is to investigate if

and to which extent routing can benefit from global topology knowledge

and knowledge about current utilization of transmitting and idle connec-

tions in MANETs. Therefore, we propose several self-developed, extended,
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and adapted pathfinding techniques and compare their results with each

other. In particular, all approaches are evaluated regarding runtimes, found

capacity-conform path settings, and their robustness. The latter represents

the lifetimes of found paths. In doing so, we present a link quality metric

distinguishing robust from fragile connections.

We also introduce theMfDMworkflow comprising theMANETGenera-

tor and sub-components, the Scenario Generator, MANET Routing Engine,

and the Mobility Simulator. The first constructs MANET-like topologies

and includes properties of connections and nodes, such as the utilization

model, among others, to mimic real-world conditions. The Scenario Gen-

erator artificially generates over-utilized network situations that must be

resolved by pathfinding techniques of the MANET Routing Engine. The

Mobility Simulator simulates mobility to determine how long the transmit-

ting links are connected.

This chapter is organized as follows: To begin, we highlight specify

MANET demands regarding multi-flow routing and point out the result-

ing requirements followed by the objective of this chapter. Next, we ex-

tend framework components and architecture parts related to this RQ. We

thereafter introduce the MfDM, which represents a evaluation application

considering and applying all findings of previous RQs. Thereby, we also

introduce briefly how all parts logically fit together. Afterwards, we deep

dive into all pathfinding techniques followed by an extensive evaluation.

We conclude this chapter with a classification of all pathfinding techniques

to recommend, which solution to use in different application scenarios.

7.1 CHALLENGES AND ROUTING OBJECTIVE

In this chapter, we introduce challenges of multi-flow routing in MANETs

with an exemplary scenario to address the requirements and the objective.

Assume two flows (f(10,4) and f(0,1)) are supposed to be delivered in the

grid MANET, as shown in Figure 7.1. Flow f(10,4) (orange colored) is al-

ready deployed utilizing all transmitting connections. The link (0, 1) is al-
most completely utilized, as shown with a red connection. An additional

transmission between 0 and 1 (teal colored) is planned, whichwould exceed
the capacity of link (0, 1).

Re-distribution of the already deployed flow f(10,4) resolves the upcom-

ing stressed segment and releases required transmission capacities for flow

f(0,1). This guarantees capacity-conform path computations in MANETs.

Furthermore, we also aim for robust connections of path participants to ex-
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(a) Path of f(10,4) is already deployed

utilizing especially edge (0, 1) al-

most completely. Both flows together

would over-utilized this red colored

link.

0 1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14

(b) Re-distribution of the already de-

ployed flow f(10,4) provides suffi-

cient transmission capacities for flow

f(0,1).

Figure 7.1: Exemplary routing example to avoid an upcoming over-utilized

network situation. Colored arrows depict already deployed paths of a flow

demanding capacity of the corresponding connection. Red colored links

show over-utilized connections. Red arrows represent mobility of MANET

participants in a specific direction.

tend the lifetimes of routes. Occurring link breaks of active connections

require path re-distributions which produces computation overhead on the

controller where routes are computed. In addition, transmissions of broken

paths must be paused until new paths are available, otherwise frames will

get lost. Speaking of time-sensitive transmissions, such as video calls, these

interrupted data deliveries could cause QoS violations.

Link and node characteristics, such as reception powers and speed of

nodes classify the robustness of connections. To extend connection life-

times, path computation techniques must prefer connections, having low

speed and high signal connection strength. Consequently, flow f(10,4) is de-
toured via nodes 13, 14, and 9 instead of node 13, 8, and 9 because node 8
moves away from 13 and 9, which is shown in Figure 7.1b with red arrows.

Being aware of the introduced challenges, multi-flow routing should not

generate an over-utilized MANET situation. In particular, no link should be

chosen for data delivery that exceeds its configured capacity boundary. On

top, pathfinding techniques should focus on robust paths in terms of signal

strength and mobility of nodes. Participants in MANETs are moving, re-

sulting in an ever-changing topology. If pathfinding in addition focuses on

these characteristics (connection strength and speed of nodes), the chosen

links should provide long connection lifetimes.

Furthermore, the runtime of each path computation technique should

be kept as small as possible to avoid path deployments on outdated topology
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constellations, as participants are moving continuously.

All these mentioned requirements form the overall objective of the MA-

NET Routing Engine which is summarized in the following sentence: Path

computations aim to compute a long-living path for each flow in minimum

runtime while not over-utilizing any active connection.

7.2 FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS

The thesis proposes a framework comprising two network architectures,

named Cc-MANET and Sc-MANET. We present several pathfinding tech-

niques for MANETs in this chapter, which are included in the MfDM. Each

individual pathfinding approach is either deployed on the Sc-MANET, hav-

ing the controller deployed on an arbitrary node of theMANET (Chapter 6),

or included in the Cc-MANET architecture depending on the characteristic

of each technique. The controller of the latter architecture is outsourced

and reachable via an uplink channel, as introduced in Chapter 5.

Figure 7.2 shows both MANET architectures. Figures 7.2a and 7.2b in-

troduce two new components, named the Routing Engine and Robust

Link Property. We now discuss the functionality of both components and

highlight interactions with already existing components.

The controller of both architectures is equipped with the Routing En-

gine, consisting of specific pathfinding techniques all heading for multi-

flow distribution, considering the objectives, introduced in Section 7.1. In-

put parameters are a set of flows, each having origin-target pairs and the

required data rate. The topology representation is the data basis for rout-

ing. Mobility patterns of participants and links, having characteristics, such

as connection strengths, data rates, and current utilizations, are used to de-

scribe a MANET topology. Active and passive utilization of links increases

due to transmissions as well as logical and physical occupation, based on

CSMA/CA since this MAC technique is assumed to be used by all partici-

pants.

The Routing Engine starts to search for a path for each flow after the

topology update process of either Cc-MANET or Sc-MANET is finished.

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 elaborate on how to provide an up-to-date topol-

ogy knowledge. The former architecture proposes an Access Manage-

ment technique for each participant, in case an uplink channel for each

MANET participant is available to reach the controller. This topology up-

date process, named Re-CeTUP, remains the same, meaning the topology

snapshot is triggeredwhen the controller receives a Flow Request, forcing all
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Figure 7.2: Outsourced and self-organized controller-equipped MANET ar-

chitectures providing multi-flow routing. Magnifiers highlight new con-

troller entities having the Routing Engine and Robust Link Property

deployed (red-colored). Section 5.3.1 shows Figure 7.2a in original size. This

right figure is shown in original size in Figure 6.10. New components not

included.

registered nodes to immediately report their adjacency lists via the uplink

to the controller in their allocated slot. In this context, deployed and not yet

deployed flows are included in the upcoming pathfinding process heading

for the mentioned objective. Thereby, the Robust Link Property com-

ponent supports selecting potentially long-living links during path compu-

tation. The newly computed path setting is transmitted via the uplink to

the MANET. Nodes update their forwarding tables and deliver the flows

accordingly.

In case an uplink is unavailable, nodes apply Re-SoTUP and SoCM, in-

cluded in the framework architecture Sc-MANET. SoCM constantly provi-

des a route to the controller for each participant so that Flow Requests reach
the corresponding controller. After processing a Flow Request the controller
starts Re-SoTUP instructing all participants to update their directly con-

nected nodes and report a list, consisting all neighbors back to the con-

troller. Both techniques, SoCMandRe-SoTUP, are introduced in Sections 6.2

and 6.4. After the topology has been reported, the controller takes over and

starts theRouting Engine using the updated topology. Next, the controller

leverages the tree constructed by Re-SoTUP to inform path participants to

update their forwarding tables according to the routing information.

The rest of this section introduces a new framework parameter. We

must quantify connection robustness to distinguish between seemingly ro-

bust and weak connections. We therefore extend the global parameters and
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Table 7.1: Global parameters and variables used in multiple RQs.

Properties Belonging Description

n n ∈ N Unique id of a MANET participant.

τ τ ∈ N Unique id of the controller.

of o ∈ N , f ∈ F Origin node of a flow.

tf t ∈ N , f ∈ F Target node of a flow.

pf p ⊆ N , f ∈ F Path as sequence of nodes of a flow.

df f ∈ F Demanded data rate of a flow.

ul l ∈ L Current utilization of a link.

cl l ∈ L Capacity of a link.

ql l ∈ L Quality of a link.

variables of this thesis (Table 7.1) with the link quality ql, where l ∈ L rep-

resents the degree of robustness. The red-colored row shows this newly

defined link quality parameter. The value of the link quality ql can be any

floating number of R∩ [0, 1]. The lower ql, the better the assumed connec-

tion lifetime of l. Path computation techniques use this parameter during

route computations to aim for the most robust links.

Subsection 7.3.4, which is part of the following section defines and eval-

uates the composition of the robust link quality.

7.3 THE MULTI-FLOW ROUTING MODEL

Investigating if and to which extent routing can benefit from accurate con-

nection utilization and up-to-date MANET topology knowledge requires a

complete evaluation workflow. This workflow must implement each path-

finding approach andmust provide equalMANET scenarios. Equal scenario

conditions must include the MANET topology structure, connection char-

acteristics, origin and target pairs including the data rate of each flow, and

mobility patterns of participants. To summarize, each run must provide

equal conditions for each pathfinding technique to compare all approaches

appropriately.

We therefore implemented a simulation environment in Java1 compris-

ing multiple modules. This evaluation workflow is called MfDM. MfDM

provides various MANET topologies and mobility models aiming at real-

1
https://www.java.com/en/
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istic conditions, such as radio signal propagations and mobility patterns,

among others. Pathfinding techniques are applied to these generated MA-

NETs. The simulation environment and all dependencies are available on

GitHub
234

.

In this section, we first introduce the MfDM and deep-dive into each

component. Thereby, we formalize MANET characteristics, such as wire-

less connection specifications, robust link qualities, and properties of nodes,

among others. In general, this worflow unites all components in this evalu-

ation workflow to illustrate how realistic MANETs based on these compo-

nents are constructed.

7.3.1 Evaluation Workflow

Figure 7.3 depicts the process and all components of the proposed MfDM.

The Topology Constructor is capable of generating various topologies, such

as grid, random, cluster, among others topologies. Next, the workflow as-

signs characteristics to vertices and edges of these network graphs to con-

struct realisticMANET topologies. The Topology Constructor is introduced

in Section 7.3.2.

Further, the MANET Generator extends the MfDM by adding the Uti-

lization Setup and the Link Property Integration to a generated MANET.

These two components comprise the utilization model and the robust link

quality. We introduce the former in Section 7.3.3 and the latter in Sec-

tion 7.3.4.

Thereafter, the Scenario Generator constructs an over-utilized network

situation for the previously constructed MANET. In particular, the Scenario

Generator searches for a path setting of a predefined number of flows using

Dijkstra [Dij59], applying the robust link quality. Thereby this component

successively increases the data rates of all requested flows and restarts Dijk-

stra until a pre-configured degree of over-utilization is reached. The source-

target pairs of all flows and their associated data rate demands are taken by

each pathfinding approach in order to resolve these over-utilized segments

by finding new paths in the same MANET. No transmitting link chosen

as part of a path must exceed its transmission capacity. We elaborate on

generating over-utilized network situations in Section 7.3.5.

The MANET Routing Engine comprises all pathfinding techniques in-

troduced in Section 7.4. In a real scenario, the controller would receive

2
https://github.com/F1-C0D3/JGraphLib

3
https://github.com/F1-C0D3/MANETModel

4
https://github.com/F1-C0D3/MANETRoutingInstance
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Figure 7.3: Evaluation workflow of the MfDM.

a Flow Request. Next, the controller would either start Re-CeTUP or Re-

SoTUP, depending on the network architecture. The current topology rep-

resentation is then used by the controller to find possible path combinations

that would not overload the actual MANET in theory. After a success-

ful calculation, the resulting routes are transmitted to the network with

a Flow Distribution. The MANET Routing Engine simulates finding these

paths, applying several pathfinding techniques to identify the advantages

and disadvantages of each technique to discuss which approach to use in

which situation.

Lastly, theMobility Simulator evaluates the robustness of each capacity-

conform path setting, computed by each approach, by measuring the time

each path remains connected. Furthermore, the Mobility Simulator allows

for the configuration of different mobility models, comprising speed and

update times. This component is introduced in Section 7.3.6.

The following section introduces each component of the MfDM in de-

tail.

7.3.2 Topology Constructor

The component Topology Constructor provides various typical MANET

network topologies ranging from a grid, to a cluster, to random layouts.

At the beginning, vertices are placed on the network connected via edges

based on the topology type. These entities represent nodes and their links
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to other participants when assigning common MANET characteristics.

In general, connections between nodes are generated depending on the

distances between them. To begin, the MfDM allows to specify the maxi-

mum distance between two nodes. A connection between two participants

exists if the distance is below the maximum. One can also specify the min-

imum distance between nodes to define the topology structure more pre-

cisely. Additional link properties, that characterize connections are dis-

cussed in Section 7.3.2.

The grid topology is mainly used for testing and debugging of routing,

and shortest paths algorithms, as well as to verify the correct functionality

of the utilization model, which represents the effect of using the wireless

channel with the MAC protocol CSMA/CA [IEEE802.11]. The grid graph

is configurable regarding the network size. The number of participants is

adapted based on the configured height and width.

Cluster topologies are mainly developed for military transmission sim-

ulations. A cluster in this topology represents an individual unit in which

nodes communicate with each other within and beyond their own cluster.

Therefore, cluster graphs construct corridors, containing a crowd of nodes

(clusters). Only a fraction of participants have a connection to a neigh-

boring cluster node, constructing a potential route to each node of the en-

tire network. Cluster topologies can be configured based on the number of

nodes, the distances between them, and specific cluster properties. These

specific properties range from size in terms of height and width to cluster

distances.

Random topologies produce networks in which nodes are arbitrarily

placed around already existing nodes following predefined constraints to

guarantee a certain graph density. Thereby, node distances are also consid-

ered to stretch the graph in its size. One can increase the number of nodes

around existing ones, thus increasing the number of neighbors of each par-

ticipant as well as the graph density. This makes this topology scalable

when increasing the number of topology participants. Also, when running

the TopologyConstructorwith the randomgraph topology constructor, one

can configure the playground size in length and width in combination with

the number of participants. Combining these parameters with a minimum

andmaximum edge distance of nodes achieves a flexible and balanced num-

ber of connections. The minimum distance defines the distance, two ran-

domly placed vertices must have from each other. The maximum distance

determines if a link exists when generating link characteristics. The link

characteristic of connections is described in this section.
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Practically, the random topology generator starts with an initial vertex

randomly placed on the defined playground size. Each further vertex is

only placed on the playground if the randomly defined position is below

the minimum configured distance to any surrounding node and if this node

is within themaximum defined distance of at least one node. This generates

topologies in which the minimum distances between nodes are provided.

This topology structure is well suited to outline the advantages and dis-

advantages of all pathfinding techniques as the amount of possible path set-

tings increases based on the node degree and the distances between them.

Because of that, this topology type is mainly applied throughout upcoming

evaluations.

After generating a suitable topology, each vertex receives capabilities

to act as MANET participant. These characteristics are described in the

upcoming section. Furthermore, we extend all edges with additional char-

acteristics to formalize robust link qualities, also discussed in this section.

Node Characteristics

Vertices become MANET nodes when the Topology Constructor extends

the vertices with simple and complex properties. MANET participants are

expected to move which is why nodes have assigned mobility patterns

generating various velocities heading in different directions. The MfDM

records speed and directions of all nodes at predefined time stamps, called

ticks.

Starting with the simple properties, each node is assigned a transmis-

sion range that is identical to the maximum distance used in the MANET

Generator to place participants on the area. With respect to complex con-

figuration parameters, nodes are configured with a carrier frequency. We

used the 2.4 GHz frequency for our evaluations. Also, each node n ∈ N
has the property transmission power tpn as well as the reception threshold

rtn (both in watts).

The node mobility is also partitioned into simple and complex proper-

ties. The simple property returns the last recorded tick of each node which

can be used to form the link quality. The complex property computes the

weighted moving average of i previous ticks, where i can be configured.

Ticks closer to the current time are given more weight. We use the com-

plex speed recording technique for our evaluations.
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Link Characteristics

Edges become links in extending them with additional properties. There-

fore, each edge of a graph is also extended with either simple or complex

properties.

Each simple link has the properties capacity cl and utilization ul, de-

fined in Table 7.1, where l ∈ L. When using the simple radio model, the

first property (cl) is set before the simulation starts. When applying the

complex model, each link l ∈ L also has the property reception power rpl,

which is based on the free space path loss model [Cer19] and defined as

follows:

rp(n,m) = tpn ·
( w

4 · π · d(n,m)

)2
(7.1)

The reception power rp(n,m) of the link (n, m) with receiver m de-

pends on the transmission power tpn of the sender n which is multiplied

by the free space path loss model. This model describes the quadratic signal

power loss of radio waves depending on the distance between sender and

receiver and the wavelength. The parameter w represents the wavelength.

The function d(n,m) returns the distance between nodes n and m, where

(n, m) ∈ L. In general, frames can only be decoded if rp(n,m) ≥ rtm,

where rtm represents the reception threshold of node m.

The link capacity cl, where l ∈ L, is computed with the Shannon-

Hartley theorem [Des09] when using the complex model (Equation 7.2).

cl = bw · log2

(
1 +

(
20 · log10(rpl

bn
)
))

(7.2)

The voltage of radio waves arriving at the receiver’s antenna depends on

the distance between two nodes. The transmission rates (Mbps) of links

decrease with increasing distances between two nodes. This equation uses

the received reception power rpl of link l ∈ L to compute the theoretical

transmission capacity cl. Thereby, bw and bn represent the channel band-

width and the background noise, respectively.

7.3.3 Utilization Setup

At this point, nodes and their links are classified MANET-like, comprising

connection characteristics, such as maximum transmission capacities, re-

ception powers, and robust link qualities, among others. Nodes have trans-

mission powers and apply mobility patterns.
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Figure 7.4: Utilized links (red-colored) based on a deployed flow f(2,3) from
node 2 to 3 applying theMAC protocol CSMA/CA. Dashed circles represent

transmission ranges of 2 and 3.

Next, we propose the formal description of link utilization and imple-

ment this model in the MfDM. This model is used to theoretically identify

all links being utilized because of a transmission of a node in the MANET.

All affected links reduce their residual transmission capacities according to

the required data rate of a flow. Applying this model lets us analyze which

links exceed their transmission capacities in decreasing their capacity ac-

cording to the data rates when computing a path setting of multiple flows.

Section 4.2.2 elaborates on signal propagation of wireless transmissions

especially in multi-hop networks, such as MANETs. The formal definition

of link utilization is based on this section and determines the links being

utilized based on the path and data rate demand of a specific flow when

applying the MAC protocol CSMA/CA.

The utilization concept is introduced with the example in Figure 7.4,

showing a MANET as a directed graph, forming a chain where node 2
transmits flow f(2,3). Red-colored links show which connections between

nodes are occupied and consequently utilized during frame sequences of

this flow. A frame sequence describes the delivery of a data frame based on

CSMA/CA comprising its mandatory control frames RTS, CTS, and ACK. A

detailed description is introduced in Section 2.4.1. Dashed circles represent

the transmission ranges of nodes 2 and 3.
At first, node 2 broadcasts a RTS to 3 trying to reserve the channel if

3 is free for reception. The transmitted RTS also reaches node 1 since the

transmission range of 2 is omni-directional. This forces node 1 to stay idle

according to the NAV for the upcoming frame sequence between 2 and 3
when decoding the RTS of 2. Suppose, node 0 starts a transmission re-

quest to 1 during the frame sequence between 2 and 3. Node 1 would not

respond in this situation. Next, node 3 responds to 2 with a CTS also reach-

ing node 4, which, like node 1, will stay idle during the upcoming data
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exchange. Generally, all surrounding nodes receiving RTS or CTS are not

able to transmit or receive data. Because of that, transmission capacities of

all red-colored links which are connected to nodes receiving either a RTS

or CTS are reduced by the data rate of flow f(2,3).
More formally, the set of utilized links U(n, m) based on the transmis-

sion of a link (n, m), where (n, m) ∈ L is defined as follows:

U(n, m) := {(i, j) ∈ L|i ∈ N(n, m) ∨ j ∈ N(n, m)} (7.3)

The set N(n) := {m ∈ N |(m, n) ∨ (n, m) ∈ L} represents the set of

nodes which are directly connected to n. N(n, m) := N(n)∪N(m), where
(n, m) ∈ L unites all neighboring nodes of n and m. Based on that, each

link l′ ∈ U(l) increases its utilization ul′ based on the configured data

rate df
of flow f . Equation 7.3 is applicable to all active links currently

transmitting data to determine all links in the network being utilized at this

point. This lets one compute to which degree each link is utilized and also

how much capacity is left for an upcoming flow and its data rate demand.

In general, we distinguish between actively and passively utilized links.

An active link is defined as a connection currently transmitting or receiv-

ing a flow and consequently utilizing the link. A passively utilized link is

also a connection of the set of utilized links that is also utilized but is not

transmitting or receiving data actively of any flow. In particular, suppose

multiple flows are deployed resulting in multiple paths. A link a might be

included in U(b) and U(c), where connections b and c forward different

paths and a is not actively transmitting. Link a would be utilized twice by

the data rates of both flows and would decrease its transmission capacity

ca accordingly. However, a link could also be elected by multiple flows to

actively transmit or receive data.

The controller uses the network graph G (links and nodes) including all

properties, such as transmission capacities cl, mobility patterns, and speed

sn, among other, where l ∈ L and n ∈ N , and applies the pathfinding

techniques to the network representation. In doing so, the controller de-

ploys and undeploys paths of flows on its current topology representation,

not on the actual MANET. Deploying a path on the topology representation

increases the utilization of links whereas undeploying does the opposite.

7.3.4 Link Property Integration

This section first verifies to which extent speed and connection distances

of nodes affect the lifetimes of links in MANETs. We carried out a proof-of-

concept simulation in order to determine the efficiency of node speeds and
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connection distances as robust link quality representation. Therefore, we

adapted the costs of links to determine the robust link quality when com-

puting paths with Dijkstra [Dij59]. Furthermore, we formalize the robust

link quality which is applied in all evaluations of this chapter.

Assessing Speed and Connection Characteristics

The mobility of MANET participants forces path computations to respond

quickly with an adequate path setting for all current flows as active links

are prone to disconnect and new links may emerge. The faster new paths

are deployed on a current topology, the longer the new path setting will last

as participants are moving even during path computations. However, route

lifetimes can further be influenced when including additional characteris-

tics of connections and mobility patterns of nodes in path computations.

For instance, two nodes in near vicinity both moving slowly will proba-

bly be connected longer compared to two nodes moving fast in opposite

directions.

Routing protocols, such as AODV [DPB03] aim for the least number of

hops when generating the shortest paths from origins to targets, assuming

no further influences, like overloaded network segments. Destinations re-

spond to the first RREQ message with a RREP and ignore further RREQs.

The first request most likely uses the least number of intermediate hops as

packet processing on the nodes takes the most time during route construc-

tion. However, such paths do not last long as the next hops of established

routes are more likely almost out of coverage of their predecessor nodes,

which makes path robustness of AODV fragile. Disconnections arise if path

participants move out of each others’ communication ranges.

We have observed the same behavior when applying standard Dijk-

stra [Dij59] with edge weight 1 as this weight aims for the same objective.

This configuration also returns paths for a particular node or all partici-

pants of a network having minimum intermediate nodes which also results

in short connection lifetimes [SSG20].

Based on that knowledge, we propose a proof-of-concept scenario to

investigate if and to which extent speeds and distances of participants in-

fluence the connection lifetimes of active links compared to the lifetimes

when using standard Dijkstra (link weight 1). The scenarios aim to test the

self-defined connection qualities, which is why less emphasis was placed

on a realistic simulation environment. For instance, the distances between

participants were used as an indicator to characterize connections in terms

of robustness, as general improvements of our defined link quality are in
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focus at first.

Keeping that in mind, the following evaluation is carried out with the

Cc-MANET architecture using Pro-CeTUP as topology update technique.

Only for these runs, the controller has a modified link weight metric equip-

ped to generate robust paths. We therefore defined and implemented a link

weight comprising mobility and connection distances. For these scenarios,

MANET participants include positions (x-coordinates and y-coordinates)

and their speed patterns in Topology Update messages, enabling the con-

troller to include distances between nodes and their mobility patterns in

the path computations.

We simulated 30 mobile MANET nodes, equipped with 2 Mbit data

rate and 110 m communication range on a 430 m × 190 m playground.

Nodes are moving based on the RWP mobility model [AWS06]. Each par-

ticipant randomly chooses a speed between 0 km/h and 60 km/h for 8 sec
to 10 sec and changes direction (0◦

to 180◦
) randomly. 5 flows, each de-

manding 50 Kbps, are transmitted during the simulation time which is set

to 150 sec. Origin nodes request a route from the controller using the up-

link channel and transmit data till the simulation ends. The controller de-

tects disconnections in already existing routes when constructing the net-

work graph with Topology Updates and recomputes paths if link breaks are

detected. We evaluated this setting with the Topology Update time spans

S = {ui1, ui2, ui3, ui4, ui5, ui6, } to also investigate if route lifetimes de-

crease with decreasing accuracy as topology representation becomes inac-

curate with increasing neighbor update and topology update intervals. For

instance, update interval ui1, triggers each MANET participant to transmit

Neighbor Updates and Topology Updates every second.

The link weight is partitioned into two parts. The first comprises the

speed of the next hop node of the potential route towards the destination.

The second represents the distance between two nodes n and m, where

(n, m) ∈ L. Together, these two characteristics represent the link quality,

stored in each edge weight. With respect to the speed classification, we de-

fine 4 speed classes, each ranging 15 km/h. Class 1 for instance comprises

0 km/h to 15 km/h. The link weight increases linearly with each speed

class. Furthermore, the closer the participants are to each other, the lower

(better) the link quality is defined.

Distances of connections below 15 m and above 85 m are not consid-

ered during path construction to first of all avoid to many route participants

lined up one after another and second of all to eliminate connection inter-

ruptions arising immediately after route construction. The speeds of the
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Table 7.2: Comparing robust link quality (wr) based on speeds and distan-

ces of nodes with standard link weight 1 (ws) using Dijkstra.

Througput [Mbps] Route Replies Route LengthS
wr ws wr ws wr ws

ui1 14.28 15.97 20365.0 51333.9 6.06 5.27
ui2 15.35 14.63 13122.4 56795.0 5.68 3.47
ui3 15.18 13.03 7505.6 24776.2 5.25 4.11
ui4 15.59 12.27 6912.7 27240.1 5.95 4.09
ui5 12.08 11.31 13393.1 26111.9 4.45 2.90
ui6 12.92 12.39 8273.1 32622.0 4.13 3.26

residual connections are similarly defined compared to the distance classi-

fication between nodes. Compared to the distance boundaries, nodes are

also considered if their speeds approach 0 km/h. Overall, velocities are

normalized in the range [0, 1] ∈ R and also partitioned into 4 classes of

equal size.

Each speed and distance class is assigned a weight. The weights of

speed and distances are the same, meaning the speed of class 2 has the

same weight as a distance of class 2. All weights of links, whose distances
are below 15 m and above 85 m are set to |L| · |N |. The controller adds

up both weights of each link when computing the paths for the requested

flows.

The focus of this evaluation is to investigate if and to which extent

speeds and distances play a role in extending the lifetimes of computed

paths. We also measure the throughput to find out if the route length has

an influence on the lifetimes of paths. Table 7.2 shows all recorded results

which have been run 10 times to average out measurement errors. The link

weight wr represents the robust link characteristic whereas Dijkstra uses 1
as link weight when ws is configured.

Starting with throughput measurements, the link weight wr delivers

more data compared to ws. It can be concluded that the routes of wr re-

main connected for longer periods of time than paths configured with ws.

More data is lost with ws as connections break down more often resulting

in dropped packets at least until the next Topology Update period ends. In

addition, the controller transmits fewer Flow Distributions to the MANET

via the uplink channel if routing with wr . New routes are only deployed

if an active connection fails, otherwise, the controller stays idle. If nodes
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lose connectivity frequently, they will notify this issue to the controller and

then they will receive new routes via Flow Distributions. It turns out that
routes computed with wr last longer, referring to the number of sent Flow
Distributions. However, wr excludes connections above 85 m radius, lead-

ing to more path participants, which is also shown in the last two columns

of this table. Integrating more nodes in routing increases the utilization of

the entire MANET. This leads to less transmission capacity being available

for further transmissions but on the other hand, leads to more link breaks

of active connections.

These proof-of-concept results show that applying a compromise bet-

ween connection distances and speed of nodes increases the lifetimes of

routes. Furthermore, aiming for the least distances between intermediate

route participants increases the utilization of the MANET as more nodes

forward data to the destinations.

Formalizing the Robust Link Quality

Having a MANET comprising node and link capabilities as well as a wire-

less utilization model, we extend the MANET with the robust link qual-

ity to classify each connection in the network accordingly. The previous

Section 7.3.4 provided insights through the proof-of-concept assessment,

which connection properties are well suited to describe robust links. Based

on that knowledge, we formalize a link quality, focusing on speed of nodes,

connection strength, and the relative directions of nodes.

We apply the weighted moving average to describe the speed over a

time period starting in the past. This technique includes multiple speed

ticks starting at a specific point in the past to the latest speed tick. Current

speed recordings are ranked higher than ones obtained in the past. Based

on that, function s(n) returns the normalized speed of each node n ∈ N .

Unlike the link characteristic of the proof-of-concept evaluation, we use

the reception power to evaluate the connection quality and reliability. The

maximum and minimum defined distances between participants, applied

to the proof-of-concept evaluation, have proven to be promising and are

therefore also used. In doing so, we define the confidence range compris-

ing a lower bound reception power lr(n,m) and an upper bound reception

power ur(n,m). Similar to Equation 7.1, we compute lr(n,m) and ur(n,m)
by adjusting the distance d(n,m) between nodes n and m to obtain the up-

per and lower bounds. The function z(n, m) returns the normalized value

representing the connection strength.

The robust link quality also depends on the movement directions of n
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and m, where (n, m) ∈ L. Therefore, we compare the direction deviations

of the last two mobility ticks of nodes n and m. The closer the deviation of

both directions the better the normalized result of function a(n, m).
Equation 7.4 applies all functions to compute the robust link quality of

link (n, m) ∈ L

q(n,m) = z
(
n, m

)
· wz + s

(
m

)
· ws + a

(
n, m

)
· wa (7.4)

Weights wz , ws, and wa, associated to each function increase and decrease

the value of each property. We obtained the best weight setting during test

runs and used it for all evaluations.

Having determined the link quality of each connection in aMANET, one

can derive the quality of an arbitrary path pf
of flow f ∈ F . In particular,

the qpf
is defined as the sum of all link qualities chosen for a specific path

of flow f . Equation 7.5 defines the path quality qpf
where f ∈ F .

qpf =
|pf |−1∑

i=0
q(ni,ni+1) (7.5)

A path pf
, defines an indexed sequence of nodes ni ∈ pf

, where 0 ≤
i < |pf | and each (ni, ni+1) ∈ L. Further characteristics are described in

Section 4.2.1. According to Equation 7.5, we sum up each link quality of

such a path pf
of flow f ∈ F , starting with origin source of

and ending at

the link with sink node tf
.

The quality of a path qpf
always depends on the path of flow f ∈ F

as long as each flow only stores a single path. However, specific pathfind-

ing techniques, introduced in the Section 7.4 will store multiple paths of

each flow, which requires to compute a path quality for each path of each

flow. The individual data structures, describing multiple paths of a flow are

introduced in these corresponding sections.

7.3.5 Scenario Generator

The MANET Generator ends up providing a complete and realistic MANET

topology representation. To resolve an over-utilizing path setting, onemust

generate routes of multiple flows, exceeding the transmission capacities of

links. The Scenario Generator focuses on generating over-utilzed MANET

scenarios in defining data rates of flows that exceed the transmission ca-

pacities of links.
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With the Scenario Generator, one can configure the number of flows,

the degree of over-utilization in percentage, and a factor specifying how

the data rate of each flow increases during computation. The latter spec-

ifies the accuracy of the MANET’s over-utilization. Furthermore, one can

configure unique source-target pairs or random ones. The unique config-

uration forces the model to not select an already taken node as origin or

target for any further flow. This configuration distributes all flows even

more across the MANET, also generating a more efficient transmission uti-

lization distribution. Also, it is unlikely that participants use two real-time

applications simultaneously. As a recap, the field of applications assumes

real-time services, such as video calls or VoIP calls, as described in Sec-

tion 1.4.

At runtime, the Scenario Generator applies Dijkstra multiple times for

each flow and increases the transmission rates during this process until the

predefined over-utilization degree is reached. All data rate demands are set

to 0 at begin. During each iteration, the Scenario Generator applies Di-

jkstra [Dij59] in combination with the robust link quality and computes

and deploys each path of each flow successively. Thereby, each l′ ∈ U(l)
increases ul′ by the data rate df

of flow f ∈ F if l is selected as a link

actively transmitting data, where l ∈ L. Thereafter, if over-utilization in

the MANET is present, meaning that at least one active link exceeds its

transmission capacity, the utilization of all active links is set in relation to

their capacities and the Scenario Generator verifies if the over-utilization

exceeds the predefined degree of over-utilization. If not, the data rate of

each flow is increased by a value, randomly picked out of 0 and the ini-

tially defined increase factor. Next, the Scenario Generator undeploys each

path in order to set the MANET links to the initial conditions, meaning the

complete capacity of each connection is available again.

This process is repeated until the degree of over-utilization is reached.

The Scenario Generator undeploys and deletes all paths and returns all

flows, comprising origin-target pairs and their data rate demands which

generated the over-utilized path setting, when the configured degree is

reached. Both, origin-target pairs and the data rate demands are input pa-

rameters for the MANET Routing Engine to find paths in the same MANET

which do not over-utilize any active link of the network.

The degree of over-utilization mostly exceeds the predefined config-

uration as the algorithm stops when the current setting is reached. The

increase factor must be kept small to provide minimal deviation, which is

important as runs should be comparable.
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Figure 7.5: Exemplary MANET applying the Scenario Generator compris-

ing 4 colored origin target pairs after artificially generating an over-utilized

situation. The red ellipse represents a possible network region having ac-

tive links that must carry data beyond the configured capacity. Circles rep-

resent MANET nodes and dashed lines the connections between them.

Figure 7.5 depicts an exemplary MANET after running through all steps

from Section 7.3.2 to Section 7.3.5. At this stage of the MfDM, paths and

data rate demands of flows have been determined, over-utilizing a single

or multiple network segments to the configured degree which are depicted

with red ellipses in the background. Having data rates and origin-target

pairs at hand, the next step is to apply pathfinding techniques to resolve

the over-utilization and also to construct long-living paths.

7.3.6 Mobility Simulator

The mobility model and required parameters are defined and applied with

the MANET Generator, as a couple of mobility ticks are simulated before

pathfinding starts. This is due to the fact that the robust link qualities, de-

scribed in Section 7.3.4, require information about the movement patterns

of participants to make a statement about their lifetimes. Based on that, the

Topology Constructor computes 20 ticks of each participant before all link

qualities are determined. Nevertheless, the Mobility Simulator is intended

to verify how long active links stay connected when nodes move based on

the configured mobility model. Therefore, the next movement patterns are

appended to the already calculated ones or continued according to the con-

figured mobility model.

The MfDM provides the RWP and the GM mobility models [AWS06].

The RWP model introduces a straightforward mathematical description to

define the movement pattern of nodes with only a minimum of determin-

istic rules. With the RWP, each node randomly chooses speed and direc-
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tion and moves accordingly. The time each node maintains a certain speed

and direction depends on the configuration of the RWP model. Usually,

this timespan can also be chosen randomly. When this timespan is ex-

ceeded, nodes choose directions and speeds again randomly and behave

as described. Speeds and timespans, the RWP randomly chooses from are

configured as ranges. Both models also include waiting times before nodes

choose new directions and velocities.

In contrast to the RWP, GM generates a more intuitive and natural

movement pattern, so that direction and velocity changes are determined

based on the previous ones. In particular, one can configure the degree of

speed and direction deviations. This means that it can be defined, how far

the current direction can differ from the previous one and howmuch veloc-

ity of the current tick can be changed compared to the previous. Deviations

are also modeled as ranges, randomly chosen by the GM mobility model.

At the beginning, speeds and directions are defined completely randomly.

Our evaluation in this chapter is based on the GM mobility model as it

imitates the behavior of pedestrians which is well suited for our purpose.

Coming back to the workflow, each active link is monitored if the con-

nection after each elapsed tick is still present. In doing so, the MfDM com-

pares the reception powerwith the reception threshold to verify if transmis-

sions are still decodeable which is true if rp(n,m) ≥ rtm, where n, m ∈ N .

In addition, MfDM records the time when a capacity-conform path set-

ting has been deployed until the connection of any active link breaks. The

elapsed time is compared against all other pathfinding techniques which

ran on exactly the same scenario (equal MANET, over-utilizing flow set-

ting, and mobility model).

7.4 THE MANET ROUTING ENGINE

We introduce five pathfinding techniques integrated into the MfDM aiming

for capacity-conform and robust path settings in minimum runtimes. To

provide diversity, the techniques comprise exact and heuristic approaches,

having been self-developed, extended, or applied.

The first self-developed approach is called K-most Disjoint Paths (KmDP).

This technique generates paths havingminimum similarity in terms of com-

monly utilized links per flow while searching for combinations aiming for

a robust and capacity-conform path setting. The Sequence-based Deploy-

ment Strategy (SbDS) is also self-developed, applying the Greedy algorithm

when comparing various path combinations considering all flows. Rate-
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based Distributed Robust Paths (RbDRP) extends previous work of Akin

et al. [AK19] with the wireless utilization model and the robust link char-

acteristic while focusing on minimum runtime. The CPLEX, provided by

IBM
5
is an approximation technique, applying methods like Branch & Cut

and Branch & Bound [Mit09] to compute the global optimum. We propose

and inject a formalized model describing the objective and associated con-

straints for this solver to first of all claim if a solution exists for each run

and second of all to compare the various approaches. For the latter, we

restrict the execution runtime of CPLEX accordingly. Also, we apply GP,

which self-generates and improves solutions in interpreting the result of

the fitness function. GP is modified to accomplish the desired objectives

while keeping runtimes as small as possible.

The following sections introduce each pathfinding technique in detail.

7.4.1 K-most Disjoint Paths

The purpose of KmDP is to generate plenty of paths for each flow and pick a

combination consisting of exactly one path of each flow, having good link

quality and no over-utilization. KmDP is inspired by the Baseline Solu-

tion of Chondrogiannis et al. [Cho+15]. Their research focuses on multiple

paths for a flow with minimum similarity while also trying to reduce the

execution time of their approach.

Based on that, a well-defined number of paths for each flow is computed

at first having a defined set of characteristics, distinguishing them from

each other. Secondly, a rating is established, determining the best combi-

nation (a potential path setting) having no over-utilization and long-living

connections. This requires the following predefinitions: Adequate disjoint-

path characteristics must be defined regarding the similarity of paths of a

single flow. Also, it must be considered which path of each flow to combine

with a path setting in order to elect the setting fulfilling the objective the

best.

We believe that searching for multiple paths consisting of a most dis-

joint characteristic, such as the most different links is a promising approach

as generating a diverse distribution of connections increases the probability

to find a capacity-conform path setting for multiple flows. Having a list of

most disjoint paths per flow requires an appropriate selection strategy as

the number of possible combinations increases with the number of flows.

5
https://www.ibm.com/de-de/products/ilog-cplex-optimization-studio
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1 begin evolvekmostDisjointPaths(F , k)
2 S, D = {}
3 foreach f ∈ F do

4 P f = computeKDisjointPaths(f, k)
5 D = D ∪ P f

;

6 end

7

8 while k > 0 do

9 while |s| < |F| do
10 P f = randNotIn(s, D)
11 drbest = ∞
12 foreach pf

n ∈ P f
do

13 drf
n = sim(pf

n, s)
14 if drf

n < drbest
then

15 drbest = drf
n

16 pbest = pf
n

17 end

18 end

19 s = s ∪ pbest

20 P f = P f \ {pf
n}

21 end

22 S = S ∪ s
23 s = ⟨⟩
24 k = k − 1
25 end

26 return bestSetting(S)
27 end

Algorithm 11: Path setting computation using KmDP.

Because of that, we compared the so-called random with the top-down

selection strategy and compared, which approach finds more capacity-con-

form path settings. Both techniques returned a similar number of found

path settings whereas the random selection strategy found a few more ca-

pacity-conform results, which is why we decided to include this approach

in KmDP.

Enlightened by the k-shortest path algorithm [Yen71] we propose an

adaption, focusing on maximum disjoint paths while computing k number
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of paths per flow where k is configured at startup of the MfDMwhen using

KmDP.

The Algorithm 11 introduces each step of KmDP in detail. Function

commputeKDisjointPaths returns a set of paths with an equal origin and

target pair for each flow. In particular, mutation paths of the initial or k −1
paths are generated, removing nodes and edges to provoke uniqueness. All

unique paths of the k run are stored in a set comparing each of them with

already elected paths of previous shortest path computations of this run.

Therefore, we set all links of both paths in relation to common links to

determine minimum similarity when comparing two unique paths of the

same flow. The most disjoint k paths of a flow f are stored in the set P f
,

where f ∈ F , as shown in Line 4. This function returns the set P f :=
{pf

0 , . . . , pf
k−1} of length k, where each path from index 0 to k−1 is unique

and depends to the flow f ∈ F . The set of k paths of all flows is stored in

D := {P f0 , . . . , P f|F|−1}, when altering through this for loop, as shown

in Line 5.

The next part of the algorithm generates combinations, so-called po-

tential path settings, each stored in a sequence s. All these elected set-

tings are stored in the set S, where S := {s0, . . . , sk−1}. Each setting

s = ⟨pf0
if0 , . . . , pfz

jfz
⟩ stores exactly one path of each requested flow, where

z = |F| − 1. In other words, there must exist exactly one path of each flow

in this list. As a consequence, each s ∈ S stores exactly |F| elements. The

paths pf0
if0 and pfz

jfz
of flows f0 to fz of a path setting s are picked based on

a specific logic, introduced in the subsequent lines of this algorithm. The

indices i and j identify each path of the corresponding flow where both i
and j of flow f0 and fz and of course of each other path of the flows in s
represent a value between 0 and k − 1. We exclusively define that indices

i and j depend on a specific flow, in this case on flows f0 and fz , to show

that each index is related to a different flow.

Lines 8 to 25 deep dive into how each potential path setting is gener-

ated. Function randNotIn randomly selects the P f
where no path of the

corresponding flow is yet stored in the current computed path setting s.
Lines 12 to 18 return a path of this P f

having minimum similarity in terms

of common links compared to all previously found paths, applying the Jac-

card Coefficient [Jac12]. In particular, function sim computes the Jaccard

Coefficient, dividing the intersection of active and passive utilized links of

all paths in swith all active and passive links of the potential path pf
n, where

path pf
n ∈ P f

of flow f ̸∈ s. This result is stored in the disjoint rating drf
n.

The lower drf
n the less similarity is present. The best score is stored in
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drbest
after all paths in P f

have been compared (Line 15). The associated

path with the best score is stored in pbest
(Line 16). KmDP then inserts

pbest
in the sequence s and also removes the path pf

n from P f
in order to

not consider this path more than once during the remaining k result setting

generations, as shown in Line 20. KmDP continues and evaluates all paths

of further flows not stored in the current path setting s until a path of each

flow is stored in s. All complete path settings are stored in the set S, as
shown in Line 22. The algorithm continues until S stores k path settings.

When KmDP finishes and k = 0, each P f
where f ∈ F is an empty set.

Function bestSetting returns a single path setting s having the following

criteria: Firstly, KmDP drops all settings in S where any active link exceeds

its transmission capacity. Secondly, all residual settings are compared with

each other regarding their path qualities. In particular, KmDP sums up all

path qualities qpf
of each pf

in s and selects the path setting of S having

the best result, where f ∈ F .

In general, KmDP compares for each path setting s the similarities to

avoid that routes are computed having the same transmitting links. This

increases the probability of computing paths of flows not over-utilizing the

MANET. However, function randNotIn randomly selects the set of paths

which’s paths are compared with already elected paths of other flows in s.
No specific selection strategy is applied in order to increase the chance for

further flows not to over-utilize the network.

Suppose KmDP computes path settings for two flows. Which paths to

insert at first in the sequence s when generating a new path setting might

be important. The function sim always returns the same path out of the

set of paths when given an empty sequence s. Selecting the set of paths of

the second flow at first could eliminate the only path setting in which no

active link utilizes the MANET. However, selecting the first flow with the

function randNotIn at the beginning might result in over-utilized path

settings only. Specific characteristics describing each set individually re-

garding utilization and path qualities could improve the selection process

and the outcome of KmDP.

Furthermore, KmDP exclusively searches for k paths of each flow f ∈ F
at the beginning. Thereafter, KmDP generates path settings having the least

similarity and lastly returns the setting with ideally comprising no over-

utilization and the best link qualities. It must be noted that KmDP provides

no guarantee of finding a robust path setting in case such a setting exists.

The probability of finding such a setting depends on the number of paths

(k) for each flow, which in turn strongly influences the runtime.
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1 begin EnvolveSbDS(F )

2 s = ⟨⟩
3 while |s| < |F| do
4 qbest = ∞
5 foreach f ∈ {f ∈ F|pf ̸∈ s} do

6 qpf , pf = scoreAndPathOf(f)
7 if qf ≤ qbest

then

8 qbest = qpf

9 pbest = pf

10 end

11 end

12 deployPath(pbest)
13 s = pbest

14 end

15 return s

16 end

Algorithm 12: Path setting computation using SbDS.

7.4.2 Sequence-based Deployment Strategy

The SbDS pathfinding strategy focuses on the local best path quality when

heading for a potential path setting for all requested flows. For good path

quality results, SbDS also applies Dijstkra [Dij59] with our robust link qual-

ity ql as the metric, where l ∈ L, to successively generate a single path for

each flow. Paths are compared regarding their quality and either dropped or

deployed. Flows whose computed paths are already deployed are no longer

considered during computations to reduce the execution times of SbDS.

Algorithm 12 introduces each step of SbDS in detail. We first define

the sequence s representing the resulting list (path setting) of paths if a

capacity-conform path setting has been found by SbDS. This sequence is

filled at runtime, which is why SbDS stops if the size of the result s equals

the size of all flows, as shown in Line 3.

From Lines 5 to 11, the algorithm successively determines the local best

path pf
for each flow f . In particular, the SbDS computes the path pf

and its

quality qpf
for each flow using function scoreAndPathOf(f ). This func-

tion applies Dijkstra to compute those paths and uses ql as the metric. A

computed path is stored in pf
and the associated path quality is stored in

qpf
. From Lines 7 to 10, the current path quality is compared with the best
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path quality of the current sequence and stored in the associated parame-

ters (pbest
and qbest

). Each determined path pf
of each flow f ∈ F where

a path pf
of the flow f is not in the path setting s (Line 5) is compared

with the current best path pbest
regarding their robust path qualities. The

current pf
is set to the best path pbest

if qpf ≤ qbest
. Function scoreAnd-

PathOf returns qpf = ∞ if pf
over-utilizes the MANET. This ensures that

pf
does not take over the current pbest

if qpf
has better robust link quality

compared to the quality of pbest
but over-utilizes the MANET.

When pbest
has been identified after comparing the paths of all flows,

the pathwith the best robust path quality (qbest
) is deployed on the topology

representation, which affects the further pathfinding process of SbDS since

links increase their utilization andmight not provide sufficient transmission

capacities when computing paths of additional flows. Next, pbest
is stored

in the s. This sequence is returned when a path for each requested flow has

been found. Storing the currently found path (pbest
) in s also has the effect

that any path of this flow f is not considered for further Greedy pathfinding

operations, as the loop, starting at Line 5 only considers flows not in s. After
each deployed path, SbDS verifies if a path for each requested flow has been

found and stops the algorithm if this condition is true.

To sum up, SbDS firstly computes a path for each flow and compares the

path qualities. Next, the algorithm selects the path with best quality and de-

ploys this path on the MANET representation. After one path has been de-

ployed, SbDS determines the best path for all flows based on the current net-

work utilization situation, excluding the already deployed paths. Dijkstra

path computation detours paths of not yet deployed flows around stressed

links if their residual transmission rates do not provide sufficient capacities

for the current path. However, this approach does not identify conflicting

links if no capacity-conform path setting could be found. More precisely,

each path of each flow is computed individually not considering paths of

following flows that have not been deployed yet. Furthermore, the proba-

bility increases that more conflicting links arise that exceed the connection

capabilities when increasing the initially configured over-utilization of the

Utilization Setup component.

7.4.3 Rate-based Distributed Robust Paths

RbDRP also focuses on finding a capacity-conform path setting in mini-

mum runtime while avoiding path deployments comprising stressed net-

work segments. In contrast to SbDS and KmDP, RbDRP introduces, be-
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1 begin evolveRbDRP(F)
2 dijkstraDeployAll(F)
3 foreach l ∈ L do

4 foreach f ∈ F do

5 if l ∈
⋃|pf |−1

i=0 U(ni, ni+1) then
6 csf

l = capacityShare(l, df )
7 end

8 end

9 cul = 1
10 end

11 undeployAllFlows(F)
12 foreach f ∈ F do

13 pf = dijkstraDeploy(f)
14 foreach vj ∈ pf

do

15 foreach (m, n) ∈ U(vj , vj+1) do
16 cu(m,n) = cu(m,n) + 1
17 end

18 end

19 end

20 end

Algorithm 13: Path setting computation using RbDRP.

sides the robust link quality, an additional link weight that adapts the value

according to the current amount of active and passive utilization. Dijk-

stra [Dij59] combines the additional weight with our defined robust link

quality to compute a path for each flow. Because of that, RbDRP has the ef-

fect of utilizing a link only with a single flow resulting in less stressed MA-

NET segments while also aiming for capacity-conform and robust paths.

In doing so, RbDRP identifies links, which will most likely be chosen

by at least more than one flow. These links are penalized. This approach

extends the research published by Akin et al. [AK19] with wireless capabili-

ties and with a newly defined link weight computation to first of all provide

similar functionality in MANETs and second of all to also consider the re-

quired path characteristics. In doing so, RbDRP at first identifies links more

likely to be chosen for multiple flows. Secondly, path distribution considers

these links when searching for robust paths for each flow.

Algorithm 13 deep-dives into the functionality of RbDRP. The initial
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step of the algorithm is to compute one path of each flow with Function

dijkstraDeployAll using the robust link quality. Once all the paths have

been computed, this function proceeds to deploy all the discovered paths.

The utilization caused by deploying these paths spreads beyond the active

connections, formally described in Section 7.3.3. As a consequence, this

decreases the transmission capacities of surrounding links not actively uti-

lized, based on the demand df
of flow f ∈ F . RbDRP computes a path of

each flow in isolation, meaning not considering the occurring utilization

of each other. Next, these isolated paths are deployed one after another

increasing active and passive utilization of links in the MANET topology

representation. This deployment strategy highlights stressed network seg-

ments as path computations are based on topology representations, having

initially no active transmission deployed.

After this first step, RbDRP determines adequate link weights, aiming

for robust paths whose active links are in the best case utilized by only a

single path of a flow. In doing so, the capacity share of each flow with re-

spect to each link l ∈ L is evaluated by RbDRP. Lines 3 to 10 describe this

procedure in detail. Thereby, RbDRP precisely determines the utilization

volume of each connection, which is based on the data rate of each flow,

in case the link l is actively or passively utilized. Therefore, RbDRP unites

all actively and passively utilized links of the currently investigated path

and verifies if the current connection is part of this set, as defined in Line 5.

Each node n in Line 5 is of the current path pf
. In the next line, Function

capacityShare determines the exact utilization of each connection of the

currently utilized link (passively and actively), which depends on the data

rate demand of the flow, according to the previously defined path of the

current flow. The result is stored in the capacity share weight csf
l . In par-

ticular, the capacity share csf
l defines the portion of the demanded data rate

of each flow in relation to the utilization of each link, defined as: csf
l = df

ul
,

where f ∈ F and l ∈ L. The parameter csf
l is set to 1 if link l is neither

actively nor passively utilized by any path.

Having determined the capacity share of each flow with respect to each

link, RbDRP undeploys the computed path of each flow in the MANET

topology representation, as shown in Line 11. This resets the utilization

of each link back to 0.
Next, the actual path computation and deployment take place consider-

ing the previously gained utilization knowledge, as shown with Lines 12 to

19. Therefore, Function dijkstraDeploy returns the path pf
of each flow
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f ∈ F , applying the individual link weight csf
l for each connection, where

l ∈ L. Including the new weight csf
l forces Dijkstra to consider the paths

of other flows during computations. In particular, Dijkstra investigates the

costs to traverse to each next sink node n of a link (m, n) ∈ L when be-

ing at source m. At his point, RbDRP applies Equation 7.6 to compute the

customized link weight considering the following aspects:

lwf
(m,n) =

cu(m,n)

(q(m,n) + csf
(m,n)) · (c(m,n) − u(m,n))

(7.6)

Path computation must avoid links potentially being chosen by routes

of multiple flows. Therefore, the cost must decrease and increase depend-

ing on the demand of each flow. Furthermore, RbDRP must prefer robust

connections over fragile ones. In general, Dijkstra prefers connections that

have minimum costs. The link usage parameter cu(m,n) indicates the num-

ber of flows a connection carries which is set to 1 at the start (Line 9).

Lines 14 to 18 increment cu(m,n) if link (m, n) is passively or actively uti-

lized according to path pf
, where f ∈ F , which increases lwf

(m,n). The

costs of these links increase if cu(m,n) increases which further influences

path computations of additional flows. The parameter csf
(m,n), which is

returned by function capacityShare, influences the decision of Dijkstra

which connection to select at node m investigating all directly connected

neighbors. Thereby, lower values in the parameter csf
(m,n) with respect to a

flow f also reduce the custom cost lwf
(m,n), where f ∈ F and (m, n) ∈ L.

To also consider the long-living connections, the robust link quality pa-

rameter q(m,n) pushes to select n as the next hop if the link quality seems

long-living.

RbDRP computes paths using the lwf
(m,n) as cost to traverse from m to

n, which potentially changes after the path of flow f has been deployed. In

particular lwf
(m,n) changes according to the csf

(m,n) and also depends on

cu(m,n), which increases if the link (m, n) has been chosen by an already

deployed flow.

To sum up, RbDRP firstly identifies stressed MANET segments in com-

puting and deploying all paths in a naiveway, not consideringmutual trans-

mission interference of all flows during path computation. These resulting

stressed segments are considered and penalized individually per flow dur-

ing actual path construction to eliminate previously found stressed network

areas. On top, RbDRP also considers robustness and includes the robust link

weight in the link cost of Dijkstra when computing a path for each flow.
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7.4.4 IBM ILOG Cplex Optimizer

CPLEX is a solver receiving an objective function and associated constraints

as input, applying mathematical solving strategies. An optimization func-

tion and corresponding constraints represent an abstract model of the op-

timization problem comprising decision variables. The best values of the

decision variables must be found considering the defined constraints. This

so-called optimizationmodel is the basis for implemented solving strategies

such as Branch & Bound and Branch & Cut [Mit09].

CPLEX solves linear and integer optimization problems and can be mul-

ti-processed, decreasing the runtimes [SFK03]. The CPLEX solver has con-

tinuously been improved regarding underlining hardware support and solv-

ing strategies, producing faster results over the past years. Optimization

problems that utilized a computer for a whole day in 1998 take less then

5 sec almost 25 years later [Nic22]. Leveraging the computation power

makes it possible to investigate the entire search space in reasonable time

to compute the optimal solution for a given problem, especially if runtime

is not a matter of fact.

We apply CPLEX for route computations heading for robust and capa-

city-conform paths, given any MANET topology representation, the flows,

and their data rate demands. Thereby, we firstly adopt CPLEX as a baseline

solution for each evaluation scenario and secondly also limit the runtime

of CPLEX to design the solver comparable to all other pathfinding tech-

niques. The baseline solution can prove if a potential path setting exists in

the current topology representation including link and node characteristics,

which comprises only capacity-conform paths. The second configuration

restricts runtimes of each optimization challenge to the average runtime of

SbDS when comparing CPLEX regarding found solutions and their quality

with other approaches. This might reduce the robust link qualities, as the

number of found solutions also decreases. The objective of this RQ is to

compute robust and capacity-conform paths for a set of flows with their

currently defined paths in minimum runtime. These paths over-utilize the

MANET to a certain degree. According to that goal, we formalize a model

comprising an optimization function and associated constraints.

In doing so, Optimization Function 7.7 minimizes the link qualities ql

of all links L which are chosen for data delivery according to each flow. As

mentioned, a link becomes more robust if the link quality ql is minimal.

min
(x)

∑
f∈F

∑
l∈L

xf
l ql (7.7)
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xf
l determines those links l ∈ L whose qualities ql are minimal regarding

all flows f ∈ F . This binary decision variable is set to 1 if link l forwards
data of the flow f , otherwise 0. Constraint 7.8 defines this formally.

xf
l ∈ {0, 1}, ∀f ∈ F , ∀l ∈ L (7.8)

Expression 7.9 describes the binary variable yl, which is set to 0 if any flow

f traverses the link l. If not, yl is set to 1. Also, yl is initially set to 1.

yl ∈ {0, 1}, ∀l ∈ L (7.9)

Next, we must ensure that only active links, actually defined for data

transmissions must not be over-utilized. Therefore, constraint 7.10 verifies

if link l is elected for transmission of any flow f and sets the binary yl to

0 if it is planned that link l actively transmits data. This is important since

a passively utilized link l′ ∈ U(l) also increases its utilization based on the

data rate df
of flow f if l ∈ L is elected to transmit data, as described in

Section 7.3.3. In addition, passive utilization must be considered if l′
is also

elected to transmit data.

0 < (
∑
f∈F

xf
l ) ⇒ yl = 0, ∀l ∈ L (7.10)

Constraint 7.11 defines not to over-utilize any transmitting l ∈ L with the

data rate demand df
, if xf

l of any flow is set to 1. This also considers passive
connection utilization.∑

f∈F

∑
l′∈U(l)

df (xf
l′ − yl) ≤ cl, ∀l ∈ L (7.11)

If the decision variable yl = 1, the capacity cl will never be reached, so

that CPLEX ensures that only active connections need to comply with the

transmission speeds. Constraint 7.12 defines the range of ql, meaning that

the robust link quality is normalized between 0 and 1, where values towards
0 represent more robust connections.

0 ≤ ql ≤ 1, ∀l ∈ L , q ∈ R (7.12)

The set N+(m) := {n ∈ N |(n, m) ∈ L} returns all incoming neighbors of

node m. Speaking of a link (n, m), this set returns all source nodes of links
wherem is the sink of these links. The setN−(m) := {n ∈ N |(m, n) ∈ L}
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returns all outgoing nodes of m where a link is stored in G.

∑
m∈N+(m)

xf
(n,m)d

f −
∑

n∈N−(m)

xf
(m,n)d

f =


0, m ∈ L \ {of , tf }
−df , m = of

df , m = tf

, ∀f ∈ F (7.13)

Constraint 7.13 verifies that the data rate df
of each flow f ∈ F that reaches

node m must be equal to the amount of data rate that leaves node m. This

excludes the origin of
and the target tf

nodes. If m is the origin node of

a link, the amount of data that leaves m must be equal to the demand of

the flow df
. In case m is the target, the amount of data that reaches node

m must be equal to df
. The constraint also ensures that CPLEX constructs

loopless paths from of
to tf

.

∑
n∈N+(m)

xf
(n,m) +

∑
n∈N−(m)

xf
(m,n) =


2, m ∈ L \ {of , tf }
1, m = of

1, m = tf

, ∀f ∈ F (7.14)

Constraint 7.14 ensures that only a single path per flow is constructed from

of
to tf

regarding each f ∈ F . In particular, if m = tf
, only 1 link (n, m)

exists per flow where xf
l = 1. Also, only a single link (m, n) ∈ L exists,

where m = of
and where xf

(m,n) = 1.
CPLEX uses this model to solve the Optimization Function 7.7. There-

fore, MfDM provides graph G, comprising all nodes, connections, and their

characteristics as the basis of the search space, used by the solver to ap-

proximate towards the objective.

To sum up, CPLEX operates as a problem solver given a formalized

mathematical model comprising an optimization function and associated

constraints. Due to the improved performance in recent years and the abil-

ity for multiprocessing, CPLEX is comparable to all other approaches since

runtime can be restricted and configured. CPLEX can and will be used as

a benchmark in all scenarios, as it returns a result if a path setting exists if

runtimes are not restricted. Furthermore, we restrict the runtime of CPLEX

to the average runtime of SbDS and compare the path setting regarding

robustness with all other approaches.
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7.4.5 Genetic Programming

Unlike all other approaches mentioned from Sections 7.4.1 to 7.4.4, GP is

a meta-heuristic inspired by nature. GP is characterized by its ability to

learn from the impact of previous solutions of the environment and based

on that independently generates new solutions. In addition, GP operates

round-based, applying modifications and manipulations during these peri-

ods. These rounds are called generations. If we apply these capabilities to

our objective, GP generates new potential path settings during generations

based on previous ones, with the aim of achieving less network utilization

and better path robustness.

Additionally, this learning-enriched approach allows for a compromise

between diversity and minimum runtime. Diversity is provided since path

construction is based on randomness and the computed quality of previous

results. GP uses techniques to select path settings which are investigated

next and also modifies andmanipulates them to increase diversity. Also, GP

provides termination conditions to restrict runtimes of approaches, which

also makes this technique comparable to all other approaches. The follow-

ing sections introduce the modifications to obtain path settings each com-

prising a path of each requested flow which represent possible solutions.

Initial Population

Initial populations are often created randomly, meaning that the composi-

tion of the first possible results are generated without any specific pattern.

Each of these individual compositions represent a possible solution. This

set of individuals is generated at the beginning of GP. At runtime, entries of

the initial population are modified in order to produce additional potential

solutions having better qualities.

With respect to our objective, the initial population I = ⟨i0, . . . , iv⟩
represents a set of possible solutions, comprising of a path of each flow. For

our approach, we define a sequence of paths P f = ⟨pf
0 , . . . , pf

v ⟩ for each
flow, where f ∈ F . The indices of a path, in this representation 0 and v,
always point to a specific path of their flow f . The index v represents |I|−1
which defines that the sequence of individuals and the sequence of paths

of each flow have the same length. Also, the path pf
v and the individual

iv are located at the same position of their corresponding sequences. This

also defines that each set of paths P f
of each flow, where f ∈ F , has

equal length, which is |I|, whereas the length of each individual path in

this sequence differs. Furthermore, each path of P f
is unique meaning that
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each path differs by at least a node compared to all other paths in the list.

This goes for each P f
, where f ∈ F .

A single individual iz ∈ I , where the index 0 ≤ z < |I| − 1 is defined

as follows: iz = ⟨pf0
z , . . . , p

fj
z ⟩, where j = |F| − 1. Each iz ∈ I represents

a sequence of ordered paths, which contains exactly the path with index z
of the corresponding flow f . This path pf

of the flow f is of the set of paths

P f
. Also, exactly one path of each flow is stored in each individual which

defines that each i ∈ I is of length |F|.
We propose two techniques to generate the initial population, which

can be combined. MfDM provides random path and k-shortest path [Yen71]

generation to fill the initial population. We, therefore, combine both tech-

niques and propose the instruction factor adjusting the share of eachmethod

of generated paths for the set of individuals. If this factor is set to 0.5, the
set of individuals I will have almost the same number of paths of each ap-

proach (random and k-shortest path generation) whereas 1 causes the set

I to be filled with k-shortest paths only.

For random path generation, GP starts at the origin of
of the current

flow f ∈ F and selects a random neighboring node n where (of , n) ∈ L.
Thereafter, the node n is marked as visited to exclude this node from the

further randompath generation for this particular path. Next, the algorithm

repeats this step and randomly selects a neighborm of n, where (n, m) ∈ L
and m is not in the set of visited nodes. The algorithm repeats this step

until either it reaches the destination or no neighbor m of the current node

n is selectable. If the latter is true, the random pathfinding algorithm starts

from scratch until a random path has been generated. If the first situation

is present, the algorithm returns the generated path.

K-shortest path [Yen71] applies Dijkstra [Dij59] to generate k unique

paths. In doing so k-shortest path removes one link (n, m) of the previously
generated path from the graph starting at the beginning and thereafter re-

computes Dijkstra, starting from node n to generate a new path with of

as origin and tf
as target, where f ∈ F and o, t ∈ N . K-shortest path

concatenates the partial path of the previously generated path of the same

flow from of
to n with the second part of the part of the new partial path

from n to tf
. In general, the nodes of two paths differ at least at one posi-

tion when comparing them position-wise and if the length of both paths is

equal. Otherwise, these 2 paths differ anyway.

Either random path or k-shortest path generation is invoked when gen-

erating the initial population. This depends on the instruction factor, pre-

viously described. The initial population generation stops when the set of
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individuals reaches the configured size which can be configured before the

MfDM is started.

Test runs have proven that the instruction factor, which defines the

share of both methods, must be adapted in case runtime matters in order to

produce path settings satisfying the objective, which is to not over-utilize

the MANET and to find long-living paths. However, the instruction factor

also influences the robustness of paths. Test runs showed that the robust

link quality score increases when increasing the number of random paths in

the initial population. In addition, the more entries in the initial population

the higher the probability of generating high-quality results. However, the

number of entries in I increases the runtime of GP. We elaborate on these

runs and their configurations in Section 7.5 to highlight which configura-

tion fits best for the proposed scenarios.

Evaluate Fitness

The fitness function evaluates potential solutions and guides the direction

in which GP optimizes. In doing so, the initial population as well as at run-

time generated solutions are evaluated with this fitness function in order

to distinguish between promising and inadequate solutions. Referring to

the objective of this thesis, the fitness function rates robust and capacity-

conform results over fragile and over-utilizing path settings.

In order to optimize towards this goal, our Fitness Function 7.15 com-

putes a score, which rates the quality of each i ∈ I in the current population

investigating each path and their links.

λ(i) = ρ(i) + o(i) + υ(i) (7.15)

First of all, solutions must compute capacity-conform path settings fol-

lowed by path and link quality score improvements. Hence, λ(i) evaluates
i based on the current utilization which is determined with υ(i). Equa-

tion 7.16 returns the share of the occurring passive and active utilization

of i and all links in the topology representation that would be utilized by

each flow. Thereby, υ(i) adds up the demands of each path of each flow and

divides the amount by the utilization that would occur if each flow would

traverse via each link of the given MANET, where f ∈ F and i ∈ I .

υ(i) =
∑

pf ∈i

∑
l∈pf |U(l)| · df∑

f∈F
∑

l∈L |U(l)| · df
(7.16)

The Function ρ(i) returns the robust quality score of each individual,

where 0 ≤ j ≤ |F| − 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ |I| − 1. Furthermore, the definition
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p
fj

k ∈ P fj
implies that the path at index k belongs to flow fj ∈ F . Because

of that, ρ(i) adds up all path qualities in the current individual, where each

quality belongs to exactly one flow, and divides this quality by the number

of links of all paths in the current individual. This averages the robust link

quality of the current individual, described in Equation 7.17.

ρ(i) =
|i|−1∑
j=0

qpfj

k

|pfj

k |
(7.17)

The Function o : i → {0, 1} returns 1 if setting i ∈ I creates an over-

utilized MANET situation and 0 otherwise. This ensures that promising

results computed by λ(i) exclusively compute capacity-conform path set-

tings. Over-utilizing settings are rated worse to exclude them from the set

of individuals and from further computations.

Crossover

During each generation of GP, crossover operations are applied on spe-

cific i ∈ I . Therefore, two individuals are elected for this action where

each chromosome randomly selects a gene where the crossover operation

takes place. Individuals are elected by the configured tournament selec-

tion which prefers better solutions over worse ones. The fitness function

ranks these individuals. Both chromosomes are cut in two pieces at the

defined crossover point and the second part of the second chromosome is

concatenated with the first part of the first chromosome. The other two

parts behave in the same way. This technique is called one-point crossover.

We extended this technique as each path, included in an individual must

follow certain constraints. The one-point crossover technique treats an in-

dividual as a sequence of genes having no further composition except for

the current order. Newly constructed path-based chromosomes must repre-

sent exclusively complete paths from origin to target when crossover oper-

ations took place. Origin and target pairs must remain and the consecutive

participants of each path must always have a link to each other. The defini-

tion of a complete path is introduced in Section 4.2.1. When crossover takes

place on a selected individual, all paths of this individual will be considered

and manipulated for this operation.

Figure 7.6 exemplifies the customized crossover technique considering

the mentioned constraints. The associated MANET is shown in Figure 7.7.

Individuals ia and ib, both ∈ I are selected for the operation. For sim-

plicity, we only introduce the crossover operation for the two paths pfh
a and
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ia =
〈

pf0
a , . . . , 0 6 7 3 9 5

p
fh
a

, . . . , p
f|F|−1
a

〉

ib =
〈

pf0
b , . . . , 0 1 2 3 4 5

p
fh
b

, . . . , p
f|F|−1
b

〉

iab =
〈

pf0
ab, . . . , 0 6 7 3 4 5

p
fh
ab

, . . . , p
f|F|−1
ab

〉
Figure 7.6: Exemplary custom crossover operation modifying paths pfh

a and

pfh

b of individual ia and ib, both ∈ I and both paths ∈ P fh
. The MANET in

Figure 7.7 shows the paths of the flow f(0,5). GP looks for common nodes

in both paths for crossover operation. Crossover technique selects node 3
which results in the new path pfh

ab consisting of the left part of pfh
a and the

right part of pfh

b .

pfh

b of individuals ia and ib of flow fh ∈ F . All others are treated the same

way. Both paths are in the same set of paths P fh
, which defines that pfh

a

and pfh

b are of flow fh. In general, a path pf
n always depends on the flow

f ∈ F since pf
n is stored in the set P f

.

According to the figure, GP selects a node that is part of both paths pfh
a

and pfh

b excluding origin and target nodes. This process is formally defined

as follows: One common node of set Cfh
ab = (pfh

a ∩ pfh

b ) \ {ofh , tfh} is

randomly chosen as the crossover point. This maintains coincidence and

diversity, which make up the main features of GP. Suppose node c ∈ Cfh
ab

is chosen. Referring to Figure 7.6, the chosen node is 3. Now, a complete

path comprising equal ofh
at position 0 and tfh

at the last position with

respect to paths pfh
a and pfh

b is constructed. Therefore, GP contacts the left

part of pfh
a , including the node c, with the right part, excluding c, which

generates the new path pfh
ab . This introduced crossover operation is applied

to each path in the individuals ia, ib ∈ I . However, no action is performed

during crossover if no common node is found when investigating two paths

of both individuals, which means that Cfh
ab = ∅, where fh ∈ F .
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Mutation

GP applies mutation to maintain coincidence during result generation. Se-

lection of the individual is completely random and configurable before GP

starts. This means that the probability that more individuals are chosen

during each generation can be enforced. If mutation takes place at an in-

dividual, GP modifies exactly one node of every path in this individual en-

suring that all constraints are met.

Naive mutation randomly selects a gene of the current chromosome

and exchanges it with any gene of the given alphabet. As mentioned in

the previous section, specific requirements of path manipulation exist also

restricting the mutation process to guarantee the complete path constraint.

In doing so, any node of a path of an individual is selected to be exchanged

with a current participant, which must also connect the path entirely. Also,

origin and target nodes must remain the same after mutation took place.

Figure 7.8 depicts the custom single node mutation process. There, mu-

tation is performed on the individual ib. For simplicity, we focus in this ex-

ample exclusively on pfh

b . All further paths in the individual ib are treated

the same way. Paths are constructed based on the exemplary MANET in

Figure 7.7.

To begin, GP selects a random node nr of path pfh

b which is not the

origin or target node. The path pfh

b is stored in the set of all paths P fh
of

flow fh, implying that this path and in general each path in P fh
depends

on the flow fh.

According to the figure, all neighboring preceding nr−1 and successive

nr+1 nodes of the randomly selected node nr are chosen, ensuring that

this chosen selection is not part of pfh

b , in order to meet the complete path

0

1 2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

Figure 7.7: Exemplary MANET graph to introduce custom Crossover and

Mutation techniques. Orange and teal arcs illustrate possible paths pfh
a and

pfh

b both in P fh
from nodes 0 to 5. Directed dashed arcs represent edges

(links) between nodes.
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ib =
〈

pf0
b , . . . , 0 1 7 3 4 5

p
fh
b

, . . . , p
f|F|−1
b

〉
ib′ =

〈
pf0

b′ , . . . , 0 1 2 8 4 5

p
fh
b′

, . . . , p
f|F|−1
b′

〉

Figure 7.8: Exemplary mutation process with MANET topology, as shown

in Figure 7.7. Node 3 is selected and exchangedwith 8 since this node fulfills
the complete path criteria as 2 and 4 are also connected to node 8.

requirement, where 1 ≤ r ≤ |pfh

b | − 2. The definition of r also ensures

that neither the origin nor the target node of a path is chosen. All potential

nodes are stored in the set of mutable nodes Mfh

b , as defined with Equa-

tion 7.18.

Mfh

b = (N−(nr−1) ∩ N+(nr+1)) \ pfh

b (7.18)

Each element in Mfh

b can be used to exchange this element with nr at the

same position in pfh

b as it connects two participants of the current path,

where fh ∈ F . The sets N−
and N+

are defined in Sections 7.4.4.

Referring to Figure 7.8, node 3 is selected for mutation and the mutation

process generates the set Mfh

b = {8}, as shown in Figure 7.7. Node 8 is the

only MANET participant that is connected to 3. In addition, node 8 is not

part of the current path.

This mutation process is applied to all paths of each flow f ∈ F in the

individual ib which creates ib′ . Also, if |pfh

b | < 3 or if Mfh

b is empty, this

custom mutation process generates a new random path for this flow.

Termination Condition

We propose a customized termination condition that best fits our purpose.

Test runs showed that the size and the instruction factor have a major in-

fluence on whether and how GP converges toward a solution. Several runs

and scenarios generated populationswhose fitness score remained the same

through multiple generations. In this situation, no termination condition

exists to stop GP until the configured number of generations is reached.

We defined and applied a customized termination condition to overcome
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the mentioned problems. GP terminates the execution based on the follow-

ing criteria: (i) Predefined runtime or number of generations exceeds its

configuration. (ii) Any individual meets the defined fitness value. (iii) The

same best fitness value is computed successively after multiple generations.

7.5 RESULTS

This section compares the proposed pathfinding techniques by focusing on

found capacity-conform path settings, link quality scores, and their run-

times. We also highlight how configurations of individual approaches in-

fluence the results regarding link quality and found solutions.

Firstly, we propose results regarding found path settings and their exe-

cution times if no time restriction is present. Secondly, we restrict runtimes

of all approaches and compare found solutions and their link quality scores.

Further, we investigate how link quality scores correlate with the measured

time that these found path settings stay connected.

7.5.1 Scenario Configurations

We compare all pathfinding techniques of this chapter focusing on found

capacity-conform path settings, runtimes, and link qualities. Each approach

searches for paths having equal conditions in terms of network topologies,

requested flows, as well as mobility. In particular, each technique is applied

to the same run having equal random seeds. Because of that, configura-

tions regarding network size, topology constellations, number of flows, the

associated computed data rates, and mobility patterns of nodes are equal

for each pathfinding approach with respect to each run.

Each run comprises 100 nodes generating topologies similar to Fig-

ure 7.5. To be more concrete, the average node degree is roughly 5.5 which

corresponds to a graph density of 0.0726. Physical distances between neigh-
bors are set between [35.0 m, 100.0 m]. This configuration offers the best

conditions to highlight the advantages and disadvantages of all approaches

as plenty of alternative paths are available to redistribute an over-utilized

network situation.

The radio model resembles the 2.4 GHz band supplying approximately

12 Mbps. The exact data rate per link depends on the distance between

connections, as described in detail in Section 7.3.2. Gauss-Markov mobility

model [AWS06] is used to generatemovement patterns of participantsmim-

icking pedestrians. The speed of nodes varies between [2 km/h, 7 km/h].
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Figure 7.9: Found capacity-conform path settings and link quality scores

during increasing initial over-utilization of SbDS and SbDS’.

Initial results of the SbDS have indicated that the use of the link quality

score ql results in a lower number of found capacity-conform paths com-

pared to a link quality score q′
l = 1, where l ∈ L. The score q′

l = 1 essen-

tially calculates the path for each flowwith the least number of transmitting

links not considering robust connection characteristics. The specific results

of these findings are depicted in Figure 7.9, which compares the found path

settings and associated link quality scores of SbDS and SbDS’ configured

with q′
l = 1. It clearly shows that, on the one hand, SbDS’ more often

computes capacity conform path settings but, on the other hand, selects

links having worse link quality compared to SbDS. The results of robust

link quality scores in this figure are inverted for better readability, which

means higher results represent better link qualities.

Both SbDS and SbDS’ are discussed in the following sections since the

different link quality scores of both approaches can be used to determine

whether better link qualities increase the lifetime of paths.

7.5.2 Capacity-conform Path Settings

This section measures the execution times of all approaches and also fo-

cuses on the number of found corresponding capacity conform path set-

tings in order to highlight how techniques perform if the execution time is

not an issue.
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Figure 7.10: Number of found capacity-conform path settings and runtimes

of all approaches.

On the left side, Figure 7.10 shows the number of found capacity-con-

form path settings with 5% initial over-utilization combined with 5 pre-

defined flows and their origin-target pairs. Almost all approaches reach

similar results, finding around 85% capacity-conform path settings. GP

and CPLEX stand out somewhat. RbDRP is slightly below SbDS and SbDS’,

while CPLEX almost always finds a solution for each constructed scenario.

KmDP finds by far the fewest capacity-conform path settings. Only 17% of

all overloaded network constellations can be resolved.

KmDP focuses on combining maximum disjoint paths electing at first k
paths withminimum similarity of each flow. Next, path settings, containing

a path of each flow are selected also focusing on minimum common active

and passive links, as defined in Section 7.4.1. By using as many different

and distributed paths as possible, the transmission load is assumed to be

distributed across the network. We believed that this would result in indi-

vidual active connections bearing the burden of multiple transmissions less

frequently. However, KmDP only focuses on using the maximum disjoint

path ignoring the resulting transmission utilization when selecting appro-

priate path settings. Only after that, a path setting is chosen from a set of

possible settings, which is first of all capacity-conform and second of all

appears to be the most robust. We found out that almost all path settings

of this set are over-utilized.

The left barplot of Figure 7.10 also shows all found path settings with

15 flows combined with 15% initial over-utilization. This configuration

reduces valid solutions in the search space, challenging each path setting
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approach even more to find possible solutions. KmDP does not find any

capacity-conform path setting. SbDS, SbDS’, GP, and RbDRP find notably

fewer path settings compared to the previous scenario (5 flows and 5%
initial over-utilization). SbDS and SbDS’ do not change their already de-

ployed paths at runtime even if the additional paths that also need to be

deployed will over-utilize the current scenario. We often observed, that

GP is stuck in a local optimum, in which link quality is high while the

capacity-conform network criteria is not met. As expected, CPLEX com-

putes the most capacity-conform paths compared to all other optimization

techniques. The runtime of CPLEX is restricted to 8 minutes. This dura-

tion is adequate for identifying path configurations that meet the capacity

constraints.

The right barplot of Figure 7.10 depicts runtimes with 5 flows combined

with 5% initial over-utilization and with 15 flows and 15% over-utilization.

Speaking of both 5 and 15 flows, SbDS, SbDS’, RbDRP, KmDP as well as GP

do not exhibit notable deviations regarding the measured execution times.

One notices a slight increase as the increasing number of paths results in

additional combinations and computation times. GP employs the termina-

tion condition described in Section 7.4.5, which can lead to longer and un-

controlled runtimes. CPLEX almost exhausts the pre-configured 8 minute

runtime, when calculating paths for 15 flows combined with 15% over-

utilization. The fewer valid solutions are present in the search space, the

longer it takes for CPLEX to return one of those path settings.

As a reminder, computation times of paths must be kept minimal, as

our focus is on MANETs where mobility continuously changes the topol-

ogy. In order to account for this, we applied the averaged runtimes of SbDS

as a baseline and restricted the computation times of CPLEX andGP accord-

ingly. The following section discusses found path settings of all approaches

with restricted execution times.

7.5.3 Valid Path Settings under Runtime Restrictions

Figure 7.11 depicts the number of valid path settings that are found by all

approaches having configured averaged runtimes of SbDS. We do not con-

sider KmDP as almost no valid path setting is found since findings of Fig-

ure 7.10 prove that starting with 5% initial over-utilization combined with

5 flows, this technique already finds the worst valid path settings.

The gray bars depict found capacity conform path settings of CPLEX

running approximately 24 hours. The thick red lines represent the averaged
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Figure 7.11: Comparing found capacity-conform path settings with 5% ini-

tial over-utilization.

runtimes of SbDS configured as the execution time threshold of all other

approaches.

Our findings reveal that CPLEX requires more time to attain better re-

sults compared to all other approaches except for KmDP, as this pathfind-

ing technique is not included in all evaluations. However, CPLEX reaches

better results with increasing number of flows proportionally to other ap-

proaches as the averaged runtimes of SbDS also increasewith the increasing

number of initial flows. GP discovers a similar number of path configura-

tions as SbDS’. The initial population is mostly generated using k-shortest

paths [Yen71], to speed up the process of GP, finding capacity-conform so-

lutions. Improving potential path settings from a group of randomly gener-

ated paths takes GP longer to produce valid path settings. RbDRP generates

promising results considering valid path settings and the associated execu-

tion times. In general, the pathfinding approaches SbDS’, RbDRP, and GP

exhibit acceptable results according to Figure 7.11.

Figure 7.12 depicts found path settings with 10% initial over-utilization.

It is clearly visible that the number of found path settings significantly de-

creases with increasing utilization if one compares Figure 7.11 with Fig-

ure 7.12 with respect to the number of initial configured flows. As assumed,

the scenario configuration comprising 10% initial over-utilization and 5
flows shows the least loss compared to all other scenarios. Restricted exe-

cution times (horizontal red lines) show almost the same results compared
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Figure 7.12: Comparing found capacity-conform path settings with 10%
initial over-utilization.

to Figure 7.11 since increasing initial over-utilization of flows does not af-

fect path computation times of SbDS.

However, there exist fewer valid results in search spaces of each sce-

nario with 10% initial over-utilization compared to scenarios configured

with 5% initial over-utilization. Because of that, CPLEX returns almost

no valid path setting. This technique requires even more time to compute

potential path settings when initial over-utilization increases. Only minor

improvements can be observed with increasing number of flows. GP must

tackle similar challenges compared to CPLEX when exploring the search

space since newly generated potential results are built on top on previous

ones. Compared to CPLEX, this technique copes better but also decreases

the number of valid path settings with an increasing number of flows.

The results of SbDS and RbDRP are as expected according to the sce-

nario configurationwith 10% over-utilization, meaning the number of valid

path settings decreases in general and also in relation to the number of

flows. Surprisingly, SbDS findsmore valid paths for 25 flows than for 15. All
in all, the number of valid results decreases with respect to each pathfind-

ing approach while the number of actual existing path settings (measured

with CPLEX having no time constraint configured) does not decrease.

Figure 7.13 depicts the results of all pathfinding techniques with 15%
initial over-utilization. All approaches find fewer valid path settings com-

pared to the previous scenario configuration, except for CPLEX. SbDS strugg-
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Figure 7.13: Comparing found capacity-conform path settings with 15%
initial over-utilization.

les to find up to 5% valid path settings with 25 flows and 15% initial over-

utilization. RbDRP, SbDS’, as well as GP outperform CPLEX and SbDS.

However, each approach returns less then 40% of all available valid results

when increasing the number of flows to 10 and 15.
Results deteriorate even further when the utilization increases to 25%

initial over-utilization. With 25% initial over-utilization, SbDS computes

10% capacity-conform path settings with 5 flows, returning 0 with 15 and

25 flows. CPLEX computes even fewer valid results and finds only two valid

path settings for 5 to 25 flows. GP returns similar results. The number

of found path settings decreases to 3 with 15 and 25 flows. It is worth

mentioning that in 78% of the generated scenarios with 25 paths and an

initial over-utilization of 25%, at least one solution, having no link over-

utilized was found by CPLEX, having no runtime constraint configured.

This result confirms that the proposed pathfinding techniques have their

limits in finding valid results that do not over-utilize the MANET when the

initial over-utilization is increased to 15% or more, even though there is at

least one capacity-conform path setting per run in the search space.

To sum up, RbDRP, SbDS, and SbDS’ take from approximately 1.5 sec
to 35 sec execution time to compute 5 to 25 flows. Runtimes of these three

pathfinding techniques are expected to remain similar with increasing ini-

tial over-utilization as approaches always go through the same determinis-

tic process when searching for valid path settings, independent of the initial
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over-utilization. GP surprisingly generates as many valid path settings as

RbDRP and SbDS’ with 15 flows and more when restricting the runtime to

SbDS.

This technique mostly applies k-shortest path [Yen71] to generate the

initial population, speeding up the execution significantly. CPLEX needs

more time to generate meaningful results which we have proven in Sec-

tion 7.5.2. So far, RbDRP and SbDS’ should be chosen over all other ap-

proaches when paths of around 5 flows must be found and runtime is an

issue. With 15 and more flows, one can choose GP as well. The robust

link quality and the lifetimes of computed paths also play an important

role when deciding which pathfinding technique to use. These results are

discussed in the next section.

7.5.4 Correlating Link Qualities with Lifetimes

In this section, we first compare the link quality scores obtained by all ap-

proaches. Next, we discuss whether and how these scores affect the life-

times of the discovered paths for all flows. The objective is to investigate

if high link quality scores affect the connection lifetimes of the computed

paths. Therefore, we start several runs of all approaches and compare link

qualities and the corresponding connection lifetimes.

Comparing Link Quality

Referring to Figure 7.9b of Section 7.5.1, connection qualities appear to be

poor when applying shortest path algorithm with ql = 1, where l ∈ L. Be-
cause of that, SbDS’ is a good standard of comparison to determine whether

our robust link quality has an impact on the lifetimes of active connections.

To ensure comparability and to generate reliable results with the objec-

tive of identifying, which technique optimizes better, we conducted multi-

ple runs of all pathfinding techniques to obtain at least 25 scenarios where

all approaches found capacity-conform path settings. It is important to

compare all techniques with the same runs, including equal topologies,

source-target pairs, and initial over-utilization to, first of all, determine the

results of each pathfinding technique and also to detect correlations be-

tween link qualities and connection lifetimes.

The following paragraphs elaborate on link quality scores and path life-

times of all pathfinding techniques. Again, CPLEX and GP are evaluated

with averaged SbDS runtimes as well as with maximum 8 minutes runtime,

respectively.
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Figure 7.14: Comparing robust link quality scores with andwithout runtime

restriction. The initial over-utilization is set to 5%.

Figure 7.14 depict robust link quality scores of all pathfinding tech-

niques on the left-hand side without execution time restriction and on the

right-hand sidewith runtime restriction. Initial over-utilization is set to 5%.

The link quality scores of this figure are inverted to present them in a more

readable form, meaning the higher the score the better the link quality.

Results show that with no rumtime restriction, CPLEX and SbDS pro-

duce the best scores, followed by GP. However, as the number of flows

increases, the performance of GP deteriorates. The fewer potential solu-

tions exist in the search space, the lower the probability to either generate

these valid path settings in the initial population or to construct them with

crossover or mutation. The fitness function is defined to rank capacity-

conform path settings high in the first place followed by the robust link

quality. The fewer potential solutions that can be found by GP the lower the

probability is that these solutions comprise high link quality scores. SbDS’

computes the worst scores since our link quality metric is not applied.

Evaluations, having runtime restrictions, only show different results of

GP and CPLEX as RbDRP and SbDS require almost the same time, which is

negligible. With limited runtimes, CPLEX is forced to terminate the com-

putation and to return the current best solution, if available. This leads to

worse link quality scores, especially with 5, 10, and 25 configured flows.

GP once again generates the initial population with almost only k-shortest

paths [Yen71], which, on the one hand, speeds up the execution times but,
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Figure 7.15: Comparing path connection lifetimes with and without run-

time restriction. The initial over-utilization is set to 5%.

on the other hand, results in less diversity. This limitation, along with the

time constraint, slightly reduces the link qualities. The differences become

apparent with 5 flows.

Correlating Path Lifetimes

This section investigates if and to which extent robust link quality scores

affect the path lifetimes. We simulated the mobility as explained in Sec-

tion 7.3.6 and recorded the time how long each active link remains con-

nected until transmitting or receiving nodes of deployed paths move out of

each others coverage ranges. All MANET participants are moving contin-

uously, closing and creating connections with nodes resulting in an ever-

changing network topology. In order to generate meaningful results, we

averaged the connection lifetimes of all active links of all paths of all com-

mon runs.

The left plot of Figure 7.15 displays the lifetimes of paths without run-

time restriction, while the right plot of the same figure shows the lifetimes

of paths with runtime restriction. Both figures display the connection life-

times for 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 flows, each with an initial over-utilization of

5%.

In most scenarios, results prove that longer path connectivity is accom-

plishedwhen choosing links, which have better link qualities. This compar-
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ison can best be seen in the results without time restrictions in the left plots

of Figures 7.14 and 7.15. There, SbDS’ computes paths with the worst robust

link qualities and the corresponding paths of SbDS’ lose connectivity first

compared to all other approaches. Furthermore, GP and RbDRP have path

connectivity lifetimes in the lower range. The paths of SbDS and CPLEX

are connected for the longest period of time compared to other approaches.

Comparing path lifetimes and robust link qualities with restricted run-

times reinforces this relation. Results of RbDRP, SbDS, and SbDS’ remain

the same since the runtime restriction is aligned with their execution times.

CPLEX returns worse path connection lifetimes in relation to obtained link

quality scores with restricted runtimes. This becomes even more obvious

with 5, 10, and 25 flows. Path lifetimes increase with 15 and 20 flows since

link quality scores are high as well. The path lifetimes of GP are as expected

when correlating themwith link quality scores in which no runtime restric-

tion is configured. When configuring pathfinding techniques with runtime

restrictions, GP unexpectedly produces worse path lifetimes, yet they are

still acceptable as the resulting link quality scores are worse than RbDRP.

Also, RbDRP achieves surprisingly long connection lifetimes as well as sur-

prisingly good link quality scores. The recorded lifetimes are in the same

range as GP and SbDS’.

Summing up, we introduced the results of all pathfinding techniques

of Section 7.4 focusing on found capacity-conform path settings, their link

qualities, and connection lifetimes. There, we investigated the impact of

robust link qualities in relation to their measured connection lifetimes. Fur-

thermore, we obtained link quality scores and path lifetimes with and with-

out runtime restriction and discussed the outcome. We proved that all of

our approaches resolve most of the initial over-utilized MANET situations,

speaking of 5% initial over-utilization. However, the number of found valid

path settings decreases when initial over-utilization increases to 10% and

15%. Evaluations also revealed that the better the robust link quality score,

the longer the corresponding connection lifetime is. The following sec-

tion discusses when to apply each technique in order to generate the most

promising results.

7.6 PATHFINDING CLASSIFICATION

This section defines application scenarios and classifies each pathfinding

technique according to its advantages and disadvantages. We evaluated

these approaches with and without runtime restriction as MANET par-
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ticipants must receive routing updates as quickly as possible because the

MANET topology changes due to the mobility of nodes. During the route-

finding process, the topology also changes, and time-consuming calcula-

tions may result in short data transmissions because nodes of selected con-

nections might have moved in opposite directions by the time pathfind-

ing finished. As a consequence, paths must be requested more often. In

the worst case, the connections may no longer exist when the pathfinding

technique has finished its calculations. The shorter pathfinding takes, the

higher the probability that paths stay longer connected.

We introduced the uplink channel that connects each MANET partic-

ipant with the controller to convey network topology information to the

controller and also to request paths from the controller. This architecture

is named Cc-MANET.

We also discussed Sc-MANET which installs the controller on an ar-

bitrary MANET participant in case no uplink channel is available. There,

the MANET channel is utilized for routing load and data transmissions, re-

spectively. Computation power is limited on mobile devices, seeking for

minimum path computation runtimes to respond quickly to Flow Requests.
We assume that Cc-MANET provides high computation powers and

pathfinding can, for instance, be paralyzed on cloud services or deployed on

high-performance clusters, making computation runtimes of all approaches

negligible. Because of that, one of the classification criterion for all pathfind-

ing techniques is the available Computation Power.

Path computation takes place during various network transmission uti-

lization situations. This thesis especially focuses on high network load situ-

ations, which is why pathfinding techniques deal with initially over-utilized

MANETs. Because of that, application scenarios address, apart from the

Computation Power low to high network over-utilization situations (Net-

work Congestion). So far, a possible scenario would, for instance, comprise

high Network Congestion combined with limited Computation Power. Fig-

ure 7.16 visualizes all application scenarios delimited by gray lines.

Furthermore, the classification focuses on the performance results Reli-

ability and Robustness of each pathfinding technique. The former refers to

how often each pathfinding technique returns a capacity-conform path set-

ting. The latter represents the path lifetime of each result. Each approach is

classified regarding these performance results with respect to each scenario,

as depicted with inner coordinate systems in Figure 7.16. To be more pre-

cise, all pathfinding techniques are classified based on their found paths (Re-

liability) and their lifetimes (Robustness) taking into account each applica-
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Figure 7.16: Application scenarios containing all pathfinding techniques

classified in the associated criteria (Reliability and Robustness). The outer

coordinate system depicts scenario combinations. The Inner coordinate

systems classify pathfinding approaches in the current scenario regarding

both criteria.

tion scenario (each combination of Computation Power and Network Con-

gestion). For instance, pathfinding techniques, returning capacity-conform

and long-living path settings in scenarios, comprising high Network Con-

gestion and high Computation Power are declared as highly reliable and

highly robust because their quality of the associated path lifetimes are long.

As mentioned earlier, a technique must return a capacity-conform path

setting in the first place to take into account the associated path lifetime.

Because of that, Reliability is more important than Robustness which is why

each inner coordinate system comprises a horizontal red border declaring

if the Reliability of a particular approach has reached a critical minimum

threshold. An approach appears critical if a pathfinding technique touches

or appears below this threshold.

The classifications in this figure are based on the results of Section 7.5.2.

However, as the number of valid path settings per approach decreases with

increasing initial over-utilization, the probability of comparing the path

lifetimes of found results decreases because fewer results of each approach
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exist. Results of high network overload situations make the comparison

in this case less significant because equal runs, which returned a valid re-

sult of each approach must be used to compare robust link qualities with

each other and also to rank their path lifetimes. Because of that, classifica-

tions of path lifetimes regarding each application scenario and path setting

are based on an initial over-utilization of 5% as the number of common

runs being successfully completed by each approach is sufficient. With the

knowledge of path lifetimes during low Network Congestion, we assume

that the path lifetimes (Robustness) of each pathfinding approach do not

deviate significantly with increasing Network Congestion. Because of that,

we map these results to high Network Congestion scenarios.

High Computation Power and Low Network Congestion In this sce-

nario, the computation time to compute capacity-conform path settings is

not an issue. CPLEX returns a capacity-conform path setting in this sce-

nario constellation. Hence, we declare CPLEX as themost reliable pathfind-

ing technique compared to all other approaches. This technique searches

for the global optimum in this scenario. Consequently, CPLEX returns the

longest path lifetimes.

We found out that SbDS’ computes paths consisting of only short con-

nection lifetimes. However, the number of found capacity-conform paths

is very high, which is why SbDS’ in turn offers high Reliability. In contrast,

SbDS computes paths consisting of high connection qualities, resulting in

long connection lifetimes. Found path settings becameworse with either 15
flows and 5% over-utilization or 5 flows and 15% over-utilization, leading

to the worst performance regarding Reliability.

GP and RbDRP obtain similar results regarding Reliability and Robust-

ness. Computed paths of GP are slightly more robust compared to RbDRP,

leading to longer connection lifetimes.

High Computation Power and High Network Congestion High net-

work congestion, such as 15% initial over-utilization combined with 15
flows, decreases the results of CPLEX only marginally, which is why Re-

liability and Robustness are classified as high compared to all other ap-

proaches.

SbDS performs the worst regarding found capacity-conform paths re-

sulting in the worst Reliability with respect to the performance classifica-

tion. However, these few found capacity-conform paths have long path

lifetimes. SbDS’ still generates paths with short lifetimes and also com-

putes significantly fewer paths under increased network load making this

approach also insufficient regarding reliability at this point.
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RbDRP computes as few valid paths as SbDS’ and is also on the verge

of the critical zone with respect to the classification Reliability. A similar

classification is defined for GP regarding Reliability and Robustness.

Limited Computation Power and Low Network Congestion If only

limited hardware resources are available to compute paths, long calculation

times are to be expected, that are not tolerable in MANETs. Previous results

show that only a fraction of possible paths can be foundwith restricted run-

times, which is why CPLEX is classified as insufficient regarding Reliability

in this application scenario. In addition, lifetimes of found paths of CPLEX

also decreased.

We experienced a slight path lifetime decrease of GP when limited com-

putation time was present. The number of found paths is comparable to

RbDRP resulting in similar reliability.

The classification of RbDRP, SbDS, and SbDS’ is equal to the upper coor-

dinate system depicting equal Network Congestion but high Computation

Power since approaches already respond with valid path settings quickly.

Limited Computation Power and High Network Congestion Path

lifetimes surprisingly increased with CPLEX while the number of capacity-

conform path settings remains low which is why Reliability is classified as

insufficient.

GP computed slightly less capacity-conform path settings and also re-

duced the lifetimes compared to the scenario configured with high Compu-

tation Power and high Network Congestion. Other approaches show simi-

lar results as limited runtimes do not change the result of found capacity-

conform paths and their lifetimes.

7.7 SUMMARY

This chapter discussed RQ 4, tackling multi-flow path computation un-

der runtime restrictions to guarantee capacity-conform routing in highly-

utilized MANET situations. We focused on stressed network situations in

terms of overloaded wireless connections and tried to calculate a routing

result, which distributes all requested flows without any active connec-

tion being overloaded. Therefore, we generated artificially over-utilized

network constellations and investigated if and to which degree pathfind-

ing techniques resolve the initially generated stressed network segments.

Thereby, pathfinding approaches must respond as quickly as possible with

a valid path setting as nodes in MANETs are moving continuously generat-

ing new topology constellations. Lastly, it is important that the computed
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routes remain connected for a long time, as the path calculations are time-

consuming.

Following these objectives, resolving over-utilization and computing

long-living paths while considering minimum runtime, led to additional

tasks. We began to investigate connections to distinguish high-quality con-

nections in terms of their lifetimes from lower-quality connections (Sec-

tion 7.3.4). Combining node speeds, reception powers, and moving direc-

tions has proven to be promising and applied to describe wireless connec-

tions in MANETs as robust.

Next, over-utilized network situations are required to determine if and

to which extent these stressed segments can be resolved in redistributing

the currently deployed paths, which over-utilize transmitting connections.

An evaluation environment, which we call MfDM, was necessary to create

these over-utilized situations and to evaluate the desired result, as discussed

in Section 7.3.

To begin, this workflow generates randomized MANETs similar to Fig-

ure 7.5. This topology constellation provides plenty of alternative paths and

as a consequence highlights advantages and disadvantages of each pathfind-

ing approach. Next, we artificially generated over-utilized network situa-

tions. In particular, we computed paths while continuously increasing the

data rates of associated flows until we reached a predefined degree of initial

over-utilization.

Next, 5 optimization techniques have been developed, extended, or con-

figured to find a path for each flow in order to resolve the over-utilized net-

work situation in recomputing the paths, considering the data rate demands

of the flows. SbDS follows the Greedy approach in deploying the current

best path of a flow with respect to the robust path quality and processes

the same with all remaining flows until all paths are deployed on the topol-

ogy representation (Section 7.4.2). This technique guarantees fast response

times but sticks to the process even if the current best path over-utilizes the

topology.

KmDP, introduced in Section 7.4.1, at first generates a pre-defined num-

ber of paths of each flow with the least similarity. Secondly, a process, en-

richedwith randomness constructs possible path settings, containing a path

of each flow. Thirdly, the best setting is chosen and deployed. Runtimes of

this approach depend on the number of defined paths per flow. Preliminary

results were disappointing, which is why this technique was not included

in the results.

RbDRP identifies potentially over-utilized connections and penalizes
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them when searching after the final path of each flow (Section 7.4.3). This

technique is inspired by the similar work of Akin et al. [AK19]. RbDRP, first

applies Dijkstra [Dij59] when searching for links that will potentially be se-

lected by multiple flows. Secondly, we penalized all actively and passively

utilized links in these areas and adjusted the costs to reinforce routing to

compute paths around these stressed segments.

We also applied GP that self-improves potential solutions according to

the fitness function, introduced in Section 7.4.5. The initial population com-

prises random and Yen’s k-shortest paths [Yen71]. The fraction is adjustable

based on the desired result. We designed special crossover and mutation

techniques fitting for the complete path requirement to generate capacity-

conform path settings containing robust connections.

Lastly, we applied CPLEX, a solver, taking a formalized model to use

Branch & Bound and Branch & Cut techniques [Mit09] in order to converge

to the global optimum (Section 7.4.4). This technique, on the one hand,

is used to figure out if a capacity-conform path setting exists and, on the

other hand, is applied to return a potential setting with a time constraint

configured.

MANET participants move according to the GM [AWS06] mobility mo-

del to evaluate how long the links of the returned path settings of each

approach stay connected. Therefore, we measured the time transmitting

links stay connected.

The results focus on the number of found path settings, not over-util-

izing the MANET with and without runtime restriction and on their con-

nection lifetimes. Having no time limitation configured, CPLEX outper-

forms all other approaches with 5% and 15% over-utilization configured,

followed by GP configured with 5% over-utilization. With 15% initial over-

utilization, SbDS’ (SbDS with link quality set to 1) and RbDRP outperform

GP. The number of found path settings of CPLEX decreases to a minimum

when runtimes are restricted to the execution time of SbDS. CPLEX finds

by far the fewest paths in all configurations with the runtime constraint set.

There, we evaluatedMANETs configuredwith 5, 10, and 15 flows combined

with 5%, 10%, and 15% initial over-utilization. All approaches except of

CPLEX and SbDS find a large portion of valid path settings, see Plot 7.11.

Results decrease with increasing initial over-utilization, which is true for

each approach. The longest connection lifetimes are carried out by CPLEX

if no time constraint is configured. Considering runtime restrictions, paths

having the longest lifetimes are found by SbDS.

Revisiting the initial objective, we now can claim that over-utilization in
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MANETs can be resolved depending on the current level of over-utilization

and the number of requested flows. The higher the initial over-utilization

and the more flows are requested, the more the probability decreases that

one of the proposed pathfinding techniques returns a path combination

considering the runtime restriction where no active link exceeds its config-

ured capacity. However, until 10% initial over-utilization each technique

returns plenty of valid path settings.

We also proved that our defined robust link quality has a positive impact

on the connection lifetimes of found solutions. Further, we presented a

classification that recommends which pathfinding technique to apply in

which application scenario in order to generate the best results in terms

of found capacity-conform path settings and connection lifetimes.



CHAPTER 8

Conclusions and Outlook

In this final chapter, we summarize all RQs highlighting each problem state-

ment and achievements. Based on that, we create a logical connection of

all RQs in Section 8.3, called Connecting the Dots. Moreover, we take a

closer look at the answers of our RQs and discuss the outcome. In the end,

we elaborate on future research opportunities to extend and improve our

proposed framework.

8.1 SUMMARY

Routing in MANETs has always been and continues to be very demanding.

MANETs are characterized by a single-layer architecture not depending on

further dedicated routing services or hardware for routing [Gio02]. The

self-organized fashion requires offloading the route-finding process on par-

ticipants, acting as clients and routers, respectively [Toh96]. A commonly

usedwireless channel, providing only restricted transmission capacity, con-

nects each participant whereby connections change constantly as nodes are

moving.

It is obvious that one aims to exploit available transmission capacities

most efficiently in terms of determining paths utilizing the MANET the

least to provide the most capacity for additional transmissions. In return,

one tries to exchange as few routing management messages as possible to

leave the most transmission capacities for data. Considering the mobil-

ity of nodes and the changing network topology, control messages should

also be sent at the most reasonable time providing up-to-date and complete

routing information when needed. Further, distributed routing complicates

utilization-efficient routing as participants forward data based on their in-

dividual entries in their routing tables. This makes multi-flow routing com-

plicated as these local routing decisions commonly do not pay attention to

whether the new paths disturb existing transmissions.
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We addressed these drawbacks with the aim to make these networks

more resilient and reliable. Our achievements are especially important to

the military and civil protection organizations as these organizations must

not rely on a central point of failure [Jah+18].

In order to address the restricted data rates, we introduced a transmis-

sion overhead recording model providing accurate information about con-

nection utilization to determine the residual transmission capability of the

MANET and further if there are sufficient capacities for additional flows.

In the course of this thesis, we developed a framework comprising two

network architectures that eliminate isolated routing decisions of MANET

participants by centralizing the routing competence in a controller. We

extended both architectures with network topology update processes re-

porting connections to the central routing instance to construct a network

graph as a representation for routing purposes. Now, routing can rely on

accurate network utilization monitoring and complete topology informa-

tion, reaching a level of timeliness despite the mobility of nodes. We sum-

marized all findings at that point in time and developed and compared

several pathfinding processes to find paths for multiple flows in highly-

utilized MANET situations. The objective was to determine to which ex-

tent these approaches are useful of resolving situations in which multiple

flows over-utilize the MANET to a certain degree. This sheds light on

the question of whether central routing in MANET more efficiently dis-

tributes multiple flows in terms of the generated transmission utilization.

Furthermore, we developed a robust connection property detecting poten-

tially long-living connections with the objective of increasing the lifetimes

of computed paths since nodes move and connections break down in the

future.

8.2 REVISITING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In this section, we address each RQ, introduced in Section 1.2 and provide a

comparison of the initially identified problemwith the outcome, concluding

with the added value of our research.

RQ 1 - How to record and compute accurate connection
utilization during capacity-demanding transmissions?

The first RQ focused on recording connection utilization and computation

methods in MANETs. We presented two approaches. The experiences and

obtained results of the first significantly improved the recording and com-
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putation technique of the second approach, and as a consequence the out-

come in terms of results. We began to elaborate on radio wave propagation

in wireless multi-hop networks, such as MANETs, to take co-channel in-

terference of route participants into account. This provided the foundation

for generating classifications of each MAC layer state, which determine the

type and duration of the current situation, and whether this refers to occu-

pation or availability of a connection. One of the takeaways of the first link

utilization recording approach was to apply a single controller storing the

MANET topology to more accurately compute the potential overhead of an

upcoming flow for chosen route participants as well as the arising passive

utilization of nearby nodes. We investigated several scenarios, focusing

on highly-utilizing transmissions in MANETs to determine the extent to

which recorded utilization overhead equals the computations of the con-

troller. The results show accurate utilization computations with increasing

data rates until path participants reach their transmission boundaries.

Overall, this RQ initiated the integration of the Cc-MANET architecture

where an outsourced controller, reachable via an uplink channel, exploits

MANET topology knowledge for utilization-aware routing. This architec-

ture in combination with the connection utilization recording and compu-

tation concept allowed us to conduct further research and brought us one

step closer to answer the question to which extent the MANET capacity

can be exploited to compute routes that are robust and do not over-utilize

the network.

RQ 2 -Which controller-equipped MANET modifications are
required to provide a complete topology representation for an

outsourced routing instance?

With connection utilizationmeasurementswe noticed slow reports of chan-

ges in the actual MANET topology to the controller, particularly when mo-

bility came into play. The initial Cc-MANET architecture was equipped

with a proactive topology update process (Pro-CeTUP). Exploiting the avail-

able transmission capacity of the MANET at the best required an up-to-

date topology snapshot provided on the controller. After highlighting and

arguing the lack of actuality, reinforced by evaluations, we introduced Re-

CeTUP, a reactive MANET topology reporting concept focusing on actual-

ity in terms of participants and their connections. In particular, a variety of

paths not present in the actual network topology has been computed by the

controller using the proactive topology update technique. Applying a re-

active update technique, triggering the MANET participants to report their
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directly connected neighbors to the controller, eliminates this drawback.

In the course of that, we introduced tailoredMACmodifications onMA-

NET participants, managed by the controller, that aim for exclusive channel

access per node during topology reporting. Integrating Re-CeTUP in Cc-

MANET splits the network operation in topology reporting and data deliv-

ery. In that context, we introduced a MAC switching routine to enable the

most suitable access technique at the respective point in time. The isolated

evaluation of Re-CeTUP regarding completeness in terms of connections

and execution time yielded satisfying results. Re-CeTUP outperformed Pro-

CeTUP when comparing topology completeness. Re-CeTUP showed only

negligible packet loss due to the MAC switching routine making the up-

date process a reliable component for up-to-date topology reporting to an

outsourced controller.

To sum up, the second RQ exchanged Pro-CeTUP with Re-CeTUP in

the Cc-MANET architecture. This, among others, required a MAC switch-

ing routine to use both data delivery and topology reporting in the best

ways. Re-CeTUP, embedded in the Cc-MANET architecture achieved con-

vincing results, pointing to evaluations on complete topology reports, short

topology update process times, and a high packet delivery fraction during

phases of increasing mobility.

RQ 3 - How to provide and access complete topology knowledge
when the controller is deployed on a MANET member?

Assuming continuous connectivity to the outsourced controller via a dedi-

cated uplink is naive as unforeseen circumstances, such as a power outage

could cut the connection of each MANET participant to the controller. The

third RQ aims to provide similar functionality, meaning centralized and up-

to-date topology knowledge, in case the uplink is not available.

We first evaluated the proactive routing technique, also providing full

topology knowledge on MANET nodes, by focusing on missing and obso-

lete links. The outcome helped us to develop and test a reactive topology

reporting process. In doing so, we proposed the algorithm Re-SoTUP using

exclusively the MANET channel to reactively report the entire topology in

minimum time to a controller, deployed on an arbitrary MANET node. This

partitions the controller and the MANET only logically, meaning the con-

troller is also a participant taking part in data transmissions. We named this

architecture Sc-MANET, having a controller as a routing engine deployed

on an arbitrary node.

In that context, we introduced a tree, dynamically self-constructing out
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of the MANET, which in the first place spreads neighborhood information

starting at the controller (root node) through the tree until reaching all

leaves. This ensures upstream connectivity to the parents in order to there-

after report sub-topologies to themwhich are carried back to the controller.

Complete and up-to-date topology representations on the controller could

reliably be reported in plenty of scenario constellations, referring to eval-

uations experiencing no noteworthy deviations regarding the up-to-date

topology representation with increasing mobility. The controller triggers

this algorithm if participants request new routes via Flow Requests.
Furthermore, we defined a controller self-management concept. We

contributed further functionalities helping to apply Re-SoTUP at runtime.

Firstly, nodes continuously maintain their route to the currently elected

controller for potential Flow Requests. Secondly, MANETs elect a single

controller per network in a self-organized way in case of outages or if mul-

tiple controllers are identified, for instance, in MANET merge situations.

We focused on minimum control message overhead, keeping in mind the

restricted channel capacities. These functionalities are bundled in one algo-

rithm, called SoCM, leveraging the tree of Re-SoTUP to achieve all require-

ments. Evaluations prove correct functionality while reducing the control

message overhead.

RQ 4 - To which extent can time-sensitive routing compute
robust paths of multiple flows while not over-utilizing the

network?

This RQ leverages the capabilities of RQ 1 to RQ 3 introducing a routing

engine during highly-utilized MANET situations. The objective was to de-

termine a capacity-conform path for each flow currently over-utilizing the

networkwhile focusing on robust connections. Robust in this context refers

to long connection lifetimes of transmitting links.

We therefore introduced the MfDM guiding us throughout the entire

process from generating various random MANET topologies to measuring

the lifetimes of computed paths. MfDM generates an over-utilized MA-

NET situation on these randomly generated topologies having a configured

number of flows deployed. The workflow applies wireless channel charac-

teristics to each connection and also implements mobility models defining

mobility patterns, such as waypoints and velocities of nodes, mimicking re-

alistic MANETs. Based on that, we defined the link quality, distinguishing

between fragile and robust connections to identify potential paths as long-

living. We selected several parameters, such as the velocity of nodes and re-
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ception powers among others, and evaluated combinations of those search-

ing for suitable results to determine potential long-living connections. We

also formalized the utilization model to determine in theory, which links

are utilized, and in addition to which degree these links have to decrease

their transmission capacities. This allows us to conclude whether over-

utilization of the MANETwould be present due to the paths of all requested

flows. The MfDM applies this model to, first of all, generate over-utilized

situations in increasing data rates of flows to reach a predefined level and,

second of all, to determine the extent of the configured over-utilization be-

fore heading for the objective to resolve these bottlenecks.

Most importantly, we proposed five pathfinding techniques with the

objective of computing robust paths not over-utilizing the MANET. Mo-

bility of MANETs forces approaches to respond quickly, which is why our

pathfinding techniques KmDP, RbDRP, SbDS, and GP focused on fast ex-

ecution times or can be configured to behave so. We also used the solver

CPLEX to compare results with other approaches when configured with re-

stricted execution time and also to prove whether a capacity-conform path

setting exists in a given scenario. The MfDM simulates the mobility of MA-

NET participants before and after pathfinding takes place. We recorded the

time these transmitting connections are connected in order to evaluate the

robustness.

We presented evaluations concerning results with and without runtime

restrictions. Thereby, all approaches are evaluated with scenarios where

initial over-utilization increases step by step. All in all, until 15% initial

over-utilization, there exists a pathfinding technique providing adequate

results in terms of capacity-conform paths. Further, we compared the link

qualities of the found paths of all approaches with each other to figure out

which pathfinding technique computes paths having the longest connec-

tion livetimes. In addition, we proved that paths, which have promising

link qualities obtain longer connectivity and should be preferred.

In that context, we defined application scenarios and discussed which

pathfinding technique should be preferred in each situation in order to de-

tect the best option.

8.3 CONNECTING THE DOTS

This section logically connects all individual pieces of all RQs together to a

cohesive whole. The thesis comprises multiple invented algorithms, mea-

surement methods, and designed models among others with the objective
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of addressing each RQ. It is important to understand where all components,

developed algorithms, and designed and evaluated optimization techniques

fit into the big picture.

We first recap the challenges and constraints of MANETs, introduced in

Chapter 1, to understand how all parts of the RQs fit together. Secondly, we

introduce the big picture and discuss, which component addresses which

challenges and constraints.

MANETs characteristically comprise single-layer architecture, organiz-

ing routing and data delivery in a self-organized way. The wireless chan-

nel provides only restricted transmission rates, especially in the military

sector [MKL15; LAM12]. Real-time traffic, such as video calls and stream-

ing services [Ham20] among others, have capacity-demanding data rate re-

quirements [Adobe], pushing MANET participants to their limits as multi-

hop routes demand the commonly used channel evenmore [FKQ19; RGM18].

Routing in MANETs commonly acts in a distributed fashion where each

node makes forwarding decisions in isolation based on its current rout-

ing knowledge, referring to common routing protocols [Cla+14; Neu+08;

DPB03; HMJ07]. Path constructions of multiple flows potentially disturb

each other and are placed sub-optimally wasting transmission capacities for

additional flows. Also, the key difference in contrast to traditional networks

is that participants are moving continuously, resulting in an ever-changing

topology. Routing information on each participant comprises inconsisten-

cies resulting in incomplete and outdated topology knowledge stored on

each participant.

The identified problems are summarized as follows: (i) Restricted trans-

mission capacities, (ii) incomplete and outdated topology knowledge, and

(iii) isolated routing behavior of participants. The constraints and chal-

lenges form the desired outcome and objective which define a framework

comprising a centrally managed routing engine taking over path computa-

tion based on the up-to-date topology information, that stores the current

complete topology (nodes and connections). Furthermore, all characteris-

tics, such as flows, data rate demands, connection capacities, their charac-

teristics, and mobility information of MANET participants are required to

achieve the desired goal.

Figure 8.1 depicts both architectures and corresponding components de-

veloped and evaluated throughout this thesis. This figure represents the re-

lation of components, algorithms, among others to each architecture. Start-

ing with architectures, we designed Cc-MANET and Sc-MANET equipped

with a controller, responsible for routing, respectively. The first architec-
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Cc-MANET

RQ 2

Sc-MANET

RQ 3

Re-CeTUP

RQ 2 Re-SoTUP

RQ 3

SoCM

RQ 3

Routing Engine

RQ 4

Utilization Model

RQ 1 / RQ 4

Link Quality Property

RQ 4

Link Utilization

RQ 1

Figure 8.1: The framework, comprising architectures and components cre-

ated throughout this thesis. Brown rectangles represent architectures and

gray rectangles represent components associated to the corresponding ar-

chitecture. Components used in two architectures overlap in both.

ture outsources the controller and instantiates the uplink channel for each

MANET participant to connect to the controller. In contrast to Cc-MANET,

Sc-MANET deploys the controller on an arbitrary node participating in the

MANET reachable via the commonly used MANET channel, which is the

first choice for the MANET in case the uplink is not available.

Next to Cc-MANET designed in RQ 1, we investigated how accurately

link utilization can bemeasured when connections reach their capacity lim-

its. Computing paths for multiple flows in highly-utilized MANET situa-

tions requires determining whether the defined links that are selected to

carry the flow exhibit sufficient capacities. This depends, on the one hand,

on how accurately the utilization is recorded and, on the other hand, how

newly deployed flows demand the MANET. The components Link Utiliza-

tion and parts of the Utilization Model comprise mentioned functionalities

where the former is completely and the latter is partially covered by RQ 1.

Both components are designed to be used in Cc-MANET and Sc-MANET.

After identifying how utilization propagation in wireless multi-hop net-

works can be exploited for routing, we further require complete and reliable

topology knowledge at the controller in terms of existing connections and

their participants. The topology must be as complete and up-to-date as

possible since routing must be provided with the best possible information.

More specifically, in some cases there are only a minority of potential paths

in the current MANET that allow no connection to be over-utilized. Keep-
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ing this requirement in mind, we defined Re-CeTUP gathering the MANET

topology to the controller immediately before routing takes place via the

uplink. This algorithm and the MAC switching routine are both defined

and evaluated in RQ 2. The latter, which is not depicted in the figure, en-

sures that MANET participants and the controller switch MAC protocols at

runtime ensuring interference-free transmissions during topology update

cycles.

In order to also provide a complete and up-to-date topology represen-

tation for the controller in the Sc-MANET architecture, we designed and

evaluated Re-SoTUP also providing the controller, deployed on a MANET

participant, with the topology representation. Questions arise about how

MANETs manage the controller role in situations such as controller out-

ages and in case several MANETs merge that are all equipped with a single

controller. Furthermore, one must ensure controller reachability for each

MANET participant since topology changes and Flow Requests often tra-

verse multiple nodes before reaching the controller. These challenges are

solved with the component SoCM taking care of controller management

and reachability. Thereby, SoCM uses functionality of Re-SoTUP.

With all the mentioned components so far, we aimed for robust multi-

flow route computation in highly-utilized MANET situations. Before that,

we defined a connection classification applied to each link to determine

robust connections potentially providing long-living paths. We also gener-

alized the Utilization Model in the RQ 4 to be able to identify the impact

of utilization if all flows are deployed. Now, the controller uses utilization

information, link characteristics, and topology knowledge gathered with

Re-CeTUP or Re-SoTUP and forms the MANET representation. The con-

troller starts the MANET Routing Engine and applies a pathfinding tech-

nique best fitting for the current application scenario as each technique has

its advantages and disadvantages. The component Routing Engine points

to Cc-MANET and Sc-MANET as multiple pathfinding techniques are pro-

vided fitting both architectures. The same goes for the Robust Link Quality

metric and the Utilization Model as each architecture uses this information

for routing.

To sum up, Figure 8.1 comprises all components and architectures to

provide capacity-conform robust multi-flow routing in MANET. We there-

fore bring togetherMANET transmission utilization information, link char-

acteristics, and up-to-date topology information to construct the routing

with the Routing Engine leveraging all this information.
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8.4 FUTURE RESEARCH CHALLENGES

This section introduces future research not explored in this thesis due to

time constraints but maybe relevant in the field of MANETs. In this context,

we highlight potential and promising extensions.

Applying Re-SoTUP only in Sub-trees of SoCM. SoCM comprises a

tree having the controller as root, aiming to send as few control messages

as possible. A further goal is that parents roughly keep track of sub-tree

nodes. Children sendMembership Leaves to their parents when disconnect-

ing and also send Parent Replies containing sub-tree information if triggered

by their parents. This information provides indications of whether a par-

ticular child is connected to a sub-tree of a parent.

Re-SoTUP reactively collects topology information of the entire MA-

NET starting at the root, also known as the controller, each time a Flow
Request arrives. This generates control message overhead to report each

existing connection and participant to the controller. Each node along the

route toward the controller could check if the destination of the Flow Re-
quest is stored in its sub-tree information. If true, this parent starts Re-

SoTUP only in this sub-tree, to gather up-to-date topology information of

this partial tree. This parent forwards the route request including the up-to-

date topology representation of the sub-tree to its parent or controller trig-

gering it to also look for the destination in the sub-tree and behave equally

if this node is listed.

This would reduce the message overhead of Re-SoTUP as this algorithm

would start at a specific parent node only gathering sub-tree topologies. In

case the desired destination is not included in the sub-tree after running

Re-SoTUP, a parent or controller runs Re-SoTUP again. Sub-trees already

reported the sub-topology to their parent stay idle as this parent stops the

algorithm at this point to reduce the control message overhead.

The following possible research questions are derived when comparing

this extension with the traditional Re-SoTUP: To which extent can the con-

trol message overhead be reduced? Furthermore, routing multiple flows

requires knowledge of the entire topology. How to use the sub-topology

knowledge when further topology information is necessary to determine a

path between origin and target?

Centrally managed and self-organized MAC techniques for MfDM.

The Utilization Model in this thesis assumes CSMA/CA [IEEE802.11] when

delivering data in the MANET. MfDM represents an evaluation workflow,

testing to which extent pathfinding techniques can resolve over-utilized
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MANET segments due to transmissions. Paths of flows are computed by

various pathfinding techniques and deployed in the forwarding tables of

nodes if they are part of a path.

CSMA/CA is a probabilistic MAC technique including fairness during

channel access. Competing for channel access is time, not used for transmit-

ting or receiving data frames, which affects each participant in theMANET.

This is one of the disadvantages of CSMA/CA. The advantage in this situa-

tion is that no additional channel allocation computation for each MANET

participant is necessary, which would be the part of the controller.

However, the controller computes the paths and nodes use CSMA/CA

to access the channel when delivering packets of the flow. The controller

could also apply TDMA to compute and allocate slots to each transmitting

node since data rates of flows and radio configurations of MANET partic-

ipants are available. Competition times when using CSMA/CA would be

eliminated, thus generating additional transmission capacities in the MA-

NET. One of the research questions would be whether the slot computation

overhead is proportionate compared to additional transmission capacities.

Combining Re-CeTUP with Re-SoTUP. Situations must be taken into

account where the uplink of Cc-MANET does not cover the entire MA-

NET. Re-CeTUP reports all connections of nodes having connectivity via

the uplink to the controller. The Topology Refresh message triggers each

node to start Neighbor Updates and Topology Updates thereafter. A MANET

participant could start Re-SoTUP, mimicking the controller, to gather the

topology of nodes not connected to the actual controller, when receiving a

Topology Refresh. Participants would only take part if they receive a mes-

sage of Re-SoTUP and in combination have no connection via the uplink to

the controller. The root node of the tree would include the tree, gathered

via Re-SoTUP in the Topology Update when its slot starts.

In this case, one must consider the following extensions for Re-CeTUP:

Neighbor Updates and messages belonging to Re-SoTUP must not interfere

with other transmissions as both potentially happen at the same time. Slots

for Neighbor Updates are sized to fit a fully meshed MANET, not consider-

ing further information gathered via Re-SoTUP. Lastly, the controller de-

termines the start and end time of Re-CeTUP. Additional time must be con-

sidered by the controller to be able to include further topology information

by MANET participants.

Real-World Testbed for Cc-MANET and Sc-MANET. Several parts of

Re-CeTUP and Sc-MANET comprising their components and algorithms
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Re-CeTUP, Re-SoTUP, and SoCM are simulated with OMNet++
1
[Var10]

and INETMANET
2
. Thereby, functionality and performance tests were the

main focus of evaluations. Although Re-SoTUP and parts of Re-CeTUP have

been implemented on microcontrollers, such as nodes of the IoT-Lab
3
, both

complete frameworks comprising a meaningful number of MANET partic-

ipants have not yet been deployed on a real-world testbed. The number of

microcontrollers mimicking MANET nodes that have been used for perfor-

mance tests in RQ 3 (Section 6.3.1) is limited to 5. Extending the network to
30 nodes increases the complexity and also the probability of missing topol-

ogy knowledge during update process. It is important to verify if the com-

pleteness of the topology representation on the controller decreases with

an increasing number of microcontrollers, functioning as MANET partici-

pants.

A similar potential exists for SoCM. There, it is also interesting to fig-

ure out if at first, the message overhead remains the same with a small real-

world testbed and also if the control message overhead increases in relation

to the number of nodes when increasing the testbed participants. As a re-

cap, SoCM maintains a route to the controller for each MANET participant

aiming for the least control message overhead.

Furthermore, the reactive neighbor update technique of Re-CeTUP has

been evaluated regarding number of delivered Neighbor Updates with up to

30 microcontrollers. However, the complete concept Re-CeTUP, compris-

ing MAC switching routine and ongoing data delivery has not been tested

with real hardware.

Cc-MANET entails similarities to SDN architectures whereas the wire-

less communication of Cc-MANET is one of the biggest differences. Nev-

ertheless, research in the field of SDN applied in MANETs has been con-

ducted. So far, previous research approaches introduced architectures and

identified potential aswell as challenges [YQR17; Pou+19b]. It seems promis-

ing to combine current real-world experiments with Cc-MANET and eval-

uate a scaled-up scenario in terms of MANET participants in a real envi-

ronment.

Considering Battery lifetimes of MANET participants. MANETs are

active and provide connectivity to each other until nodes run out of battery.

It is obvious that different battery levels are present with respect to each

participant. The more MANET members exist, the more routing opportu-

1
https://inet.omnetpp.org

2
https://github.com/aarizaq/inetmanet-3.x

3
https://www.iot-lab.info
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nities are available for flow distribution. Future research could investigate

how transmissions and receptions affect battery usage. Furthermore, this

information should be available when the MANET Routing Engine starts

computing paths for all requested flows. Participants running out of bat-

tery could be avoided during path computation.
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